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SYNOPSIS

This thesis explores what it means to take a dynamic perspective on language, 
in the sense of describing language as it unfolds, or as if it were 
unfolding. It builds the framework of a model which enables language to be 
described from this perspective, and applies the proposals to the description 
of grarrmar. It is a major point of the thesis that the nature of the 
perspective used in the model should be independent of the data to which it 
is applied; thus, while granmar is the least tractable area for a dynamically 
oriented description, it is felt that successful application of the 
princip Ies to this area shou Id confirm the importance and independence of 
perspective in terms of model Iing.

The thesis begins with an overview of the ways in which 'dynamic' can be used 
in relation to linguistic studies. The focus is identified as the unfolding 
of a Iinguistic event, and we are particularly concerned with how this 
perspective has been approached within the systemic functional school of 
linguistics. It is argued that previous systemic approaches have not fully 
grasped the independence of perspective in relation to model Iing.

In order to capture a fully dynamic perspective on language, the thesis 
elaborates its central features (an unfolding, progressive view of active, 
probabi Iistic choice). Ways in which such features have previously been 
implemented are examined, and a model is developed to integrate these 
features in a Iinguistic description. The model incorporates three metaphors 
to faci Iitate this - the metaphors of paths, stacks and contextua I frame. 
The model is then applied to an analysis of grarrmar, in terms of grarrmatical 
units and metafunctional considerations.

It is demonstrated that a change in perspective affects what it is that we 
say, and can say, about language. It has implications for function as seen 
from this point of view, and for the way in which context is described. 
While entirely based on systemic functional theory, the grarrmatical analysis 
as seen from a different perspective is radical and novel. Issues of unit 
boundaries, the role of particular granrnatical items, and the role of the 
metafunctions, are al I brought into question.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTR^^TIW

1. 1 Aims

It is possible to analyse language in many different ways, and for many 

different purposes. An analysis depends both on what one considers language 

to be, and on what one might need an analysis for. It also depends on the 

way in which one chooses to look at language: with a broad or narrow focus, 

for example, or with a particular theoretical bias. This thesis explores one 

way of looking at language, namely from a dynamic perspective. A dynamic 

perspective is complementary to other ways of looking at language, and has 

always been an available option. But it has tended to remain in the 

background of linguistic studies, and so its theoretical and practical 

implications have not yet been fully explored. ln this thesis, we consider 

what this perspective means for language study, how it can be described and 

modelled, and what its implications are for what it is we say, and are able 

to say, about language. The exploration is concerned primarily with the 

language of contemporary English, and within that, with reference to one 

specific aspect of the language, namely gramnar. However, the principles of 

the claims to be made should be applicable to languages other than English, 

and to areas other than gramnar.
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1.2 Language as a dynamic phenomenon

Whi I e there is a choice re I ating to the perspective one adopts in 

analysing language, there is also a prior choice relating to what one means 

by language. In other words, the perspective one adopts can be applied to 

different understandings of the concept language. Following de Saussure's 

(1915/1987) distinction between diachronic and synchronic linguistics, 

I anguage can be seen to be a system deve I oping over time, or it can be 

observed as a system at a given moment. Further to this, language can be 

seen to be developing phylogenetical/y, for a corrmunity as a whole, or 

ontogenetically, in an individual. Halliday (1989) draws on these 

distinctions to conclude that there are at least three different ways in 

which language can be seen to be dynamic.

Firstly, language as a phylogenetic system can be seen to be dynamic, as 

a language is never stable and fixed, but something which grows and develops 

over time. The documentation of the history of a language, or the 

reconstruction of a language's origins, have of course been the focus of much 

linguistic study, and continue to remain an important area of research. 

Changes may occur in the sounds of the system, perhaps in response to cross- 

cultural influences, or - in post-Industrial societies - the standardising 

effect of improved transportation and mass media. Or it may be the granmar 

and vocabu I ary whieh changes, in response to deve I opments in the meaning 

potential of the system. Most changes tend to be gradual, perceptible only 

over generations; but some changes may be sudden, as with rapid adjustments 

in vocabulary occurring in response to the introduction of new technology.

Secondly, the development of language in an individual can be seen to be 

dynamic, because a child is not able to speak its mother tongue when it is 
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born, but develops this ability as it grows and matures and is integrated 

into a speech corrmunity. The ehi Id gradua11 y deve Iops a persona I language 

system which enables it to become part of the general language system of the 

corrrnunity. In this sense, language is dynamic, evolving ontogenetically from 

the earliest proto-1 inguistic efforts at corrrnunication to a mature adult 

system.

Thirdly, the language of any given moment, as it is spoken by a member 

or members of a corrmunity, can be viewed dynamically. This is because the 

abstract resources of the linguistic system are deployed to suit the 

exigeneies of the moment, and to produce an actua I instance of language. In 

other words, without necessarily being concerned with the historical 

development of a language, or its evolution in any one individual, it is 

possible to consider language as it unfolds in the context of use as being 

dynamic. It is this third sense which is central to this thesis: that 

instances of language may be considered to be dynamic.

Yet, none of these examples of language as a dynamic phenomenon 

necessarily has to be treated in a dynamic way: on the contrary, while the 

phenomena may be dynamic, they tend to be studied as If they were static. 

This tendency is not so marked for studies of child language, because the 

documentation of each stage of a child's personal language history lends 

itself to a predominantly dynamic orientation. But the history of a language, 

for example, is more naturally studied in retrospect: Iinguists look back 

over time and seek evidence for ear Iier forms of the Ianguage. Further, 

language in use is typically studied as a static object: the text as a whole 

is examined for whatever it is the Iinguist wishes to say about its 

structure, meaning and so on.
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Al I of these areas could, however, be viewed from a dynamic perspective. 

An historian of the I anguage can, instead of just documenting a prior stage 

of the language, consider how it provided a foundation for later stages, and 

examine the conditions wh i eh prompted the change. Or, on the basis of 

evidence as to how or why systems change, future trends for the development 

of a language can be posited. Similarly, any text can be viewed as or as if 

it is unfolding in time: instead of being privileged to the whole text and 

therefore knowing what the outcome is and how the parts fit into the whole, 

the linguist must look forward from a given point in the text and posit what 

might come next, what sort of larger unit might be being built. This latter 

possibility is the focus of the thesis: it is taken as given that language in 

use can be considered to be a dynamic phenomenon; what we explore is how this 

phenomenon can be treated in a dynamic way.

1.3 Motivation for the study

The thesis has been developed in direct response to contemporary work in 

one particular school of I inguistics: the Systemic Functional school (see, 

for example, Halliday 1985a, Berry 1975, Butler 1985). Within this school, 

attention has recently been focussed on certain I inguistic phenomena which 

have not hitherto been studied in depth, and which have revealed weaknesses 

and limitations in available Iinguistic descriptions and methods of analysis. 

These phenomena include the study of generic structure (the stages which are 

typically negotiated in a particular text type), the analysis of clause 

complexes (how individual clauses are built up to form larger units) and the 

analysis of turn-taking in conversation. These are all inherently 'dynamic' 

phenomena: they can be seen to unfold in time and to be dependent on the 
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nature of the current environment. The deve Iopment of a conversation, for 

instance, cannot be predicted in advance, but is dependent on the individual 

contributions of each speaker. However, the mode Is avai Iab Ie to exp Iore 

these phenomena were not designed to deal with dynamic phenomena, and so much 

recent work has focussed on extending the theory and providing new ways of 

modelling, in order to be able to describe and explain these 'new' areas of 

study.

Yet as is argued in Chapter Two, the tendency of these explorations has 

been to focus on the dynamic nature of the data, rather than on the nature of 

the perspective being applied to that data. While these studies recognise 

that existing models are not adequate for the required purposes, their 

tendency to miss the independent nature of the perspective has limited the 

possib Ie advances whieh can be made in these re Iative Iy new areas. The 

thesis therefore focusses on the independent nature of a dynamic perspective 

and aims to more fully explicate its nature and implications.

It is not by any means the case that the systemic school is the only one 

to broach the problems which are relevant to this thesis, nor even that these 

problems have their provenance in contemporary linguistics. On the contrary, 

some of these issues have been the concern of linguists throughout history 

(see for example, Birch 1989), and other schools of Iinguistics, both related 

and unrelated to systemics, broach similar problems. For instance, many of 

the issues to be discussed in the thesis are relevant to developments in a 

school closely related to systemics, the Birmingham school (see for instance, 

Sinclair 1983, 1985, 1991; Hazadiah forthcoming), and developments in other 

areas, such as computational Iinguistics, are also relevant (see for 

instance, Reichman 1985). These parallel studies provide critical enrichment 
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to the thesis, but they are not the original stimulus to which the thesis 

responds.

It is interesting to consider why the so-called dynamic phenomena should 
be receiving particular attention just now. In terms of the historical 

development of I i nguistics, the I atter half of the twentieth century has seen 

a new focus on the study of spoken texts, competing with the otherwise 

dominant focus on the study of written texts. Research into sound, through 

phonetics and phonology, and the transcription of languages without their own 

written culture, has long been an important feature of linguistics. But the 

spoken text itself - a casual conversation between friends, for instance - 

has not always been considered a valid object of study. Halliday (1985b:vii) 

observes that: "Partly because of its association with the sources of 

authority and power - but partly also because it is nearer the surface of our 

consciousness - writing tends to steal the Iinguistic Iimelight." 

Furthermore, most forms of writing, such as documents, books, journals and so 

on, exist as objects which can be examined again and again. Spoken language 

is by its nature ephemeral, and thus much more diHicult to study.

The advent of technology such as the tape recorder enables spoken 

language to be 'captured', and so has enabled such texts to be studied more 

easi I y. This has obviously contributed to the growth of interest in such 

texts. But the I egacy of the wri Hen hegemony is that most theories of 

I anguage are theories of written I anguage: spoken texts cannot a I ways be 

successfully evaluated using the same tools. Indeed, spoken language is often 

interpreted as being 'aberrant, hesitant, ful I of mistakes', in comparison to 

the 'highly structured' and 'informative' nature of written texts (Halliday 

1985b: 76ff).
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Yet evidently, successful and less successful cOflYTlunication occurs in 

both mediurns; it therefore cannot be the case that spoken I anguage is so 

aberrant, or written language so perfect. Nevertheless the two do tend to be 

reserved for different purposes, and while clearly deriving from the same 

genera I I anguage system, they are different in many respects. Attempts to 

study a spoken text as if it were a written one inevitably distort many of 

its particular characteristics.

What, then, characterizes the difference between written and spoken 

Ianguage? First, it shou Id be noted that the difference between these two 

mediums is not always clear-cut: some texts share features of both, as may 

happen when a person is deemed to be •talking like a book', when a speech is 

extensively planned in advance, or when a book uses many rhetorical questions 

as a structuring device. Here, when we speak of written and spoken language, 

we are referring to the canonical end-points on the general cline: to 

academic text books, for instance, and casual conversation.

The essential differences between the two modes arise from differences 

in the nature of their production and presentation. While both are produced 

as ongoing processes, only spoken language is presented in that way; written 

language is (typically) subject to editing, and is presented as a finished 

product. Thus speech is characterized as a process, and writing as a 

product. This dichotomy between process and product results in a variety of 

organisational differences between them. Most importantly, the clauses of a 

spoken text are built up in a highly complex way; clause upon clause, with 

diversions, digi-essions, back-tracking and so on. The c I auses of wri Hen 

I anguage, on the other hand, are organised much more s Imp I y, usua 11 y by 

juxtaposition. The complexity associated with written language is found in 

its lexis, which tends to be highly dense, while in spoken language, this is 
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much more simple (see Hal I iday 1985b). Our intention is not to elaborate 

these aspects further, but to highlight that the media are different. The 

theories of language which have arisen in conjunction with the written text 

are much more suited to the description of products than of processes, and 

interest in the spoken medium as process high I ights this discrepancy. Now 

that a new and different set of data is available for linguists to deal with, 

models must be developed to enable the phenomena of this medium to be 

interpreted in their own right, and not as a degenerate form of another 

medium. Efforts are therefore being made to redress an imbalance, in terms 

of both what is being examined, and how it is being examined.

1.4 Language and Text

Another important relationship which needs to be raised here is that of 

/anguage<t> and text: this dichotomy compares language as a system 

(language), with language as an instance (text). These terms need further 

exp I ication.

Jn systemic functional I inguistics, the notion of 'language as a system' 

has a specific and technical meaning. It is a basic assumption of the theory 

that language is functional: it is a meaningful activity in the context of a 

society or culture and in the context of a particular situation within that 

culture. Meaning is conveyed (between members, or speakers, of the culture) 

by the patterns of language. Without recognizable patterns, language would 

have no meaning or purpose. Linguistic patterns are separated into different 

types according to different orders of abstraction. These abstractions are 

represented as different layers or strata making up the level of language:
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there are three layers, and these are semantics, /exicograr,mar and phonology, 

as represented below:

semantics I lexicograrrrnar | phonology II I .. I

Fig. 1.1 Tri-strata! organisation of language

lexicograrrrnar is the strata with which we are primarily concerned in 

this thesis; as its hybrid names suggests, it encompasses patterns of both 

lexis and gra^ar. When the term gramar is used, it should be taken as an 

abbreviation of the fuller form. While the other two strata are alluded to 

in the course of the thesis, they are not discussed in detail, and so need to 

be briefly described here in order to place granmar in relation to them.

The semantic stratum represents the meaning potential of the language: 

it is what a speaker 'can mean' (cf Halliday 1978:39). As Matthiessen 

(1989:3) notes, it is "the gateway to the linguistic system", acting as an 

interface between systems that lie outside language and the lexicogranmar. As 

wi I I be discussed in Chapter Seven, this stratum is seen to be organized into 

three particular types of semantic patterns, or metafunctions.

The phonological stratum is where patterns of sound are seen to reside, 

not only the basic phonological units, or phonemes, but the grouping of 

sounds into larger, syllabic structures, and the patterns of intonation and 

rhythm. For written language, this stratum may be referred to as graphology, 

and henceforward, reference to phonology should be taken to encompass 

graphology as well.
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The lexicogranmatical stratum Iies between semantics and phonology. 

Hal Iiday (1985a: xxxiv-xxxv) describes it as "the central processing unit of 

a language, where meanings are accepted from different functional inputs and 

spliced together to form integrated outputs, or wordings." In other words, 

grarrmar is responsible for organizing meanings, and it is this organization 

or structure which is in turn expressed through the phonological stratum.

There is therefore a relationship between the three strata so that each 

stratum is expressed by or expresses another. This relationship is termed 

realization; meanings (choices from the semantics) are realized by abstract 

wordings (choices from the Iexicogranmar), whieh are in turn rea Ii zed by 

soundings (choices from the phonological stratum).

While there is only one stratum called semantics, it should be noted 

that meaningful options exist in each of the three strata. Options in each 

stratum are organised in terms of paradi gmatic systems: meaning therefore 

derives from selecting among a range of alternatives. A selection in meaning, 

a seI ection from a system, is expressed through a particu Iar structura I 

output.

Partly because meanin-g is seen to filter through all the strata, and 

partly because there are currently no structural descriptions for Halliday's 

stratum of semantics, some systemicists replace semantics with the stratum of 

discourse. Martin (1985, 1985b) for example, posits systems of discourse in 

the uppermost stratum: the systems of conjunction, continuity, conversational 

structure, reference and lexical cohesion, al I of which create dependency 

structures in text (cf Ventola 1987:59). However we do not engage with this 

stratal debate in the context of this thesis. The issues involved are clearly 

important, as the description of the uppermost stratum determines what it is 
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that the lexicograrrmar is seen to be realizing, but nevertheless the 

complexities of the strata! debate would divert us from our focus on grarrmar, 

and so further discussions are based on Halliday's tri-stratal model. Nor 

does the thesis engage with more radical departures from the basic strata! 

model, such as Hoey's (1991) proposals, where the strata of discourse, 

grammar, and phonology are proposed, mediated by an inter/eve/ of text 

between discourse and grarrmar, and an inter/eve/ of lexis between granmar and 

phonology.

For our purposes, the feature to note about the trl-stratal model is 

that language is a system of meaningful choices. Also, the stratal 

organization explains how it is that people can mean more than one thing at 

once: the stratum of grammar co-ordinates and conflates multiple selections 

from the higher stratum of semantics, and expresses them as a single, but 

multi-valent, structure. Without the lexicograrrmar, the language system 

would be one of a simple meaning-expression relationship, where every 'sign' 

meant only one thing (as is the case in the early stages of a child's 

Ianguage; cf Ha I Iiday 1975). The three strata making up the resources of 

language are referred to as the plane of language. Language as a system 

therefore refers to the resources which enable meaningful Iinguistic patterns 

to be expressed. However, it must be noted that Ianguage · itse If does not 

occur in a vacuum: it is part of a larger contextual and cultural whole, and 

discussions of Ianguage shou Id a Iways be considered against this broader 

background.

When the resources of language are put to use, a text arises; this is 

the second term which we need to define. A number of different definitions 

exist for text; in this thesis, it is used in a general way, to mean an 

instance of language in use (as defined by Halliday and Hasan 1976).
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Hjelmslev (1943/1969) and Martin (1985) also see text as an instantiation of 

the system, but equate text with process; this equation tends to become 

confusing, so the thesis reserves the term process for the general meaning of 

an action or event. Some of the other definitions of text should be noted. 

Sinclair (1991), for instance, equates text with sentence, and Hoey (1991) 

sees text as an inter/eve/ between grarrrnar and discourse. The thesis does 

not engage with these alternatives or the debates which engendered them.

The association between spoken and written Ianguage, and process and 

product, appears at first sight to be para Ileled by the dichotomy between 

language and text. It is certainly attractive to equate 'language as system' 

with notions of state or product, and hence with written language, and to 

equate 'language as instance' with notions of process in general, and hence 

with spoken language. After al I, it is easier to abstract the system from 

the evidence of written language, and easier to see the process in operation 

in spoken language. Further, the nature of written language can be 

metaphorically equated with that of a product, and spoken language with that 

of a process. If pushed to its limits, the implication of this would be that 

the dynamic perspective is confined to being a description of real-time 

aspects of spoken texts, and to have no relevance to the theory of the system 

as a whole. But the equation is false: the one system (language) results in 

both written and spoken texts, and both written and spoken texts are 

'processes', or instantiations of· the system. Where, then, is the place of 

the dynamic perspective?

The dynamic perspective is needed to understand the relationship between 

I anguage and text. As Ha I I l day observes ( 1985c: t O): 11 to describe I anguage 

without accounting for text is sterile; to describe text without relating it 

to Ianguage is vacuous. 11 There shou Id be a d I a I ectic between I anguage and 
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text: a system has no reason for existing other than to be used, and each use 

of the system wi11 affect our understanding of it. The previous bias of 

linguistic theory, with its emphasis on product views of written text, and 

hence a tendency to focus on system, makes it difficu It to capture the 

relationship between text and language. Current theories enable us to 

demonstrate that a text is an instance or output of the system, but can not 

so eas i Iy show the inf Iuence of the instance on the who Ie. As Ha11iday 

continues (1985c:10): "The major problem perhaps is that of interpreting the 

text as process, and the system as evolution .•• , in other words, of 

representing both the system and its instantiation in dynamic as well as in 

synoptic terms." (The 'synoptic terms' here refer to the ways of thinking 

with which we are familiar, developed in conjunction with the product view.) 

Put another way, to fully understand the relationship between language and 

text, a dynamic perspective is essential. Its application to instances of 

language, both written and spoken, wi11 enable the relationship between 

language and text to be more fully elaborated.

Yet it wil I require a considerable shift in thinking in order to 

appreciate a dynamic perspective - to be able to think of text as something 

active, rather than as something static. Koch (1985) notes that in general 

scientific theory, there is a strong bias to state, or product, rather than 

to process. In the world as a whole, it is not only objects and places, but 

events, happenings, thoughts and feelings which tend to be thought of (and 

encoded) as things. This way of thinking is a type of restrictive practice: 

while it may be insightful in its own terms, it prevents other possibi Iities 

from being seen or understood Ccf Bordieu 1977). Most interestingly, an 

attempt to break away from this restrictive practice seems to be occurring in 

contemporary science, with the surge of interest in chaos theory (see for
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example, Prigogene and Stengers 1985, and Gleick 1988). Developed primarily 

in the domain of physics, chaos theory is also concerned with the description 

of processes, particularly those of systems with recognizable but 

unpredictable patterns of behaviour, such as following the trajectory of a 

carrot dropped into a food processor, or predicting the weather. Scientific 

theory is a I ready ab I e to describe the state of a carrot before and after 

being in the food processor, and it can describe the state of yesterday's 

weather and usually forecast the probable state of tomorrow's weather, as 

wel I as being able to describe the climate in general. But the processes 

which effect these states are more elusive. Chaos theory is not drawn on to 

inform the arguments which will be put forward in this thesis, as It deals 

with physical phenomena, and it would be misleading to draw too many 

para I leis with the social phenomenon of language. But it is worth noting 

that the need to account for processes and to break away from a dominant way 

of thinking has been felt in areas other than linguistics.

1.5 Graamar and Modelling

It is not the case that a dynamic perspective is seen to supersede more 

typical approaches to language. On the contrary, it is entirely based on 

such approaches, but provides an additional, complementary understanding of 

language which should bring new insights to description and theory. However, 

it wi 11 be seen that the required change in thinking resu Its in serious 

questioning of the orthodox theory, and in the potential for radical 

I inguistic descriptions. The proposals in the thesis are, indeed, highly 

cha Ilenging, and probably controversial. It may therefore seem curious to 

app I y a dynamic perspective to the domain of grarrmar, one of the areas of 
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language study to be most comprehensively studied, and one which would not 

appear in any way to be a 'dynamic' phenomenon.

The reason for choosing the domain of grarrmar to illustrate a dynamic 

perspective is primarily that it is the least obvious area for such an 

application. It is a major aim of the thesis to develop a model 

incorporating a dynamic perspective, but Iinguistic methods and procedures 

are so heavily tied to non-dynamic perspectives, that it is easy to fal I prey 

to the restrictive practices of old. If a dynamic perspective can be 

maintained in an area where such an application is not irrmediately obvious, 

the description will be forced to be as rigorous and consistent as possible. 

Further, it is a premise of the thesis that the nature of the perspective 

should be independent of the nature of the data, and therefore it should be 

irrmaterial whether grarrmar is inherently 'dynamic' or not. Thus, if a dynamic 

perspective can be successfully applied to grarrrnar, this aspect of our case 

wi I I be supported. A successfu I app I ieation to grarrrnar shou Id be high Iy 

productive for dynamically oriented explorations in other domains of 

language.

There is, however, a further reason for exploring gramnar from a dynamic 

perspective. It is anticipated that a different perspective wi 11 bring its 

own insights to the study of language, and this should be as true for grarrmar 

as for any other area. This does not necessarily mean that new 'discoveries' 

wil I be made, but that it should further our understanding of the nature of 

grarrrnar, and in particular, of the way granmar operates in text. The thesis 

therefore has a dual aim, to explore the nature of a dynamic perspective in 

general, and to explore the implications of the perspective more specifically 

in relation to grarrmar.
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At this point it may be helpful to clarify a little the sense in which 

'model I ing' is used in this thesis. As soon as it is suggested that a 

dynamic perspective should be adopted, the question arises as to whether the 

aim is to model a speaker's intentions or a hearer's process of 

understanding. Neither of these is in fact the aim of the thesis in terms of 

model Iing. Firstly, it should be stated unequivocally that we do not account 

for the psychological aspects of production or reception; the account is a 

linguistic one, the choices to be described are linguistic choices. 

Secondly, while description must necessarily acknowledge that there are some 

differences between the (linguistic) position of the producer/encoder and 

that of the receiver/decoder, the thesis tries wherever possible to remain 

neutral with regard to these two positions. As the presentation of the 

arguments in the thesis is typically from the point of view of an analyst, 

the emphasis naturally fal Is on the position of the receiver, but the 

producer's perspective is always as relevant.

But more importantly, the issue of speaker/hearer perspective is a 

secondary one in terms of modelling, as it centres on the use to which the 

model is put. The primary question is what the model represents. A model of 

language should provide a theoretical framework which enables the linguistic 

system to be described and understood, in terms of what motivates the system, 

what the relevant components of the system are, what constitutes an instance 

of the system, and so on. These aims are most Iikely to be met if the model 

is generative, that is, not just a list or collection of observed linguistic 

forms, but something which can itself be used productively to generate forms 

of the language, and to determine whether these are indeed part of the system 

or not. The model provided by systemic functional linguistics is such a 

model, and it is adopted here. But the question is, how does a dynamic 
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perspective affect such a model? It wil I be seen that the incorporation of a 

dynamic perspective does indeed interfere with the conceptualisation of the 

basic model. It requires a higher potential for variation to be built in to 

the model, and so leads to a.broader interpretation of what would be an 

acceptab I e instance of the system. Further, it accounts for variation in 

degree of occurrence, and thus some uses of the system are seen to occur so 

frequently that they achieve the status of cliche or fossil, while others 

occur so infrequently that their categorisation as part of the system must be 

queried. The incorporation of a dynamic perspective thus leads to a 

reassessment of both system and instance, or language and text. Its role is 

therefore a difficult one, both drawing from and questioning a received 

mode I.

1.6 Overview of the thesis

The first part of the thesis exp Iores the genera I nature of a mode I 

incorporating a dynamic perspective. Chapter Two focusses on the independence 

of perspective from data, using as a springboard the systemic work which 

originally stimulated the thesis. It is argued that the independence of 

perspective is critical to the further exploration of a dynamic perspective. 

Chapter Three elaborates the characteristics and features which distinguish a 

dynamic perspective, describing what it is that differentiates this 

perspective from others. In Chapter Four, available linguistic models which 

have taken up some or a 11 of these features are examined and compared for 

their suitabi Iity as dynamically oriented models. While many of these are 

highly successful, there is one feature which is not captured, and so Chapter 

Five proposes an alternative model. This model is developed in schematic 
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terms, out I ining the necessary components of a dynamically oriented model and 

the way these components should be seen to interact.

The second part of the thesis app I ies this mode I to the ana I ys is of 

grarrmar. Firstly, in Chapter Six, a dynamic perspective is applied to the 

analysis of gramnatical units in a sample text. In Chapter Seven, 

metafunctional aspects of grarrmar are considered, and finally, conclusions 

about the model in general and the specific analysis of granmar are presented 

in Chapter Eight.

It is not the case that either a fully working, dynamically oriented 

model, or a comprehensive revision of the grarrmar of English, is presented. 

Rather, the intention is to clarify what it means to take a dynamic 

perspective on language, to explore the necessary infrastructure, central 

issues and possible difficulties of a model with such an orientation, and to 

demonstrate how a grarrrnatical analysis would proceed from this perspective. 

Hal I iday (t985c:t0) observes that "Dynamic models of semiotic systems are not 

yet very well developed, and this is one of the problems that theorists of 

I anguage now have to so I ve." This thesis does not c I aim to present the 

solution to this problem, but to provide the basis for finding that solution.

E^^wtes

1 (S.dlon 1.4)1 Throughout the lh-aie, H^/ic type is ueed lo inlroduca hchnlcal le^MN, and lo hl9"li9"l 

their lechnic:al elalue In further uees If necessary, Bold lype is used lo indicate eq>hasis.
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CHAPTER TWO

Ar-ITECEDENTS TO THE STUDY

2.1 Introduction

As noted in Chapter One, recent research in the systemic school has 

highlighted the importance of a dynamic approach to language, and has made a 

significant contribution to the delineation of both its theory and practice. 

This chapter focusses on two major works which have been fundamental to these 

developments. The first is that of Martin 1985, and the second that of 

Vento Ia 1987. Martin explains the central issues of a dynamic approach, 

identifying its basic parameters, and elaborating its significance for 

Ianguage study·. Vento Ia' s work exemp Iifies the app Iication of a dynamic 

approach to language (specifically, generic structure), exploring its 

imp Iications for model Iing. However a problem is identified within both 

these works, which reveals a lack of clarity in the definition and 

understanding of a dynamic perspective. This problem is elaborated below, 

and becomes the focus of the thesis.

The confusion identified in the work of Martin and Ventola is reflected 

in other research from the systemic school. This research is referred to in 

the final section of this chapter, where we also consider why dynamic 

approaches have aroused so much interest in systemic linguistics.
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2.2 The theoretical input: Martin's contribution

An early formulation of the systemic approach to dynamically oriented 

studies came in 1985, with Martin's article "Process and Text: Two Aspects of 

Human Semiosis". This article elaborates the concepts which are critical to 

an understanding of a dynamic perspective. These concepts include the 

comparison of dynamic with synoptic<1>, the distinction of process and 

product, and the cross-classifying dichotomies of actual/potential and 

active/static. Martin's article primarily focusses on the role of these 

concepts in relation to genre, but mention is also made of register and to a 

lesser extent, of discourse. In this article can be found the foundation of 

many of the ideas permeating the systemic school's current concern with a 

dynamic perspective. Here also is the formulation of perspective with which 

this thesis takes issue.

Hjelmslev's (1943/1969) distinction between system and process suggested 

the important variables forming the basis of Martin's paper. Martin notes 

(p248) that: 11Hjelmslev refers to a semiotic's meaning potential as system, 

and the realization of this potential as process. But when focussing on one 

of these semiotic systems, language, he uses the corresponding terms language 

and text." This cross-classification is presented in diagrarrmatic form 

below:
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_L 
I 

potential I 
1

semiotics in general language in particular
1

system |
i

I 
language I

I 
realization of potential I 

...

1 

process |
____________________________________________________L

I
text I

____________________________________________  ,

Fig. 2.1 Hjelmslev's view of process and text (abstracted from Martin 
1985:248)

Thus as Martin observes, Hjelmslev's term for an actual instance of a 

semiotic in general is more 'dynamic' than his term for an actual instance of 

I anguage - process seems to connote something more active than does text. 

Martin wonders then (p248): "Is there a sense in which I inguistic 

manifestations are products rather than processes while the realization of 

other semiotics is action rather than a thing?" Whether or not this was the 

intended implication of Hjelmslev's terms, Martin concludes Cib.id) that 

.. there is a sense in which process and text do reflect rather different 

perspectives on the actual and its relation to potential."

What Marlin does is to lake the Hjelmslevian terms of process and text 

and equate them with the more familiar terms of process and product. He then 

explores these concepts in relation to studies of language and other semiotic 

systems. His main interest is the study of genre, and here there is a direct 

I ink with the work of Ventola, as discussed in the next section. Marlin puts 

forward a tentative network and associated realization rules lo try and 

capture some of the similarities and differences between various genres; this 

is called a genre agnation network. (Note that in this chapter, terms with 

technical significance in systemics are taken for granted. They are explained 

more fully in Chapters Four and Six.) However as with Ventola, he notes _that 

the system network is unable to capture sequence satisfactorily, particularly 

the sequence of structural elements in genre which can be highly variable.
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Ventola's flowchart model is drawn upon to solve this problem, and the 

relation of the network to the flowchart leads Martin to reconsider the 

process/product dichotomy.

Martin argues (p259) that "it is necessary to elaborate the terminology 

so that the opposition in question is interpreted from the point of view of 

system/language as well as that of process/text." He produces a figure where 

"potential and actual are taken as cross-classifying the active and static 

perspectives. Potential as seen from the static perspective is termed a 

synoptic system; viewed actively it is termed a dynamic system. Actual. when 

viewed statically will be termed text; when viewed dynamically it will be 

referred to as process. Thus synoptic systems generate texts; dynamic systems 

generate process." (p258) This figure is reproduced here.

J. potential I actual
1 

static 1
1

synoptic system |
1 

text I
____________ 1

1 
active 1

1

1 
dynamic system I 

1

1
process | 

____________ 1

Fig. 2.2 Martin's view of process and text (Martin 1985:259)

The cross-classification of potential as a dynamic and synoptic system 

enables Martin to retain the implications of Hjelmslev's differentiation of 

system and language. Martin argues that, for genre, the synoptic systems 
provide an 'objective' view, in the sense of being able to take an.overview 

'after the fact*, that is, as a product. In contrast, the dynamic systems

provide a 'subjective' view, 'in the process of manifestation*, that is, as a

process. He argues that both are necessary as one moves "from potentia to

actual in the process of realization". In this movement, "the dynamic system
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somehow disappears: it is etic, enabling, lurking between the I ines as it 

were rather than emic, enabled, and manifest in the final result. ••" In 

other words, "each of these radiea 11 y different systems turns out to amount 

to the same thing..." (p259)

Thus Martin clearly establishes the difference and the link between the 

synoptic and dynamic approaches: one relates to a static view, and the other 

to an active view, but both must be se-en to be interacting. To illustrate 

this interaction, he gives the example of a game of bridge, where the various 

possible moves relate to its synoptic potential, while the sequence of actual 

moves re I ate to its dynamic potentia I. "The synoptic potentia I under I y ing 

the bidding will be familiar to most readers. But what is not so readily 

accessible is the dynamic potential which has generated just this bidding 

sequence. ... In order to teach a computer to play bridge this dynamic 

potential would have to be formalized." Cp259-260) In other words, our global 

understanding of the game gives a sense of the types of possible moves - a 

sense of the synoptic potential of the game as a static product • But in 

. playing an actual game, only particular moves are appropriate at particular 

moments - and for this we need a sense of the game's dynamic potential, as an 

active process.

Through Martin's work, therefore, we come to an understanding of the 

nature of a dynamic approach: it deals with an active view of potential, 

whereas a synoptic approach deals with a static view of potential. He 

observes Cp272) that: "linguists come to discourse equipped with synoptic 

generative models, not dynamic ones." So a different model will be needed 

for this different way of looking at language. Further, he highlights the 

importance and difficulty of using an appropriate model to capture the
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dynamic approach, concluding his article with a warning as to the 

complexities of working towards such a model (p273):

For one thing, Iinguists have next to no experience in dealing with 
dynamic systems. lt is not clear how such a formalism can be 
constrained. It is not clear what the best heuristic strategies 
wil I be for investigating dynamic systems. And it is not clear how 
Iinguists wiII distribute the responsibiIities of heuristics and 
theory as far as dynamic systems are concerned: what for example 
wi11 count as evidence in an argument about the structure of a 
dynamic system. Fina11 y the way in whieh synoptic and dynamic 
systems interact, synchronically in a derivation, ontogenetically 
in language learning, and diachronically and phylogenetically in 
language change is not at all understood.

However, Martin's appraisal of the synoptic/dynamic distinction is not 

without problems. He has made a va Iid and usefuI observation that every 

instance of language (the 'actual') is both product and process (or in his 

terms, text and process). In relation to the actual, the difference between 

product and process is clearly a matter of perspective: while a given 

instance may foreground either the product or process nature, any instance 

can be viewed in either way. Thus, a spoken text is clearly process-like in 

nature. but may be treated as either a product or a process, and the reverse 

is true for a written text. This aspect of Martin's case is clear and 

convincing. The problem arises in· Martin's evaluation of potential. His 

argument is that the static and acti_ve perspectives give rise to two 

different kinds of potential: a synoptic system and a dynamic system. While 

he acknowledges that both must be seen to 'symbiotically interact' in order 

to produce the actual, his position is somewhat asymnetric with the 

arguments raised in relation to the actual, and more seriously, it is 

theoretically untenable.

Firstly, his evaluation of potential is not symnetric with his 

evaluation of the actual - this is not In itself particularly serious, but 

suggests that there may be a problem in his argumentation. For potential, 
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each type of system, synoptic or dynamic, is reserved for the account of 

different types of features in the actual. Thus, a dynamic approach is 

reserved for what are deemed to be 'dynamic' features, such as the variable 

sequencing of generic structures, or turn-taking in conversation. These 

features can be readily seen to, so to speak, move the text forward. A 

synoptic approach is reserved for the features which have typically been the 

focus of linguistic descriptions of the past: the components of a linguistic 

unit (possible stages of a genre, possible moves in a conversation, possible 

constituents of a grarrrnatical unit) and how they relate to each other. Thus 

synoptic systems are seen to generate 'synoptic features', while dynamic 

systems generate 'dynamic features'. To put it crudely, the synoptic system 

resu Its in text in the sense of 'what we end up with· (product} and the 

dynamic system results in text in the sense of 'how we get there' (process). 

But as Martin himself argued, the product/process distinction in relation to 

actual is one of perspective, and it is somewhat inconsistent to then argue 

that there are two different types of potential producing separate features 

of the one actual text.

Despite this apparent asyrrrnetry in his argument, Martin's position 

remains attractive, as it seems to explain why the 'new' areas of exploration 

(genre, conversation and so on), are problematic for available descriptions. 

Following his argumentation, it can be seen that the currently available, 

synoptically oriented systems can only explain the product aspects of text, 

and new systems, new explanations of potential, are needed to account for the 

new, process perspective on text. But as attractive as this explanation may 

appear, it is not theoretically plausible. This is because the two different 

types of potential suggest that there are two different types of choice in 

question, resulting in the synoptic and dynamic 'features' described above.
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However, the question we need to consider is whether potential can be seen to 

consist of two different types of choice. If we return to Martin's example 

of bridge, the imp Iication of this would be that the decision as to what move 

to play is different in kind to the decision as to when to play a particular 

move. But these issues are indivisible: the moves avai Iable to a player 

<Martin's synoptic potential) depend entirely on the current state of play, a 

'dynamic' factor; and what can happen at the current state of play <Martin's 

dynamic potential) depends on what sort of moves are possible, a 'synoptic' 

factor. Either of these so-called potentials can be foregrounded: a player 

in an actua I game is Iike Iy to focus on the I dynarnic • moves of the game, 

whereas someone writing about the game is Iike Iy to focus on the synoptic 

classification of different possible moves. The game of bridge has only one 

system, one potential, but different aspects of this potential can be 

highlighted; just as an instance of bridge, a particular game, can be viewed 

as an active process, or as a static product. Thus, as for the description 

of the actual, potential varies according to perspective. It is this insight 

which is lost in Martin's presentation.

The consequence of this Ioss is that the. nature of the perspective 

(synoptic or dynamic) is seen to be dependent on the nature of the data being 

examined (product or process). So a dynamic perspective becomes reserved for 

data where process aspects are foregrounded, such as conversations, while a 

synoptic perspective is reserved for the areas with which it has always been 

associated, where the product aspects dominate, as in the grarrmar of written 

texts. Martin's origina I insight, that actua I is both text and process, and 

that it therefore requires two interacting perspectives, is obscured. By 

failing to appreciate the independence of perspective in relation to 

potential, the nature of the perspective is equated with the nature of the
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data. In short, the dynamic perspective is seen to be relevant to spoken 

texts, and the synoptic perspective relevant to written texts. This makes it 

impossible to apply both perspectives to the one instance of data, as the 

data is pre-judged on the basis of its mode as to which perspective is most 

relevant.

Further support for_ the case that there is a limited understanding of 

perspective is found if Martin's argument on lexicogranmar is examined. 

Martin suggests that a dynamic perspective is not an appropriate way to look 

at granmar, and this is supported by Plum (1988:53) when he says: "There 

seems to be Iittle need for the distinction argued for by Martin at the level 

of lexicogranmar since variation in (actualised) sequence, at least in 

English, is typically evidence of some systemic choice, for example word 

order signifies a distinction between declarative and polar interrogative." 

Therefore, while variability in a granmatical structure is evidence of a 

systemic (that is, synoptic) choice, variability which can't be accounted for 

systemically 11may well be said to be due to a 'performance error' in some 

sense, say self-interruption and subsequent 'non-completion' of a clause." 

(Plum 1988:53) In other words, granmar is well accounted for given available 

descriptions; it is not a particularly 'dynamic' phenomenon in itself, and 

when 'dynamic' features, such as self-interruption, do occur in granmar, 

these can be dismissed as being unimportant. But this argument is also 

theoretically untenable. Firstly, it implies that any gramnatical structure 

which is not 'well formed' according to the current description of potential 

is not the result of a choice - that it is not functional. Apart from being 

a s Iight I y arrogant assumption, it is an odd one for a systemicist to make, 

given that all linguistic choices are considered to be functional in origin. 

It appears more Iike I y that the 1ml stake I is due to the inabi Iity of the 
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description to account for such potential as an integral part of the granmar. 

Describing potential as two separate components, even if interacting, forces 

one aspect of actualised grarrmar to be deemed to be aberrant.

Further, if Plum's arguments about grarrmar are extended to areas which 

are more inherently 'dynamic', such as turn-taking, the implication is that 

there can be no systemic choice here, either. All such 'dynamic' features 

would have to be seen as accidental outputs, with no system of potential 

behind them at all. This clearly is not what Martin would intend to argue 

for at al I. The 'new' areas of turn-taking and so on, while not being wel I 

described by current synoptic systems, are evidently not the result of random 

or accidental choice.

Given Martin's classification of potential as either synoptic or 

dynamic, the conclusions in relation to grarrmar are understandable. But 

again it is evidence that the nature of the perspective is too closely 

associated with the nature of the data. In this case, it is not so much the 

mode (spoken/written) which is in question, but the linguistic level of the 

description (grarrmar, discourse, genre, and so on). That is, a certain 

perspective is associated on Iy with a certain I eve I of description. Again, 

this makes it impossible to freely associate different perspectives with 

different descriptions. This contradicts Martin's own original position, 

that all data needs to be examined from both perspectives.

If, however, Martin's conclusions about perspective in relation to the 

actual are also applied to potential, then these problems can be avoided. It 

results in a position which is consistent with the arguments for actual 

instances of language, namely that there is only 'one' system of potential 

for language, but that this potential may be viewed in different ways. A 
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different perspective wi11 foreground some aspects of potentia I rather than 

others, just as is the case for the actua I. The problem for linguists is 

that potential has typically been treated in a static, synoptic way; now that 

a new perspective is emerging for actual instances of language, a similar 

perspective is needed on the system of potential. It wi11 be seen as the 

thesis progresses that a different perspective on potential does affect the 

notion of available potential to a certain degree - various notions of 

function have to be re-examined, for example - but this is comparable to the 

situation with actual text. In other words, two perspectives give the 

impression that two different 'things' are being dealt with (viz, a product 

or a process), but both are needed in order to understand the potential and 

the actual in a holistic sense.

We argue therefore that perspective is applicable to potential, as well 

as being independent of the nature of the data. It may seem rather trivial 

to insist that perspective be applied in this way - after all, Martin does 

cross-classify potential with an active/static perspective. But, apart from 

the fact that active/static in Martin's diagram could be replaced by 

dynamic/synoptic (and in Chapter Three,· we argue that the active/static 

dimension is only one characteristic feature of the synoptic/dynamic 

perspective), the consequences of retaining two types of potential, as we 

have seen, are rather negative.

A further consequence of obscuring the independence of perspective is 

that those aspects of text which can already be accounted for, such as 

uncomp Iicated sequencing, are ascribed to known mode Is, and those aspects 

which are just beginning to be examined, such as more complicated sequencing, 

are ascribed to new, so-called dynamic models. Thus it is only necessary to 

cal I on the dynamic approach when the current model falls down. The dynamic 
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approach therefore acquires the status of a 'gap-filler'. This metaphor is 

pervasive throughout the work whieh adopts Martin's pos l tion, and can be 

found in his own work. For examp I e, when discussing a description of 

conversational structure based on a system network (a synoptic model>, he 

notes (p272): "A good deal of conversational structure can be predicted from 

this approach. There remain however a number of conversational gambits open 

to interlocutors which are not netted in. for these, a dynamic tactic pattern 

of some kind will have to be worked out. 11 (emphasis added) Martin's 

description of the dynamic approach as "enabling, lurking between the lines 

as it were" suggests that it is subordinate to the synoptic approach. 

Cowling, Perrett and Thwaite (1987) quite rightly raise an objection to this 

statement: if the dynamic system is 'invisible', not manifested, how can it 

be studied? Rather, we suggest that the dynamic view disappears once we look 

back on the text and treat it as a product. In other words, if dynamic 

aspects of a text are to be understood, a dynamic perspective on both the 

text and the system of potential behind it must be maintained.

Para I lel to the 'gap-fi Iler' metaphor is the notion that the dynamic 

perspective ach to 'repair' problems in an unfolding text. Martin says 

(p265) that: "although it was suggested earlier that dynamic systems are 

invisible, disappearing as text is formed, they may in fact appear to repair 

a process which is breaking down .•. in a sense It is only when something goes 

wrong that process can be distinguished from text." The things 'going wrong' 

to which Martin refers are features such as interruptions, explanations, and 

repetitions in conversational structure. But again, this conclusion arises 

because the perspective is not seen to be independent: it is being confused 

with the nature of the data. Rather than having a process 'breaking down', 

at which point the dynamic approach comes in 'to repair', it is more a case 
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of a certain type of (inherently dynamic) data appearing which cannot be 

accounted for given the current synoptic descriptions. Thus, a new type of 

model is grafted on to the currently available one, to explain the new type 

of data. Yet it is improbable that some features are dynamic and others 

synoptic, and that two different models must be counter-balanced in order to 

find the right 'fit' for the data in hand.

The failure to recognise the independence of perspective as it applies 

to potential means that Martin's insights regarding the dual process/product 

nature of text are Iost: the resu It is the assumption that there are two 

'types' of data which require separate 'types' of models in order to be 

explained. If, on the other hand, the independence of perspective in 

relation to potential is recognised, then it can be remembered that actual 

language may be seen to be either product or process. While some instances 

of language appear to be more synoptic or dynamic than others because of the 

nature of their mode, and while some levels of description appear to be more 

synoptic or dynamic than others because of their inherent organization, any 

type of text can be viewed in either way. This means that there can be only 

one system behind the text, one potential, although current developments in 

relation to data high Iight the need to apply the new perspective to potential 

as we I I.

When a dynamic perspective is applied in conjunction with a synoptic 

perspective, text will be more fully understood from both the product and 

process perspectives. To clarify this distinction of perspective in relation 

to actua I instances of Ianguage, the terms text and process in Martin's 

matrix (Figure 2.2) will be replaced with the terms text as product and text 

as process, as Ventola does. This emphasises the fact that it is the 

perspective which changes, not the text. The dichotomy of synoptic/dynamic is 
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therefore seen to be a matter of perspective (subsuming the active/static 

dimension), cross-classified with potential and actual. The way in which a 

dynamic perspective on potential can be described is the subject of the 

remainder of the thesis.

2.3 An application of a dynamic perspective: Ventola's contribution

Simultaneous with Martin's exposition of dynamic and synoptic concepts, 

Ventola (1984a, 1984b, 1987) exploits this distinction to faci I itate the 

exploration of a particular semiotic, that of genre. Her work, presented most 

comprehensively in The Structure of Social Interaction: A Systemic Approach 

to the Semiotics of Service Encounters (1987), not only contributes to a 

deeper understanding of genre, but provides the first detailed attempt within 

systemics to apply the synoptic/dynamic distinction, and to explore the 

implications of this distinction for modelling. Here, we discuss the way in 

which her interest in the modelling of genre led to the need to incorporate 

the synoptic/dynamic distinetion, and how her cone I usions relate to the 

concerns of this thesis.

Ventola's focus is the description of the genre of service encounters. 

A service encounter "is a semiotic unit where two (or more) participants are 

involved in a social process of giving and receiving service. 11 (Ventola 

1984b: 124) In particu I ar, she exp I ores the stages whieh characterise a 

particular genre, or its schematic structure, and the lexicogranmatical 

realisation of these stages.

The service encounter texts which Ventola describes are exchanges of 

goods or information in shops, post offices and travel agencies. The texts 
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are al I transactions of some sort, and so are similar in many ways. But they 

are also substantially different in terms of the stages which the 

participants negotiate in order to achieve their goals, or as Ventola puts 

it, in the way they 'unfo Id' . Ventola is thus faced with the inherent 

problem of genre studies: how to describe the generic stages of such texts, 

so that their similarities are captured, but the differences allowed? For 

instance, an encounter in a travel agency could normally be expected to 

contain a 'booking' element, where a client books a trip or a holiday through 

the agent. On another occasion, a client in a travel agency may make 

enquiries about a holiday, but no booking - the client may not Iike the 

avai Iable options, or may just have been seeking information. Intuitively, 

both such encounters appear to be functionally and generically the 'same', 

but their actual generic elements differ substantially (one encounter has a 

booking element, the other does not), and so it is difficult to capture their 

similarity in generic terms.

Of the available models which Ventola examines in order to resolve this 

problem, two in particular are felt to be useful and are reviewed in depth. 

The main criterion which they meet is the ability to resolve the problem just 

described, of capturing the similarities and differences of genre in text. 

When identifying genre, the critical factor is to identify the different 

stages of the text, as determined by the features of the context of situation 

(cf Ventola 1987:43). For a service encounter, an appropriate stage might be 

'purchase', whereas this would not be an appropriate stage for other genres, 

such as an interview or a lecture. The stages are functional elements. 

Apart from the stages themselves, it is important to be able to capture the 

similarities and differences in the sequence of the stages: the 'greeting' 

stage of a service encounter, for instance, does not necessarily have to be 
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the first stage to be realized (cf Ventola 1987:70-71). Thus each genre has 

a particular potential: various possible stages occurring in a certain, 

possibly variable, sequence. Hasan (1984) cal Is this Generic Structure 

Potential CGSP). Texts which have a similar context of situation - or 

contextual configuration - wi 11 share some generic elements. Similarities 

between GSPs accounts for genre agnateness.

The first model which Ventola explores is Hasan's linear model of GSP 

(see for example, Hasan 1984, Halliday and Hasan 1985). The model provides a 

linear representation of the order of generic elements - such as GREETING, 

SALE REQUEST, SALE or FINIS for a service encounter text<2>. In this 

representation, some elements are considered to be obligatory for that genre, 

and hence genre defining, and others optional (thus SALE or PURCHASE would be 

obligatory in a service encounter, but GREETING would be optional>. Some 

variation in the ordering is possible, for instance by allowing repetition of 

elements. To take an invented example, let us say that a service encounter 

may consist of the above four elements, namely GREETING, SALE REQUEST. SALE 

and FINIS. A GSP may represent the structuring of these elements as follows:

(GREETING) · SALE REQUEST- · ^^-^ <FINIS>

The parentheses indicate optionality, the circumflex fixed order, and 

the left-pointing arrow indicates possible repetition of the element to which 

it is attached. Thus according to this (invented) GSP, the service encounter 

must minimally have one SALE REQUEST and one SALE, as these are obligatory; 

it may also have al I four elements, may have some combination of the 

obligatory and optional elements, and may have more than one SALE REQUEST and 

SALE (see the fuller example in Ventola 1987:44). Through these conventions, 

a GSP "not only states the typical canonical order of the generic elements, 
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but also the typical variations of that order." (Ventola, ib.id) Thus, 

Hasan's I inear model is attractive for Ventola's purposes.

However Ventola raises an objection to the inclusion of obligatory and 

optional elements. For Hasan, a determinant of genre is the context of 

situation, and the obligatory elements defining the genre are determined by 

the context. A consequence of this is that two texts may be generated by 

ostensibly the same context' of situation, but if one does not contain the 

appropriate obligatory elements, it will be described as being of a different 

genre to the text which does have the obligatory elements. Following these 

criteria, the example cited above of the two encounters in the travel agency 

- one with a booking element and one without - would be classed as different 

genres. Ventola argues (1987:52ff) that this results in a restrictive view 

of genre, one which does not overcome the inherent problem of genre studies. 

The I inear representation of GSP is therefore too I imited for Ventola's 

purposes.

In order to overcome this limitation, Ventola turns to Martin's (1985) 

proposal for the description of genre. As mentioned above in section 2.2, he 

proposes a network representation of genre; Martin emphasises that his 

proposals are tentative and untested, but as the formalism of the network is 

basic to the systemic approach, Ventola is able to evaluate the principle of 

using a genre network. In her evaluation, Ventola (1987:63) observes that, 

like the I inear GSP representation, the network captures variation of 

elements. Part of Martin's network is reproduced below:
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-appointed (eg doctor, dentl^t>···

1- |-goode (ag grocer, clothing)

1-^ervlce -> 
I encounter

encounter—>I
1-...

I
I -Inform^lion (eg Iravel bureau).·

-unappoinhd

I (eg dep\ •tore) 
->I

I-aero·· counter . 
(eg poal office)

Fig. 2.3 Partial representation of Martin's service encounter network
(Martin 1985:253)

The network representation is able to model both the system and 

structure of genres (although Martin only includes the system in the above 

figure). That is, a network out I ines the systemic choices avai I able to a 

speaker in the generation of a genre (for instance, service encounter or 

other; if service encounter then either appointed or unappointed, and so on), 

as wel I as the structural elements which realize these features (for 

instance, if unappointed, then there wi 11 be an element of +SERVICE BID in 

the genre; the symbol '+' means 'insert this feature in the output').

As the proposed network incorporates a scale of delicacy (which Is 

corrrnon to al I networks), it is able to show how related genres may be 

simultaneously both the same and different. Delicacy increases as one moves 

from left to right through the systems of the network, and is the term used 

to indicate the increasing specificity of choices. Thus at one level of 

delicacy (in reference to the diagram above), genres dealing with goods are 

different to those dealing with information. But at a level of lesser 

delicacy, both can be seen to be instances of unappointed service encounters, 
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and therefore in some ways they are the same. The second advantage of the 

network model, also a result of the incorporation of the scale of delicacy, 

is that even the shortest texts can be classified (although it would not be 

possible to classify them at a more delicate level); so, if a Travel Agency 

text has no BOOKING element, the text can still be accounted for, as it would 

sti I I reflect the features service encounter, unappointed, information. 

Hasan's model was unable to capture this, and so Ventola finds Martin's 

network model to be a preferable representation.

Yet for Ventola, Martin's model is also problematic. First, there is a 

problem regarding the selection of features and their corresponding 

realization: as each feature has an associated realization, the realization 

must be present in the text in order for one to say that the associated 

feature has been selected. For instance, in the above network, the 

realization of 'encounter' is '+GREETING, + GOODBYE'. That is, every text 

which can be classed as an encounter has the elements GREETING and GOODBYE, 

and every text with these e I ements can be classed as an encounter. But 

Ventola notes (1987:65) that in naturally occurring data, neither the 

GREETING nor the GOODBYE element may be present, and yet the text still seems 

classifiable as an encounter. Thus, the realization rules of the network are 

similar to Hasan's obligatory elements: "the selection of a feature from the 

network is realized by a particular generic structure element. But ... not 

all elements need appear in the actual text, although the features seem to 

have been selected. For example, not all texts which deal with goods require 

the realization of the element PAY." (Ventola 1987:66)

A second problem with the network proposal is that it does not specify 

sequence, "that is, what the possible acceptable sequences of the social 

process in question are in a particular culture." (Ventola 1987:65) For 
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instance, Martin's network shows that an encounter dealing with goods is 

realized by the elements +PAY, +GOODS HANDOVER, but does not specify if one 

should come before the other. Ventola observes that the sequence of elements 

may vary between cultures: in the Soviet Union, for instance, goods are paid 

for before they are handed over, whereas in Australia, the situation is the 

reverse. In other words, the way in which the genre unfolds can vary across 

cultures, as well as within cultures, and within one type of text. But the 

network as a representation cannot capture this phenomenon.

Thus the network model is not completely satisfactory either. What both 

Hasan's and Martin's models fail to capture is the fluidity of genre 

classification and description resulting from its status as a social process. 

Ventola points out (1987:66) that a social process is "negotiated by 

interactants from element to element" - "the realization of every generic 

e Iement . . . has to be agreed upon." When genre is considered as a socia I 

process, every element contributing to that process should be accounted for, 

whether the same e Iement is repeated (perhaps with two sa Ie requests for 

instance), whether an element which is usually typical of that process is 

skipped (such as the greeting), or whether an atypical element is Included 

(perhaps a switch into a brief discussion of the weather while in the middle 

of a service encounter). Ventola's point is that, as genre is a social 

process, and as naturally occurring data exhibits the type of variation just 

described, a mode I c Iaiming to describe genre shou Id describe this aspect 

also. While the linear GSP and the network capture, with varying degrees of 

, success, some of the canonical features of generic staging, and some of the 

agnateness of different genres, they do not capture the other aspects which 

Ventola argues for.
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Ventola lays the blame for this failure squarely on the synoptic view of 

text adopted by both models. Let us focus on Ventola's criticisms of the 

network, given that for her purposes, the genre network is more successful 

than the GSP mode I. She notes ( 1987 :66) that the network offers "a view of 

service encounter texts as static, synoptic products, where customers go 

shopping and buy goods. PAY is seen as a typical part of the social process 

in question. The synoptic representation does not capture the fact that at 

various points of the social process the interactants can opt out from a 

typical stage of the social process or complete the activity in an 

alternative way." The network is synoptic because, in Ventola's words, it 

represents the generation of structure as an explosion: "Such an 'explosion' 

can be exempt ified by considering the realization of a clause on the 

lexicograrrmatical stratum. The relevant choices from the system networks of 

TRANSITIVITY, MOOD and THEME are selected simultaneously. The selections 

'explode' into one linear structure, a clause. In the same way the selections 

in the genre network are expected to explode into a linear structure where 

one element follows another in a predictable sequence. But this view of the 

unfolding of generic structures is too rigid."

Thus, to account for genre as a socia I process, Vento I a requires a 

representation which is non-explosive, which accounts for the unfolding of a 

text, but which is still able to capture the agnateness of genres. Both the 

product and process views need to be captured, and this requires "setting up 

both synoptic and dynamic representations for genres" (Ventola 1987:67).

The need, therefore, for a less static, less rigid view of text leads 

Ventola to propose a flowchart formalism for the model I ing of structural 

elements of genre. The flowchart is explained more fully in Chapter Four, 

but essentially it shows the points and procedures for two participants to 
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negotiate an actual example of a service encounter text. The flowchart is 

more suited to Ventola's purposes because it is able to handle the complex 

sequencing found in her da h - participants may choose to skip forward or 

back to other elements; recursion is allowed; there are no 'obligatory' 

elements and most importantly, it "takes the interactanh' viewpoint of 

continuously having to make decisions about the development and the direction 

of the social process." (Ventola 1984b:158) Thus the flowchart should provide 

a more satisfactory account of genre as a social process.

It is Ventola's concern with accounting for genre as a social process 

which leads her to propose this new way of representing generic stages. The 

alternative means of representation account for genre as a product. They are 

able to make general statements about the genre as a whole, but are not 

appropriate for representing the unfolding of an individual text - the 

process by wh ieh the actua I text is negotiated stage by stage between the 

participants. It is not the case that the different approaches are dealing 

with different data, but that the same data - the same type of service 

encounters - are viewed differently, either actively, in a dynamic way, or 

statically, in a synoptic way.

In coming to understand the significance of the synoptic and dynamic 

viewpoints as it relates to model I ing and the treatment of data, Ventola 

draws on Martin's cross-classification of static and active with potenti a I 

and actual, as described in the preceding section. She observes (1987:67; cf 

1984b:154): "A genre network represents a synoptic system, a state potential, 

which generates in the realization actual, but static texts, i.e. texts which 

are viewed as finished products. ••• A flowchart .•• represents a dynamic 

system, an active potential, which generates in the realization actual and 

active texts, i.e. texts which are viewed as ongoing processes." In other 
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words, the network is a synoptic model, and is most suited to treating data 

as a product, whereas the flowchart, as wit I be demonstrated in Chapter Four, 

is a dynamic model, and most suited to treating data as a process. There is 

a reason why one type of model is more suited to one view of data. Data, when 

taken as a product, presents choice as conventionalised or 'fossilised': the 

choices are static. Synoptic models are able to generate such choices: the 

potential of the linguistic system, the possible choices which can be made, 

are also represented statically. When the data is taken as a process, the 

choices are seen to be made active I y in response to the conditions of the 

moment (conditions of surrounding granmar or context of situation for 

instance). A dynamic model which incorporates a more interactive view of 

context and in which choice is made according to exigencies of the moment 

presents a more active view of choice, and so is more suited to an active 

view of the data.

Significantly, Ventola insists that both synoptic:al ly and dynamically 

oriented models are necessary to account for the generic aspects of her data. 

She argues (1984b:l24) that "texts can be looked at not only as finished 

products, whose relationship to other similar types of texts can be stated as 

system choices in the genre agnation network, but also as processes, whose 

unique unfoldings as text structures manifest themselves through the tactic 

pattern of a flowchart for service encounters."

It is also interesting to note that Ventola seems well aware that the 

dynamic/synoptic dichotomy applies to the perspective one takes on data, and 

not to the nature of the data itself. The quotation just cited above is 

clear evidence of this: it is the way one looks that is important. Further, 

in the cross-classification of actual/potential and static/active, she 

replaces Martin's terms of text and process with text as a product and text 
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as a process (1987:67). This eliminates any potential confusion, and gives 

rise to a slightly modified version of Martin's matrix, in the way that we 

also suggested in the preceding section. She does, however, retain the 

terminology of synoptic and dynamic systems for the cross-classification of 

potential, suggesting that she, too, sees potential not as one system viewed 

from different perspectives, but as two different types of interacting 

models.

This high I ights a potential problem which does in fact ultimately lead 

to a loss of understanding of perspective in Ventola's work. A positive 

aspect of her work is that it begins with a clear statement of the role of 

perspective in relation to data. For instance, at one point, Ventola 

acknowledges that different insights can be drawn from the same data, 

according to the perspective applied. In discussing the generic elements of 

a text (1987:227), she observes that the elements can be seen as 

"realizations of selections of certain features in the genre network 

describing options involved in service encounters". This is a synoptic view. 

Alternatively, the elements can be seen as part of "the unfolding of 

interaction in service encounters", with for instance, the potential for any 

one element to be reiterated should the participant choose to do so. This is 

a dynamic view. Synoptically, the element is evidence of a feature selection; 

dynamically, it is evidence of the way a participant negotiates the unfolding 

of the text. Thus different insights are drawn from the same data, and hence 

the synoptic/dynamic perspective can be seen to clearly apply to the data.

Unfortunately a negative aspect of Ventola's work is that this initially 

clear insight is not extended to the cross-classification of potential. Her 

study of generic structure includes a comprehensive account of the discourse 

systems which realize generic structure, and while this is an impressive 
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example of text analysis, close examination reveals a blurring of the 

distinction of perspective as it applies to actual (data) and potential. At 

the level of discourse, Ventola analyses her texts for conversational 

structure, lexical cohesion, reference, conjunction and boundary marking. 

The aim is to discover the linguistic manifestations of the generic 

structuring discussed in the first section of Ventola's 1987 book (for 

example, different patterns of lexical cohesion ray be exploited at different 

generic stages; changes in such patterns are evidence of change in generic 

stage). However in the discussion of the discourse systems which project the 

generic organization of the texts, confusion arises in the application of the 

concepts of synoptic and dynamic to data and model.

In exploring these discourse systems, Ventola begins to describe some of 

them as synoptic, and others as dynamic. For example, she speaks (1987:237) 

of "those slots and moves which are generated synoptically and those which 

are generated dynamically". This results in discussion of dynamic systems, 

such as (in conversational structure) suspending, abarting and elucidating, 

as opposed to synoptic systems, which generate the more typical components of 

conversational structure.

As noted in the discussion of Martin, there is a sense in which some 

features are more readily described as dynamic and others as synoptic: a 

suspending move, for instance, quite obviously alters the flow of the 

conversation, and hence is easily called a 'dynamic' feature. But this does 

not justify the description of synoptic/dynamic being applied to the feature: 

as Ventola herself so effectively argued, it is the perspective on the data 

which varies, not the nature of the data itself. It seems that Ventola is 

following the same tendency as identified in Martin: instead of maximising 

the insights of the new perspective, the tendency is to use 'synoptic 
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systems' to capture the unproblematic aspects of the data which could already 

be accounted for <when the product view of text was dominant theoretically), 

and 'dynamic systems' to capture those aspects which have only come into 

focus since this data has been of interest (that is, since the process view 
of text has become theoretically plausible). This trend becomes quite 

pronounced when Ventola discusses speech functions which support or cha I lenge 

the ongoing conversation; she notes (1987:91) that speech functions are only 

recognized in relation to the expected/supporting functions, and that this 

leads:

... to the typical, unmarked, synoptic completion of an exchange. 
This is to say that only the expected/supporting distinction is 
bui It into the system which generates exchanges. The 
discretionary/cha! lenging functions only step in when 'trouble' in 
the unfolding of an exchange occurs, for example the proposition is 
not acceptable to the hearer, has not been heard, etc. Structurally 
these functions are not predictable, but are used when the 
predictable structure 'goes off the track'. Such dynamic functions 
are thus called for to further guide the unfolding of the exchange 
. .. The benefit of this so lution is that the system of speech 
functions is a basic system catering for the 'typical'. Rejections, 
contradictions, refusals and disclaimers can then more generally be 
described to carry a dynamic function of a challenge •..

To cite a further example, Ventola speaks (1987:175,184) of the 'dynamic 

realization of interaction'. This implies the existence of a synoptic 

realization. That is, a synoptic view of generic structure in service 

encounters would represent the sequential ordering of the elements SERVICE 

and PAY as 'SERVICE followed by PAY 1· Vento la however shows that in rea I 

texts the two elements may be mixed, rather than in sequential order. She 

ea I Is this rea I i zation 'dynamic' and argues that 11Such princip I es may tamper 

with our synoptic views of sequential organization of exchange or of generic 
structure elements." But rather than two types of realization (synoptic and 

dynamic), we argue that one realization of generic structure (SERVICE 

followed by PAY) conforms with our 'average' view of text: it exemplifies the 
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type of data that has typically been modelled from a synoptic, product 

perspective. The other realization (where the elements are mixed) does not 

conform to a synoptic explanation, and so avaiI able models are not adequate. 

It is not the case that there is one principle 'tampering' with a synoptic 

view, but that there are two possible points of view. The attempt to label 

the features as dynamic or synoptic loses the earlier insight of the role of 

perspective.

Again, perspective is restrictively tied to a particular level of 

description or a particular mode. It would be more desirable to explore the 

dynamic perspective in its own right, applicable to any mode or linguistic 

level. Also, as was observed in the case of Martin, the so-called 'dynamic' 

features are seen to be filling gaps in the explanation of the text, where 

the synoptic perspective ceases to explain what is happening. Apart from the 

metaphor of 'tampering' cited above, the metaphor of 'interference' also 

emerges in Ventola's work. For instance she says (1987:113) that "dynamic 

moves interfere with the construction of the move complex11 , as when 

challenges split the realization of the exchange (p114). Yet it is counter

intuitive that one part of the data is 'interfering' with the realization of 

the whole - it is more likely that one way of looking at the data is unable 

to account for all the relevant features. Further, when it is said (pi 18) 

that 11 each exchange appears to be so unique because of the intervening of 

dynamic systems in the synoptic patterns of exchanges11 or (p119) that 

"dynamic systems frequently intervene in the development of a nuclear 

exchange", this seems to be doing nothing more than recognising that the 

synoptic perspective is unable to account for all aspects of the data. While 

this was the original motivation for the study, such argumentation would 

appear to reduce the value of Ventola's observations: as long as the dynamic
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approach is seen to be a gap-fi Iler, it is uni ikely that the potential for 

new insights wi I I be maximised.

Ventola's attempt to mix the two approaches is both justifiable and 

sensible, but the way they are mixed gives rise to the unfortunate impression 

that it is only the nature of the features of text which is important, and 

that thi s determines the nature of the model which should be applied to the 

data. The understanding being obscured is that two perspectives on the same 

data wi I I give two sets of insights, but to carry through these insights, the 

one system of potential must also be seen from the two perspectives.

These criticisms of Ventola's study should not be seen to negate her 

contribution to the understanding of a dynamic perspective, particularly in 

relation to developing a dynamically oriented model (as discussed further in 

Chapter Four). However, the criticisms are indicative of the misunder— 

standings which can arise when a dynamic approach is seen to be dependent on, 

rather than independent of, the nature of the data.

2.4 Towards an understanding of perspective

The concerns of Ventola and Martin as related to dynamic issues are 

echoed in many other studies emerging from the systemic school. For instance, 

Eggins (1987) is interested in explaining how a casual conversation, like a 

dinner party conversation, is able to both keep going and keep making sense. 

To account for this, she needs a dynamic model which can explain the 

collaborative, ongoing process of creating text, and show how it is that 

speakers negotiate topics. Similarly, Perrett. Thwaite and Cowling (1987) 

find that they need a dynamic model to account for the variabi I ity of 
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possible moves in an exchange; O'DonnelI (1986, 1991) explores the same area.

At the level of lexicograrrrnar, Plum (1988) explores how clauses combine into 

clause complexes in spoken text, and finds that the avai I able synoptic models 

(for example, Hal I iday's 1985a description of the clause complex) do not 

account for all the facts in naturally occurring conversation. In a related 

but more diachronically oriented study, Nesbitt and Plum (1988; also 

discussed in Nesbitt 1987 and Nesbitt, Plum and Cowling 1987) use a dynamic 

model of the clause complex lo account for change in the Iinguistic system as 

a whole. This is motivated by Lemke's studies (1987, 1989) which argue that 

language is a dynamic open system, that is, a system in constant interaction 

with its environment, and hence continually subject to change.<3>

Al I these studies attempt to provide more satisfactory explanations of 

the functioning of naturally occurring spoken data, and they all find that 

dynamically oriented models are necessary to achieve this. This surge of 

interest in spoken data is an understandable development given the recent 

history of linguistics, with the relatively late valorisation of the spoken 

text. However it is interesting to consider if there might be another reason 

for this concentration of interest within the systemic school, and the nature 

of the systemic model of language is perhaps the source of this explanation.

Systemic theory is a theory of paradigmatic choice; the choices are 

I inguistic features organised in a series of interlocking paradigms - a 

system network. (These have been referred to informally in the course of 

this chapter and are more fully discussed in Chapters Three, Four and Six). 

As we argue in later chapters, the systemic model represents structure, which 

is manifested on the syntagmatic axis, as a consequence of paradigmatic 

choice. However, the type of data wh i eh is now the subject of so much 

interest typically highlights the syntagmatic dimension. There is a sense in 
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which conversation, clause complexes, the generic unfolding of a text and so 

on, all have a certain structural 'life' of their own in terms of an 

unfolding process. This clearly makes it difficult for a paradigmaticaI Iy 

conceived model, in which syntagm is primarily a consequential feature, to 

adequately account for the type of exploration which is now being pursued. 

This is no different from the point already made about 'old' and 'new' ways 

of mode 11 ing: that a new focus on data revea Is inadequacies in ava i IabI e 

models. But it is interesting to note that the systemic approach itself 

incorporates a mode 11 ing bi as wh ieh is high I y re Ievant to the issue of 

developing a dynamic perspective; the systemic model is not well suited to 

describing process, and the new perspective therefore provides a cha11enge 

for the mode I.

Significantly, the problem identified in the work of Martin and Ventola, 

in relation to the understanding of perspective, becomes more pronounced in 

other systemic works. It is not the case that the linguists cited above are 

unaware of the importance of perspective. However, the influence of synoptic 

model I ing means that it is difficult to maintain a consistently dynamic 

approach - a 11 too often, o Id ways of seeing and I ook i ng take over. For 

example, Bateman (1989), whose work is discussed further in Chapter Four, is 

interested in a particular 'dynamic feature' of language, dependency 

organisation (a feature found in clause complexing, for example, which 

accounts for how progressive dependencies can arise between linguistic 

units). However, given what has been discussed in this chapter, the fact 

that he focusses on 'a' dynamic feature is an indication that he is not 

necessarily adopting a dynamic perspective. The solution he proposes for the 

modelling of this feature is essentially an interaction between two system 

networks, one accounting for synoptic aspects of choice relating to clause 
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complexes, one relating to dynamic aspects of clause complexes (that is, 

their organisation in dependency terms). But as Ventola argued, and as will 

be further demonstrated in Chapter Four, a system network itself provides a 

synoptic representation of choice, not a dynamic one. It can of course be 

used to model I inguistic features which might be deemed to be 'dynamic', but 

then it is a synoptic perspective on that feature which is modelled, not a 

dynamic one. While Bateman's work represents an important contribution to an 

area which is difficult to model given available systemic resources, it does 

not in fact contribute to an understanding of a dynamic perspective.

It is interesting to reflect on what might have motivated Bateman to 

consider a dynamic system network as a representational possibility. 

Martin's 1985 work of course included the classification of potential as 

synoptic system or dynamic system. There is no evidence in Martin's paper to 

suggest that he conceptualised the latter as a dynamic system network (and 

indeed Plum 1988:53 notes a personal comnent from Martin to the effect that 

he had in mind an alternative representation to a network when he used the 

term dynamic system). Nor is there such a suggestion in Ventola's work. Yet 

the term system has such a strong technical association in systemic 

I inguistics that it is difficult not to make the connection. Had Martin used 

a more neutral term, such as model or representation, the synoptic character 

of the system network might have been more easily appreciated, and the search 

for a more dynamic representation more vigorously pursued. Apart from 

Bateman, Fine (1989, 1991) and O'DonnelI (1986, 1991) also explore dynamic 

systems. The issue is discussed further in Chapter Four, but is highlighted 

here as an example of the ease with which a familiar perspective can dominate 

attempts to explore a new perspective.
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If the relevance of perspective to potential is not recognised, then the 

dynamic approach acquires a secondary type of status. At best, it is seen to 

function as a gap-fi Iler when the !lynoptic model fai Is to account for the 

data. This is the case in Bateman's work, where the dynamic system is only 

called upon to account for isolated features of the data. At worst, it is 

seen as something which tampers with the synoptic point of view. The 

perspective therefore becomes strongly associated with particular linguistic 

features which typically arise in particular modes. This ensures the 

relegation of a dynamic perspective to a secondary role.

Further, if dynamic and synoptic are equated with particular types of 

data, and not appreciated as a perspective at al I, then the potential for 

understanding the function of I inguistic features in terms of both 

perspectives is entirely lost. One intention of the thesis is to demonstrate 

that a consistent position with regard to perspective enables all types of 

data (whether 'inherently' synoptic or dynamic) to be illuminated from both 

points of view. This means that a dynamic perspective is as relevant to the 

written mode as to the spoken. Such a position may appear to be surprising, 

but is consistent with the argument that the dynamic/synoptic dichotomy is 

one of perspective. Sinclair (1985:17) recognises the relevance of a dynamic 

perspective to both modes: "De!lpite the different circumstances of spoken and 

written language and the different realizations of linguistic categories, the 

view of a dynamic model is to see them as essentially similar." While spoken 

texts are inherently process-like in their nature and organisation, they can 

be - and typically have been - treated from a synoptic, product point of 

view. Similarly, written text, while inherently product-I Ike, could be 

treated from a dynamic point of view, although, in the systemic school at
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least, this possibi I ity is virtually excluded by the I imited conception of 

perspective.

Previously in I inguistic studies, process-type data was not even 

considered, and the models developed in conjunction with product-type data 

are now not ab I e to dea I with a process perspective. However, the idea I is 

not to develop two separate systems accounting for two types of data, but to 

recognise that the perspective is independent of the data, and hence, that 

two c^^l^ementary approaches to the data are required. Synoptic and dynamic 

perspectives need to be interwoven, and both should be applied simultaneously 

to data, to achieve a full understanding of text. This thesis wllI 

demonstrate that a dynamic perspective can be applied to a product-like 

aspect of language, namely granmar, and this application demonstrates that a 

different perspective brings its •own insights to the data. These are 

complementary to the more familiar synoptic insights, but add a significant 

dimension to our understanding of granmar. This serves to emphasise the 

importance of an independent perspective.

In an ironic contrast to the first problem noted above, there is a 

tendency for the synoptic approach to be equated with everything that is 

staid and unrevealing in analysis, and the dynamic approach with everything 

that is new and interesting. However, it is not the case that one perspective 

is 'better' or 'worse' than the other, or that one should dominate in a 

description of language. It is naturaI that previous Iy unexp Iored areas of 

analysis should arouse great interest, but this should not be extended to an 

evaluation of perspective: both perspectives are necessary. Current synoptic 

models, such as systemic functional I inguistics, already provide a sound

foundation for the study of language: it would be foolish to abandon this In 

order to app I y a from a synoptic



perspective need to be reinterpreted in the light of, and complemented by, a 

dynamic point of view. In turn, the development of a different perspective 

wi I I alter our conception of text and language as a whole.

As a result of these arguments, the thesis avoids mention of dynamics, 

which imp I ies a restricted understanding of perspective in relation to data, 

or actual, and it also avoids dynamic system, which implies a restricted 

understanding of perspective in relation to potential. It is the nature of 

the perspective which is at issue, and the thesis continues on the premise 

that the nature of the perspective is independent of the nature of the data 

being examined, and of the nature of the potential behind that data. 

Therefore a dynamic perspective should be applicable to texts of any mode, 

and to any level of I inguistic description. This exploration should bring a 

new balance to linguistic studies, in contrast to previous studies where all 

language was conceived of as synoptic and represented as such. By focussing 

on a dynamic perspective, there is a greater chance of achieving an ultimate 

balance of perspective, where language can be understood from both points of 

view. In the next chapter, we begin to work towards this by exploring what 

it is that characterizes a dynamic perspective.

Endnote·

I (Section 2.2): Martin'a uee of \he term eynopfic derive· from Bordieu 1977. It la explained 

further In Chapter Three.

2 (Section 2.3)1 The uae of capltala here reflect· Ventola'· layout.

3 (Section 2.· 1 Related lo the ayelemlc achool, Flrbaa' work on co^unlcaflve dynrnl·· <■ee for 

example, flrbaa 1991) appeara, al lent by Ila title, lo be relevant lo Ihe concern· of Ihe
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CHAPTER THREE

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE

3.1 General characterization

Having established in Chapter Two that the thesis is concerned with a 

dynamic perspective on language, this chapter examines what it is that 

characterizes such a perspective - what it means to look at language in this 

way.

It is useful to begin this characterization by considering the meaning 

of dynamic in other contexts. In the Oxford Eng fish Dictionary ( 1989) and 

the Cobuild Dictionary (Sinclair 1987), for example, something that is 

dynamic is equated with something that is active or energetic, which has 

force or produces motion, and that is in action or operation, rather than 

being part of potenti a I. These are the concepts whieh are re Ievant to a 

dynamic perspective on language: a dynamic perspective takes an active view, 

treating the language as, or as if it were, 'alive', something moving, 

progressing, changing in response to its environment; rather than as 

something static, complete and incapable of further change. It wi 11 be 

remembered from Chapter One that these characteristics are relevant to 

several senses of language: in terms of change over time for a given 

I anguage, in terms of deve Iopment of Ianguage within an individua I, and l n 

terms of the unfolding of an actual text of a given language in a given 

context. It is the last which is of relevance to the thesis.

Yet not all of the general dictionary definitions are appropriate for 

our purposes. One of the definitions given in the Cobuild Dictionary, that 
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dynamic is "a force that produces change", is indicative of the dichotomy 

discussed in Chapter Two. Such a definition applies, in the context of this 

thesis, to the nature of the data: a dynamic feature in this sense would be 

one which clearly alters the course the text is taking. While this study 

does not ignore such features, their classification as dynamic or otherwise 

is an issue separate from the one of perspective. A perspective should be 

seen to apply both to the view of data itself, and to the view of the system 

of potential behind that data. As the systemic functional school sees the 

potential as a system of choice, the adoption of a different perspective 

means that choice will be considered in a different way. The remainder of 

this chapter outlines what we consider to be the three central 

characteristics of a dynamic perspective - those of being progressive, active 

and probabi I istic, and explores these as they relate to the concept of 

choice. The discussion of these characteristics is used as the basis for a 

schematic model demonstrating the way in which a dynamic perspective can be 

seen to operate in text, and the characteristics as put forward here are 

compared with another classification provided by Ventola.

3.2 The progressive characteristic

One way of coming to understand the nature of a dynamic perspective is 

to consider what it is not. In his 1985 article, Martin contrasts the dynamic 

perspective with a synoptic one, but the nature of a synoptic perspective has 

so far been assumed in the thesis. Martin derives the term from Bordi eu 

(1977), who in a socio-anthropological study considers the way practice can 

affect the processes of observation and description. He argues that the way 

in which events are observed and described is at least partly, if not
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predominantly, determined by the way in which they are typically observed and 

described. He notes (pp4-5) in particular the observer's practice of 

tota/is;ng apprehension, that is, the ability of the observer to stand 

'outside' an event and overview it as a whole. It is this which is equated 

with the term synoptic. This type of observation is typically applied to many 

instances of the same event, so that the perception of the event as a whole 

is 'totalised'. He gives the example (p98ff) of a calendar for an agrarian 

society, whieh shows the change of seasons and the type . of agricu I tura I 

practices associated with each season. He notes that a synoptic ea I endar 

would represent the events of many years, and totalise the annual variations 

of season or the minor variations in practice between different parts of the 

agricultural conmunity. On the other hand, a calendar for a single year 

would present a much more individual picture, and would probably look quite 

different to the synoptic calendar.

The key elements of Bordieu's description for our purposes are that a 

synoptic view is one which stands outside of, and totalises, the object in 

question. Essentially, it is a global perspective, one which enables the 

object to be seen and understood as a static whole. Further, from the global 

vantage point, it is quite easy to see the similarities between individual 

events, and hence to totalise them under the umbrella of one description. In 

contrast, a dynamic perspective is non-global: it cannot stand outside the 

object in question and see it in its entirety. It therefore does not 

totalise, but considers individual instances.

In relation to language and text, the non-global characteristic of a 

dynamic perspective means that a text cannot in fact be viewed as an object; 

it is not possible to 'see' all the choices that have been made in the text. 

Rather, the choices must be observed moment by moment, in a progressive 
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fashion, as they unfold; the aim is to explain what might come next, 

considering the available options in light of what has already been chosen. 

This understanding enables us to adopt a more positive term for the non

global characteristic, namely that of being progressive. Text and language 

viewed in this manner are viewed as if they were unfolding; as the end cannot 

be seen, it is necessary to start from the beginning and bui Id an explanation 

or description progressively. It is important to note that such a perspective 

can be applied irrespective of the mode of the data. It is obviously 

pertinent to the description of the spoken mode, which is inherently process- 

Iike in nature, but it is also possible to describe a written text in a 

progressive fashion as if it were unfolding, even though a written text 

clearly exists as an 'object'. When applied to a written text, it means that 

the description unfolds without taking advantage of knowing the end-point of 

the text.

The dynamic perspective at any one moment applies to an individual text, 

that is, a particular instance of the system. In contrast, the global point 

of view enables the text to be treated as a static object, and tends to be 

applied to 'text' in its collective sense. The active/static dichotomy is 

elaborated in the next section, but here we note a further implication of the 

progressive/global dichotomy in relation to the incorporation of time into 

the mode I.

3.2.t Retrospective and prospective positions

A global, synoptic perspective operates hors du temps, or 'outside' of 

time: the flow of time does not impinge upon a point of view which stands 

outside or above text. On the other hand, a progressive, dynamic perspective 
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necessarily looks forward from its starting position, and so seems to demand 

the incorporation of a time dimension. Yet while a dynamic perspective does 

have implications for time, this does not necessarily mean that a dynamically 

oriented model must account for the unfolding of real time. Firstly, it is 

not the aim of the thesis to imitate the process of producing a text, so real 

time considerations are not important; and secondly, what the dynamic 

perspective demands is not that real time must be accounted for, but that the 

points at which options become avai I able, as a text unfolds, must be 

accounted for.

A further complication to the issue of time is that there is a strong 

association between the nature of the perspective and certain positions in 

relation to time. While the dimension of time is irrelevant to a global 

perspective, an analyst can - in a trivial sense - choose to go forward or 

back in the text. A global perspective tends to encourage a retrospective 

position, one which looks back on the components of the object in question. 

On the other hand, a progressive perspective tends to encourage a prospective 

position in relation to time, one which looks forward from a given point to 

what might be coming next. Retrospection is also possible within this 

perspective, as once a position part-way through a text is reached, it is 

possible to look back retrospectively over what has already been produced. 

But nevertheless, the tendency to associate a global perspective with a 

retrospective position and a progressive perspective with a prospective 

position is strong.

In this thesis, the ability to maintain a prospective position will be 

an important part of the dynamically oriented model to be developed. This 

does not mean that a dynamically oriented model cannot entail a retrospective 

position, but for several reasons, we prefer to maintain a dominantly
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prospective position wherever possible. Firstly, the strong association

between a retrospective position and a synoptic perspective means that the 

inclusion of the former will encourage the tendency to think in terms of the 

latter. By avoiding a retrospective position, a dynamic perspective is more 

Iike IY to be exp Iored in its own terms. Second I y, whi Ie it is c Iear Iy an 

option for language users to 'go back' in a text and either retrospectively 

adjust what they have said or written, or clarify what they have heard or 

read, not all these processes need in fact to be explained in retrospective 

terms. An alternative, although less inmediately obvious, option is to 

explain such a process in prospective terms, by bringing forward any 

previous, actualised text to the current position.

An example of how text can be 'brought forward' is found in E1T1T10tt 1989, 

where it is argued that pronominal referents in narrative are not interpreted 

anaphorically, by going back in the text to find the appropriate referent, 

but by bringing forward a frame of reference with the text, so that at any 

stage in the narrative, the appropriate characters are primed, or in ready 

focus. Emnott's position suggests that within a dynamic perspective, a 

wholly prospective view is possible, and that it is an option whether to 

adopt such an approach, or to include some retrospective analysis, going back 

in the text once some of it has been seen. Hunston'C1989:131) confirms that 

interpretation may be either prospective or retrospective. She discusses the 

example of a writer producing the sentence There are three reasons why this 

happens, noting that this can be interpreted retrospectively as a constraint 

on the writer to produce these three reasons, or prospectively as a guide to 

the writer as to what might come next in the text; it opens up a particular 

range of potential.
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A third reason for maintaining a dominantly prospective position is that 

it greatly influences our ability to explain the significance of options as 

they unfold in a text. This potential is observed by Bordieu (1977:4ff) who 

argues that an act "receives its meaning ••. from the response it triggers 

off" (emphasis added). When a gift, for example, is offered by one person to 

another, the meaning of the exchange depends on the way in whieh it is 

received; if the gift is refused, an exchange cannot be seen to have taken 

place. A similar situation is observed by Willis (1987), who in discussing 

the analysis of linguistic exchanges, argues that each move in an exchange 

has a range of potential, and that the response to that move wi II take up one 

aspect of that potential. For both Bordieu and Will is, it is still possible 

to apply a retrospective interpretation, namely that the option taken up at 

the next position (the next act in the exchange of gifts, or the turn of the 

next speaker in the I inguistic exchange) wi 11 retrospectively classify the 

preceding option. But if a prospective position is maintained, it becomes 

possible to recognise the multi-valent potential of a current option, and to 

explain even an unlikely next option in terms of the potential it takes up 

from the preceding option. In other words, whenever a gift is offered, it 

may always be refused. The refusal does not necessarily have to reclassify 

the intended meaning of the gift. The notion that the meaning of an item 

comes from the response it triggers off is a very important one, and as this 

tends to be obscured by the retrospective position, but highlighted by the 

prospective position, the prospective point of view will be maintained 

wherever possible as we develop a dynamically oriented model. This should 

serve to emphasise the difference between a dynamic and a synoptic 

perspective.
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3.2.2 Expected and actual choices

The prospective nature of a dynamic perspective means that, as only the 

text which has so far unfolded can be seen, the explanation or description of 

the text must be based on that partial view. But more importantly, the 

explanation/description relates to what might come next, that is, the 

expectations set up by the text at that particular point for what might 

follow. Sinclair (1991 :8) observes that: "a major central function of 

language is that it constantly prospects ahead. It cannot determine in most 

cases what actually will happen, especially not in spoken interaction, but it 

does mean that whatever does happen has a value that is already established 

by the discourse at that point."<1> Prospecting ahead means setting up 

hypotheses on the basis of a current point as to what might happen next. The 

prospecting function is readily recognised for the receiver's point of view. 

For instance Reichman (1985:29), in developing a computational model of 

discourse, notes that: "An important part of discourse processing ••• is the 

predictions listeners make about the probable surface forms in a speaker's 

utterances." Similarly, Stucky et.al (1990:272), in an evaluation of Stanley 

Fish's work in relation to performance sty I istics, note that the temporal 

flow of reading leads to the 'projection' of meanings. "In other words, the 

reader moves through a text in a sequence and responds to the text one word 

at a time. The reader's respogse is thus based not upon the entirety of the 

text, but on the text as experienced up to that point." These observations 

are valid and insightful, but the prospective function, setting up 

expectations as the text unfolds, is not limited to the receiver's point of 

view. As Sinclair's corrment suggests, it is as relevant to the producer's 

position, as the producer can use the text up to now to 'set the scene' for
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what is about to come, and as a basis for deciding what to say next and how 

to say it.

The quotation from Sinclair also suggests that there is a difference 

between prospecting and determining what can come next. This is why, in 

relation to a dynamic perspective, the term expectation is preferred to that 

of prediction. That is, a dynamic perspective does not aim to predict the 

exact next option following a current option, but to explain the potential 

that opens up as a text unfolds. Prediction in a narrow sense is not a 

necessary feature of a dynamic perspective, and is not aimed at in this 

thesis. Prediction in its narrow sense is explored by Tadros (1985:6), who 

defines it as "a corrmitment at one point in the text to the occurrence of 

another subsequent Iinguistic event." While such signals of corrmitment are 

certainly relevant to a dynamic approach, they are only one aspect of it, and 

so we use the term expectation in a more general way, referring simply to 

what is expected to happen as a text unfolds. Sometimes this expectation will 

be so strong that it will have the status of a prediction, but this is not 

essential. A similar concept is captured by Sinclair's (1985) use of the 

term prospection, by Hunston's (1989) use of the same term, and by Tadros' 

(1985) use of the term anticipation. However, the term expectation is 

preferred here.

Yet, as Tsui (1986) observes, there Is a difference between the expected 
choices and the actual choices in an unfolding text. When a prospective view 

is app I ied to text, choices must be considered as the text unfo Ids; a 

dynamiea11y oriented mode I needs to hypothesize what can come next in the 

text. But this means that in order to continue to move forward with the 

unfolding text, the perspective must also move forward. That is, it must be 

able to accorrmodate the actual choices which are encountered. In attempting 
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to classify utterances in conversation, Tsui argues (pl3) that there i s a 

confusion between "potential function and actual function", that is, between 

"what actually occurs after a particular utterance, or a particular speech 

act, and what is expected to occur. A sequencing rule which states that a 

question (prospects) an answer does not mean that a question wi II invariably 

be fol lowed by an answer. But rather, what actually occurs will be 

interpreted in the light of what is expected to occur." (Original emphasis; 

cf Wi I I is 1987 and Berry 1987)

This means that an important characteristic of a dynamic perspective is 

not just that it posits expectations about what is to come next, but that it 

is able to compare those expectations with what actually occurs. As a text 

unfolds, the current choice will set up expectations as to what may follow; 

the actual choice at the next point will take up one of these expectations, 

and in turn, set a new scene for the next choice. Expectations or hypotheses 

are posited anew, and so on as the text progresses. The progressive view of 

choice enabI es the text to be seen as unfo Id i ng, and is thus a centra I 

characteristic of a dynamic perspective.

3.2.3 Paradigmatic and syntagmatic choices

The preceding discussion of expected and actua I cho l ces cI ear I y shows 

that. as a text unfolds, a dynamic perspective posits a range of hypotheses 

which are narrowed down by the next actual choice, which in turn provides an 

environment for a further range of hypotheses, narrowed down by the next 

actual choice, and so on. AsFawcett et a/ (1988:122) note: "The Identifying 

characteristic of a 'dynamic' model is that It generates structures as one 

works one's way through it. 11 This means that as a text unfolds, the part of 
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the text which has already been generated provides the basis for what might 

be generated next. Relations among elements in praesentia, that is, along 

the syntagmatic axis, are therefore extremely important. But in a systemic 

model, it is the paradigmatic axis which is primary: choices among elements 

in absentia provide the resource for making meaning, and structure is on the 

whole a consequential feature following from paradigmatic choices. For 

example, the choice in English between an interrogative or declarative clause 

wil I determine the word order of the clause: whether the Finite precedes or 

follows the Subject. The choice pertains to the unit as a whole, the clause, 

and the consequence of the systemic choice is a particular structure for the 

clause. The paradigmatic choice therefore acts as a type of umbrella for the 

unit in question, opening out to give a particular structure for that unit. 

This is represented in Figure 3.1 below.

Fig. 3.1 Structure from a synoptic perspective

In this figure, the features are paradigmatic options pertaining to the

c I ause; . the I· r se ec I on e , ,

interrogative, and so on) determines the nature of the structure, or syntagm, 
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for that clause. The principles of this explanation apply to other ranks in 

grarrmar, such as group and word (see further discussion in Chapter Six), and 

to other linguistic levels. So from this point of view, a description of a 

service encounter in generic terms would show the features of the encounter 

being se I ected first (such as appointed/unappointed, goods/in format ion, and 

so on), and the selection of the features would determine the generic 

structure of the encounter - whether it has a booking element or a pay 

element, and so on.

But a dynamic perspective challenges this explanation of the 

relationship between paradigm and syntagm. Because of the progressive nature 

of the dynamic perspective, the structure - whether of a clause element or a 

particular genre - is only revealed as the text unfolds. The paradigmatic 

choices pertaining to the whole structure cannot be described, because the 

whole structure cannot be seen.

Yet it would be most unsatisfactory if the synoptic interpretation of 

paradigm and syntagm had to be entirely abandoned to faci I itate what is, 

after all, supposed to be a change of perspective. The systemic model, while 

synoptically formulated, provides a plausible and useful theory of language. 

If the contribution of the paradigmatic axis to this theory was rejected, it 

would be difficult to explain how it is that people mean, as meaning is seen 

to derive from paradigmatic contrast: something is meaningful as much for 

what it isn't, as for what it is.

As will be seen throughout the thesis, the dynamic perspective does not 

reject the synoptic formulation of paradigm/syntagm, but interprets it in a 

different way. Rather than exploring paradigmatic relations as realized by 

syntagmatic structures, the structures are examined as a reflection of 
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paradigmatic options. That is, the structural result of one choice is 

observed, and on the basis of some knowledge of the language system, this is 

used to try and explain what choices, to be realized in what structures, 

might come next. For example, if the element goods handover has just been 

realized in a service encounter, there would be a strong expectation for a 

pay element to follow. Thus each element of the unfolding structure gives 

rise to expectations for the element's probable role or function in 

paradigmatic terms, and this forms the basis for suggesting what part of the 

structure, reflecting what aspect of paradigmatic choice, is likely to be 

next. Syntagm and paradigm are therefore seen to unfold together, and 

paradigms of options open up as the text unfolds. Hence, rather than an 

umbrella opening out once to give the structure of the unit in question, the 

umbrella opens and closes sideways, so to speak, as represented in Figure 3.2 

below.

text --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- >

structure

eatures

str.

Fig. 3.2 Structure from a dynamic perspective

The account of choice from a dynamic perspective is therefore instigated 

by the syntagmatic axis: actual choices in the text are taken as evidence for 

the avai !ability of possible paradigmatic features. The dynamic perspective 

reveals the points at which, in an unfolding text, options become available, 

and the kinds of deeisions whieh have to · be made in order to proceed from 

that point. In other words, paradigms become available as the text unfolds.
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The synoptic account of paradigmatic choice is essential to inform the 

dynamic perspective: the system behind the text must be understood In order 

to be able to hypothesize the role of a given current element. But it is also 

the case that the dynamic perspective itself adds to the understanding of 

function. The dynamic perspective shows that paradigms become available as 

the text unfolds; that is, it becomes meaningful to move forward in one way 

rather than another. It was noted above that the expected options have to be 

compared with the actual, and the choice of the actual becomes significant 

when it is a se I ection from a paradigm. When a dynamic perspective is 

adopted, the syntagmatic axis is no longer entirely secondary to the 

paradigmatic axis, but has its own role to play in the organization of 

I inguistic choice.

3.2.4 Constituency and dependency

The discussion of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations reveals that 

our understanding of choice must be modified if a dynamic perspective is 

adopted. Given the role of the syntagmatic axis as described above, 

relations of interdependency between choices, rather than relations of 

constituency within a choice, are highlighted. Thus the way in which the 

current position sets up or limits the possibilities for what is coming next 

is of interest. This contrasts with the synoptic perspective, where 

constituent relations are highlighted, and interdependency, while stil I 

present, is backgrounded as a consequence of the structura I output of the 

choices. 'Interdependency' is here used in a general sense, referring to the 

imp I ications of a current choice for future choices. It is not meant to
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evoke the technical sense of dependency (see for example, Butler 1985:105 in 

relation to the work of Hudson).

However, the focus on interdependency should not be taken to indicate 

that constituent relations are ignored from a dynamic perspective, nor that 

relations of interdependency have no part to play in a synoptic approach. 

Rather, as w'ith the paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes, each perspective 

interprets the relationship differently. As a dynamic point of view examines 

the data prospectively, it has to rely on taking each constituent as it comes 

and considering how it might relate to other constituents in a larger whole. 

A dynamic perspective therefore speculates on the whole that might be being 

ref I ected by the part in view, and thus progressive interdependencies are 

highlighted as the text unfolds. On the other hand, the global nature of a 

synoptic perspective enab I es the who I e unit to be seen In terms of its 

componential elements.

3.2.5 A flexible definition of choice

Another consequence of looking at choice in a dynamic way is that a 

flexible definition of what actually constitutes a choice must be maintained. 

From a progressive, unfolding point of view, any part of actualised structure 

may have a role to play at a variety of ranks and levels, and the 

expectations posited from such a point can relate to any or all of these. 

For example, in an unfolding text, a current word will be assumed to be part 

of a group and of a clause, and so expectations will be posited in relation 

to the structure of .these elements. But as the text continues to unfold, the 

group or clause of which that word is a part will eventually be seen, and 

different expectations will be posited from that point. Brazil (1983:52) 
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makes a similar observation, that a I inear view of language raises the 

problem of defining the size or extent of the unit in question. This issue 

will be discussed further as the thesis progresses, but is noted here as one 

of the consequences of adopting a dynamic point of view. From a synoptic 

perspective the issue does not arise, as the global overview of the text 

enables the whole unit to be seen, and so for the analyst, it is only a 

question of deciding which components to focus on.

3.3 The active characteristic

The above discussion of the progressive nature of the dynamic 

perspective has argued that the text is viewed in an unfolding, moment-by- 

moment fashion, and that this has implications for the way potential is 

described from this point of view. But such a perspective can on I y be 

applied to actual text, and more importantly, to an active view of actual 

text. A synoptic perspective can also be used to describe and explain actual 

texts, but it treats the text as a static object, and so an active view is 

not relevant. A text seen from a synoptic perspective is treated as a whole, 

complete, finished object. As with most objects, one can - so to speak - 

pick it up, look it over, see the whole object at once, and if necessary, 

dissect it. But a dynamic perspective has only a partial view of the text in 

question, and as the text is viewed as an unfolding process - a means of 

producing an object, but something which is not yet finished - the text must 

be described and explained as something growing and changing, continually 

responsive to its environment. From a dynamic perspective, the text must be 

treated as something active.
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Treating a text as active requires the potential behind the text to also 

be treated actively; at issue are the options which open up in a given text, 

in a given context. At a particular point in an unfolding text, it is 

certainly not the case that the entire (synoptic) potential of the linguistic 

system is relevant; only a portion of that potential is viable. The actually 

available options depend on both the nature of the text leading up to the 

current point - the text that has already been seen - and on the context 

within which the text as a whole occurs.

However, a systemic model as currently formulated illustrates a 

synoptic, static view of potential: linguistic potential is described for all 

possible instances of a given unit in a given language - the key 

representational device of the theory, a network, presents the options 

relevant to a particular unit, such as a clause, and is able to answer a 

question such as: 'What are all the possible clause types in English?' This 

type of description aims to account for the overall potential of the system. 

It is able to generate actual, but static, instances of the system, that is, 

instances which are not necessarily part of a particular unfolding text. Yet 

it is an important part of the systemic mode I that it aims to provide a 

contextually motivated description (see further discussion below, and in 

Chapters Five and Six), and a dynamic perspective is able to capitalise on 

this.

3.3.1 The components of an active

Let us briefly consider what 

potential. First of all, while an 

to a synoptic, static one, it must

view

it is that faciIitates an active view of

active view of potential has been opposed

still draw on a synoptic understanding of 
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potential in order to have some foundation on which to base expectations. 

would not be possible to suggest the available options at a given point 

unless the language being dealt with is known, that is, unless the system of 

the language is understood. As the system represents the static potential of 

I anguage, it is from this that we begin to draw our expectations for any 

given text. lf presented with a partial text from an unknown language, it 

would not be possible to suggest how that text might develop, because the 

relevant options and meaning potential of that language would not be known.

While the general, static potential captured by a synoptic perspective 

is critical to the operation of a dynamic perspective, it should also be 

noted that a dynamic perspective provides the basis for an understanding of a 

synoptic system. This is because it is from experience of actual text that 

abstractions are made about the system as a whole, and each encounter with a 

text subtly changes the system as a whole Ccf Halliday 1989, 1991). Thus the 

flow of information between the perspectives is bidirectional, and the two 

perspectives on text are complementary.

Given a dynamic perspective, the general, synoptic potential is subject 

to conditioning factors; it is this whieh makes the view active and whieh 

narrows the options available at any given point. One feature which 

contributes to an active view of text is experience of the system in 

operation. Rather than just being aware of the options which occur in the 

Cstatic) system, it is important to be aware of the patterns of typieaI 

choice in the system as a whole, that is, to know which options in the system 

have a strong likelihood of co-occurrence. One of the clearest instances of 

this phenomenon is the case of co/locations, where there is a strong mutual 

expectancy between two or more lexical items (cf Firth 1968:181). Nesbitt and 

PI um C1988) discuss a I ess obvious exampI e of mutuaI expectation, in this 
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case between different lexicogranmatical systems. They demonstrate that the 

different options in the clause systems of taxis and logical semantic 

relations do not combine with equal probabi I ity for all combinations. but 

that some combinations have stronger mutual expectations than others. Thus in 

an unfolding view of text. one particular element may lead to the expectation 

for another particular element to occur in the inmediate vicinity. and this 

influences the expectations formulated from a dynamic perspective.

Knowledge of and experience with the system is not. however, sufficient 

to produce an active view of potential. It is critical that potential, to be 

active, is embedded within a particular context. Language does not occur in 

a vacuum, but within a context of situation, and it is this which motivates 

selections from the system. In any given context, it is not the case that 

all the resources of the language will be relevant: the context determines 

which linguistic resources are appropriate. In the systemic model. this 

relationship between context and text is encapsulated by the notion of 

register (see, for instance, Halliday 1978 or Halliday and Hasan 1985, and 

compare with further discussion in Chapter Five). The components of the 

context of situation determine the range of meanings, or register, from which 

selections in text will be made. These components are the Field, Tenor and 

Mode of discourse, whieh can be brief Iy described as encompassing what 

activities, events or processes are relevant to the text (is it about quantum 

mechanics or hairdressing, for example), what the relevant role relationships 

in the text are (is a person talking as teacher to student, or as daughter to 

mother, for instance) and the way in which the text is produced (is it a face 

to face conversation, a letter, an academic treatise?). The actual text 

produced wi 11 reflect these three components. From a dynamic perspective, 

the context of the text therefore activates certain parts of the linguistic 
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system, and this affects the expectations which are posited as the text 

unfolds.

Register theory is not by any means the prerogative of a dynamic 

perspective, as it has long been an important feature of the systemic model. 

A contextualised view of language is equally critical to a synoptic 

understanding of language. It should, however, be noted that the dynamic 

perspective requires a slightly different use of contextual information than 

is currently formulated from a synoptic point of view. The most significant 

difference is that, from a synoptic perspective, contextual information tends 

to be stated once, as a blanket-type statement applicable to an entire text. 

The tendency is to describe 'the' register of a text, either using the 

features in the text to infer the context of situation, or using the 

components of the context of situation to imply the features of the text. 

Yet from a dynamic perspective, context itself must be viewed as active, as 

something which may shift or change in response to selections in the 

unfolding text. The way in which this is accomplished is described in 

Chapter Five; at this stage of the thesis it is only important to note that a 

contextualised view of text activates parts of the linguistic system, and so 

influences expectations from a dynamic perspective.

It is interesting to note that activation of part of the linguistic 

potential of a system can also be described as deactivation of other aspects 

of potential. That is, by focussing on one range of meanings, another range 

is simultaneously backgrounded. Throughout this thesis, it should be 

remembered that references to 'an opening up of potential' are also 

references to a 'narrowing' of potential. Lemke (1989:15-16) highlights the 

de-activation aspect of contextual features, arguing that a textplan, derived 

from context, "specifies certain typological parameters of the text-to-be- 
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produced. It is that narrowing which begins to make textproduction tractable; 

only some paths can be followed" (original emphasis). In other words, given 

a contextualised view, only parts of the system are likely to be drawn on in 

the production of a text in that context. It is the theory of context which 

high I ights those aspects of potentia I whieh have been opened up, but this 

simultaneously backgrounds a large part of the overall system.

Yet experience of the system and an account of context are not the only 

factors contributing to an active view of text. It is of course essential to 

account for the history of the text as it unfolds: the choices available in 

the middle of a text, for example, are not the same as those available at the 

beginning. Each choice made in the development of the text has the potential 

to influence choices later in the text. As Lemke says (1989:6), we need to 

know "how the se I ections up to now condition the probabi I ities for se I ections 

now. 11 Corigina I emphasis) For instance, if a text signals a particular 

attitude in relation to something mentioned in the text, say bloodthirsty in 

relation to troops, it would be expected that a subsequent mention of troops 

(by the same speaker) would embody the same attitude.

The previous history of the text is one area in which the choice between 

perspectives has significant consequences for the shape of the model to be 

developed. If the text is to be viewed progressively, then the history of the 

text needs to be carried forward, so to speak, with the ongoing development 

of the text. On the other hand, if a global position is allowed, then the 

history of the text is already available to be referred back to when 

necessary.

It should be seen from this discussion that an active view of text draws 

on a variety of different, interacting components: it is not only based on an 
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understanding of the synoptic system, but is conditioned by experience of 

that system, by context, and by the unfolding text itself. A framework for 

incorporating these components is proposed in Chapter Five.

3.3.2 Real and fossilised choice

A consequence of taking an active view of text is that the choices seen 

from this perspective are actual choices, in contrast to the static, 

fossilized choices which arise from a synoptic perspective. Brazil observes 

(1985, 1990) that the view of language as object enables choices to be 

decontextualised; such choices are thus quite different from existentially 

valid choices, that is, "that set of possibilities that a speaker can regard 

as actually available in a given situation" (1985:41>. McCarthy (1987, 1988) 

draws on Brazi I Is argument to demonstrate the difference between 

decontextualised and existentially valid lexical relations. For instance, 

lexical items which can be regarded as synonyms when decontextualised may, in 

the context of a particular text, be seen to be in an antonymic relation, as 

in don't flog your goods; sell them, where flog and sell are contrasted. It 

is just this difference between active and static choice which prompted 

Ventola's (1987) study of genre, as discussed in the preceding chapter, as 

she had observed that the generic elements in actual texts showed evidence of 

mixing, skipping, sidetracking and backtracking, whereas the conventional, 

static view of genre represented generic choices in smooth, sequential 

patterns.

The desire to capture a less fossi I ised view of choice (although not 

necessarily to model a dynamic perspective) can also be seen in the study of 

lexis put forward by Cobuild (cf Sinclair 1987). Cobuild uses a large, 
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computer-held corpus of English as evidence for statements about lexis as it 

is actually used in contemporary English. The existence of such studies is 

evidence that the difference between 'real' and 'fossilised' choice is one of 

which researchers are acutely aware, and the exploration of a dynamic 

perspective can contribute to this, by elaborating the operation of an active 

view of choice.

In surrrnary, a dynamic perspective must incorporate an active 

characterization of potential: it requires an understanding of the possible 

in terms of the potential of the system at a given point, and of the likely, 

in terms of the factors conditioning that potential in a given text. The 

appropriate question to ask is 'what (systemic) choices are relevant at this 

point, in this text?'

The concept of active potential is not original to this thesis. As noted 

in the previous chapter, Martin (1985) explored the difference between active 

and static potential. Also, in a discussion of intonation, in the context of 

studying written and spoken language, Halliday (1985b:59ff) observes that 

speakers of a I anguage do indeed draw on context of situation and the 

unfolding of the text itself to posit expectations about the language to 

come. He notes that while it is difficult to pinpoint the beginning of, for 

instance, a conversation, we can accept the notion of a starting point, which 

is:

••. the context of situation: the features of field, tenor and mode 
which determine the kinds of meanings that will be exchanged.

From the moment that there is an environment ..• a member of the 
culture can make predictions about the language that will follow, 
with a better-than-chance probability of being right. There are 
expectations from the start: set phrases lining up to be produced, 
and parts of the linguistic system primed ready for access.
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Once conversation starts, a new element is added: each new step defines 
the environment afresh. The meaning of whatever is said is 'with 
respect' to what has gone before. (Halliday 1985b:59)

Thus many of the concepts relevant to an active view of potential are 

already formulated within the context of the systemic model. But to develop 

a dynamic perspective on language, the components themselves must be 

interpreted in dynamic terms, and it is necessary to demonstrate how a fully 

active view of text affects the resulting I inguistic analysis.

3.4 The probabilistic characteristic

In the discussion of the progressive and active characteristics of a 

dynamic perspective, another characteristic has been assumed, namely that a 

dynamic perspective is essentia11 y probabilistic in nature. As a dynamic 

perspective takes a progressive view of text, the options which open up from 

a given point are invariably options, that is, multiple in nature. It is only 

rarely that the next actual choice can be predicted with absolute certainty. 

But more importantly than just positing multiple expectations, the active 

view also means that these expectations are weighted in terms of relative 

I ikelihood; some options will be more likely to occur than others. A 

probabilistic evaluation of choice is therefore an integral part of a dynamic 

perspective.

This position regarding probabilities is not universally shared. 

O'Donnell, for example, disputes the relevance of a probabilistic approach, 

arguing that "While language is essentially probabi I istic, statements about 

language need not be. We can state categorically what can come next (e.g. 

either a or ,e or c) without attaching any probability weightings to these 
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choices. These are categoric statements." (personal corrmunication) 

Certainly, from a dynamic perspective, the options that open up as the text 

progresses can simply be listed, or as O'Donnell puts it, stated 

categorically. Yet this would be unsatisfactory for several reasons.

Firstly, it is most certainly not the case that everything that is 

possible as a text progresses is also equally likely. Evidence for this can 

be found in cases of 'surprise' in text, where something possib Ie, but 

uni ikely, is selected. If the statements about what can come next are made 

categorically, it would be difficult to capture such an interesting feature.

Secondly, and as Koch (1985:285) suggests, the incorporation of 

probabi I ities adds to the interpretation of the value, or meaning, of moving 

forward in one way rather than another. For instance, if the next actual 

option is the one which is most expected, this has less meaning than 

selection of a less expected option (cf Shannon and Weaver's 1949 theory of 

information, and Shannon 1951). Categoric statements would give a much more 

restricted understanding of the functional nature of the dynamic perspective.

Finally, there are arguments to suggest that variability should be 

incorporated as an intrinsic part of any Ianguage modeI. Ha11iday, for 

example (1987:5), says that "it is simply not the case that if we knew 

everything there was to know then we could predict every instance. In other 

words, variability is not a limitation of the observer, it is a feature of 

the system. 11 The incorporation of categoric statements encourages the 

attempt to 'predict exactly', an aim which was exp Iicitly rejected in the 

discussion above of the progressive characteristic. On the other hand, the 

incorporation of probabilistic statements not only discourages this tendency, 

it goes hand in hand with a search for the conditioning factors which give 
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rise to the probabilistic statements. As a text unfolds, the conditions of 

the moment determine the expectations for one option rather than another at 

that point; the probabi I istic weighting of a choice at a particular point in 

a text could be quite different to its overall weighting in the system as a 
whole. For example, Nesbitt and Plum (1988} demonstrate how it is that 

contextual features influence the probabilistic weighting of systemic 

options, arguing that it is necessary to examine not just the available 
choices in language, but also the patterns of typical choice.

It might be expected that to account for probabi I istic statements, a 

formal theory of probabi I ity would be required (see for example, Sankoff 

1978, Suppes 1970, Smith 1973). However this is not necessarily the case. 

In fact, a search for exact, numerical probabi I ities could be quite 

misleading, as such a search assumes a totalising, global view of the data in 

question. At issue is a question of relative probabilities, that is, an 
understanding of what is more likely to occur in a particular instance and 

what is less likely to occur in a particular instance. For this, it is 

necessary to know the range of options which are possible, and the 

conditioning factors which impinge on those options. From the conjunction of 

these, it should be possible to make relative probabi I istic statements (see 

the proposal in Chapter Five).

It was noted above that a consequence of the probabilistic view is that 

it facilitates a plausible explanation of features such as surprise or 

markedness in text. This can be related to a conment by Bee (1974:135), who 

observes that it is useful to examine points of dysfunction as well as of 

harmony, in order to try and understand the processes of change from a 

dynamic perspective. Notions of marked and unmarked choices can also be 

equated with notions of typical and untypical choices. Berry (1982:39) notes 
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that "the rules specify what is typical, thereby providing a basis for 

explanation of our recognition, interpretation and eval uation of the 

untypical." Tsui (1986) relates this corrment to the concerns of a dynamic 

perspective, equating expected with typical and actual with untypical. This 

equation reflects the situation where expectations relate to what is most 

likely to occur in that context, while an actual choice may in fact take up 

an uni ikely option. While Tsu i's equation is insightful, it is also possible 

for the actual choice to be the most expected one, that is, to be the typical 

choice for that context. This means that the probabilistic ordering does not 

apply between the expected and actual options, but to the expectations 

themselves. The actual option to be selected will come from this range of 

potential, and may be one which was highly or only marginally expected in the 

context. Again, this emphasises the meaning attached to the selection of one 

option rather than another: when a dynamic perspective is adopted, the actual 

can be seen to negotiate with potential. A dynamic perspective therefore 

highlights a hitherto unexplained aspect of meaning potential.

3.4 . 1 Simultaneous analyses

A probabilistic component, in conjunction with other aspects of a 

dynamic perspective, has another interesting consequence for the description 

of language from this point of view. In the discussion above of a flexible 

definition of the unit, it was noted that the extent of the unit in question 

is not necessarily fixed, so mul tiple possibilities have to be held open at 

the same time. Similarly, while a next actual option selects from the 

potential established by the preceding choice, it may frequently be the case 

that the next option could be interpreted as taking up more than one 
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expectation posited by the preceding choice. That is, the unfolding of the 

text cannot always be described definitively, but quite often has to allow 

that different possible interpretations of the unfolding could be viable. 

The incorporation of a probabilistic component adds to this tendency, as it 

provides for a range of possible items. This may seem to invite the spectre 

of unconstrained analysis, as each element potentially gives rise to a 

multitude of expectations. Yet the main point of the dynamic perspective is 

that it makes this problem tractable: a dynamic analysis does not necessarily 

consider every option which is structurally or granmatically viable, but only 

those which are active in the context of the unfolding text.

Simultaneous analyses arise under two circumstances. In the first place, 

if the nature of the current choice is not entirely clear, this will set up 

different paths of possibility at the next point. So if the current choice 

might be classified as option x or option y, option x will lead off to one 

set of possibilities at the next point, and option y to another. The second 

case of simultaneous analyses arises when a next choice could be interpreted 

as taking up the current path in several ways. So it may be clear that the 

(previous) current option x has been taken up, rather than y, but the next 

option could still be taking up that path in a variety of ways.

The advantage of a 11owing simu I taneous ana I yses is that it enab I es 

options to be analysed progressively as the text unfolds. If a current option 

is explained as setting up a range of potential, that is, as having multiple 

roles to play, it is not necessary or important to definitively 1 classify 1 

such an option: the multiple paths will be followed until a point at which it 

is clear that only one is still viable. Occasionally, it wil I not be possible 
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to resolve the simultaneity, in which case the multiple options are followed 

through for the duration of the path.

In conjunction with the probabi Iistic account of choice, a further 

advantage of allowing simultaneous analyses is that it explains how a next 

actual option may create an effect of markedness. Markedness occurs when a 

next actual option is an unlikely one, taking up an expectation which has a 

low likelihood, but which is still possible. Again, it is not necessary to 

retrospectively return to the preceding option and reclassify it in the light 

of an unexpected, later choice. As noted before in relation to prospection 

and retrospection, it is not essential for a dynamic perspective to have a 

purely prospective explanation of unfolding text; but in this case the focus 

on the prospective view results in a plausible explanation of a particular 

phenomenon, without the need for a cumbersome feature such as retrospection.

3.5 Representing the characteristics of a dynamic perspective

A dynamic perspective on text and language clearly draws on a variety of 

components in order to proceed. It is usefu I to represent them here in a 

schematic form, to illustrate the way in which they interact. Only the major 

detai Is of the above discussions are included in the diagram.

Firstly, expectations for a next point are influenced by the 

generalised, synoptic potential for the next element, and by the conditioning 

factors (experience of the system, context, history of the text) which are 

relevant at that point. These factors are represented below:
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I potential [ 
lfor next element!
I I

,expectat ions I 
I for next I
I ___ I

+

I I
Iconditions/influencesl
I affecting selection |__
I from potential |

Secondly, once the expectations are put forward, they are compared with 

the next actual choice. The comparison of these two c^omponents, gives rise to 

a new set of generalised potential for the next element, as follows:

I I
I potential L 
Ifor next element!
I I

+
...,[expectations!

I for next I

I I
>J actual | 

IeIement |'

| new potential for |
I next element I

I I
Iconditions/influencesl
I affecting selection I—
I from potential 
'____________________
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Again, the relevant conditioning factors are considered in conjunction 

with the new potential, giving rise to another set of expectations for the 

(new) next choice, and so on. These additional elements are presented below:

I potential [ 
Ifor next element!
I I

+

I III
expectations! -->! actual I

I for next | !element I
I I I I

I I
Iconditions/influencesf
I affecting selection l_
I from potential |
I I

Fig. 3.3 Major characteristics of a dynamic perspective

This figure does not represent many of the detai Is a 11 uded to in the 

discussions of this chapter; for instance, it does not specify what 

constitutes an active view (the conditioning factors), explain the effect of 

comparing expected and actual choices, or account for the way in which 

multiple possibi Ii ties can be held open. It does, however, represent a useful
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surrrnary of the central characteristics of a dynamic perspective, and provides 

a framework for examining more detailed aspects of model ling. Most 

importantly, this type of framework is applicable to a variety of I inguistic 

levels - choices pertaining to grarrrnar, discourse, genre and so on. It is 

not restricted to a particular level of description or to a particular type 

of mode.

3.6 Generation versus parsing

It is important to clarify whether the preceding model is intended to be 

one for generation or parsing, or both. Generation and parsing represent an 

opposition in linguistic modelling which is reflected by a variety of other 

terms. We represent some of these terms below:

generation - parsing
producer - receiver
encoder - decoder

speaker, writer - hearer, reader
produce - analyse, interpret

The dynamiea I I y oriented mode I proposed in this thesis relates most 

easily to the group of terms on the right hand side above; The model clearly 

focusses on questions like 'what's going on in this text?', and so, parallels 

such notions as analysing, interpreting and so on. The fact that the model 

inc I udes a component whieh compares expected options with the next actua I 

option is further evidence that the model must be on the 'interpretation' 

side. It must, after all, be receiving something that is being produced, to 

be able to make such a comparison.
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However, neither this component nor any other precludes the model from 

also being appropriate to the left hand group of terms, that is, to the 

'generation' side. This is because the model explains the ways in which a 

speaker can choose to develop a text. Further, it accounts for the effect of 

the producer deve I oping a text in one way rather than another. The mode I 

does not account for all aspects of generation; as we have suggested above, 

it needs to operate in conjunction with a synoptic perspective, that is, with 

a synoptic understanding of the system at its base. But it does have 

interesting implications for generation, and as the thesis develops, we will 

try to illustrate the points being made from a producer's and receiver's 

point of view.

3.7 A corrparison with Ventola and Steele's list of features

Any attempt to list a finite set of requirements or features character

izing a theoretical approach is bound to be open to revision, clarification, 

extension or contraction. While no claim is made that the above discussion 

is definitive, the features described there are considered to be central to 

understanding what a dynamic perspective means. Another attempt to 

characterize the requirements of a dynamic approach is presented by Ventola 

and Steele (1983), who are interested in elaborating the requirements of a 

dynamic representation of casual conversation. They surrmarize the 

requirements as follows:
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(1) It should allow for 'skipping': variation in the sequence of 
elements.
(2) It should provide for recursion, both 'linear recursion' 
(iteration) and embedding.
(3) It should acconvnodate optional elements, and uncertainty of 
boundaries between elements.
(4) It should bring in both verbal and non-verbal realizations.
(5) It should show clearly the interactional nature of dialogue: 
that it is a text with shared construction.

In addition, the dynamic representation should also link up with a 
synoptic one showing the system behind the text (e.g. system 
networks).

Ventola and Steele 1983:25-26

The way in which this list is expressed makes it appear significantly 

different to the concerns discussed above. The specific focus on casua I 

conversation leads to the incorporation of particular components (points 4 

and 5) which have not been dealt with in the preceding discussions. However, 

we concur that they are desirable features to include in a general model of a 

dynamic approach, as casual conversation is one of the possible mode 

variations of language, and the model should be able to account for its 

particular nature. Their other major points, points (1)-(3), reflect the 

consequences of taking a dynamic· approach to language, all relating to the 

different interpretation of choice that is requiredfrom such a perspective. 

Point (3) relates closely to the discussion of the flexible definition of the 

unit, arising from a progressive, unfolding view of the text. Point (1) is a 

consequence of an active view of text: the sequence of elements wi 11 vary 

according to the features of the particular text in question, and cannot be 

stated once, synoptically and explosively, for all possible combinations of 

elements.- Point (2) was not raised in our discussion, but refers to the 

possibility of one option being selected more than once; again, this is 

dependent on an active view of text. Interestingly, Ventola and Steele do 

not consider probabilistic weightings as part of the dynamic representation.
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Their additional point, that the model should link up with a synoptic 

representation, was captured in the discussion of an active view of 

potential.

Thus while Ventola and Steele capture many of the imp I ications of a 

dynamic perspective, they do not make explicit what it is that characterizes 

a dynamic perspective, nor what it is that differentiates such a perspective 

from a synoptic approach. If a dynamic representation is to be explored, it 

is essentia I to understand what it means to take a dynamic perspective on 

language. The preceding discussion has tried to accomplish this; the 

characteristics of a dynamic perspective and their consequences are 

surrrnarized as follows:

From a dynamic perspective, language is considered to be active. 
Therefore, such a perspective adopts a non-global view, observing 
language as it unfolds, or as if it were unfolding. The view is 
dominantly prospective, looking forward from a given position at 
what might come next. Actual text, in context, is examined. 
Potential must also be treated actively, that is, by drawing on an 
understanding of the system and on experience of the system in 
operation, and most importantly, by considering the opti()ns in 
light of the context of the text, and in light of the preceding 
history of the text. As a result of this view, the model proceeds 
progressively, non-explosively, with a dominantly syntagmatic 
environment for choice, and with relations of interdependency 
between choices being highlighted. Choices must be weighted 
probabilistically, and the appropriate unit of choice must be 
flexible, with the model allowing for potentially simultaneous 
analyses if necessary.

When the above requirements are taken into account, certain expectations 

about the nature of the description in light of a dynamic perspective emerge. 

Essentially, the description should be progressive, contextually based and 

· probabilistically weighted. It should be able to account for actual choice 

in the data, and show the conditions under which an unlikely choice may be
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made. The following chapter explores existing models which aim to account 

for some of these features.

Endnoi««

1 (Section 3.2.2): ll mu^t be acknowledged that the disunion· In thl· chapter have been 

greatly Influenced by Sinclair'· work (eapeclally 1983, 1985, 1988a and 1991). We have nol, 

however, lakan up all hi· ^u99e^tion·. In particular, wa have not explored hi· raco.-endation· 

for the •tudy of plane· of di^cour^e Ccf Sinclair 1983).
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CCHAPTER FOUR

t«X>ELS OF Lt-FOLD ING CHO ICE

4.1 Introduction

The preceding chapters have argued for a particular way of looking at 

I anguage, and this argument has been presented as a question of genera I 

approach or attitude towards language. But a perspective on language is not 

just a question of attitude; the perspective one takes has potentially far- 

reaching imp I ications for the way language is modelled. Let us explain 

further what is meant by 'model I ing' in the context of this thesis.

In his 1961 paper, Categories of the Theory of Gra111T1ar, Halliday 

describes language theory as something which 'accounts for how language 

works'. A theory consists in the first instance of a scheme of interrelated 

categories set up to account for the data, the data being observed language 

events, or text. In the second instance, it consists of a set of scales of 

abstraction to relate the categories to the data and to each other. In this 

way, the theory should account for why language is the way it is - for how it 

works. The term model is frequently equated with this sense of theory: a 

model of language is a theory of how language works. We suggest that when 

model is used in this general way, it also encompasses a second observation 

made by Hal I iday, that of I inguistic description. Description consists in 

relating the text to the categories of the theory.

But model can be used in a more irrrnediate sense, as a way of making the 

theory and description comprehensible and replicable, a means of showing how 

the nuts and bolts of the theory, so to speak, are put together. The nature 
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of a model in this sense is entirely dependent on the theory from which it is 

derived, but it nevertheless has an existence as a device or apparatus which 

is conceptually separate from the theory.

A change in perspective most inmediately demands a change in the model, 

in the narrow sense just described. In other words, a different perspective 

may assume the same theoretical categories, and the same linguistic 

description as that presented from another perspective, but the apparatus or 

model must be altered to accoomodate the new perspective.

The definition of mode I is raised here because the thesis is concerned 

to develop a dynamic model of language. Yet it does not aim to develop a new 

theory of language. I nevitab I y, however, as a mode I is derived from theory 

and description, any challenge to it is necessarily a challenge to both, and 

as the thesis develops it wi 11 be seen that a change in perspective does 

demand some changes to the overall model. For the concerns of this chapter 

in particular, though, the focus is that of model in the sense of device or 

apparatus; the theory is not in question. -

In Chapter Two, it was noted that the main systemic mechanism for 

describing language, the system network, is unsuitable for a dynamically 

oriented model. It should be clear from preceding comnents that if a 

different perspective is to be achieved within the systemic model, 

alternative proposals wi 11 be necessary. This chapter considers existing 

representational devices which appear to be dynamically oriented, and 

evaluates whether they do indeed meet the requirements for modelling a 

dynamic perspective. These devices or models are examined in relation to 

only one characteristic of a dynamic perspective, namely the ability to model 

the progressive unfolding of choice. The examination begins here because, if 
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this aspect of the per9pective cannot be captured by the model, it is 

impossib I e to bring in the comp I ementary aspects re I at Ing to active and 

probabilistic choice.

The first models examined below are those which use the network as the 

basis of a dynamically oriented model. While these proposals do contain some 

useful insights for various aspects of dynamic model I ing, they do not meet 

the requirements established in this thesis. In particular, they are limited 

by the fact that a network is inherently synoptic in nature, and the reasons 

for this are elaborated in section 4.3 below. Following this, alternative 

representations are examined, these being the flowchart as propo9ed by 

Ventola; a related but non-systemic model, the augmented transition network, 

and an extension of Ventola's model, the systemic flowchart. Each of these 

three proposals is found to present useful and attractive approaches to the 

modelling of a progressive view of choice. However, these models share one 

particular drawback in their representation of choice which means that they 

are not entirely suitable for the purposes outlined here, and this drawback 

is elaborated during the course of the chapter.

4.2 Dynamic system networks

As was described in Chapter Three, a dynamic perspective cannot take a 

global view of data, and so one of the main characteristics of modelling from 

this point of view is that the description must unfold in conjunction with an 
unfolding text. Choice must be described in a non-exp I osive, progress I ve 
way. While it will be seen in section 4.3 that a network is not appropriate 

for this task, several attempts have been made to overcome the synoptic 

restrictions of the system network, and two of these are considered here for 
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their potential to model an unfolding view of choice. The explorations of 

Bateman (1989) and 0' Donne11 ( 1986 and 1990) are both deve I oped within a 

systemic functional framework, and share the comnon factor of trying to 

exploit the possibility of transferring control between different systems in 

order to capture an unfolding view of choice.

Bateman's work is motivated by an interest in explaining how recursively 

available options can be modelled for computational purposes. In a systemic 

model, recursive options are those where "a system uses one of its output 

features as one of its entry conditions." (Bateman 1989:265) That is, a 

particular selection from a given system leads back into the same system so 

that another choice can be made. Recursive options or systems are needed to 

capture dependency organization, which Bateman notes (p263) is "one distinct

ive area of granmatical regularity that has been placed along the dynamic 

dimension." Dependency organization "attempts to capture a different kind 

of linguistic patterning to that found in constituency-oriented treatments." 

(p264) It is typically found in complex structures, such as clause 

complexes, where a sequence of interrelated clauses are built up to form a 

complex structure, but "without resorting to structural embedding." (p265) 

One unit follows another, rather than one unit being a part of another.

Bateman argues that the typical means of representing a recursive option 

in the systemic model - a loop from one option in a system back to the entry 

condition of that system - is not adequate for computational purposes. This 

is because the meaning of such a se I ection is not exp I icit: the device 

enables arbitrarily long structures to be built, but does not explain what it 

means to choose a complex rather than a simple structure. He suggests (p281) 

that "it is crucia I that the dynamic dimension be as representationa11 y 

constrained and theoretically-motivated as is the synoptic account of system 
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networks." In order to meet this requirement, he proposes ( ib. id) that "we 

should constrain what can appear in the dynamic description along the same 

lines as the synoptic description: i.e., as a network of possibilities." 

However, he adds that the dynamic possibilities "are to have particular 

dynamic consequences." What Bateman does is to separate the synoptic and 

dynamic aspects of description, reserving the synoptic network for choices 

relating to constituency organization, with a link from those systems to 

'dynamic' networks which relate to dependency organization. This is 

represented below in Figure 4.1.

Synoptic
1- C I auses 0 ----->. •• •

RN-I< I I

------------- >i ;
II 

I
J

.. ..
z,/

I
' TAXIS &

I 
(!) COMPLEXITY

- Elaboration ...

- Expansion-- > - Enhanc^ement

- Extension •••
>

- Projection .•.

Dynamic

Fig. 4.1 Bateman's synoptic and dynamic potential

(Bateman 1989:282)

What this figure means is that every time a selection is made in the

clause system, the potential is available for a simultaneous selection to be 
made in a system relating to the taxis and complexity of the clauses (that

with

The
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potential needs to be activated by a positive response to a question such as 

'Are there grounds for complexing?' Once activated or entered, the dynamic 

network determines the nature of the relationship between the clauses in the 

complex being constructed. The nature of the choices made in the 'dynamic' 

network constrain the choices made in the synoptic network, determining the 

types of relations which may hold between clauses in a complex (p283). In 

other words, the dynamic network constrains what may follow, and it is this 

which provides an unfolding view of choice.

Yet Bateman's model has several limitations. Firstly, the way in which 

Bateman separates the two aspects of description seems to make the dynamic 

dimension secondary to the synoptic dimension, and even Bateman himself 

acknowledges (p281) that the synoptic and dynamic are: "two fundamental 

dimensions of linguistic theorizing which are both importantly distinct, each 

adding their own kind of organizational resource, and yet inextricably 

I inked." Hence it seems theoret i ea 11 y unsatisfactory to represent one as 

subservient to another.

A second flaw In Bateman's model is that while one network is labelled 

as being 'dynamic', the real dynamic force of his model is in the interaction 

between the two systems. The synoptic system says that a complex structure 

may be chosen if desired (by using the asterix to signal the link with the 

dynamic system), and it enumerates the types of constraints which will hold 

between interdependent clauses if a complex is chosen (through co-selection 

of features made in the synoptic system). The dynamic system elucidates the 

. types of relations which can hold between the clauses in the c^omplex. But the 

motivation for joining two units together in a complex structure is not 

formulated in Bateman's model (other than saying 'a positive response Is 

required to a question such as 'are there grounds for complexing?'). While
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Bateman cannot be criticised for not fully elucidating the nature of this 

mechanism, it highlights the fact that he has not actually achieved a dynamic 

perspective in his model. The dynamism is buried in the interaction between 

two synoptiea I I y formu I ated systerns: whi I e one systern may be said to have 

'dynamic consequences' (as it creates dependency structures), neither system 

presents a dynamic perspective on choice.

As will be argued in the next section, a dynamic perspective cannot be 

represented with a network, and by extension, it seems highly unlikely that 

it could be represented by interaction between two networks accounting for 

different aspects of the data. Thus while Bateman's proposals seem to give 

some grasp of an unfolding view of choice - because the synoptic system 

provides a context for the 'dynamic' selections - the proposals ultimately do 

not enable a dynamic perspective on choice to be achieved.

The model proposed by O'Donnell (1986, 1990) is motivated by trying to 

account for three phenomena which are difficult to capture in synoptic 

models: phase (the repeated availability of certain options>: suspension 

(suspending the syntagmatic structure of one unit while another intervenes, 

and taking up the suspended structure after the completion of the intervening 

one) and linear recursion (as with Bateman). He discusses these phenomena in 

relation to the exchange, a rank in discourse Ccf Sinclair and Coulthard 

1975, Berry 1981), and proposes a two-part model to account for the dynamic 

aspects of his data. The first part of the model consists of two strata, "a 

level of exchange context, representing the various points of the^exchange 

. structure, and a level of move potential, representing the dynamic potentials 

available at these points." (O'Donnell 1990:9) The second part of the model 

is the explanation of how these two strata interrelate.
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O'Donnel I proposes the stratum of move potential, and this represents 

the generalized behaviour potential open to speakers when interactively 

producing an exchange. The move network is presented below.

I- as PK
I- e Ii c it ------>I

I- initiate ----->I I- as SK
III

I- inform

1I I- inform
1

1 -->!- I deny knowledge
J
1 
I
I- keep quiet

1
I- support

Fig. 4.2 O'Donnell's move network (O'Donnel I 1990:9)

This network represents "all moves which can be performed" Cop.cit p9): 

for instance, when participating in an exchange, a speaker can either 

initiate, respond, or keep quiet. If initiating, this may be done by either 

e Ii citing a response from the other speaker (and if so, either as primary 

knower, PK, or as secondary knower, SK), or by informing the other speaker of 

something. Similarly, various types of response are possible. It is 

important to note that this network is for moves in an exchange, not for 

features of an exchange. A more typical, synoptically oriented network would 

entail features pertaining to the exchange as a whole, such as 'negotiated 

exchange' or otherwise. In O'Donnel I's model, "different types of exchanges 

are produced, but only as a consequence of the sequence of individual moves 

selected by the participants."

The second stratum, the level of exchange context, is proposed to 

account for how speakers choose appropriately from all these options open to 
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them, and it shows the variables constraining the moves which can be made by 

a speaker. The variables relate to Halliday^s metafunctional c^omponents 

<explained further in Chapter Seven), and are propositional negotiation, 

relating to ideat iona I considerations; speaker role, relating to 

interpersonal considerations, and speaker turn, relating to textual 

considerations. The opt'ons •n the exchange context are presented below in 

Figure 4.3

1
IPROP. NEG J
I I
I
I

- uncomplete (PU)
1 -

- complete ------ >I
I-

unsupported (PCU)

supported (PCS)

I current I I- primary knower <PK>
I- exchange--------->ISPEAKER ROLE J
I
I

I
I
I- no current
I exchange

I
I
I
!SPEAKER TURN 
I

I- secondary knower CSK)

I- ownturn
->! .

I- other turn

Fig. 4.3 O'Donnell's exchange context (O'Donnell 1990:10)

Selections from this network result In an exchange state. For example, 

an exchange state might consist of the selections supported/primary, 

knower/ownturn, and this represents a different state to, say, the selections 

UncompLete/primary^nower/otherturn, and so on. O'Donnell claims that these 

contextual variables are 'dynamic': "they change during the unfolding of the 

social process." Cpll) That is, for each exchange, new contextual variables 

are selected from the exchange context. Therefore, according to the context 

of the current exchange, the moves available to a speaker will be restricted. 

For example, the choice of speaker role in the exchange context will restrict
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(or perhaps more correctly, activate) the corresponding choice in the move 

network.

The next pad of O'Donnel I's model explains how selections from the 

exchange context are motivated, that is, how selections from the move network 

modify the exchange context, the exchange context in turn activating options 

in the move network. This is achieved by making the contextual effects of 

each move option explicit, by introducing a new type of realization 

statement. For every selection in the move network, a realization statement 

is attached which modifies the context. For instance, if a speaker selects 

the options initiate/inform from the move network, the effect of this on 

context is to assign the speaker the primary knower role, and the listener 

the secondary knower role. This particular contextual configuration then 

restricts the next round of options which can be made from the move network. 

Thus a cyclical relationship is established, with context activating 

behaviour, and behaviour modifying context. This seems to be a very 

appropriate way to dea I with a dynamic perspective: each choice ( in this 

case, from the move network), depends on the preceding choices made, which 

have established or affected the context for the next choice.

O'Donnel I extends his model to deal with the I inguistic features which 

first motivated his work. Phasally available options are accounted for by 

introducing an activation rule which can be applied at any point in the 

exchange. So, for the possibility of aborting an exchange, the selection of 

current exchange in the exchange context activates the move options of either 

initiate or keep quiet, thus allowing a participant to keep quiet, or abort, 

in any part of the exchange. This rule is simply introduced into O'Donnell's 

model, and does not lead to the complications arising in synoptic accounts of 

such phenomena (as a resu It of having to a 11 ow an option to occur at every 
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selection point in the model), and so it can be said that the model does 

al low phenomena to be phasally available.

For the phenomenon of recursion, O'Donnel I says (p15) that "recursion 

can occur whenever it is possible for a series of actions to reinstate a 

previous contextual state, thus allowing the same action choices to be made 

again." He therefore modifies the networks and rules of the model so that a 

particular selection from the move network is able to activate the contextual 

selection which motivated that move selection in the first place (and 

O'Donnell exemplifies this for contradictory statements).

The third phenomenon which O'Donnell claims to account for is that of 

suspension. This is dealt with by adding another component to the model, "a 

way of remembering suspended exchange contexts until they are required 

again." This is achieved by using push-down stacks (as discussed in section 

4.4.1 below in relation to Augmented Transition Networks). When an exchange 

is suspended (interrupted by another exchange), the exchange which is 

suspended is pushed on top of a $tack of exchange contexts, and the 

suspending exchange is pushed on top of that, thus becoming the new, current 

exchange, and pushing the original exchange down. Any subsequent interruption 

gets pushed on to the top of the stack, and when a suspending exchange is 

finished, it is popped off the top of the stack, al lowing the original 

exchange to become current again. Thus different exchange contexts can exist 

at the same time, and the network options and context activation rules are 

modified to allow pushes and pops.

Therefore O'Donnell's model would appear to be highly successful as a 

dynamically oriented formalism. He has modified the system network in such a 

way that it appears to be able to model unfolding choices. The first 
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modification was in terms of what the network represents: O'OonneII has 

produced a network not for features of an exchange as a whole,_ but for 

potential moves In an exchange. This change alone avoids the global, 

umbrella-like nature of the standard network. Secondly, he has modified the 

notion of realization, so that the realization of one move can be seen to 

affect the context for the realization of the next move. In particular, this 

explanation of the context-text relationship from an unfolding point of view 

is insightful and useful, and will be drawn on further in the following 

chapter.

But on the whole, O'Donnell's suggestions are difficult to generalise to 

other areas. Even within his account of the exchange, additional rules and 

formaIisms are required to account for the speciaI cases he focusses on 

(phase, recursion and suspension). It wouId be difficuIt to achieve a 

comparable elaborateness of explanation in other areas of linguistic 

description, where the range of options might be broader than is the case for 

moves in an exchange, and where the relationship to context is less clearly 

deI imited than is the case when speakers are taking turns to produce the 

exchange. Further, the modeI is designed to account for generalion, what 

speakers can do (choose to initiate, to take on the roIe of primary or 

secondary knower, and so on), and while O'Donnell cannot be criticised for 

not dealing with an area he has not aimed to deal with, his proposals would 

require considerable modification in order to be appropriate for analysis as 

welI.

It is interesting to consider why O'Donnell's proposals are so 

attractive, and yet quite difficult to make use of in other areas. We 

suggest that this is because the role of the dynamic perspective in his model 

is Iimited. WhiIe he has cIearI y shown the way in whieh each move in the 
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unfolding text affects the potential options for the next move tn the 

exchange, there is nothing to explain the motivation for selecting one move 

rather than another. For examp I e, a speaker can choose to respond to a 

preceding option by informing, denying, supporting or contradicting. The 

selection of the option depends partly on the current exchange context, for 

example if the context is Proposition Completed but Unsupported; Speaker's 

Ownturn, then the options to support or contradict are open. But there is 

nothing in the model to motivate the choice between these. Clearly, the 

network represents a meaning distinction between these: supporting and 

contradicting do not mean the same thing. Yet this meaning derives from a 

synoptic perspective. From a dynamic point of view, at least in the way it 

is represented in O'Donnell's model, there is no meaning difference between 

supporting and contradieting. What the mode I needs to show is how these 

differ as seen from a dynamic perspective. While O'Donnell shows that the 

choices available as the text unfolds depend on the preceding choices made, 

there is no explanation as to why the text would unfold in one way rather 

than another. When a speaker chooses a particular move, they are choosing a 

way of relating to the preceding move; the effect of this is interpreted as 

support, contradict and so on, but the observation of this effect does not 

account for its selection.

In conclusion then, in terms of accounting for the observed ways in 

which turns may be passed between speakers, O'Donnell provides a model which 

goes a considerable way towards accounting for the dynamic unfolding of those 

choices. But an aspect of the explanation is missing, an aspect which 

accounts for what it means to move forward in one way rather another. As a 

result, phenomena not already accounted for by O'Donnell's model have to be 

incorporated through additional rules or formalisms. On the other hand, •
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model which also accounted for the meaning of moves In relation to each other 

would be able to explain additional phenomena in terms of the principles of 

meaning, and a way of accomplishing this is explained in Chapter Five. But a 

further flaw in O'Donnell's model is his use of system networks. While he 

does not actually claim that his networks are 'dynamic', as does Bateman, we 

wi I I see in the next section that they are inherently synoptic, and therefore 

difficult to use as the basis of a dynamically oriented description.

4.3 Synoptic limitations of modelling with a network

The models examined above use system networks as part of their 

dynamically oriented representations, but it was noted in Chapter Two that 

Ventola described the system network as being 'explosive' in its 

representation of choice, and thus, inherently synoptic. If this is the case, 

then the system network is not appropriate for a dynamic perspective. In 

this section, we explore the synoptic limitations of the network as a 

modelling device.

It is certainly true that a system network can be read or used in either 

a dynamic or a synoptic way. In An Introduction To Functional Granmar, 

Halliday defines the term system and describes different ways of reading the 

system:

A system network is a theory of language as choice. It represents 
a language, or any part of a language, as a resource for making 
meaning by choosing. Each choice point in the network specifies 
(1) an environment, consisting of choices already made, and (2) a 
set of possibilities of which one is (to be) chosen; (1) and (2) 
together constitute a 'system' in this technical sense. This can 
be read either synoptically or dynamically: either 'if feature a 
(and b.··) is present, then either x or y (or z..·) is present', or 
•if you have chosen feature a (and b.·.), then go on to choose 
either x or y (or z·.·)'. (Halliday 1985a:xxvii)
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Yet the fact that the information presented in a network can be read 

dynamical fy, that is, as if it were unfolding, does not mean that the 

information itself arises from a dynamic perspective. The choices accounted 

for in a network remain inherently synoptic: they are the product of a 

product point of view. The reason for this is explained as follows.

In a network, choices from a system have structural consequences: the 

options in the system are features, and each feature has an associated - 

realization, that is, the I inguistic reflex of choosing that feature from 

that system. Let us say that the environment of the system is a choice .e 
(itself a feature chosen from some preceding system), and that the features 

of the system are x. y. andz, withx being the environment for a further 

system of choices, !, m. fr· This is represented in Figure 4.4 below.

1-1 ...
I 

1—x------>1-m {f,g.h} .
I Jig I \h

. p------>|-y .. 1-n .··
H I

1-z ...

Fig. 4.4 A simple system network

Moving through the network from left to right is a move in delicacy, 

that is, the choices become more and more delicate or precise in their 

specification. This means that the options x, y, and z are at one level of 

delicacy 'the same', although at a more delicate level, they can be seen to 

be different. (For instance, gra^maticafly speaking, the examples the road 

and a hazardous business are at one I eve I the same, as they are both 

instances of nominal groups. On the other hand, in a more delicate 
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description of the components of the group, they can be seen to differ in 

grarrmatical detai I.) Each feature in a system has an associated realization: 

the I inguistic manifestation or exponent of that feature. The realization of 

a feature may be in terms of an actual I inguistic element, or may affect the 

ordering of elements, show one feature as being simultaneous with another, or 

as subc I assif ied in a particu I ar way, and so on (cf Ha 11 iday and Martin 

1981:1Off)

An output is generated from the network by tracing a path through the 

network from left to right, making a selection from each system and 

collecting al I the associated realization statements for that path; this 

enables a structure to be produced. The diagram above represents that the 

entry condition £ has the realization _ ; when the entry condition is 

selected, it leads to the system containing the features x. y and 2· The 

feature x is selected, which is realized by g. In turn, x leads to the 

system containing the features l, m and n- The featurem is chosen, and its 

realization is h- The pass through this part of the system has produced a 

selection expression, {f.g.h}, containing the realization statements of the 

selected features.

While it may take time for someone to actually read through a network, 

the intention is that the selections are made simultaneously, and thus they 

have no real-time implications for generation. For the synoptic/dynamic 

dichotomy, the critical factor is that all the selections relevant to one 

structure are made simultaneously, collected together, and then realized to 

produce one structura I output. Thus as Vento I a described, the process of 

generation is 'explosive': the description of the choices is, so to speak, 

like the umbrella referred to in Chapter Three, the choices opening or 

exploding out to produce the output. For example, if choices are being made 
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for a nominal group, the selection of nominal group in the larger system 

network will be real ized by the feature 'insert a Head', that is, every

' nominal group will have a Head. Features of the nominal group may include 

whether or not the group will be modified, and if so, whether that will be by 

pre- and/or post- Modification. If, say, pre-Modification is chosen, this 

wi I I lead to further choices as to the type of pre-Modification. For instance 

features may be chosen which result in the description and classification of 

the nominal group, and which indicate whether the group can be identified or 

not. Further, the types of identifiers, describers and classifiers must also 

be selected. These realizations, as well as the_ realization relating to the 

Head of the group, will be collected together in the selection expression at 

the end of the pass through the network. The eventual output structure might 

be something I ike the senior medical officer. While this is one nominal 

group, that is, one structure, many steps have been taken to reach this 

point. The output therefore represents a collection or bundle of structural 

features: not every feature is necessarily manifested by an actual lexical 

item, but they are nevertheless reflected in the structure in terms of word 

order, sub-classification, and so on.

The choices in a network are choices in absentia: a network represents 

potential for meaning. A choice is meaningful against the background of all 

the other choices which could have been made in that environment. However, 

being a representation of potential, it is necessary for those choices to be 

actualised in some way, and this is achieved through the realization 

statements, representing the linguistic reflex of a paradigmatic selection. 

Thus while network choices are organized paradigmatically, they are 

manifested syntagmatically, and through the syntagm, the choices can be seen 

in praesentia. The notions of system and paradigm are primary in the way 
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choice is explained; structure and syntagm are fully predictable or der ivable 

from the paradigmatic choices. It is interesting to note that it is the 

primacy of the paradigm which sets the systemic approach apart from many 

other I inguistic approaches. Halliday (1985a:xxviii) observes that the 

fundamental opposition in grarrrnars "is between those that are primarily 

syntagmatic in orientation •.. and those that are primarily paradi gmatic ••. 

The former interpret a I anguage as a Iist of structures ... the I atter 

interpret a language as a network of relations, with structures coming in as 

the realization of those relationships" and that the systemic model: "is a 

'choice' grammar not a 'chain' grarrmar (paradi gmatic not syntagmatic in its 

conceptual organization)" (pxix). Hal I iday and Martin (1981: 19) point out 

that the 'axis of chain' is not by any means ignored in the theory, but 

confirm that the axis of choice is considered to be primary in explaining 

linguistic patterns.

Yet the understanding of paradigm and syntagm, as formulated in a 

systemic model, is itself derived from or dependent on a synoptic 

perspective. In analysis, the unit under consideration must be viewed 

globally, as a whole, before it can be described paradigmatically, that is, 

before it can be compared with other similar units. In generation, a syntagm 

only results when all the relevant paradigmatic options have been selected, 

exploding out to give a structure. Thus the structure is the result of 

options pertaining to the unit as a whole, and a global perspective on the 

unit is an integral feature of this approach.

This is why the system network is inherent I y oriented to a synoptic 

perspective. Descriptions are based on a global overview of the unit, and 

are generated explosively. As Dane! notes (personal comnunication): "The 

notion of making options within the systemic granmar cannot be understood •• 
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an actual process during the production of a text." Clearly, a different 

view, based on a non-global, unfolding perspective, will have to make use of 

the system network in a different way, because units wil I be revealed 

progressively, and wi 11 not be able to be viewed globally. It is not 

possible, in generation, for a dynamic perspective to pass through a whole 

network, collect the relevant features and then explode them into a 

structure; nor in analysis can a whole unit be examined for all its 

paradigmatic features. Thus the dichotomy arises between static and active 

potential. The system network presents language as a system of potential - 

what might be said, in the language as a whole. But this potential is 

necessarily static, because what is true for the system, which is understood 

to be operative for al I occasions, is not necessarily true for an instance, 

that is, the options which would be selected on a given occasion in a given 

set of circumstances. Opposed to the view of language presented by the 

system network is the possibility of accounting for language as something 

actual, an instance of language in use, where language must be seen as 

something active, with choices being made in response to the exigencies of 

the moment. Such an account should not of course be so far removed from the 

description of static linguistic potential that the two cannot be related, 

but nevertheless, they will be different.

As the system network is inherently synoptic in nature, the term dynamic 

system is a misnomer. Logically, such a concept cannot be possible. Its 

origin has a I ready been observed in the work of Martin and Vento I a ( as 

discussed In Chapter Two), but it was noted there that its use was probably 

not intended to be technical. It is, however, used technically in other 

systemic work, as in the work of Bateman and O'Donnell discussed above, and 

also In the work of Fine (1989, 1991>. In each case, the term is used for 
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systems accounting for data which are easily interpreted as being dynamic in 

nature: clause complex relations for Bateman, systems of exchange structure 

for O'Donnell, and of turn-taking between speakers for Fine. While so-called 

'dynamic' features may be being captured, or while selections from such 

networks may have consequences for these areas of 'dynamics', it is 

nevertheless the case that the model I ing device in question, the network, 

remains synoptic. Thus even if the data being described is dynamically 

oriented, the resulting description is not. While these various attempts at 

model I ing may successfully represent dynamic-type data that is difficult to 

capture with a synoptic model (as in the case of Ventola's description of 

genre), and while this in itself is to be valued as an advance in the 

systemic model as a whole, the descriptions based on system networks cannot 

get to grips with the nature of a dynamically oriented model: the forces at 

work in a dynamic perspective remain obscured.

Significantly, in al I the work which does adopt the 'dynamic system', 

the dynamic and synoptic aspects of the description are unequally weighted, 

with the 'dynamic systems' being used to fill in the gaps left by the 

synoptic model. The explorations of both O'Donnell and Bateman, for instance, 

are specifically developed in response to 'gaps' left by the synoptic model 

(viz, the difficulties of modelling recursive choices), and their solutions 

aim to fi 11 in those gaps. Thus dynamic and synoptic are not complementary 

perspectives, but competing formalisms for different aspects of their data. 

While 'dynamic systems' are oriented to dynamic-type data, they represent the 

result of a product perspective. It is this which is restricting.

The main modelling device in systemic functional linguistics is thus not 

suited to the perspective put forward in this thesis. Alternative proposals 

are examined in the following section.
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4.4 Alternative representations: Flowcharts

As the system network is unsuited to the model I ing of a progressive view 

of choice, other formal isms or ways of modelling are needed. One of the most 

significant attempts to extend the systemic model into new domains is that of 

Ventola's (1987) development of flowcharts. The flowcharts were designed to 

function as a non-explosive representation of possible generic stages in 

service encounter texts, and they present an appealing way of capturing the 

progressive, ongoing nature of choice from a dynamic perspective. They 

represent speakers co-operatively negotiating the generic structure of a 

text, with ongoing options for the development of the text being dependent on 

the previous I y se I ected options ( 1 previous I here being in the sense of the 

preceding, actual option, not the less delicate, systemic, option). The view 

of the text is non-global: at the beginning of the text, the entire structure 

is not known, but depends on the particular options selected by the speakers 

as the text unfolds. As Ventola notes Cop.cit p77):

What is being done and said often depends on - what decisions and 
assignments the other participant has just taken irrmediately 
before. This is the way texts unfold dynamically as a process.

The flowchart, instead of describing all the systemically potential 

options for generic stages, lays out a variety of paths which might be 

followed by speakers in interactively producing a text. Thus choice is non

explosive, with the ultimate structure of the finished text being achieved 

incrementally, each actual choice being the environment for the next choice. 

Let us examine the mechanics of the flowchart to illustrate how this works. 

An extract of Ventola's flowchart is presented below in Figure 4.5, and then 

the mechanics of the chart are explained.
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SERVICE ENCOUNTERS, Flow Cllan

Fig. 4.5 Extract of Ventola's Flowchart (1987:70-71)
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Ventola (1987:67ff) explains the instructions or 'tactics' of the 

flowchart as follows. First, the flowchart represents a social process 

created co-operatively by two participants, namely a Server (5) and • 

Customer (C) (although she notes that there may be more than one participant 

fulfi I I ing either of these roles). The social process is represented by the 

two I ines descending the page. Elements are symbolised by oblong circles 

with appropriate labels, for instance:

GREETING

This symbolises that the participants are about to negotiate the 

greeting element of the service encounter. Both Sand C have roles to play 

in the realization of each element. Diamonds symbolise decisions about 

action which the participants have to take. For instance:

response to the question. The yes path means that C waits for S to attend, 

and the no path means that C either I eaves or I ooks for another S. The 

appropriate action (waiting, leaving, looking for another 5) is encapsulated 

as 'work to be done', and is represented by squares. For instance:
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I f
I WAIT! I
I I

instructs C to wait until Scan serve.

Each element (that is, the stages signified by oblong circles, such as 

GREETING, ATTENDANCE ALLOCATION, SERVICE BID> is realized when the 'work to 

be done' boxes are completed. Thus in the extract above, the element 

ATTENDANCE ALLOCATION can be realized in various ways: Smay either apologize 

to C for not being able to serve C irrmediately, or may call C to approach, or 

may approach C. On the other hand, C may wait for S, may accept S's apology, 

may approach S, or may ea 11 S to approach. The realization to be chosen 

evidently depends on the interactive status of the process, hence C can only 

accept S's apology if S has in fact apologised.

The wavy squares on the flowchart do not realize elements, but indicate 

flowchart directions, for instance: .

r-----.--1 
I GO BAO< TO I 
I^^GREETING^J

This symbol is found in the ATTENDANCE ALLOCATION element, and 

instructs the participants to return to the GREETING element.

Thus, within any given element - any stage of the genre in question - 

different decisions or options are open for the further development of the

text.

next participant.

choices as the text unfolds. For instance, while the option for S to 
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apologise to C is a potential realization of the ATTENDANCE ALLOCATION 

element, it is only actually avai table as an option in any given text if S 

and Care not face-to-face, if Chas called S, and if Sis unable to serve C.

Ventola's own assessment of the flowchart (1987:77) is that it handles 

non-canoniea I sequencing of generic e Iements, as the wavy squares a 11 ow 

skipping forward or back between the elements, and similarly, that it is able 

to handle recursion of elements. The flowchart accounts for interaction and 

co-operation between the participants, and deals with both linguistic and 

non-I inguistic options. It negates the need to define obligatory elements of 

the generic structure. These were all requirements which Ventola felt were 

important to meet, in order to overcome the synoptic I imitations of the 

network as a representational device.

In terms of modelling a dynamic perspective, the flowchart successfully 

captures the ongoing, progressive nature of choice, but it is not without 

limitation. Most significantly, even though Ventola is able to account for a 

great deal of generic variety in actual texts, the flowcharts sti II provide a 

dynamically oriented view of synoptically acquired information. They 

reproduce the mechanisms by which actual texts have been created, but do not 

in themselves provide a mechanism for producing novel texts, or texts with 

creative 'surprises' in them. In other words, potentiaI is represented 

statically. This perhaps needs explanation.

It was argued in Chapter Two that a dynamic perspective has to be 

applied to potential as well as to actual choices; that is, potential has to 

be viewed progressively. Ventola's flowchart goes some way towards meeting 

this requirement, as different aspects of the potential open up according to 

the current state of the text. But on the whole the view of choice is still 
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global and static. For example, Ventola shows that the sequence of elements 

of any given text does not necessarily follow the canonical order of elements 

as would be described from a synoptic perspective. This feature is partly 

captured by allowing some elements to be $kipped; for instance, if the goods 

in a service encounter are free, then the Pay element may be skipped. This is 

accomplished by a flowchart instruct ion in the Resolution element which says, 

if the goods are free, 'Go forward to Goods Handover' (Ventola 1987:74). Of 

course, it is the element in the model which is skipped; Ventola would not 

argue that an actual text consisting of a Resolution element followed by a 

Closing had some sort of gap. It is the ability to move around within the 

model which is important for Ventola's purposes; in a synoptic system network 

for instance, such 'movement' is confined to movement in delicacy, and so 

certain options become virtually obligatory. Yet in Ventola's representation, 

it is still necessary to predetermine all the points for potential skipping; 

a text which demonstrated skipping from a point not anticipated by Ventola 

cou Id therefore not be accounted for. While it is a natural strategy in 

synoptic models to adjust the model in Iight.of evidence from - data,-a 'dynamic 

model, supposedly unfolding in conjunction with a text, should have a means 

of accounting for novel situations. While we would not wish to argue that 

any choice can follow any choice, as this is likely to result in nonsense, it 

is certainly the case that texts can vary in ways which are difficult to 

predict, but which do not result in nonsense. The inability of the flowchart 

to deal with this is a cause for serious criticism, and is dealt with at 

length in section 4.5 below.

Other limitations are less serious, but nevertheless affect the 

understanding of choice presented in the model. For instance, the options 

are always limited to a binary yes/no choice, and have a strong behavioural 
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orientation (as is most clearly evident in the decision diamonds, which 

contain decisions such as Greet?, face-to-face?, has C called you?, and so 

on). To assess the real usefulness of the flowchart, it is necessary to 

consider whether the formalism can be extended to other areas of language. 

It is possible to envisage the behavioural-type options being appropriate for 

other descriptions: in an account of turn-taking for instance, decision 

diamonds relating to politeness could determine whether one speaker lets a 

turn pass or takes it up. Or, at the Iexicograrrmatiea I Ieve I, an option 

relating to politeness may affect the inclusion or exclusion of an item like 

please. In other words, it is feasible to postulate that the decision 

diamonds representing behavioural options in the generic structure flowchart, 

could be equated with decisions relating to features, rather than behavioural 

options, at other levels. But it is doubtful whether many I inguistic 

features at other levels of description could be accounted for in this way. 

Further, the binary and polar aspects of the choice wi I I inevitably be 

I imiting, as they do not allow for multiple options or probabilistic 

weighting of options.

While the flowchart marks a significant break away from the synoptic 

restrictions of the network, it only goes part-way towards the goal of 

model Iing a progressive view of choice. Other a I ternatives are presented 

below.

4.4.1 Augmented Transition Networks

An a I ternative means of representing choice as unfo Iding is found in

Augmented Transition Networks ( ATNs), as deve Ioped by Woods (1970 > and as 

explained in some detail by Bates (1978). The essence of an ATN is that it 
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represents movement from one state to another: Bates (1978:192) notes that a 

basic transition network "is a directed graph w Ith Iabe 11 ed states and 

label led arcs, a distinguished start state, and a set of distinguished final 

states." In a grarrmar, for instance, a state might be a constituent such as 

a Noun Phrase CNP), from which movement might be to another state in the 

grarrmar, say a Verb Phrase (VP). Movement between states is accomplished by 

arcs: an arc is the step which has to be achieved in order to reach the next 

state. Arcs are labelled to indicate the type of input which is necessary to 

reach the next state.

Whi I e ATNs have been deve I oped for gramnar, 0 • Donne11 provides an 

i I lustration of how they work by using the ATN formal ism to represent 

behavioural options. His example is presented below in Figure 4.6.

Interpretation: 51 : hungry/no food/at home
52 : hungry/no food/in garden
53 . hungry/no food/at shop
54 : hungry/have food 
SS : not hungry

Fig. 4.6 O'Donnell's behavioural ATN (O'Donnell 1986:31)

Here, as in all ATNs, states are represented by circles around the name 

of the state, and arcs are the lines between the states, labe 1 led with the 

nature of the transition required to reach the next state. In this figure, 

the start state, labelled fil, represents the behavioural situation hungry/no 
food/at home, and has two outgoing arcs. Depending on whether the arc go to 

garden or go to •shop is followed, the states 52 or S3 may be reached, and so 
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on untiI state SS, the state of no longer being hungry, is achieved, from 

which there are no more outgoing arcs. Thus ATNs represent an ongoing flow 

of choice, with states being the environment of a choice, and arcs being the 

choices which are possible from that point. The arcs leaving any one state 

constitute the potential at that point.

The development of ATNs for granmar began with a representation of 

simple finite state granmars by Ba!lic Transition Networks. Chomsky (1957) 

explores a finite state granmar as a possible representation for English. He 

defines it (Chomsky 1957:20) as follows: "In producing a sentence, the 

speaker begins in the initial state, produces the first word of the sentence, 

thereby switching into a second state which limits the choice of the second 

word, etc. Each state through whieh he passes represents the gramnatica I 

restrictions that limit the choice of the next word at this point in the 

utterance." But Chomsky argues that English is not limited to a finite 

number of states: on the basis of the most simple and elementary processes of 

sentence construction, speakers can "produce and understand new utterances" 

Cop.cit p23). Such a grarrmar therefore fails to capture various processes of 

sentence formation. On the other hand, if allowed to run infinitely, finite 

state granmars could produce infinitely many sentences, but not all of these 

would be English sentences: "If a grarrmar of this type produces al I English 

sentences, it will produce many non-sentences as wel I. If it produces only 

English sentences, we can be sure that there will be an infinite number of 

true sentences, false sentences, reasonable questions, etc., which it simply 

wi II not produce." (Chomsky 1957:24)

Chomsky suggests (ib.id) that a more complex notion of structure needs 

to be al lowed, and there are two aspects to this complexity. Firstly, it is 

necessary to capture a non-finite sequence of elements, and Woods (1970) 
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achieves this with a recursive transition network, as discussed below. 

Second I Y, it is necessary to a I I ow for more comp I ex processes of sentence 

formation, to allow both for such factors as agreement between parts of 

sentences which may or may not be adjacent, and for the systematic 

relationship between related sentence forms, such as a declarative sentence 

and its corresponding question form. For this, Chomsky distinguished surface 

from deep structure, and proposed transformations to account for the 

structural relations; he rejected the principle of the Basic Transition 

Network. Woods, while accepting Chomsky's argument that the Basic Transition 

Network did not represent a sufficiently complex notion of structure, 

proposed a way of augmenting the transition network, rather than abandoning 

it in favour of transformations.

Woods' first extension was to make the transition network recursive. 

This entailed a device which enabled a complex constituent structure to be 

accounted for without complicating the main transition network. When the 

main network has to traverse an arc which has a complex structure of its own, 

control is passed (or pushed) from the main network to a related but separate 

network (rather I ike cal I ing a sub-routine into play). This is achieved by 

leaving the main transition and moving to another related network. Figure 4.7 

below i I lustrates how this is done.
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Fig. 4.7 Recursive Transition Network (Woods 1970:592)

In this figure, S is the start state, and q^. q5· .9.Z, q8 and g!Q are the 

final states. (The sub-numbers in the figure are not relevant to the current 

discussion.) The transitions in this network differ from the basic transition 

network in that they are recursive: this means that the labels on the arcs 

(such as NP in the above figure) can themselves be the name of a state in 

another part of the network. Thus in this figure, any transition which 

requires an NP as input wi 11 push control in the network to the NP state. 

When a final state is encountered in this part of the network (viz, states 8 

or q7 in the above figure), control wiI I return (or pop) to the main network, 

back to the point at which it left. In this figure, such use of the recursive 

transition network enab I es either a proper noun or a noun phrase to be 

accounted for. Bates (1978:192) notes that: "When such a recursive arc is 

encountered, the current computation is pushed onto a stack and a new process
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is begun to I ook for the desired constituent. When a f Ina I state in this 

lower level is reached, the stack is popped and the suspended computation is 

continued." Without the device of the recursive network, it is only possible 

to account for a given word in the input, say a particular noun; with the 

device, a complex structure, such as a noun phrase, can be accounted for.

It should be noted that the term recursion in this model accounts for 

what would be called rank-based constituency in a systemic functional model. 

Recursion as used in systemics, that is, in the sense of allowing one choice 

to apply iteratively, is achieved in the transition network through an arc 

which loops back to the state from which it left. This can be seen in the 

above figure, at stated in the NP network, where more than one adjective 

can be achieved in the NP by traversing the adjective arc more than once.

Woods' second extension to the basic transition network was to augment 

the mode I by adding conditions to the arcs, thus producing an Augmented 

Transition Network (ATN). These conditions enable much more complex features 

of English sentences to be captured, and they are achieved by "adding to each 

arc of the transition network an arbitrary condition which must be satisfied 

in order for the arc to be followed, and a set of structure building actions 

to be executed if the arc is followed. 11 (Woods 1970:592) Thus, "each arc is 

provided with a test and a sequence of actions. 11 (Bates 1978:196) While the 

tests and actions are oriented to the practice of transformational grarrmar 

(for instance, actions may move fragments of the sentence tree-structure 

around so that the surface and deep structures are different), the principles 

involved, of incorporating specific conditions with associated actions, are 

extendab I e to other theories of granrnar and other domains of description. 

(Reichman 1985 1 for instance, uses context-sensitive conditions, and 

O'Donnell 1986 incorporates behaviourally-oriented conditions.) The results
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of the implemented actions are kept in registers (the results being partial 

structures), and these can be called on at later states in the network, 

facilitating complex interactions between different parts of a structure.

An ATN is usually used to recognize (or parse) a given input, although 

in principle it is neutral as to parsing and generation. Its obvious 

application to the recognition of sentences can be demonstrated with 

reference to the recursive transition network above in Figure 4.7. If, for 

instance, the network is presented with some input, say a noun phrase, the 

old dog. an attempt is made to recognize if this is a valid part of the 

grammar represented by the network. In this case, the old dog can be 

successfully parsed, because from the start state, it is possible to reach 

the next state, gj, by traversing an NP arc. A traversal of this arc pushes 

to the NP state, where it is possible to work through the arcs and states of 

that sub-network, parsing a determiner, an adjective and a noun. When this 

is done, control returns to the main network, and the NP arc has been 

successfully traversed, that is, the input can be accepted. On the other 

hand, an input such as dogs bite cou Id not be parsed by the fragment of 

granmar presented above, at least not wholly, because the granmar above is 

not formulated to accept a noun-verb structure. A more comprehensive model 

would of course be able to account for such a relatively basic structure, but 

the example does serve to illustrate that the transition network can only 

recognise input which has already been anticipated by the model.

Alternatively, the ATN can be used generatively, to produce· possible

. states from that network. In such a case, the ATN begins in the start state, 

and works through the network following different arcs and states, until an · 

output is achieved. However, Bates (1978:235) notes that the sentences 
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produced from an ATN granmar "wll I produce random sentences since it is in no 

way guided by intentions or concepts."

The significance of the ATN for the modelling of choice is that, rather 

Iike the f Iowchad, it shows that the next possib Ie choice is dependent on 

the choices that have been previously made. In O'Donnel I's simple behavioural 

illustration of a transition network, for instance, the state S2 is only 

possibIe after the option go to garden has been traversed from state SI. 

Thus choice is modelled progressively, as something which unfolds, rather 

than as something which explodes. ATNs therefore seem to be a very promising 

formalism for the implementation of a dynamic perspective on modelling. Even 

though they have been developed within a theory of language (transformational 

generative) which is different from that adopted in the thesis, there is 

amp Ie evidence that the princip Ies of the ATN are easi Iy transferrab Ie to 

other descriptions. Apart from the work of O'Donnell and Reichman as already 

cited, Bates argues that they can be used to represent case grammar, and 

notes that Leal 1975 explores their potential as a notation scheme for 

Tagmemics. The key to utilising an ATN in a different domain is to change 

the definition of what constitutes a state and what constitutes valid 

traversals between states.

The partial model presented above has been the simplest possible, for 

i Ilustrative purposes, but it should be emphasised that ATNs are able to 

account for quite complex unfolding choices: a path or trace can be followed 

through an ATN, and different choices on different passes through the model 

enable different structures to be accounted for. While notationally different 

to flowcharts, the two formalisms are very similar, and the general idea of 

representing a path of choices is very attractive in both. Geoff Barnbrook 

(personal c01T1Tiunication) has, however, drawn attention to an interesting 
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point of difference between them, that the ATN formu Iates the path as a 

series of states connected by activities (transitions and conditions), while 

the flowchart formulates the path as a series of activities (work to be done 

and so on) connected by transitions.

The ATN does, however, have one particular limitation as a potential 

model for the progressive unfolding of choice: Iike the flowchart, al I 

possible sequences of choices must be captured in the model, and it is not 

possible to account for structures which have not been anticipated in the 

formulation of the model. It is interesting to consider the representation 

of skipping as evidence of this. O'Donnel I (1986:40) argues that ATNs permit 

skipping, but Ventola (1989:142) argues that the representation of skipping 

is unclear. The reason for this discrepancy is that the ATN actually lays 

out the different possible paths, rather than including instructions which 

jump forward or back between parts of the model, as is the case for the 

flowchart. In Reichman's ATN of discourse context (1985:98), for instance, 

it is possible to reach some states either directly or indirectly. Thus the 

same phenomenon of a non-canonical structure is accounted for, although it is 

less immediately apparent than in the flowchart. But most importantly, while 

the flowchart and ATN achieve this representation in different ways, they 

both enumerate all the points where non-canonical structures can occur. The 

reason why this is a Iimitation on the progressive model Iing of choice is 

explained in section 4.4 below.

4.4.2 Systemic flowcharts

A formalism which fal Is somewhere between the flowchart/ATN unfolding 

view of choice, and the 'dynamic system' representation of options, is that 
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of the systemic flowchart as presented by Fawcett et al (1988). The systemic 

flowchart aims to retain the advantage of the flowchart, namely the 

progressive unfolding of choice, but to supplement its inadequate 

representation of actually avai I able choices. To achieve this, they produce 

a dynamic model of discourse structure which integrates flowchart and network 

representations, resulting in a model which both "generates structures as one 

works one's way through it" (p122) and which accounts for the paradigmatic 

options avai I able to the speaker as the text unfolds. This is accomplished 

by using flowchart relationships "to I ink up many smal I system networks of 

the type fami I iar in systemic I inguistics" (p122). Hence by following the 

flowchart, it is possible to generate the syntagmatic relations in the text 

as the text unfolds, and the systems represent the paradigmatic relations of 

choice. In this way, paradigms become available as the text unfolds, and 

this is highly desirable in a dynamic representation. Significantly, the 

flowchart is not merely grafted on to what is basically sti11 a synoptic 

representation. Instead, the flowchart subsumes the network relations, to 

the point where Fawcett et al suggest (p122) that this may entirely replace 

synoptic models. They emphasise (p123) that:

the overall systemic flowchart is not a 'system network incorpor
ating flowchart I ines'. Rather, it is a complex flowchart which 
contains many re I ative I y smaII system networks at those points 
where, in a conventiona I f Iowchart, one wou Id expect to find a 
diamond containing a question. Both the diamond boxes and systems 
provide choices. The difference is that system networks provide 
for much more complex sets of choices - and, typically, they are 
choices between alternative meanings in a semiotic system.

Fawcett et a/ illustrate a simplified systemic flowchart for moves in 

exchanges, as a way of introducing their model. This is reproduced below in 

Figure 4.8, and then explained.
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This representation is for an exchange between speakers. The first 

speaker, at the point of initiating the exchange, has various possible 

options (whether to give information, so Iic:it information and so on), and 

these options are represented with conventional systemic notation. The option 

selected, however, has ramifications for the next speaker's response. The 

first speaker's turn passes to the second, and this is represented by a thick 

Iine. The options avai Iable to the second speaker depend on which option was 

selected by the first: for instance, the options support and non-support are 

avai Iable to the second speaker whatever the first selection, but the nature 

of the support is dependent on the first selection. Thus, if the first 

speaker initiates the exchange by giving information, it is appropriate to 

support by acknowledging this (as in That's the cathedral over there. - Oh.) 

However, if the first speaker requested information, it would be appropriate 

to support by giving polarity (as in Is that the cathedral over there? - 

Yes.). In this way, it is possible to relate paradigmatic options to their 

place in a syntagm, and to model the interdependency of choices.

In the fuller discourse grarrmar, realization rules are also included. 

These usually consist of an instruction to insert a label from the network at 

the element of structure at which one is operating (thus a realization of the 

option influence action may be corrmand, advise or threaten). What Fawcett et 

al overcome then, is the binary, dominantly behavioural view of choice as 

represented in Ventola's formulation of the flowchart. Simultaneously, they 

also overcome the explosive characteristic: of a network representation. The 

paradigms on offer in the systemic flowchart are not the same as those 

formulated from a synoptic perspective: only the acts relevant to a

particu Iar move in a given exchange, for instance, are organized

paradigmatic:ally. The value of their model lies in demonstrating that 
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paradigms can be represented as opening up at a given point in the unfolding 

of the text.

In terms of model I ing the unfolding of choice, one arguable drawback of 

the systemic flowchart is that it loses the visual clarity of Ventola's 

formulation. There, the view of choice as unfolding is quite clearly 

presented. Yet in the systemic flowchart, this is only achieved by a careful 

reading of the model; at first sight, it looks very similar to a synoptically 

formulated network. A more serious criticism is dealt with below.

4.5 Limitations of these models

The flowchart, ATN and systemic flowchart discussed above present 

attractive and useful ways of modelling an unfolding or progressive view of 

choice. Although each is different, they share a particular view of choice 

which is modelled by some type of path unfolding between different parts of 

the relevant description: say, different potential orderings of stages of a 

generic structure, or different sequences of granmatical components, or 

different possible structures of an exchange. What they all succeed in 

showing is how the selection of one option at one point affects the possible 

routes whieh can be taken from that point. In this respect, they overcome 

the global view of choice necessitated by a synoptic perspective. The value 

of this work is that the paths are modelled from the point of view of 

explaining the way in which choices unfold in a linear, non-global fashion.

As was suggested above, however, these models are not without limitation 

in their representation of a dynamic perspective. From a dynamic perspective, 

the point at issue regarding unfolding choice is how one choice sets up the 
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potential for the next. To explain this, part of the task is to observe what 
tends to happen in language, that is, what choices tend to follow each other, 

and then to model these sequences of choices. So in accounting for genre, 

one would observe different sequences of generic structure and build a model 

accordingly. This is a necessarily synoptic aspect of the description - one 

must observe or experience language in order to be able to describe it. But 

in the models presented above, there seems to be no means of describing what 

it means to take one path or route rather than another. The paths may lead 

in different directions (for instance in the flowchart, to different types of 

'work to be done', or in the systemic flowchart, to different types of 

'support' following a particular initiating move), but this says nothing more 

than the fact that different steps follow different steps. But an equally 

important part of explaining an unfolding view of choice is to give some 

value or purpose to the nature of the movement between the choices. 

Otherwise, the relevant paths or routes constitute nothing more than observed 

transitions between various parts of the data: there is no meaning attached 

to the path itself. This is what is needed for a dynamic perspective. To 

mode I the progressive unfo Iding of choice, it is necessary to give some 

purpose or value to that unfolding. This value constitutes something more 

than just the consequence or outcome of following one path rather than 

another: the path itself must have significance, as well as leading to the 

next point.

If a model cannot give a functional purpose to the nature of transitions 

between choices, it wi11 be necessarily Iimited in its representation of a 

dynamic perspective. In particular, any new or additional structure in the 

relevant description has to be added in an ad-hoe fashion, simply extending 

the relevant model to incorporate the new description. Consider for example 
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the situation of one of the above models analysing an input text. If in this 

process the model comes across a part of structure which was not already 

accounted for in the model, there would be no means of explaining how that 

structure might fit in to the text which has already been seen, nor how the 

new part of the structure might affect ongoing choices. This not only makes 

it impossible, in analysis, to account for novel choices, but suggests that 

in generation a producer would never use the available resources in a novel 

way. On the other hand, a model which gave some value to the nature of the 

transition itself would have some means of explaining the new structure: this 

is because it would try to explain how the new choice contributes to the 

unfolding meaning potential of the text. We could make a comparison with the 

explanation of a journey in a car. In the types of model so far examined, a 

map is provided for the journey. The journey of a car wh i eh I eaves the 

routes described on the map cannot be further described; the map ceases to be 

useful and the car must be presumed to have crashed. But a description of a 

journey which includes not only the known routes, but also ways for creating 

or using an uncharted route, would be able to account for a car taking a 

minor side road, or even driving on the sidewalk or across the fields. It 

does not have to be assumed that the car has crashed.

In other words, the potential routes in the models examined here are 

necessarily finite in number, and I imited to the routes which have been 

observed in actuaI data. Such models therefore present a static view of 

potential. The way in which that potential is used as a text unfolds is 

dynamically oriented, as potential is seen to unfold progressively, but the 

overall potential of the linguistic resources described by these models is 

synoptically conceived: the meaning captured in the model continues to be 

meaning as understood from a synoptic perspective. No meaning or function is 
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attributed to the dynamic perspective, and so, while texts might be seen to 

unfold, the significance of this cannot be explained.

Of course it is not the case that the patterns which exist for any one 

aspect of description are infinite in the sense of being random. If that were 

so, it would not be possible to distinguish one genre from another, or one 

exchange from another, and so on. But as noted, new structures and novel use 

of familiar structures do arise, and a model which attempts to account for an 

actually unfolding text must be able to allow a moment by moment 

reformulation of the meaning potential of the text. If the model exists in 

toto before the text description begins, it necessarily presents a static 

view of potential, even if the way of moving through that model is dynamic. 

Without the possibility of momentary reformulation, which arises when the 

nature of the unfolding itself is interpreted dynamically, a model can only 

account for existing structures. These may be much more complicated than 

structures accounted for by a synoptic model, but a dynamic perspective is 

something more than just a sophisticated account of complex structures.

Therefore in these otherwise appealing models, a critical factor in the 

representation of unfolding choice is missing. It is impossible to achieve a 

fully dynamic perspective with such models, because that perspective has no 

real role to play. In the next chapter, a representation is developed which 

gives such a functional value to the dynamic unfolding of choice.
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CHAPTER FIVE

^^LLING A D^YNAMIC PERSPECTIVE

S.t Modelling the progressive unfolding of choice: paths

In the preceding chapter, it became clear that even models which appear 

to incorporate a dynamic perspective may fail to give a functional 

interpretation to the progressive unfolding of choice. This aspect is 

essential if a dynamically oriented model is to be more than a sophisticated 

representation of synoptically-acquired information. This chapter broaches 

the problem of modelling the progressive unfolding of choice while 

simultaneously giving a functional value to that unfolding. A very simple 

metaphor is proposed to achieve this. The metaphor, that of using a path as 

the basis of the model, is introduced and then examined in more detail. The 

chapter goes on to incorporate other features of a dynamic perspective into 

the basic framework, namely the ability to model a probabilistic and active 

view of choice. ♦

5.1.1 The basic model

Jn order to provide the desired foundation for a dynamically oriented 

mode I, it seems that the most usefu I concept to take up from the work 

examined in the preceding chapter is some version of an unfolding path, 

although such a concept will have to be modified to incorporate a functional 

interpretation of choice from a dynamic perspective. This conclusion arises 

from the two important inferences drawn from the preceding exploration of 
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dynamically oriented models. Firstly, all the most successful formalisms - 

the flowchart, ATN, and systemic flowchart - employ some notion of a path 

being followed through a model in order to represent the dynamic unfolding of 

a choice. Secondly, they all also fai I to give any functional value to 

choice from a dynamic perspective. (The flowchart and systemic flowchart are 

of course developed within the context of a functional model, but the nature 

of choice from the dynamic perspective is not interpreted functionally.)

The idea of a path is a very general, metaphorical way of conceptual

ising the progressive unfolding of choice. To make use of this idea in a 

dynamically oriented model, it is necessary to formalise its essential 

components. The first part of this task is to provide some mechanism for 

keeping track of the choices as they unfold, so that the path can be seen to 

have some shape, that is, to be a path rather than a random collection of 

choices. The work of Bateman (1989) suggests a useful device which enables 

this aspect of the path to be explained. A dynamic perspective means that 

options become available as a text unfolds: wherever the text is now provides 

the environment for what may follow. But as the text unfolds, the relevant 

environment will shift. Thus, the environment has to be monitored. Bateman 

uses the terms current and next to keep track of the relevant environment. 

That is, wherever the text is now is the current environment, and this sets 

up the potential for choices at the next point in the text.

CURRENT---- > NEXT

As Bateman demonstrates, however, a continuous flow is established 

between the choices so that each next choice becomes a current choice as the 

text continues to unfold.
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CURRENT---------> NEXT/CURRENT---------> NEXT/ ..•.

This enables movement from 'here' to 'there', from 'current' to 'next' 

to be monitored. The current environment consists of a choice made in the 

context of preceding choices (although it should be noted that the first 

actual choice in a text is a different case; cf Lemke 1989, and the 

discussion of context in section 5.3). It is assumed that from each current 

environment, a variety of options opens up; in other words, expectations are 

posited for the choices which might follow. Thus, the next environment 

consists of multiple expectations: when a selection is made, it in turn 

becomes the environment for following choices. In this way, the potential 

avai I able at the next point depends on which option was selected from the 

current point.

Given this ongoing movement of choice, a path of development, of 

potential, can be seen to flow through a text, opening up and closing down as 

the text progresses. An i I lustration of such a path is presented below in 

Figure 5.1. This figure represents different choices (potential paths) 

opening up from each current point; the thick line represents the path which 

is actually taken up; the other paths are left behind as the text unfolds.
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Unfolding text: ------------------------------------------------------------------- >

Key: C = current
N = next

N/C = potential at next point bec^omes current choice

Fig. 5.1 A path flowing through a text

From this diagram it can be seen that, figuratively speaking, paths may 

open up or close down, shift and change direction. The idea of potential 

opening up as a text unfolds is well established in the models examined in 

Chapter Four. Particularly in the flowcharts, ATNs, and the systemic 

flowchart, each step in the unfolding path leads to a new set of choices. 

From those models, it can be inferred that paths have their own particular 

type of movement: they not only unfold in conjunction with the text, but may 

shift and change as the text develops.

It might at first sight be tempting to compare such paths with a path 

being traced through a system network: Bateman (1989:274) says that a system 

network can be interpreted as if it were a flowchart, ,.walking throu9h11 the 

network, "following connections and making choices". But the comparison is 
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valid in name only: the actual nature of these two types of path is very 

different· In a system network, the type of path Bateman refers to does 

indeed take a particular direction, and various options are available along 

the course of that path. But essentially, such a path must be followed from 

the initial selection to a final realization statement, and as the environ

ment of choice is defined paradigmatically, there is no possibility of 

tracing the flow between the current and next environments for choices in an 

actually unfolding text.

A general example which illustrates a path opening up and closing down 

in an unfolding text is the following clause, noted during a University 

seminar:

this can be seen in larger texts such as, well, larger texts

In this example, there is an unfolding clause which sets up an 

expectation, through such as, for a path of exemplification to follow, a path 

which will illustrate types of larger texts, perhaps novels or dissertations. 

The next element in this path, well, keeps this path of expectation open, but 

while it might just be delaying the exemplification, it could also be a 

warning that the projected path is about to be closed down. The following 

element, larger texts, in conjunction with a falling tone, effectively closes 

down the path related to exemplification: it fulfils our expectations 

regarding clause structure, by providing an 'example' for the projection set 

up by such as. But it does not actually illustrate a type of larger text, 

and so it signals that this aspect of the expectation will not be fulfilled. 

The speaker cou Id have gone on to say, for instance, larger texts like. 

novels, but the next clause uttered by the speaker opens up a different path 

altogether.
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It should be noted that in Bateman's proposal, current and next have a 

technical role to play in the modelling of recursive systems. He Introduces 

them as logical micro-functions, associated with the selection of a feature 

within a recursive system: when a feature is selected, it has a particular 

consequence for the current and the next selection. In this way, it is 

possible to keep track of the development of a univariate structure<1>. 

Bateman himself ultimately rejects this proposal because of its unsuitability 

for computat i ona I mode 11 ing; however, for the purposes of this thes Is, the 

basic concept is particularly useful. From here on then, the terms are not 

used in the technical sense in which they were established by Bateman, but 

are broadened in scope to be used as I abe Is for the unfo Iding of choice. 

(later it will be seen that their precise definition depends on the nature of 

the description to which the general model is applied.)

5.1.2 Further defining the path: path 5feps

The second task involved in formulating a progressive view of choice is 

to give a functional interpretation to the nature of the movement in the 

unfolding path. What needs to be done is to determine the nature of the 

potential flowing through the text, that is, the ways in which paths can 

develop. The current and next environments are the transition points on the 

paths, and these are defined according to the description to which the model 

is applied. For example, an application to the description of genre wi 11 

mean that current and next are defined as generic stages; in discourse, it 

could mean that each turn in a conversation is considered for the potential 

it opens up for a following turn, and in gramnar, a gra1?1T1atical unit could be 

taken as the current choice, and other gramnatical units as the potential
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next choice. But for the purposes of developing a general model, an abstract 

notion of the way in which these path points may relate to each other is 

required. The relevant question is what sort of path development is, 

possible?, Or, in what ways can the current, actual choice set up. 

expectations for the next choice?

Some insight into this question can be found in the work of Sinclair 

( 1988a). Sinclair takes one state of a text, say, a given clause, looks at 

the next state, say, the next clause, and tries to infer what could have 

motivated the changes between the two. For instance, if the second clause 

introduces a new Subject, the inference is that the speaker is going to speak 

about something else. On the other hand, if the second clause maintains the 

same Subject as the first, no· such inference can be drawn. Sinclair argues 

that a mode I of inference is needed in order to integrate questions of 

stylistics with granmar, and while the role of inference wi 11 not be 

considered further here (but see Tognini-Bonel Ii, forthcoming), his 

observation recognizes the functional potential of choices related in 

syntagmatic succession. In other words, two points on an unfolding path may 

be observed and the nature of the relation between them interpreted, but 

because the relation may vary according to the nature of the second point, a 

potential to mean arises between these syntagmatically related points.

Sinclair's view can be correlated with a dynamic perspective: any 

current point will set up different possible ways of relating to the next 

point; but, as only one of these multiple options will be taken up at the 

next point, this leads us to the understanding that it is meaningful to move 

forward in a text in one way rather than another. This variab I e forward 

movement is meaningful because it represents a selection from a paradigm: it 

is possible to move forward from a given point in different ways: these 
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options form a paradigm from which a selection is made, and the paradigm 

arises from a place in the syntagm.

The concept of functional potential can be related to the unfolding path 

established in the preceding section, so that a path can be seen to have 

functional development. The way in which the points on a path - the current 

and next environments - are related can be defined in terms of different 

types of steps between those >ath points. That is, from each path point, a 

variety of steps open up, creating the possibility of different ways of 

developing the path. The steps constitute a transition between the path 

points, and it is these which need to be given a functional value within the 

dynamic perspective.

There are two general functional roles underlying all possible path 

steps. The first is that of keeping an established path open, and the second 

is that of leaving a path behind. These path steps are here termed sustain 

and close. A path can be said to be open once the first choice in a text is 

made (again, the nature of that choice being dependent on the chosen 

description). This means that the potential for further development of the 

text is available. The first choice characterizes the chosen path, and if 

another choice is made, this constitutes a step in the path, either 

sustaining or closing it. If a path is sustained, the option to sustain or 

close continues to be available. Figure 5.2 below illustrates these most 

general types of path steps. The term open represents the initial choice in 

the path, and the terms sustain and close represent possible path steps from 

that initia I point. The Iines represent a transition to be made between 

successive environments In a text, that is, between current and next points.
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open

/

X

close

Fig. 5.2 Basic path steps

These path steps may be applied to a variety of linguistic descriptions. 

Let us consider an example where a description of the exchange is in question 

(the exchange being a rank of discourse as proposed by Sinclair and Coulthard 

1975, where the way in which speakers take turns is described). In an 

exchange, an initiating move whieh seeks information may be responded to 

supportively by the next speaker by, for example, giving an answer, or non

supportively by, for instance, keeping silent or initiating another exchange. 

(These options are as described by Fawcett et.al 1988:125; similar options in 

Sinclair and Coulthard 1975 include terms such as open, which would be 

confusing in the present context.) In path terms, the initiating move opens 

a particular path, and sets up a variety of possible options for the next 

speaker, one of which will be taken up. If the supportive response is taken 

up, this keeps the path of the exchange open, and succeeds in sustaining it. 

If the non-supportive response is taken up, this effectively closes the 

potential for further development of that exchange.

It should be indicated that a close option, if selected, not only closes 

the current path, but simultaneously opens a new path: it is the opening of a 
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new path which signals that the previous path has been left behind. This 

happens in all cases except those where the closure is achieved by silence. 

Silence may indicate that the current path will not be further developed, but 

it does not indicate the nature of the next path.

While different path steps are possible, it is also the case that for 

most descriptions, each path step may be accomplished in more than one way. 

For examp I e, in the exchange, a c I os i ng step can be achieved by either 

keeping silent or by initiating another exchange. So, a range of options may 

succeed in effecting a particular type of path step, and the way in which one 

choice is made from this multiplicity of options at each path point is 

described below, in section 5.2 on stacks. It is important, however, to note 

here that two definitions of function arise in this model, as a result of the 

fact that one path step can be effected in more than one way. From a dynamic 

perspective, the path step is a functional transition between choice points, 

so sustain and close are functional in this, syntagmatic, sense. But the 

options which effect these path steps have a functional value in a synoptic 

model of I inguistic potential: thus keep silent and reinitiate, while both 

effecting a close step in a dynamically oriented description of the exchange, 

have a paradigmatic value defined from a synoptic perspective.

In order lo distinguish these two types of function in further 

discussion, we will call the definition of function arising from a dynamic 

perspective syntagmatic function, and the definition of function arising from 

a synoptic perspective paradlgmat ic fund ion. This di sl i netion · has the 

advantage of highlighting the meaning potential which arises when • dynamic 

perspective is adopted, but it is extremely important to note that both axes 

play a role in both perspectives. From the dynamic perspective, paradigms of 

meaning potential open up just as they do from a synoptic perspective, the
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difference being that the paradigms arise at places in syntagmatic structure. 

From the synoptic perspective, the syntagmatic axis is also accounted for, 

but in a way which is consequential upon the choices made on the paradi^gmatic 

axis. Therefore, while the terms syntagmatic function and paradigmatic 

function are used to distinguish meaning potential from the. different 

perspectives, they should not be taken to indicate that only one axis is 

relevant to either perspective.

5.1.3 Finer classification of the path steps

The preceding section has established the principle that a path step can 

be seen to operate between a current and a next choice, and that paths can be 

developed in different ways. This is a simple way of describing the 

progressive unfolding of choice in a functionally motivated way. The 

description can be expanded by differentiating further types of path 

steps<2>.

Both the sustaining and closing step!! may be further clas!lified in at 

least two ways. A path can be sustained by allowing it to continue along the 

lines established by the preceding part of the path. In essence, a continue 

step means that the next choice repeats the functional potential (in the 

paradigmatic sense) of the preceding choice. So in a continue step, the 

nature of the relation between the current and next choice i!I that the unit!I 

at 'each path point would play the same role in a synoptic description. In 

other words, when one point on the path is followed by another which has the 

same paradigmatic potential as defined in a synoptic description, the step 

between the two is interpreted as a sustain: continue.
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The continue step itself may be further classified. A continuation 

might be achieved by explicitly joining together Iwo choices with a marker of 

concatenation, as in tanks and guns, where tanks sets up a path about this 

nominal group, and guns continues this path, concatenating an element with 

the same role as the preceding choice. This type of continue step is called 

concatenate. Alternatively, the continuation may be achieved by juxtaposing 

two elements with the same (paradigmatic) functional potential, as in small, 

pretty flowers, where small sets up a nominal group path, and plays the role 

of describing the Head in some way, and pretty plays the same role, 

continuing to describe the nominal group in question. This type of continue 

step is termed add. The nature of the continue transition is that the second 

choice adds something to the unfolding path, but does so in such a way that 

it repeats the functional potential of the preceding step, either through 

concatenation or addition. In general terms, the continue step keeps the 

path unfolding along the lines established by the preceding choice.

Another way in which a path can be sustained is by adding an element 

which keeps the path open, but which also changes lhe general direction of 

the path in some way. In this case, the next choice clearly belongs lo the 

unfolding path, but plays a functional role different lo that of the 

preceding one. To take an example from grarrmar, consider the nominal group 

two army tanks. In this group, two sels up a nominal group path, and tells 

us someth j ng about the nomi na I group, describing the number of the group; 

army sustains the nominal group, but changes it by classifying the group, and 

tanks also sustains the path, but changes it again by defining the Head of 

the group. In comparison with a continue step, a change step means that each 

point in the path has a different role to play in relation to that path.
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The option to close a path can also be achieved In more than one way. 

First, closure can be accomplished by completing the current path, that is, 

by adding an element which fulfils the expectations set up by the path up to 

that point. For instance, the path set up by the nominal group cited above, 

two army tanks, could be sustained by continuing the group, perhaps 

concatenating another Head, or by changing it with a post-Modifying element. 

As it is a nominal group path that is in question, the path is potentially 

complete once tanks is reached, because tanks can function as Head. This 

means that the next element following tanks, could successfully close the 

group, by moving out of the nominal group path and into a different type of 

group, say, a verbal group, as in two army tanks were · . . · The step into 

were constitutes a completion because the expectations for the basic nominal 

group structure have been satisfied. (Simultaneously, the step into were 

open5 a verbal group path; a post-Modifying element would not succeed in 

c I os i ng the nomina I group, because it is part of that same nomina I group 

path, and so does not open any new path.)<3>

On the other hand, a path can be closed without the essential 

expectations being fulfilled, and a step such as this is termed an abandon. 

For instance, if the above example had been two army were ..., the step into 

w^ still succeeds in closing the nominal group path, but in this case, the 

expectations set up by two army have not been fully satisfied, as the 

appropriate conditions for a nominal group have not been fulfilled.

In this figure, the square 

brackets indicate finer distinctions of the basic path steps. A sustaining 

step can be accomplished either by continuing or by changing the open path 

(and if continued, either by concatenating or adding an element of the same 
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functional potential); a clo5ing step can be achieved either by completing or 

by abandoning the established path.

I- concatenate 
continue---!

I- add

change

I- complete 1
I- abandon

Fig. 5.3 Finer classification of the basic path steps

These choices are based on the premise that it ls meaningfu I to move 

forward in one way rather than another, and they illustrate the function of a 

dynamic perspective. That is, the nature of the step between the current and 

next environment in an unfolding path has a function attributed to it. This 

enables the unfolding of a text to be explained in functional terms: in 

contrast to the paths presented in flowcharts, ATNs and systemic flowcharts, 

the path presented here is not just a way of showing comp I ex syntagmatic 

relations, but one which presents a dynamic perspective on choice. The 

transitions between choice points, as well as the choice points themselves, 

have a functional value attached.

5. 1.4 Important features of the paths

One feature of the path model which needs to be discussed further is the 

interplay of the two views of function, and the two types of choice arising 
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from it. As noted, each current choice can be seen to set up different 

possible path transitions to the next point. For example, If in an unfolding 

nominal group, the elements the first have already been chosen, the options 

avai I able from this point can be determined from a synoptic knowledge of 
f

nominal groups: the first could stand on its own as a nominal group, as first 

can function as Head, and so the group could end there. Also, if first is 

Head, the group could be extended by adding a post-Modifier, as in the first 

In the class. Alternatively, first may not be the Head, in which case other 

nominal group pre-Modifiers might follow, followed by a Head, or there may be 

a Head without further pre-Modifiers. Each of these possibi I ities at the 

next point constitutes a different type of path step between the two points: 

a change or complete and so on, and it is the nature of these steps which is 

interpreted dynamically: this is the dynamic view of function. But the range 

of possibilities at the next point arises from a synoptic knowledge of the 

unit in question C that nomina I groups must have a Head, may have a pre

Modifier or a post-Modifier and so on); this is the synoptic view of 

function.

A dynamic perspective therefore encompasses two different types of 

choice. The first is in the nature of the path step itself: whether from a 

given current point the options to continue, change, close are taken up. 

This aspect of choice is a way of functionally interpreting the syntagmatic 

relations between successive units. The second type of choice concerns the 

way in which a particular path step is accomplished: for instance, there may, 

in the description in question, be more than one way of effecting a change 

step, or more than one way of completing a path. This second aspect of 

choice is informed by our synoptic knowledge of linguistic potential, and is 

a way of functionally interpreting the paradigmatic possibilities at a given 
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point. In this way, each next path point represents a multipl I city of 

options, relating both to the type of path step which is in question, and to 

the way in which any one path step may be achieved.

Given these two interrelated views of function, the question arises 

whether one is accorded greater priority than the other or not. While the 

positions of the producer and the receiver are somewhat different in relation 

to this question, it is not the case that one view of function is 

theoretically more important than another: the separate notions of function 

interact in such a way that it is impossible to give one type priority.

Before considering the points of view of the producer and receiver, let 

us briefly examine the position of the analyst. The analyst's position with 

regard to an unfolding text is most easily related to that of the receiver, 

and as we explain below, the receiver does accord a certain priority to one 

of the views of function. Nevertheless, for the analyst, the two views of 

function are necessarily treated simultaneously: the nature of the transition 

between choice points and the nature of the options selected at the choice 

points must operate in conjunction with each other. This is because, given a 

certain current option, particular path steps will require particular 

manifestations at the next point, or put the other way, particular 

manifestations at the next point result in particular path steps being 

effected between the two choice points. It is impossible to separate the two 

facets of this relationship.

for the producer of a text, it would certainly be the case that the path 

steps are secondary in relation to choices at path points if the process of 

generation was understood to be explosive. But while explosive generation 

may be a convenient way of modelling for an analyst, there is little evidence 
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to suggest that speakers do indeed produce entirely 'explosively'. To do so 

would mean that all the features of a particular unit are chosen before the 

unit is actually expressed: this situation therefore entails the assumption 

that the speaker has a clear idea of the extent of the main unit in a text.

Let us consider the case for explosive generation in relation to 

grarrrnar. The highest rank in grarrmar is that of the clause complex, but 

cI ause comp I exes can be both I ong and deep (that is, many c I auses joined 

together, with many layers between them; cf Halliday 1985a:Chapter 7), and 

while it is assumed that speakers have certain intentions at the start of a 

clause complex, there is no suggestion that the speaker has planned all the 

clauses and all their interrelations before beginning to express them. The 

case for explosive generation at this rank is therefore weak, and we are not 

aware of any linguist who would argue for it. For the choices relating to an 

individual clause, the case for explosive generation is stronger, but still 

not convincing. It would certainly be counter-intuitive to suggest that a 

speaker proceeds without prior intentions, that is, without having any idea 

what it is that he or she wishes to say. But there is ample evidence that in 

an unfolding text, speakers may diverge from the planned path, taking up a 

path which is later judged to be unsatisfactory, or perhaps finding 

themselves in a branch of a path which has lead them into semantic or 

structural difficulties, from which they need to extract themselves. We saw 

an instance of this in the example at the beginning of the chapter, where the 

speaker was unable to find a satisfactory type of 'larger text' to illustrate 

her point, and de Smedt and Kempen (1987) provide further examples. Such 

evidence supports the case that generation need not be entirely explosive.

The case for exp I osive generation is a I so weak at the rank of group. 

Consider, for instance, a nominal group, where it is possible to extend an 
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unfolding nominal group by adding further Epl thets, by making the Head a 

complex Head, or by tacking post-Modifying elements onto other post-Modifying 

elements (as in This is the cat that chased the rat that ·.. ), and so on. 

The possibility of a speaker extending these structures, on the spur of the 

moment, so to speak, works against the potential for entirely explosive 

generation. If generation could be explained explosively, then the 

understanding of function arising from a dynamic perspective would indeed be 

meaningless, but generation is certainly not wholly, and possibly not even 

partially, explosive; thus a synoptic perspective has great difficulty 

accounting for the types of situations just described.

Yet, it is the case that from the producer's point of view, secondary 

weight is accorded to function arising from a dynamic perspective, that is, 

to the nature of the path steps. This is because semantic intentions are 

generally understood to be prior to the actualisation of any choice, so the 

intentions precede the unfolding path: in other words, the speaker will have 

some idea of which features to select in relation to the unit about to be 

produced. But this does not mean that function arising from the dynamic 

perspective is less i^p ortant - it is in fact an essentia I ^&mponent in 

modelling speaker production of a dynamically unfolding text. For example, 

having conmenced a certain path in order to realize a particular meaning, the 

speaker might find him/herself obligated (structurally) to complete the path; 

or a selection at one path point might open up path possibilities which the 

speaker had not previously considered, allowing the text to take an 

unanticipated direction. Further, in producing a text, a speaker typically 

self-monitors what is being produced, therefore simultaneously playing the 

role of receiver, with a receiver's perspective on the unfolding text. For 

the producer, then, a certain priority is accorded to the choices at path 
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points, over the path steps themselves. But it is not by any means the case 

that, in an unfolding text, the role of the latter is obviated.

In contrast, for the receiver of a text, primary weight is accorded to 

the path steps, and secondary weight to the choices at path points. The 

receiver of a text uses the current choices to set up hypotheses about what 

is to come next, and interprets the next actual choice in light of these. 

The actual choices are understood against the background of what the receiver 

expects the text to be meaning at that point. Hoey (1983) argues a similar 

case for the reader making sense of a written text. The role of the dynamic 

perspective is reinforced by the fact that receivers are occasionally 'wrong

footed' and have trouble 'fitting in' the current (path point) choice to 

their cumulative understanding of the text.

Note that both here and in the examp I e above of the speaker. it is 

accounting for what producers and receivers do which is important: 

accounting for the workings of their minds is not an issue in this thesis. 

Further, the path model is used as a route into understanding the structure 

and meaning of an unfolding text: to say that the two views of function 

embodied in it - the path steps and choices at path points - may be primary 

or secondary according to the role of the language user does not mean that 

one is more or less important than the other In theoretical terms.

Given the predominance of the synoptic perspective in linguistic 

modelling, it would be natural to interpret the dynamic perspective as 

secondary, being at best an interpretation strategy to understand relations 

between choices which have been predetermined, that is, which already 

'exist'. But the dynamic perspective adds to the understanding of the 

meaning potential of an unfolding text: it is not just the case that certain 
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choices must follow others at sequential points. Rather, there is an option 

to choose what wil I come next in an unfolding text; the choice relates to the 

way to develop that text, and is not necessarily predetermined by a synoptic 

understanding of meaning potential.

As a result of this understanding of function from a dynamic perspect

ive, several important points arise in relation to the paths unfolding in a 

text. Firstly, the analyst, who must perforce play a role akin to that of a 

hearer, cannot determine the boundaries of a unit until that boundary has 

actually been passed. This also means that the nature of the chosen path 

step cannot be determined until the next choice is actualised. Let us return 

to the nominal group, the first . .. . In this example, first may well be the 

end of the nominal group in question, but from a dynamic, unfolding point of 

view, this cannot be known by the hearer or by the analyst until the next 

element is reached. So, if the path step of closing is possible after first, 

it is necessary to wait for the following choice to be actualised before 

being able to determine whether that path was indeed taken up or not. If the 

next choice begins a new path, or if only silence follows, then the preceding 

path has indeed been closed. Thus the way in which boundaries are determined 

from a dynamic perspective contrasts markedly with the determination of 

boundaries from a synoptic perspective.

WiIIis ( 1987:41> confirms this position, observing for the case of 

discourse that we "can only describe the discourse as it unfolds and 

according to how it unfolds." That is, whatever the expectations, 

description must wait for a further choice to be actualised. As each current 

choice sets up different possible path steps, a speaker may choose to take 

any one of these (and the motivating factors behind such a choice are 

discussed below), and from the hearer's point of view, it will be possible to
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hypothesise the possible path steps from that point, but it will not be 

possible to determine the actual" step until the next choice is reached. 

Interestingly, the same situation arises in non-linguistic domains; Bordieu 

( 1977:9), for examp Ie, discusses the exchange of gifts, and observes that 

"uncertainty remains as to the outcome of the interaction as long as the 

sequence has not been completed."

The second major implication of the dynamic perspective on function is 

that it distinguishes the type of path presented here from that of the 

flowchart, ATN and systemic flowchart. There, different potentials for 

ongoing development do depend on the current choice, but no value is given to 

the process of choosing from among these alternatives. That is, no meaning 

is ascribed to the choice to move forward in one way rather than another, and 

the 'meaning^ of the selection derives only from being able to compare it, 

synoptically, with other possibilities.at the same point. As a result of 

this restricted view of potential, the relevant models must be described and 

bui It in advance of the text, so to speak: they exist in toto, because al I 

the (synoptically) possible means of developing the text have to be accounted 

for. However, given the notion that a path may have its own dynamic 

function, and given what is known about synoptic potential, it is possible to 

bui Id the path in conjunction with an unfolding text. The nature of the 

unfolding path from a dynamic perspective is therefore text-dependent. So at 

any point in the unfolding description, it is possible to pose questions such 

as 'what would constitute a continue from this point? a change? a c/ose?* 

And, 'How might the text develop from here?' Or alternatively, 'how does 

this option relate to the preceding one?' and 'How has it contributed to the 

unfo Iding text? 1 It is not necessary, or even possib Ie, to propose one 

complete path for a whole text before an actual text is examined; rather, the
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description grows with the text. This enab I es a c:omparison to be made 

between the expectations for what might happen at the next point and the next 

actual selection.

By now a third important point about the paths should be clear. The 

path notion must apply to a description which has a structure consisting 

minimally of two ranks (rank being the scale of abstraction accounting for 

the hierarchical arrangement of linguistic: units, such as clause-group-word 

in English; c:f Halliday 1961). Steps between unih are interpreted in terms 

of their role in the next highest rank. For instance, steps between words 

are interpreted in light of their role in a group; steps between groups are 

interpreted in light of their role in a clause. Or, in discourse, steps 

between moves are interpreted in light of their role in an exchange, and so 

on. Once the highest rank in any description is reached, it is necessary to 

move up a level of description in order to be able to interpret the highest 

rank. For example, to interpret steps between clause complexes in grarrmar, 

it would be necessary to consider the role of those clause complexes In text.

5.1.5 Simultaneous path analyses: path sets

The above explanation of the basic path model has assumed that while a 

range of options may be available at the next point, only one of these is 

selected to become the new current environment. But given the dynamically 

unfolding nature of this model, it is often not possible to determine exactly 

which option has been selected. This is because an actual linguistic 
'realization may fulfil more than one functional role, in either the 

syntagmatic or paradigmatic sense. It is therefore necessary to postulate 
simultaneous analyses', two or more paths unfolding at the same time to 
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account for the same stretch of text. In Chapter Three, it was argued that 

without the benefit of hindsight available from a synoptic perspective, a 

dynamically oriented model must allow for multiple analyses. The necessity 

for simultaneous paths is most obvious from the receiver's or analyst's point 

of view, but it is aIso necessary in mode11ing speaker production. It was 

noted in the preceding section that while speakers undoubtedly have some 

specific intentions as to the text they are creating, it is not necessarily 

the case that all their intentions are formulated prior to the unfolding of 

the text. A certain underspecification of choice allows for the fact that 

any current choice may set up multiple paths, and this enables various 

aspects of text-production to be explained.

The main principle of the path model is of course that multiple options 

- or path steps - open up from any given current point, but the case of 

simultaneous analyses is different again. A current point will set up the 

possibility for different types of sustaining or closing steps to follow, but 

if the current choice itself can play multiple roles, then different sets of 

path steps can be seen to open up from that point. Consider for example a 

nominal group such as the telephone. If this is produced or received as part 

of a dynamically unfolding text, it is possible that telephone could be 

functioning as the Head of the nominal group, or as a Classifying element 

with a Head to come. That is, at this stage in the unfolding text. telephone 

could be playing more than one role. If telephone is functioning as Head. 

the options for the next position would be to post-Modify the group (as in 

the te I ephone in the Iiving room), or move on to another group (as In the 

telephone is broken). If, on the other hand, telephone is not functioning as 

Head, then the options at the next point would allow a Head (as in the 

telephone account), or other pre-Modifiers, such as further classifying
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elements to follow, and only after this would it be possible to consider

Thus, simultaneous paths need to be 
considered. This is illustrated below in Figure 5.4, where different paths 

are seen to open up from the telephone.

CURRENT ------- >NEXT/CURRENT ---- >

Fig. 5.4 Different paths opening up

The fact that such an example would occur in a broader context will mean 

that the relevant path is usually obvious: it may, for instance, be clear 

that it is a telephone account at issue. This_does not, . however,-negate the 

principle that the current state can set up different paths of expectation. 

When different groups of paths open up from the same current point, they are 

termed path sets, each path set containing multiple path steps, that is, the 

options to continue, change, complete or abandon a current path.

As for the path steps themselves, the principle of simultaneous analyses 

can only operate in a rank-based model: simultaneous analyses arise when an 

option at one rank has the potential to play more than one functional role in 

the next highest rank. Thus, in the examp Ie given above, teI ephone Is a 

member of a particular class of word, namely noun, and may fulfil the role of 

either Classifier or Head in the next highest rank, that of the group. A 
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simultaneous analysis is provided simply by positing potential path 

development for each functional role of the unit in question, as illustrated 

in Figure 5.5 below.

CURRENT---------- > NEXT .....

A:

^/Sustain .

"'
Close ••.

Sustain •••B/

Xlose ...

Fig. 5.5 Simultaneous path analysis

In this figure, two path sets, Paths A and B, open up from the current 

option, each path set having its own path steps contained within it. These 

are the expectations arising from the multiple functional possibilities of 

the current option. Of course, it is also the case that the choice actually 

made at the next point may set up more than one path set, and it may seem 

that allowing for simultaneous analyses invites the spectre of endless, ever
expanding paths. This is not, however, the case. Given a current choice, 

expectations are posited for the next choice, but once that choice is 

actualised, expectations are reformulated in light of that new choice. So the 

analysis proceeds little by little, and paths are built up accordingly. The 

fact that one current choice sets up multiple possibilities does not mean 

that each potential path must be followed through to the end of the text. 

Rather, each next actual choice is used as evidence that one of the paths 
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posited in the previous environment has been taken up; the remaining paths 

are left behind.

If a current choice gives rise to multiple path sets, this means that 

the (paradigmatic) function of the current choice cannot be definitely 

determined. This does not mean that its functiona I classification is non

existent, rather that it is provisional. By taking up one of the paths 

posited from the preceding choice, the next actual choice could be argued to 

result in retrospectively determining the way in which the preceding choice 

is classified. For instance, if the above example of a telephone is followed 

by book, then this could be said to retrospectively determine that telephone 

functions as a Classifier in that nominal group. However, the idea of 

retrospective determination poses problems for the path model. If 

retrospective classification were to be included, it would be necessary to 

find a way of leaving the path at the actual choice, returning to the 

previous choice and giving it a definite classification, and then going 

forward again to the current, actual choice to posit further paths. This 

seems both awkward and unnecessary. An alternative way of relating the 

preceding choice to the current one is not to return retrospectively to 

earlier options, but to simply continue on the path which the actual choice 

takes up, considering the options from there, and I eaving the other paths 

behind. The advantage of this is that it is not on I y less awkward than 

having to shift back and forth in the path, but it allows the latent 

potential of earlier choices to be retained. Latent potential is discussed 

further in the next section.

Dealing with simultaneous analyses in this way means that classification 

of current choices wi I I often have to be delayed until the next actual choice 

is seen. This para I leis the identification of path steps, which also has to
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wait for the next actual choice. It may be the case that two or more path 

sets can be followed simultaneously; that is, that some choices can continue 

to be interpreted in more than one way. This would constitute an ambiguity 

in the text. The multiple path sets should be retained until there is a 

choice in the text to clearly resolve such an ambiguity; if necessary, the 

multiple paths can be retained for the duration of the text. Some analysts 

may find this a strange approach to take, but following Sinclair (1990), it 

is argued here that if the text itself does not resolve the ambiguity, there 

is no reason why the analysis should be required to do so. For instance, in 

the following joke, no fruit flies I ike a banana, the success of the joke 

depends on the multiple functional roles of fruit and of files. Fruit may 

function as either Head or Classifier in a nominal group, leading to the 

expectation that if it is Head, another element of the clause might follow, 

or if Classifier, a Head will follow. The next choice, f I ies, also has 

multiple possible roles: as the Process in the clause (the main verb in a 

verbal group), or as plural Head of a nominal group. Thus flies can take up 

either path set up by fruit. The next phrase, jike a banana, can also take 

up either path, leading to the interpretation in the first case that 'there 

is no fruit which flies quite like a banana' and in the second case to the 

interpretation that 'there isn't any fruit fly which likes bananas'. The 

success of the joke depends on both path sets being followed through to the 

end.

5.1.6 Shadow and latent potential

The path model presented here gives rise to two closely related but 

nevertheless distinct concepts of the shadow and the latent potential of path
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steps or of choices at path points. These concepts enable certain aspects of 

meaning from a dynamic perspective to be explained as a text unfolds, without 

the need to retrospectively interpret previous choices.

The notion of a shadow refers to the inf I uence of a current choice on 

the interpretation of a next choice; the current choice refers most typically 

to choices at path points, but may also refer to _a stretch of a path, that 

is, a sequence of path steps between path points. This concept is based on 

the hypothesis that a next choice wl 11 be interpreted in I ight of the 

expectations set up by the preceding choice. For example, if the current 

path is a nominal group and has reached the point of a very ... the 

expectations following this are that (i) the path will be sustained, most 

probably by a change step, adding an Epithet to the group and that (ii) if an 

Epithet is added, that it will be gradable, because very modifies gradable 

adjectives. If the next actual choice is not a typically gradable adjective, 

it will nevertheless be Interpreted as being gradable, because of the shadow 

of expectation cast by very. For example, while wooden is not usually 

gradable (something either is or isn't wooden), the group a very wooden... 

(man/face/expression) causes no problems of c^omprehension. (It would also be 

possible for very to be repeated, but this only defers the expectations 

regarding the Epithet.)

This example illustrates the relevance of the shadow to both path points 

and path steps: the expectations.following very relate both to the obligation 

to sustain the current path, that is, the nominal group, and to the 

obligation to effect the path step in a particular way, by adding a certain 

type of descriptive e I ement. Sinclair (personal cornnunicatlon) refers to 

this phenomenon as providing a frame of interpretation, but as this term is 

used in another sense later in this chapter, the term shadow is preferred.
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While this explanation is presented from the receiver's point of view, It is 

as relevant to the perspective of the producer, as the producer can make use 

of the shadow notion to produce examples such as the one Just cited.

On the other hand, latent potential arises when one linguistic 

realization at a path point manifests more than one potential functional 

ro Ie, as in the case of a verba I item whieh cou Id be p Iaying the ro Ie of 

either auxiliary or main verb. It is the latent potential of a choice which 

gives rise to simultaneous paths. Even when there is IittIe doubt whieh 

aspect of the potential is in use, the unactivated potential can affect the 

interpretation of ongoing choices, or can be taken up at a later stage in the 

path.

Thus the notions of shadow and latent potential can interact. The 

implications of the latent potential of a current choice for a next choice 

arise because the unused potential of the current choice casts a shadow 

forward onto the next. Consider another nominal group example to illustrate 

this. If a current nominal group is the two ..., something in the text may 

lead to a strong expectation that this nominal group will be sustained, by 

the addition of 'a Head, for instance, as in the two things. However, if the 

next choice does not sustain but closes the group (by shifting into a 

different group, as in the two are ... ), then the latent potential for two to 

be Head enables this example to be interpreted without difficulty. Further, 

the shadow cast by the unused remainder of the latent potential, its 

potential to be a Classifier, means that two is understood to be a referent 

for two 'things'.

It can be somewhat problematic to differentiate the effects of shadow 

and of latent potential, as the two are similar concepts seen from different 
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angles. A shadow is the potential, latent or actual, cast forward from a 
particular point to another point, affecting the interpretation of the 

latter. Latent potential refers to the multiple functional possibi Ii ties of a 
choice and is used to explain how multiple possibilities may arise at a next 

point or how a (perhaps unexpected) current choice can be interpreted as the 

text unfolds. In the example of two above, these concepts enable the example 

to be explained as it unfolds, without it being necessary to 'go back' in the 

text and re-analyse two.

Further, both concepts apply to paths as well as to points on paths. 

Simultaneous analyses arise because of multiple possibilities at a particular 

point, and as the example of the 'banana' joke in the previous section 

i Ilustrated, simultaneous paths can be carried through to the conclusion of a 

(in this case, short) text. In that example, two paths operated in 

conjunction, one being latent throughout, with the shadow of one constantly 

affecting the interpretation of the other. Hence, the comp Iex p Iay on 

meaning which constitutes the joke.

It should be noted that individual readers will vary as to which path 

takes the latent role for them, or that one path may not be perceived 

inmediately (and so it takes longer to 'get' the joke), or even that one 

latent path may not be perceived at al I (and so the joke fal Is flet>. 

However, this does not negate the fact that the latent paths are stlll part 

of the meaning potential of that text; the fact that they are not perceived 

by an individual reader is a sign of that reader's linguistic limitations.

In order to clarify the way in which the shadow and latent potential 

interact, the different possibilities are illustrated below. For each 
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situation, the effect(s) of the option at the current point for the option(s) 

at the next point are captured.

(i) Shadow:

CURRENT ---- > NEXT
option a----- > affects interpretation of next option

(ii) Latent potential: -

CURRENT----- > NEXT
option a>---- >takes up one option: other gets left behind
option b

(iii) Latent potential= simultaneous paths:

CURRENT----- > NEXT
option a seems to take up option a

option b seems to take up option b

(iv) Shadow+ Latent potential:

CURRENT-----> NEXT
option a------ > takes up option a

option latent potential of option b affects
Interpretation of option a

FIg· 5·6 Shadow and Latent Potential
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5.1.7 Further definition of current and next

The Iabe Is current and next have so far been defined on I y as the 

environment of an option in a text, but it is important to extend this 

definition. Firstly, it should be noted that the labels do not have to apply 

to the same type of unit or level of description: thus a current choice may 

set up expectations for choices at a different rank or level in the relevant 

description. Consider the case of simultaneous paths following on from a 

nominal group such as the telephone. Following telephone, it would be 

possible to posit expectations for other elements within the nominal group 

(adding a Head or a post-Modifier, for examp I e), as we11 as for other 

elements of the clause, that is, other types of group. Thus the definition 

of current and next should be flexible, as argued in Chapter Three.

Secondly, it should be noted that next does not have to mean next in 

sequence. It most frequently does refer to the inrnediately next item, and in 

the chapters relating more specifically to granmar this will be the dominant 

case, but it is also possible for a current option to set up expectations for 

an option at some future point in a text. For instance, a nominal referent 

may be expressed by lexical items carrying different attitudes, while sti11 

expressing the same referent, as in freedom fighter versus terrorist. If in 

a dynamically unfolding text such an attitudinal lexical item appears, this 

could be said to set up the expectation that future instances of the same 

referent will be expressed with a similar attitude. Between the current and 

next instance of that lexical item, however, there may be a great deal of 

intervening text. This is one example of how next does not have to mean next 

in sequence.
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The first aspect of this extended definition of current and next does 

not have to be formally captured in the model, as long as it is understood 

that the model operates on a rank-based description and that the definition 

of the units operating in either environment can be flexible.

It is rather more important for the path mode I to capture the second 

aspect of the extended current/next definition in a formal way, that of 

allowing next to be something other than next in sequence. This is because 

the mode I as it has so far been presented virtua11y forces a • next in 

sequence' interpretation, and this reduces its effectiveness in dynamic 

terms. In an unfolding text, a current choice must of necessity be related 

to the next choice in sequence, so this aspect of the mode I shou Id be 

retained. But a current choice may also set up expectations for future 

choices, and it is this aspect which needs to be built into the basic model. 

This can be achieved by noting the expectations set up for future choices in 

a type of 'history box', adjacent to but separate from the unfolding path. 

The details of this are presented below in section 5.3, where it is related 

to other Issues informing an active view of choice, but the basic principles 

of operation are as follows. A current choice which may have ramifications 

for future choices will give rise to an entry in the box; the entry will be 

tagged for the type of unit to which it will be relevant at a future point in 

the text. This box needs to be carried forward with the unfolding text, and 

accessed when the relevant unit is in question. Thus, expectations at that 

future point can be informed by the detai Is in the box. For example, an 

instance of attitudinal lexis, as mentioned above, would set up an 

expectation for further instances of the same referent to embody the same 

attitude. When a subsequent instance of the referent arises, the 'history
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box' woufd be accessed to inform expectations about the attitude expressed 

through lexis at that point.

5.1.8 Surrrnary of path section

In this section, we have estab Iished a path mode I to account for the 

progressive unfolding of choice. This model not only shows the options which 

become available as a text unfolds, but gives a functional value to those 

options. Different types of path steps have been presented, as well as path 

sets, and we have discussed some of the implications of this model for 

notions of choice within a systemic framework.

5.2 Modelling a probabilistic view of choice: stacks

The preceding section has established that the options ar-ising in a 

dynamically unfolding text can be usefully modelled as a path of choices. It 

has not, however, indicated how one selection can be made from among a 

multiplicity of possibilities, pertaining both to the path steps themselves 

and to the linguistic manifestations at path points. This section proposes 

an addition to the path model which enables the selection of choices to be 

explained: it proposes the formalism of stacks, based on a probabi I istic 

weighting attached to multiple choices.

Most importantly, this part of the model is based on the premise that a 

probabilistic account of choice is an essential feature of a dynamic 

perspective. In Chapter Three, it was noted that a progressive, prospective 

view of text observes the text as it unfolds, or as if it were unfolding, and 
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so is required to make probabi I istic statements about the current state of 

the text. While this is most obviously important for the receiver of a text, 

as he/she wiII only be able to anticipate the path the producer is likely to 

be taking, it is also important for the producer, who is not obligated to 

take up the most probable path in a text, but who can exploit uni ikely paths 

for his/her own purposes. In the absence of a global perspective, the final 

state of a text is not known, and so the expectations formulated as the text 

unfolds can only be hypotheses as to what may happen. .

Additionally, as discussed in Chapter Three, probabilistic accounts may 

take various forms. One potential form of variation relates to whether the 

probabilistic account aims at fine statistical differentiation of 

possibilities or general differentiation only, in terms of relative-degrees 

of I ikelihood. Fine statistical differentiation, however, assumes that many 

texts can be collected and compared, and so requires a synoptic perspective. 

Hence, for a dynamically oriented model, the aim is to explain probabilities 

in terms of broad differentiation of variables.

5.2.1 Origins of the stack model

The notion of the stack, as presented below, derives from the 

development of a device of this name in computational work. Its standard use 

in computation is explained here, but later it will be seen that in this 

thesis, it is used somewhat differently from its computational antecedent.

A stack is "temporary storage for data ••. where items are added and 

retrieved from the same end of the I ist" (Col I in 1988:204). While a 

computational task is in operation, part of that task can be temporarily 
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pushed onto a stack and retrieved from the stack at a later stage In the main 

task. The use of stacks in relation to linguistic modelling is exemplified 

by work on ATNs (for example, Woods 1970, Bates 1978, Reichman 1985) and by 

O'Donnell's (1986, 1990) work on dynamic mode II ing of the exchange (1986, 

1990) or Matthiessen's (1991) use of it in relation to the modelling of 

Thematic progression in a text.

A clear visual representation of a stack can be achieved by representing 

it as a pile of layers built on top of each other, as illustrated in Figure 

5.7 below. During the main part of a computational routine, a task can be 

pushed onto a stack; further 'pushes' build up the layers of the stack. The 

task at the top of the stack, which is the most recent entry to the stack, 

can be popped off the stack at a later stage in the main routine, bringing 

that sub-routine (that is, what was on the stack) into play. This both 

returns the task to the main computational routine and allows tasks further 

down the stack to come closer to the top. This is represented in Figure 5.7.

push I

F.I g • 5 •7 A standard stack with a push/pop mechanism
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5.2.2 The stack model as used here

The work on computation presents the possibility of stacking options 

according to a particular principle; in the work mentioned above, the options 

are tasks to be done and the principle of stacking is the chronological order 

in which those tasks will be undertaken. The most recent task put onto the 

stack pushes the others down, and it has to be popped off before the tasks 

lower down the stack can be reached; in other words, the stack operates on 

the principle of "last in, first out" (cf Matthiessen 1991>.

The concept of stacks deve I oped here, whi I e based on the above-cited 

work, is quite different. Only the notion that options can be stacked 

according to some principle is retained: in the stacks developed here, the 

components of the stacks are no longer tasks but potential choices in a 

dynamically unfolding text (relating either to path steps or to points on 

paths), and the principle of stacking is no longer that of chronological 

entry to the stack but of I ikelihood of selection from the stack. These 

modifications are explained below.

As a text unfolds, different possibilities open up and close down, and 

this has been modelled with paths which give a functional value to this 

development. Each current choice is part of a path (either new or ongoing) 

and sets up various expectations for what might follow at the next choice 

point. There are two types of expectations relating to the development of an 

ongoing path. Firstly, the expectations relate to the path steps themselves, 

whether the path wi11 be continued or changed and so on. Secondly, the 

expectations relate to the way in which any type of path step might be 

achieved; there may, for instance, be several ways of continuing from a 

current point. The notion of stacks is needed to explain how a selection is
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made from this variety of options, and to capture the effect of choosing one 

option rather than another.

The options opening up at a given point can first be described as an 

unordered cluster; this simply means that al I the expectations at that point 

are collected together and are undifferentiated in terms of any type of 

weighting. A cluster can be used to describe both types of expectations just 

mentioned, that is, al I the path steps which are possible from a given point 

as wel I as al I the ways of effecting an individual path step. Figure 5.8 

below illustrates a cluster of options relating to the various ways of 

effecting one path step. In the following diagram, the relevant path step is 

change, and the unordered options, x. y, and^ are possible ways of changing 

the path in question.

sustain

path

close

I- continue

/

\

Fig. 5.8 Unordered cluster of options at a path point

A cluster assumes that there is nothing to suggest that one option would 

be more or less likely to be selected than another. Of course in an actually 

unfolding text, such a situation would be rare, if not impossible. This is 

because the types of conditioning factors described in Chapter Three - the 

effects of context, influence of earlier choices and previous experience of 
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the system of language - are always part of an unfolding text, and so 

influence expectations and possibilities at any given point.

The stack enables the principle of weighting of expectations to be added 

to the path model; a stack orders the options in a cluster at a next point 

from most to least I ikely, the weighting of the options being dependent on 

the given conditioning factors (whose interaction with the text is described 

in the next section). The stack should not- differentiate every possible 

option in terms of likelihood of expectation; rather, options are grouped 

according to broad scales of more or less likely. A stack will have at least 

these two components, although in general, the stack operates more 

effectively with three broad layers: a top layer of most likely options, 

where the expectations are high; a bottom layer of least likely options, 

where the expectations are particularly low; and a middle layer of options, 

where the expectations are not heavi I y weighted in one direelion or the 

other. (The top I ayer may we11 have its own interna I I ayering, with one 

choice having a particularly strong expectation attached.) Each layer 

contains at least one option, and frequently contains more than one. Once 

the options have been ordered, this constitutes the expectations for the next 

environment. The ordering of a stack is illustrated below in Figure 5.9. In 

effect, the options at the top of the stack are those which are actually 

expected; the implication of putting some options at lower layers of the 

stack is that such options may occur in the next environment, but are not 

expected to occur. Thus, a stack effectively combines the first two 

components of the schema presented in Chapter Three (section 3.5), where 

general potential is combined with conditioning factors to produce the 

expected options.
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CURRENT----------- > NEXT

option x---> I

option a

option b

opt ion c

<most Iike I y) 
t
I

(general)
I
I

(least IikeIy)

Fig. 5.9 A basic stack, ordered from most to least likely

Once a selection is made from a stack, this becomes the 'new' current 

choice, and from there, the possibiIities for the ('new') next option are 

considered afresh. Thus at each next choice point, the available options 

wi 11 vary according to the nature of the current state. This can be 

illustrated with an example from the generic stages of a service encounter. 

If the current choice is, say, Service Bid, then at the next point the 

options might be Turn Allocation, Greeting or Closing (cf Ventola 1987:7-

71). If Turn Allocation is selected from this stack, then Greeting is still 

possible at the next point: but if Greeting is selected at the current point, 
then it wiII not reappear as a subsequent possibility. So the formulation of 

the stacks at the next point depends on preceding selections. These two 

situations are presented below in Figure 5.10.

Two points should be noted about this stack. Firstly, this example does 

not attempt to explain how the weighting was arrived at in the stack; rather, 

. it illustrates how different selections affect ongoing possibilities in the 

text. Secondly, the top-most option in the stack should not be read as • 

'column heading'; it is an option of the same order as all the other options 
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in the stacks varying only in the we1 9ht 1t has been accorded in terms of 

expectations.

( j)
CURRENT > NEXT/CURRENT

But: <ii>

JTurn AI I ocat ion

Greeting

Closing

Closing

..1 Greeting

Fig. 5.10 Different ongoing possibilities according to selection

from current stack

5.2.3 The meaning of selections from the stack

One of the most important reasons for positing a stack is to account for 

the effect of comparing the expected options with the actual option chosen as 
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the text unfolds. The comparison of expected with actual options was posited 

as an integral characteristic of a dynamically oriented model in Chapter 

Three, and it is assumed that the next actual option does not necessarily 

have to be the same as the expected option. The formulation of a stack 

imp I ies that while al I the options represented in the stack are possible 

options, some are more likely to be selected than others. This gives rise to 

two broad possibilities for further development of the text. The first type 

of development is one which maintains the status quo of the unfolding text, 

fitting in with the weighting of expectations posited in the stack at the 

preceding/current choice. The status quo is maintained when the most likely 

option from the current stack - the option at the top of the stack - is 

selected as the next actual option. So, in representational terms, the 

option can be seen to slip easily off the top of the stack. The second 

possible type of development is that which does not accord with the posited 

expectations, thus causing some type of marked effect in the ongoing flow of 

the text. This happens when the next actual option is one other than the 

most expected, thus it has to be dragged up, so to speak, from lower down the 

stack. The reweighting of the stack required to achieve this creates a bump 

in the status quo of the text. These two situations are represented below, 

the first being the status-quo type of development, the second the more 

marked type of development.
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( i) Status quo

CURRENT --- ----- > NEXT I CURRENT

expected actual

a ----- 1----- > I
1,

1 
x,y,z I 

_________ 1
---) X ------>

I 
I
I .

1 
b 1

_________ I
I 
I 
1.

1 
p,q,r 1

_________ I

( i i) Markedness

CURRENT --- ----- > NEXT I CURRENT

expected actual

a ----- 1--- > I
I .

1
x,y,z I 

_________ I
1--> q -- ----->

1 
I 
1

I 
b I

________I

I 
4 

I
I 
I 
I

I 
p,q,r 1

_________ I
„1

Fig. 5.11 Maintaining and disrupting expectations

The abi Iity to compare the expected and actual choices in this way 

enables two interesting features to be explained. Firstly, and as indicated 

in the diagram, it accounts . for effects of I surprise' or markedness in a 

text, where an unusual, but nevertheless possible, choice is selected. A 

marked option is one which is chosen from lower down the stack; it'is still 

part of the general potential for the next point, but as it is not the most 

in-mediately obvious option at that point, it stands out, so to speak, as 

something special. The assumption that the expected and actual choices may 

be different may seem to suggest a uniquely receiver-oriented position, but 
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again it should be emphasised that the producer's point of view is equally 

relevant. The terminology should not be taken to suggest that a next actual 

option which is not the most likely is, for the producer, unexpected per 5e, 

but rather, that the producer's actual choice subverts the expectations set 

up by his/her own text for that point. This may be accidental or motivated 

(in order to create a joke, for instance, to surprise, or to be novel). The 

important thing to note is that the producer can exploit the difference 

between the expected and actual choices.

The second advantage of comparing expected with actual options is that 

this enables some light to be shed on the difficult issue of acceptability 

judgements. Linguists are often required to judge whether a certain piece of 

text is acceptable or not, that is, whether it is 'correct', 'appropriate', 

'a possible string in the language', and so on. The acceptability of most 

examples can usually be agreed upon, but for some examples there is argument 

as to whether one Iinguist' s judgement is va Iid or not, and these debates 

seem almost impossible to resolve. An alternative to such introspection is 

to make use of corpus-based evidence (cf Sinclair 1986), but even then 

difficulties may arise (for instance, examples which occur only infrequently 

can be argued to be accidents, and not systematic options in the language). 

The problem is relevant to both synoptic and dynamic approaches to language, 

yet the dynamic perspective seems to suggest why it is quite easy to make 

unequivocable statements of acceptability for some instances of language, but 

almost impossible to make such statements for others. Judgements of 

acceptability tend to be made regarding decontextualised examples; in order 

to make sense of decontextualised examples, the analyst imagines a stack for 

• language', that is, a synoptic stack encompassing all our experience of the 

system of language. But the comp I icating (act is that stacks are actually 
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ordered for the text of the moment, so it is necessary to re-contextualise 

difficult examples in order to understand them. The simple cases are those 

which follow well-travelled paths in language as a whole, so when 

decontextua I i sed, it is not difficu It to invent a context to exp Iain them. 

The awkward cases are those for which the context is unusual and so, when the 

examp I e is decontextua Iised, it becomes diff icuIt to imagine how such an 

example could have been constructed.

However, as noted, the issue of acceptability may arise even within a 

dynamically oriented model. This is because the stack principle allows for 

the selection of options which are possible but unlikely, and so the 

acceptab i I ity of options from the Iower I ayers of a stack may we II be 

disputed between different language users. On the other hand, options from 

the top of a stack will tend to be undisputed.

Using the stack to compare expected and actual options should enable 

interesting developments in a text to be monitored. For instance, the 

selection of an uni ikely choice has a knock-on effect for expectations at 

later choice points. This is because the first instance of an unexpected 

option wi 11 be highly marked, but if a simi far .set of expectations arises 

later in the text, and the same option is selected, it wi II be less marked 

than the first occurrence of that choice, and so on as the text unfolds. 

Another feature to note is that, just as the nature of the selected option 

affects ongoing possibilities (as illustrated in Figure 5.10), so too the 

probabi Ii ty attached to the selected option wi11 affect the probabiI ity 

we ight i ngs attached to choices in subsequent stacks. In other words, the 

selected option can affect not only the nature of the expectations at the 

next point but also the relative weighting given to those expectations.
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Moreover, the selection of marked options has different positive and 

negative effects for both producer and receiver. If the producer exploits 

uni ikely choices, this could be interpreted positively, as evidence of the 

producer's creativity, or negatively, for example as evidence of the 

producer's desire to obscure an obvious path of meaning, or even as evidence 

of his/her inability to manipulate the obvious options. Similarly, effects 

of surprise, from the receiver's point of view, may be positive, opening up 

new vistas of interpretation for the receiver, or negative, creating too much 

'hard work' in understanding what might be obscure steps in the path.

The ongoing chains of probabilities and the different types of effects 

which may be produced wi11 not be studied further in this thesis, but the 

princip Ies on whieh they are based are an important part of a dynamical I y 

oriented mode I • It is essentia I to capture the probabi Iistic nature of 

ongoing expectations as we11 as the effect of comparing the expected with 

actual options.

At this point, it is useful to compare the stack as posited here with 

its antecedent in computation. There are at least three significant points 

of difference. Firstly, the push/pop mechanism is not used to create the 

stacks developed here: instead, a stack arises whenever a cluster of options 

is subject to weighting by conditioning factors. Secondly, the components of 

the stack are not tasks but different possible ways of developing a text in a 

given environment, and the ordering of these options does not depend on the 

• last in/first out· principle, but on the relative likelihood of the'options. 

If similar stacks of options arise at different places during the unfolding 

of a text, the relative likelihood of the options will alter in response to 

the exigencies of the moment. The third point of difference is that the 
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layers in the stacks presented here may be subject to reweighting: the next 

actual option does not have to be taken from the top of the stack.

5.2.4 Applying the stack

Stacks can be applied to path sets, paths and points on paths. Every 

step from- a current to a next choice opens up at least one path set. If 

there is more than one possible path set, then the sets may be stacked in 

relation to each other. Further, for each path set, the possible path steps 

(continue, change and so on) may be stacked in relation to each other. 

Finally, the possible manifestations of each path point, their 'content', so 

to speak, may be stacked in re I ation to each other. Let us take each of 

these cases in turn.

Firstly, if one current choice leads to multiple path sets, the choice 

of which path set lo follow can be stacked. If, for example, the current 

choice is a dog, then dog could be functioning as either Classifier or as 

Head in the unfolding nominal group. The former possibility leads to a path 

set which then Includes the possibility of sustaining the nominal group with 

the addition of a Head. The latter possibility leads to a path set in which 

the group can only be sustained through post-Modification, or concatenation 

of a different Head. The conditioning factors (as described in the next 

section) should indicate which possibility is more likely, and the cluster of 

choices - in this case a relatively small cluster - can be weighted in a 

stack.

Secondly, in relation to paths, stacks apply when the current choice 

opens up a path, as the path contains, by definition, a cluster of possible 
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ways of proceeding (by continuing, changing, completing, and so on>. For 

instance, if the current choice is the, this opens up a nominal group path in 

which the options to proceed would include continue:add (possibly with 

further pre-Modifiers), change (with, for example, a Head of the nominal 

group), or abandon (by, say, moving into another group). But it is most 

important to note that the definition of what constitutes each type of step 

(continue, change •.• ) is dependent on the level of delicacy at which the 

analysis is operating. For examp Ie, if the current step is Iight and the 

next step is green, this may be taken as a continue step, because both add 

further information to a nominal group, or it may be taken as a change step, 

because green adds a different type of information to the group. At one 

degree of delicacy these options can be seen to be the same, at another, they 

can be seen to be different.

Thirdly, the stacks apply to points on paths, whenever one of the path 

options - to continue, to close and so on - could be effected in more than 

one way. If we again consider the current choice the..·, it wouId be 

possible to sustain the unfolding nominal group path with a variety of pre

Modifiers CNumeratives, Epithets, Classifiers). At this particular point in 

the path, quite a large stack of options is possible.

The interaction of these different stacks can be represented In an 

abstract way. Consider the following example. Let us say that there is a 

current choice, C, which leads to two path sets, X and y. Each path set 

consists of the different path steps (continue, change and so on). Further, 

let us say that there are several possible ways of manifesting each path 

point relating to a particular step, these options being represented by lower 

case letters. Further, let us say that for some reason in the text in which 

this example occurs, path set Y is expected lo be more likely to occur than 
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path set X- And let us say that If path set y occurs, the option to change 

is most I ikely to occur, followed by complete, with continue being least 

likely. Let us further say that if path set X occurs, the option to change 

is most I ikely, with the options to continue or close being less I ikely to 

occur, but undifferentiated in terms of likelihood between themselves. 

Fina I I y, I et us say that for every type of path step in each set, the 

manifestations at the path point are also ordered in terms of I ikelihood. 

This scenario can be represented in the following diagram. It should be noted 

that the figure does not account for the influence of delicacy on the 

definition of the path step.
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X

change

Lm_I

Y

continue

comp Iete

change

\^Ti 
I C I

\
.1-^-j

continue, 
close

1------------- J h I
I I _f,J_I
^

Fig. 5.12 (i) Interaction of different stacks

KEY: C = current choice
---> = step from current to next
-- (between stacks) = finer classifications
____ (within a stack) = options differentiated in terms of 

likelihood (more likely above, less
iI kely below>

( (within a stack) = options undifferentiated in terms of 
like Ii hood
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Alternatively, the same situation can be represented with all the stacks

compressed into one block, viz:

>

change

complete

h-J continue

change

tJ
continue, 
close

^ 
------ ----1 
I =.tl ^7«' U I ,.-;---, 
^

t--:Ma I , ,
I h I 
^Tm\

y

X

Fig. 5.12 (ii) Interaction of different stacks

Key: as for preceding figure

The above abstract representations of stacking possibilities can again 

be exemplified with the nominal group a dog. Following dog, two path sets 

arise according to whether dog is Classifier or Head. Let us say that path 

set Y represents the possibi I ity of dog being Head, and path set X the 

possibility of dog, being Classifier. Following y, the most likely path step 

(in this particular text), is to change (for example, by adding a Post

Modifier): the next most I ikely option is to complete (for instance, by 

moving into a different group) and the least likely option is to’continue

(for instance, by concatenating another Head). Each of these types of path

steps can be effected in different ways. For the other path set, the most 

likely step is to change (for instance, by adding a Head), and the next most

likely step is to either continue (for instance, by adding another
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Classifier) or to close (for instance, by abandoning the group: complete is 

impossible here: a move into a verbal group would force the interpretation 

that path set Y is being followed).

Interestingly, a conmon feature in the application of paths is 

i I lustrated by this example. If path set X is taken up, some of the 

structural options relating to path set X wil I eventually be relevant to path 

setX, This is because path set X represents the options after a Head in the 

nominal group; as dog in path set X is Classifier, a Head will eventually 

follow, and then the options of path set X may come into play. Of course. if 

X is followed rather than Y, the so-called 'deferred' options will not be 

exactly the same as those which would have been possible had X been followed. 

The reason for this is that the nature of the Heads between the two path sets 

wi I I be different (that is, if dog is Classifier, it is highly unlikely that 

the nominal group will be Headed by dog, which would have been the case in 

path set t>. Nevertheless, the path steps following the Head (to continue 

with a complex Head, change with a post-Modifier and so on) will still be 

relevant.

Clearly, if stacks are possible for path sets, paths, and points on 

paths, there are many options to be considered. For the analyst, it is 

necessary to postulate a procedure for working through these possibilities, 
but it is not suggested that either a producer or a receiver necessari I y 

posits and evaluates all these possibilities. The multiple options are 

presented in order to show how the unlikely situations, where it is necessary 

to draw on the latent potential of either path sets, path steps or path 

points, may be both allowed and explained.
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For the analyst, there are two possi b I e ways of working through the 

multiple stacks. The most typi ea I way is to consider the 

options in the order in which they have been presented above; that is, if any 

current choice sets up multiple path sets, these should be explored first. 

Then, the stacking of possible path steps should be considered, and finally, 

the stacks operating at path points. The alternative is to draw on any 

conditioning factor in the text wh i eh suggests a strong Iike Iihood of a 

particular choice being taken up: this should then override the postulation 

of any more general expectations. For instance, if something in the text 

leads us to expect trainer following a dog, then the lexically-specific 

choice of trainer can be postulated irrmediately, rather than, say, 

considering the likelihood of options such as a dog with a limp or simply a 

dog. This latter strategy can only be used, however, when something in the 

text facilitates the more precise expectation; otherwise, the most general 

expectations should be postulated first.

5.2.S Surrmary of stack section

In this section, a way of ordering the options which arise from a 

dynamic perspective has been presented. The stack has been applied to path 

sets, steps, and points on paths, and we have explained how selections of 

differently weighted options from a stack may affect the meaning of the 

unfolding text.
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5.3 Activating the view of choice: frame

The model developed so far in this chapter contains two components to 

capture the dynamic perspective, paths and stacks. The paths enable a 

functional explanation to be given. to the unfolding of choices in a text, and 

the stacks exp Iain se I ection of one choice from among many possibi Iities. 

One further component needs to be added to this model, an element which 

accounts for an active view of choice, and which therefore provides the 

motivation for the weighting of options in the stacks.

Chapter Three established that an active view of choice is an essential 

characteristic of a dynamic perspective: this is because the text is treated 

as an actual, unfolding entity, and so considerations of the moment are 

brought to bear on any text explanation. In formulating expectations, a 

properly understood active view accounts not only for the general linguistic 

potential at that point (of whatever level of description is in question) but 

also for the influence of conditioning factors. Thus, a knowledge of general 

potential will give the broadest possible outline of all the options that 

could be taken up from a given point in an unfolding text, but conditioning 

factors will ensure that only some of these are seen to be viable under the 

particular circumstances in question. Consider, for instance, the nominal 

group examples which were explored in the preceding section. At a particular 

point in a particular text, the potential for a noun to be functioning as 

Head or as Classifier in an unfolding nominal group may wel I not be a 

practical issue, as the exigencies of the text at that point may' make it 

. obvious which case is at stake. It is still necessary to bear in mind the 

ful I potential of any choice, in order to facilitate explanations of unusual 
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paths of development, but an activated view ensures that the likely means of 

proceeding from a given point will be constrained in a motivated way.

This section proposes a broad framework for providing an active view of 

choice. The components of an active view were introduced in Chapter Three, 

and are the context of situation of the text in question, the previous 

history of the text, and previous experience of the system of language. The 

presence of these features ensure that the expectations posited in a text are 

both viable and I ikely, rather than being just structural possibi I ities of 

the system. For example, in an interactive text taking place between 

friends, it would be highly unlikely to find linguistic choices reflecting a 

high degree of formality, as this would be contextually inappropriate. Or, 

if a lexical choice in the early stages of a text indicates some attitude on 

the part of the speaker, this would set up the expectation for a similar 

attitude to be reflected in related lexical choices later in the same text. 

Further, knowledge of choices which tend to co-occur in a language may 

inf I uence expectations in text. As noted in Chapter Three, al I of these 

components are equally relevant to a synoptic view of text, but they need to 

be reinterpreted for use from a dynamic perspective. Models which attempt to 

capture some aspects of this are examined below.

5.3.1 Modelling context

It is one of the great challenges to linguistic theory to provide a 

usefu I , insightfu I and tractab I e account of context whieh i11uminates our 

understanding of language. To do justice to the available, competing accounts 

of context, or to their historical development, would require a treatise in 

its own right, and we do not aim to do that here. Instead, as the general 
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background of the thesis is systemic, we focus on an explanation of context 

from the point of view of systemic theory: however, as the aim of the thesis 

is to deve I op a dynamiea11 y oriented mode I, we a I so draw on severa I other 

accounts of context which are particularly useful for a dynamically oriented 

mode I.

It may be remembered that, as described in Chapter Three, Ventola and 

Steele (1983) argue for the inclusion of non-verbal realizations in a dynamic 

representation of conversation. O'Donnell (1990) reiterates this requirement 

in terms of the inclusion of behavioural options. Non-verbal or behavioural 

options (such as nodding instead of saying yes) are not specifically 

mentioned in the fol lowing discussions of potential. This should not, 

however, be taken to infer that they are excluded.

5.3.1.1 Register Theory

In systemic functional I inguistics, the key component in an account of 

context is the context of situation, which determines the register or range 

of meaning potential for a text. Important early work on register theory was 

undertaken by Reid (1956), Halliday et a/ (1964) and Ure (1971), and the 

theory is crystallized in Halliday (1978) and Halliday and Hasan (1985). 

Here, we note the most central aspects of register theory.

A register is defined as "the semantic variety of which a text may be 

regarded as an instance" or "the meaning potential that is accessible in a 

given social context" (Halliday 1978:110, 110. This means that, given a 

particular context of situation, particular aspects of meaning potential will 

be in focus. Significantly, register theory attempts to account for those 
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features of situation which are relevant, that is, those features which gi ve 

rise to linguistlc repercussions in the text. The criterion of relevance is 

very important in providing a tractable account of context: every text occurs 

in some sort of physical, material situation, but not every feature of the 

physical situation necessarily has an impact on the nature of the text. For 

instance, the choices made in a text may be influenced by the fact that two 

friends are talking to each other face to face in a room, but the decoration 

of the room itself will not necessarily be relevant to their conversation. 

As Halliday (1978:122) puts it:

The context of situation of any text is an instance of a 
generalized social context or situation type. The situation type 
is not an inventory of ongoing sights and sounds but a semiotic 
structure; it is the ecological matrix that is constitutive of the 
text.

The relevant features of situation, or sociosemantic variables, are 

therefore abstract in nature. They fal I into three broad components: these 

are the field of the text, its mode and its tenor. The field of the text 

refers to the nature of the social activity in which the text is taking 

place: is it politics that motivates the text, or. sports. or a job interview? 

The mode refers to the channel of corrmunication adopted to express the text: 

is the conmunication taking place face to face, in written form, to a large 

crowd? The tenor refers to the role relationship between the participants 

and their relative status: are the participants equals or is there an 

imbalance of power between them; are they friends or strangers: is one taking 

on the role of expert? Al I these factors combine to produce a context of 

situation which sets up a particular register of meaning potential for the 

text in question. For instance, a teacher talking to students about 

geography wi 11 produce a different text from that which would occur in a 

lesson about the history of art, although some features of these two text 
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types - particularly the features relating to mode and tenor - will be the 

same. Or, if the teacher is not giving a lesson on geography but writing a 

book about it, the text will be different again, although the field will be 

the same, and the tenor similar. Or, if that same person is trying to 

explain something about geography to a friend, the language used will be 

different to that used in his/her role as teacher to student, even though the 

same topic is under discussion, and even though some aspects of the ro I e 

relationship wil I be the same (viz, expert to learner).

It is not the case that every text has to have a unique register 

description: the specificity of the description can vary, and in a more 

general description, the components of the relevant situation types will 

overlap - as the above examples illustrate. Thus the generalized situation 

sets up a semantic type or range of meaning potential of which any one text 

is an instance. But, as Halliday (1978:111) notes: "speakers have no 

difficulty in recognizing the semantic options and combinations of options 

that are 'at risk' under particular environmental conditions."

Register can easily be misinterpreted as a focus on lexical differences, 

but al I I inguistic choices are affected by the context of situation. There 

is a systematic relationship between the components of situation - field, 

mode and tenor - and particular types of meaning in the linguistic system. 

Speeifiea I I y:

...field relates to "the ideational component, representing the 
•content' function of language, the speaker as observer; tenor to 
the interpersonal component, representing the 'participation' 
function of language, the speaker as intruder; and mode to the 
textual component, representing the 'relevance' function of 
language, without which the other two do not become actualized.

<Halliday 1978:123)
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Each of these meaning types in turn has a systematic relationship with 

lexicograrrmalical choices so that, for instance, idealional meanings tend lo 

be expressed by the system of Transitivity (process and participant types), 

interpersonal meanings by the systems of Mood and Modality, and textual 

meanings by the systems of Theme and Information. <These lexicograrrmatical 

systems are explained further in Chapter Seven.) In this way, a particular 

configuration of situational variables gives rise to a register or range of 

meaning potential which is expressed by particular lexicogra^rntical forms. 

Alternatively, the form of any text can be taken as an instance of a 

particular meaning type arising in a certain situation type. Thus, the 

relationship of context to text is bi-directional: given a particular 

contextual description, certain features of a text arising in that situation 

can be predicted, but also, given a particular text - out of context - it is 

possible to determine the type of situation which would have given rise to 

that text.

The above is on I y a very brief account of register and its ro I e in 

explaining the relationship between context and text, but the important point 

to note is that it provides a motivated, systematic and tractable account of 

this relationship. Jn an actual situation, expectations can be posited as to 

the nature of any text arising in that situation, and given an actual text, 

hypotheses can be posited as to the nature of the determining situation. 

While register theory has been developed in conjunction with a synoptic, 

global perspective on text, it is equally important for a dynamically 

oriented model. Register theory cannot, however, be used in a dynamically 

oriented model without some modification, because the dialectic between 

context and text needs to be further elaborated in order to account for 

potential changes in situation or text as the text unfo Ids. While a
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particular situation gives rise to a particular register, an unfolding text 

may actualise choices which alter the conception of the register and 

situation in some way, and this possibility must be allowed for in a 

dynamically oriented model. In other words, context itself must be seen to 

be active, as is the text.

While the relationship between context and text is formulated bi

directionally in register theory, so that a situation can be seen as giving 

rise to a text and a text can be seen to have arisen from a situation, it is 

not formulated in such a way that the influence of the unfolding text can be 

seen on the ongoing understanding of situation. Register tends to be applied 

in a blanket fashion to account for the distinctive situational features of a 

text: it is appl ied globally, synoptically, to text.

Two particular attempts have been made to overcome this I imitation of 

register theory. Martin (1985b) and Hasan (1981) both argue that contextually 

motivated selections are not static throughout a single text, but are subject 

to variation during the course of the text._ As Plum (1988:37) notes:

It seems generally accepted that the choices made among the 
categories of fIeId, tenor, and mode cannot be assumed to be static 
in a single text, i.e. that once they are made, they hold good for 
the entire text. Instead, they are assumed to vary systematically 
in line with the purpose to be achieved in the text, local purposes 
being a reflection of some global purpose, and thus subordinate to 
it.

The 'purposes· of which Plum speaks here are the generic stages of a 
text, in accordance with Martin's position that register variables· wi11 be 

influenced by the relevant generic stage of a text (so, for example, in a 

service encounter, the options arising from field wi 11 vary according to 

whether the generic element in question is service bld or pay). Hasan 
(1981:110) offers a different explanation, suggesting that: "context can be 
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seen as the major determinant of the defining characteristics of text genres" 

(emphasis added). She also argues (1981:110) that the context of situation 

"can be used to predict the structural potential for texts belonging to 

spec ific genres." The differing exp I anations as to the cause of ongoing 

variation between text and context (genre as a connotative semiotic in 

Martin's case; context as a determinant of genre in Hasan's) are a matter of 

considerab I e debate and not someth l ng with whieh we can engage in this 

thesis. For our purposes, the point to note is that some ongoing 

text/register variation can be accounted for in an unfolding text. But even 

if this is the case, the problem of adequately formulating the bi-directional 

relationship remains.

Harris (1988) underlines this problem when she demonstrates that the 

context of situation of some genres (such as courtroom discourse) cannot be 

adequately described with a blanket statement of context at the start of the 

description. This is because the relevant contextual features change 

according to the highly structured interaction of the participants in these 

types of texts. For instance, a courtroom official may be in a superior 

position to a defendant, therefore obliging the defendant to defer to the 

official, but the same official may be in an inferior position to the judge, 

therefore requiring the official to defer to the Judge. Thus while a blanket 

description of the Tenor of such a text might be glossed as Tenor: formal, 

this would miss the subtle variations in role relationships between different 

participant constellations: further, even register variation al lowe_d for by 

the approaches mentioned above would miss these subtle variations, as within 

any generic stage of the courtroom discourse, different participant 

interactions may arise (that is, the official and defendant, and official and
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judge, may have to interact within the one generic element). (For a further 

description of courtroom discourse, see Mead 1985.)

The bi-directional relationship of text to context is an important 

principle of register theory, and goes back at least to Hjelmslev's (1943) 

e I ucidation of the di a I ect i c re I ationshi p between system and process (as 

discussed in Chapter Two). However it is not formulated sufficiently 

explicitly to enable context to be seen as active and unfolding, in the way 

that text is so seen, given a dynamic perspective. Text arises in a certain 

situation, but the situation unfolds simultaneously with the text, and to 

describe an unfolding text as active also necessitates an active account of 

context. The following models aim for an active account of context.

5.3.1.2 Context space theory .

A model which aims to provide a computational model of the active, 

ongoing process of discourse generation and interpretation is that of 

Reichman·s (1985) context space theory. In particular, Reic^hman wishes to 

account for the ebb and flow of interactive conversation, with al I the 

suspensions, resumptions, topic shifts and reference phenomena that 

interactive conversation entai Is (1985:17). The overal I model consists of 

context spaces, accounting for discourse structure, integrated with a gramnar 

based on ATNs, as introduced in Chapter Four. It is the theory of context 

space which provides the dynamic component of Reichman's model, because the 

context spaces are carried forward with an unfolding text, not only 

activating text choices, but in turn being modified by them.

Reichman hypothesises that a context space is a "fundamental unit of 

discourse processing" and argues Cp24) that:
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a discourse is partitioned into a set of hierarchically related 
constituents, which are only partly defined by the conversational 
m?ves they contain. Discourse participants 'package' pieces of 
dl7course .nto these separate units and selectively bring these 
units 1n and out of the foreground of attention in the generation 
and interpretation of subsequent utterances. The fundamental unit 
of discourse processing ... we cal I a context space. The structure 
of a discourse can be specified by the identification of Jts 
context spaces and the relations between them.

For Reichman then, context is a linguistic phenomenon; it is what other 

linguists might call co-text. She does not deal with the type of abstract 

understanding of context which was discussed above, but her work is relevant 

to our concerns as it demonstrates a bi-directional relationship between the 

context spaces and the unfolding text.

It is useful to exemplify the definition of a context space given above. 

One type of context space which Reichman discusses is an issue context space, 

whieh sets the topic of the discourse: the topic may be deve I oped through 

support, challenge, discussion of related factors, and so on. Such 

developments "create new context spaces that are subordinates of the issue 

context space." (p25) Significantly, a context space is defined partly by 

the conversational moves it contains (that is, certain conversational moves 

wi 11 be seen to be cha.I I enges of an assert ion, or supportive of it> and 

partly by the relation of the current context space to preceding parts of the 

discourse, that is, preceding context spaces. In other words, the 

understanding of the context space depends not only on the nature of the 

current text, but also on its relation to the preceding text. For instance, 

while a particular conversational move might be challenging, the focus of the 

challenge may have occurred many moves previously in the conversation, and it 

is necessary to grasp this relation in order to understand the challenge. 

Reichman argues that in her model, such 'long distance' relations are

Further, different
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context spaces not only exist in the same text, but can be seen to be 

foregrounded or backgrounded according to the current state of the text (in 

Reichman's terms, one context space may be more influential than another 

< p28 >.

Context spaces are described by a formal structure consisting of various 

'slots', each holding different kinds of information. For example, all 

context spaces have a goal slot, "which specifies the conversational move to 

be fulfilled in developing a space, that is the discourse function the 

context spaces fi11 (e.g., support, explanation)". (p32) Also, they have a 

method slot, "specifying the method used to perform the conversational move 

(e.g., analogy, narrative)". (p32) Context spaces may fill slots for other 

context spaces, thus buiIding up a hierarchy of context spaces. When 

modelIing discourse, the relevant context for the unfolding discourse "is 

composed of two context spaces and ••. at any given point in conversation 

succeeding utterances are generated and interpreted in direct relation to 

these two context spaces." (p53) This is similar to the idea of current and 

next established in the first section of this chapter: the current context 

space relates to the next context space, and an actual conversational move is 

made In the next environment, in turn becoming the new current environment.

Most importantly for our purposes, the relationship between Reichman's 

context and text is formed diaIectieaII y: "Our discourse granmar thus must 

characterize how the taking of particular options constrains later 

conversational development." (p62) As just described, the functional role of 

a conversational move depends on the relevant context space in which the move 

occurs, but the nature of the move itself will alter the context space, 

providing a modified environment for the next conversational move. Reichman 

develops a complex and elaborate model to account for this, but it is 
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important to note that: I 11 the system does not have access to a 11 of the 

information necessary to process discourse ••• The context space system does 

discourse processing via cal Is to abstract procedures that specify sets of 

semantic or logical constraints that surface I inguistic forms have to fulfi I 

in order to maintain certain conversational roles at given points in the 

conversation." (p196) The efficiency of the working mode I is thus more 

apparent than real, and while Reichman accounts for some aspects of the 

dialectic relationship between context and text, we need a more general model 

oriented to context in the abstract sense.

I 9 • •

(O'Donnell 1986:42; 1990:12)

5.3. 1.3 The dynamic system

While Chapter Four refuted the validity of a 'dynamic system', some 

aspects of O'Donnell's work in relation to this have important ramifications 

for context. O'Donnell (1986, 1990) specifically addresses the problem of 

demonstrating how it is that context is modified by actual choices in text, 

thus facing the difficulties of accounting for the text - context dialectic. 

O'Donnell argues that context activates potential (in this case, behaviour 

potential), and that potential in turn modifies context. This is represented 

schematically as follows:

i I I I
I context of 1------activates------ >I behaviour |
I situation l<-----modifies------- 1 potential |
I I I I
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O'Donnel I models both the context and the behaviour potential in terms 

of systemic networks, and uses realizational rules to demonstrate their 

interrelationship. For instance, in model Iing an exchange between speakers, 

part of the relevant context may be the (systemically formulated) option as 

to whether any current turn in an exchange is pre-initiation (that is, those 

times when the participants are between exchanges) or post-initiation (that 

is, when the exchange is underway). Both pre- and post-initiation have 
associated realization rules which activate a certain component of the 

network relating to behaviour potential. For instance, pre-initiation 

activates a system in the behaviour potential containing the options initiate 
or keep quiet. In this way, context can be seen to activate behaviour 

potential. But in an unfolding text, each actualised choice (in this case, a 
selection from the behaviour potential) sets up a new environment for the 

fol lowing choice: it modifies the context. O'DonnelI captures this by adding 

a realization rule which changes the relevant selection in the context 

network: this realization rule is in addition to those which have a 

structural output. So if the option lo initiate is selected from the 

behaviour potential, this not only has a structural output, but feeds back 

into the understanding of context, modifying it. O'Donnell (1986:49) argues 
that "by adding context-changing rules we augment the model from one where 
participants act within their environment lo one where they interact with 
their environment." (original emphasis)

Thus O'DonnelI enables context lo be formulated "as an object of 

continuous existence" (op.cit p48) which is partially modified by each 
successive selection from the behaviour potential. He demonstrates that the 
relationship between behaviour potent ials at two success i ve points of time is 

not 'direct'. "Rather, it is a relationship mediated by situation - behaviour 
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changes the situation which then activates a different behaviour potential." 

(op.cit p47, original emphasis). In other words, each choice made as a text 

unfolds modifies the context in some way, and this provides a new contextual 

environment for the next part of the unfolding text.

Despite our reservations about dynamic networks, O'Donnell does provide 

a means of formulating the interrelationship between context and text, and 

this is a valuable addition to- systemic thinking on context. In terms of 

deve I oping a dynamiea II y oriented mode I, it is essentia I to account for the 

dialectic between context and text. It is a premise of the dynamic 

perspective that as a text unfolds, early choices in the text influence and 

modify the understanding of context which in turn affects expectations for 

later choices in the text. But it is un I i ke I y that O'Donne 11 's proposa Is 

will be very practical for our purposes here: his work is very specifically 

oriented to modelling the exchange, and would be difficult to generalise to 

other areas. While only the basic detai Is of his proposals have been 

presented here, they are in fact highly complex, and as Ventola (1989:152) 

observes, O'Donnell's representation "suffers from extreme elaborateness". 

Hence, while he has established an important principle in theoretical 

modelling by demonstrating one way of accounting for the text/context 

dialectic, it would be difficult to incorporate those proposals into the more 

general model being developed here.

5.3.1.4 Frame analysis

Emnott (1989) presents another way of providing an ongoing, active 

account of context which also activates features in text and which is in turn 

modified by those activated features. She aims to provide a comprehensive 
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model of participant reference in narrative, In order to explain how It is 

that a reader can interpret which characters are relevant to a story at any 

given time, and how the appropriate referent for a pronominal form can be 

found. Her contextual concerns are more specifically focussed than is the 

case here, as she deals with only one text type, long narratives (typically 

novels) and with one aspect of those texts, namely the way the participants 

in those novels are referred to. Nevertheless, the principles she 

establishes for modelling context are insightful and effective, and should be 

easily generalised to other areas.

The main device which Errmott proposes is that of the frame. It should 

be noted that this term has many uses in linguistics; Errmott acknowledges 

that her use of the term is closest to Goffman's (1975), and that it should 

be distinguished from 5chemata as used by Minsky (1977), for instance, and 

from 5cript5 as used by Schank and Abelson (1977). The difference between 

Errmott's frames and schemata and scripts is that the latter are "stores of 

the general knowledge that we bring to a text, not the contextual constructs 

we build from it." (Enmott 1989:97) In contrast, Enmott's notion of frame 

is "a text-derived construct", "a mental store which records contextual 

information" (Errmott 1989:80). We suggest here that Errmott's use of the term 

is very similar to Hasan's (1981) concept of a frame of relevance, which we 

draw on in section 5.3.2.

E^rrmott's frames are constructed from various signals in the text, and 

are carried along with the text (by the reader). When a character is 

introduced in a text, he or she is bound into a frame, and may later be bound 

out again (by, for example, Mr X came into the room or Mr X left). Binding 

is "a relation between character and fictional-context", and a set of binding
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relationships constitutes a frame (Enmott 1989:86,87). Any one text may have

multiple frames.

Howeyer, when reading a text, a reader needs to monitor the current 

context, that is, to be aware of which frame is currently relevant. This is 

achieved by priming a frame. Primed context represents "the context which is 

currently 'the reader's context'" Cp87), that is, where the reader currently 

is in terms of the unfolding text. Enmott (p88) sunmarises these concepts as 

fo I lows:

When a frame is primed all of the characters in the location are 
primed and the location itself is primed too. Priming means that 
the reader is actively monitoring a particular frame. Bound 
characters and I ocations may be primed or unprimed depending on 
whether the reader is currently following their actions.

The frames are carried forward with the text and enable the reader to 

monitor the relevant action; Errmott argues (p95) that this is an essential 

part of a reader's ability to understand a text:

a character's use of a deictic such as here will not always be 
irrrnediately preceded by a mention of the place either in the 
character's own speech or in the main narrative. Even if there has 
been a recent full mention, use of a deictic does not necessarily 
require us· to search for it. If we are to understand the text 
properly we need constantly to monitor where here is. A reader who 
cannot keep track of the current location cannot really be said to 
understand exactly what is going on.

The concept of frames is elaborated in considerable detail in Enmott's 

thesis, and is demonstrated with many rea I narrative examp I es. Here, we 

focus on those aspects of her proposals which are irrmediately relevant lo our 

■ purposes. Firstly, while E^rrrnott is proposing the frame as a mental construct 

consisting only of characters from fictional narratives, she has demonstrated 

the principle by which a feature of actual text feeds into our understanding 

of context. For example, if the narrative says Jane came in and joined the 
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others; she was late again, Jane is bound In to the current frame, and so 

joins the others. This frame continues to apply with the mention of she, and 

while the others are not overtly referred to when she, is mentioned, they are 

assumed to remain part of the current frame (and so the reader does not 

wonder who the others are if the next sentence reads the others hated her 

being late). E^nmott's proposaIs wouId obviously have to be extended to 

account for aspects of text other than participant reference, but this task 

should be feasible, and is explored below in section 5.3.2.

A second important feature of the frame analysis is that frames can be 

modified: "Frame modification involves an alteration being made but the rest 

of the frame remaining the same" (E^rott 1989:103). For example, a character 

can be bound in or out without necessarily affecting the presence of the 

other characters in the frame. EITYTlott notes that frame modification can only 

be achieved through an actual linguistic expression, such as Mr X left. 

Again, it'will not necessarily be simple to modify E^nmott's proposals, but 

the principle that the 'same' context can be modified or elaborated as a text 

unfolds is an important one, and one which it would be desirable to include 

in the model being developed here.

A third important feature of frames is the fact that readers can $witch 

between frames. This happens when "the reader I eaves one frame and starts 

monitoring another frame" (pill). The components of the frames themselves 

are not necessarily modified, as "the alteration is due to the reader's 

change of perspective rather than to a change in the grouping of the 

characters." In narrative, frame switch tends to be accomplished when the 

text indicahs a change in location, as different groups of characters tend 

to have been bound in and out in different places, or when the text indicates 

a change in time, such as a shift to the past or the future, (cf Eirmott
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the frame we have

(p117) Thus, in 

Harris's courtroom example mentioned above in the section on register, the 

relationship between the official and the defendant might form one frame, and 

the relationship between the official and the judge another. When the 

official is talking to the defendant, the relationship between the official 

and the judge is not necessarily affected.

A further point to note about frame switch is that when a switch occurs, 

the frame which is left behind is stored; if it is to come back into play 

later in the text, it must be re-primed. This does not mean that the process 

of binding characters in has to be repeated, but the text does need to 

indicate that a stored frame is back in focus (by, for instance, mentioning 

a character, time or place which is distinctive to the stored frame). E^mott 

says (p126): "When a stored fr^ame is re-primed we do not need to mention each 

element of the frame again. If we mention one element then the others, being 

bound to it, can be re-primed automatically."

The significance of the frame-switch proposals are twofold: firstly, 

they indicate that different frames may occur in the one text - for narrative 
this means different clusters of characters; secondly, they indicate that it 

is the text which signals, through various devices, which frame is in focus. 

So, if there is one frame with characters X,Y,Z and one frame with characters 

P,Q,R, mention of R will prime E and Q, but not X or Y or Z. In relation to 

our concern here with context, it should be possible to extend these 
proposals to demonstrate that an unfolding text can both build different 

components of the overall context and indicate which component of the context 

is in question at any point in the unfolding of the text.
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Emnott provides a clear and convincing explanation of how the text 

constructs and modifies contextual frames as the text itself unfolds, and how 
different frames may co-exist in and be manipulated by the one text. It is 

useful to replicate one of her diagrams to give some visual anchor to her 

proposals. In the fol lowing figure, the text (a narrative) is represented as 

unfolding from left to right. Simultaneously, a character construct (another 

feature of Errrnott's proposals, explaining the detai Is bui It up by the text 

about any one character) unfolds with the text, but this construct shifts in 

and out of focus, according to whether the character is part of a primed or 

unprimed frame.

narrative

in focus in f. in f. in focus
<---—---Primed-------—--X-unpr imed-X-pr i ^ed-X-^npri^^d

FI g • 5.14 E^tt's unfolding character construct

(Errmott 1989:174)

In this figure, character construct could easily be replaced by the 

frames wh i eh we have been discussing. Further, it is not difficult to 
imagine how different frames could be shown to interact in the course of an 

unfolding text: the frames could be represented in parallel, with different
In a three

dimensional representation, Emmott's frames could be envisaged as shapes
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rising out of and sinking back in to a larger background shape, like icebergs 

rising out of the sea and sinking back again. The sea is the place where the 

icebergs are found, and their overt presence adds another dimension to our 

picture of the sea; when the icebergs are below surface, their covert 

presence is stilI part of the overall picture, even if they are not in view 

at a given moment.

5.3. I .5 Context change potential

It is worth noting that Ballmer's (1981a, 1981b) work on interrelating 

text and context was an important influence on Enmott. Ballmer is concerned 

with providing a dynamic account of language, and for him, an essential 

component of this is the text-context interaction. He argues ct981b: 171) 

that:

A notion of meaning in a dynamic framework accounts for the effect 
the utterance of a Iinguistic entity has in any given context 
(world, situation, etc.). .

In Ballmer's view, Iinguistic expressions (such as sentences, texts) are 

considered to be "instruments (or organs) to influence and change the 

context." (1981b:169) He captures this relationship in the following graph.
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STATES 1'

- ——— --------------------- ^ TIME

Fig. 5.15 Ballmer^s context change potential

(Ballmer 1981b:169)

The exp I ana t ion of this graph is as fo11ows: 11 Q characterizes the 

interaction potential of the whole language in that it assigns to every 

expression '"a., used in context i a (possibly) transformed expression r-ai' in 

the new context ; · effected by the use of ra"-, in i. Q is, so to speak, the 

context change potential of the whole language under consideration11 (Ballmer 

1981b:170)

The graph is appealing as, through the context change potentiaI, the 

initial state of context and text can be shown both to interact and to 

produce a changed state of context and text. On the other hand, the 

components of text and context, and exactly how the interaction might take 

place, are left unspecified. These aspects are essentially the ones which we 

address in the following section.
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5.3.2 Unified proposals for an active view of context

An active view of choice from a dynamic perspective requires a 

linguistically relevant model of context which is responsive to the changes 

in an unfolding text. The above examination of possible models of context 

suggests that a unification of register theory and frame analysis would be 

the most likely to meet these requirements. In addition, we are aiming to 

develop a model of context comparable in generality to the models of paths 

and stacks presented in the previous sections of this chapter.

The contextual model needs to show how the path choices in text are made 

active by being in a context of situation. First, it must be noted that 

given a dynamic perspective on text, the context of situation and the text 

are seen to unfold together, in response to each other (as captured by 

O'Donnel I in his activation/modification model>: choices in text are able to 

modify the context, so context cannot be described as an inmutab I e who I e. 

This relationship is captured below in Figure 5.15, where context and text 

are represented as separate components which unfold simultaneously; the 

arrows between the components represent the activation/modification 

relationship (which is elaborated below).
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context: I
>

I
I t II I f I

---->

I 
adlvatlon

4

I 
^modification

I

I

I
I
I
I

4^

I 
I 
I 
I
I

-·-->
text: I

>

Fig. 5.16 Context and text unfolding simultaneously

The arrows in this diagram suggest that while context and text unfold 

together, context is somehow 'prior' to text. We need to substantiate this 

claim. The issue is considered by Hasan (1981:114) who asks: "whether text 

and context evolve together or whether some perception of (contextual) 

relevancies must precede text construction in real time." It is of course 

the case that a physical context of situation exists 'prior' to a text. in 

that a given situation ( I ike walking into a party, taking up a microphone 

before a large crowd, tuning in to a favourite television prograrrrne. taking a 

book off a library shelf) provides a broad range of expectations (for both 

producers and receivers) as to what sort of text is about to take place. 

This relationship may be described in terms of bringing general knowledge of 

situation types to bear on linguistic interaction (cf scripts and schema 

theory, as in Schank and Abelson 1977), but Halliday's register theory 

provides an explanation which is linguistically motivated. in that context is 

interpreted in terms of its semiotically relevant c^omponents, which give rise 

to the meaning potential of the text. The implication is that until the text 

begins to be produced, it is not possible to know the relevant context, as it 

is the text which reveals the semiotically relevant features of the
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situation. This suggests that context and text begin to unfold 

simultaneously.

Nevertheless, it is also the case that the physical situation provides a 

dormant source of potential contextual 'relevancies'; as Hasan (1981:115) 

observes, situational environments can be interpreted conventionally. In 

other words, even before a text is actually produced, the contextual setting 

establishes expectations as to the choices which are likely to be relevant in 

that text. In this sense, context can be seen to precede text; as Hasan 

(1981:115) notes: "the maker of the text must proceed from some notion of his 

frame of relevance." Register theory elaborates which features of situation 

influence which aspects of linguistic meaning potential. Specifically, and 

as noted earlier, the situational component of field tends to affect choices 

in ideational meanings; tenor influences interpersonal meanings, and mode 

influences textual meanings; there are some cross-over influences between 

these variables, but the basic relationships are as described. Hence before 

a text is even begun, there are strong (albeit broad) expectations as to the 

choices to be made in that text.

Expectations in text have already been modelled in the preceding section 

in terms of clusters and stacks, and a theory of context enables the 

weighting of the stacks to be explained. But context itself must be 

formulated probabilistically, because situations do not determine the text to 

be produced, but provide a range of meaning potential which the text 

exploits. Again, Hasan's work is pertinent to this: "each contextual 

configuration is indicative of a range of possible behaviours; ..• it does not 

detai I what each particular choice must be" (Hasan 1981:113, emphasis added). 

For example, if someone cal Is a friend on the phone to have a chat, it is to 

be expected that they would talk to each other as friends, that is, 
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informally and as equals. However, if one of these friends is annoyed with 

the other for some reason, their 'chat' could have a much more formal and 

distant character than would normally be the case. This example illustrates 

that, firstly, the contextual variables provide a range of expectations as to 

the nature of the text to be produced, and that secondly, it is the actual 

text choices which indicate which point from that range of contextual 

expectations has been made semiotieaIIy re I evant. Figure 5.17 illustrates 

the case of context providing a range of expectations as to the relevant 

semiotic components, simultaneously activating an associated range of 

expectations in the meaning potential of the text. The expectations are 

stacked for each of the components of situation (field, mode and tenor) and 

activate a corresponding stack of expectations in the text (in terms of 

ideational, interpersonal and textual meaning). The components of the stacks 

(indicated by lower case letters) are not significant, but are included to 

show that firstly, a variety of options may apply in each layer of the stack, 

and secondly, that a certain range of expectations in context activates a 

certain range of options in text.
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context:--------------------------------------------------- >

field tenor mode
I I
I x-z I
1______ I

I I
I d-f I
I I

I I
I o-q I
I______ I

I I
I a-c I
I______ I

I I
I u-v I
I I

I I
I i-k I
I______ I

1 I
I 1-n I
I______ I

I I
I s-t I
I_____ _ I

I I
I h-k 1
I______ I

I
I 
t ideational

I 
I 
t. interpersonal

I
I 

textual

I I
I x-z I
I______ I

I I
I d-f I
I I

I I
I o-q I
I______ I

I I
I a-c I
I I

I I
I u-v I
I I

I I
I i-k I
I______ I

I I
I 1-n I
I______ I

I I
I s-t I
I______ I

I I
I h-k I
I______ I

text:--------------------------------------------------- >

Fig. 5.17 Contextual expectations activating_ text expectations

Yet the expectations in text are exactly that, expectations, and a first 

actual choice in text is needed to indicate the selection that is made from 

that range. As noted in the explanation of stacks (section 5.2), the actual 

choice may be the same as the most expected one - that is, from the top of 

the stack - or may be a more unlikely, but still possible choice - that is, 

from lower down the stack. If the actual text choice is the most expected 

one, then the status quo of the context remains: if it is a less likely 

choice, then the contextual stack needs to be reweighted lo reflect this. In 

this way, the context for the next actual choice is modified, and a new set 

of contextual expectations is posited for the next choice in text.
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Once an actual text choice has been made, the context can be said to be 

framed: that is, the broad expectations about the relevant situational 

components have been made !lemiotical ly relevant. The more preci!le context 

specification in turn activates a more precise range of potential for the 

next choice in text; the ■ next text choice in turn feeding back into the 

frame, and so on, as the text unfolds. The expectations between a current 

and next text choice are mediated by the frame of context, and there is thus 

a constant cycle of influence between context and text, with context 

activating text, and text modifying context. This relationship is captured 

in general terms by the arrows between context and text in Figure 5.16 above: 

more specifically, Figure 5. 18 below takes the case of mode expectations for 

a next choice in text. The mode expectations are as presented in stack (a); 

these activate a range of options in the textual stack, stack (x). The 

actual choice from stack (x) is not, however, the most expected; this causes 

the mode stack to be ,reweighted accordingly, and this reweighted stack 

activates a new stack of expectations for the next text choice.
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context :

mode: stack (a) I•*-
o-q

i-k

I
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I

_1 j-k j-k

textual meaning:

h-k

activates 
I 

'¥ 
.n. next

o-q, 
g-h

o-q, 
g-h

i-k

g-h

I 
modifies

I
I

o-q

activates
I t 

next I current

?

stack (x)

text:--------------------------------------------------------------->

Fig. 5.18 Ongoing expectations given mediation by context
Note: ral? y

= frame brought forward lo expectations at next 
point in text

The terms register and frame are very similar, but do need to be 

distinguished. A frame is an activated register specification which is 

carried along with an unfolding text, and subject to modification by it. 

Descriptions of register may be formulated in either general or specific 

terms, but a frame is always a more specific instance of relevant situational 

variables (although it still relates to a range of meaning potential). We 

note here some further characteristics of frames.
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A frame is bound in by a choice in text: each text choice will reflect 

some aspect of metafunctional meaning, and this binds in the related 

situational component. Further choices in text may reflect the same broadly 

defined situational component, and it is possible for a text to have only one 

frame. Multiple frames occur in a text, if later choices in the text cannot 

be related to the same situational component(s) which activated earlier text 

choices. For instance, the field component will provide broad expectations 

as to the probable participants and processes in the text, and early lexical 

choices wi 11 bind in an actual field frame. However, if later lexical 

choices in the same text come from a clearly unrelated lexical set, then 

another field frame must be bound in. (But it should be noted that this does 

not necessarily account for cases of lexical metaphor. Another point to note 

is that the other situational components may remain constant, or all three 

components may change simultaneously. Thus both the situation as a whole and 

its separate components may be said to framed.) If one choice might belong 

to more than one frame, then simultaneous frame sets have to be posited in 

the context until the ambiguity is clarified by later choices. (As with 

simultaneous path sets in text, they can be carried for the duration of a 

text.) '

When a single text has more than one frame, one of them is primed 

whenever an associated text choice is activated. So, the simplest case of 

text-context interaction occurs when the initial, general expectations are 

refined as the text progresses. A more comp I ex case wou Id be where one 

variable is subject to clear-cut changes, as in the case of field shifts in a 

news broadcast, where the broadcast discusses each news item in turn. The 

most complex cases would be those where different paths for one or more 

variables co-exist in the text, with these being primed in and out. Where 
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there are reasonably clear cut differences between multiple paths of one 

situational component, these can be called different path sets. That is, 

there wi 11 be two or more distinct field, tenor or mode components in one 

text. Different path sets are established when a next choice does not pick 

up any paths prospected by the previous choice; it thus c I oses the previous 

path set and opens a new one. The re I evant path set is primed whenever a 

text choice is selected from that path set; meanwhile the other path sets are 

unprimed, but still present, that is, still bound in to the overall context. 

This means that the unprimed set is available to be reprimed later in the 

text, whenever a text choice is made from that set.

Occasionally, it is possible to bind out an aspect of context by 

indicating that it is no longer available to be primed. In a c^onmittee 

meeting, for instance, different topics on the agenda are dealt with in 

sequence; once an item has been dealt with (the issue has been discussed, 

resolved, put off unti I the •next meeting, and so on), the next item is 

avai table for discussion, resolution, and so on. Shifts between items on the 

agenda are signalled by such phrases as Let's move on to ··., which indicate 

that one component of field is being bound out and another being bound in. 

It is possible for an aspect of context which has been bound out to be bound 

in again at a later stage, in the case of field, for instance, with something 

like could we just go back to the previous item for a moment?. But such an 

overt marker of binding in is usually essential to enable that component to 

be reprimed. If the overt marker was not present, text choices from an 

unbound context would be considered to be decidedly odd. It should be 

emphasised that all the components of situation can be bound in and out in 

this way; a television news broadcast, for example, may draw on a variety of 

modes (using prepared notes, I ive interviews, edited fi Im and so on), or
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participants in a c^^ittee meeting may overtly acknowledge a shift in tenor 

(for example, by saying at the beginning of the meeting, Jet's get the 

formalities out of the way).

While a path set is primed, it is open to the normal potential of path 

development (continuing, changing...) The other paths remain in abeyance and 

cannot be further developed untiI reprimed. Thus in cases I ike Harris's 

(1988) courtroom discourse, where the tenor can change according to which of 

the multiple participants in the courtroom are talking to each other, the 

shift in tenor wiI I be signalled by indicating the participant being 

addressed (the indication may be verbal, for example by naming, or non

verbal, for example by directing the question). Hostilities developed in one 

path set, say between Judge and Defendant, do not necessarily affect the 

tenor of other relations in the courtroom. The path sets develop separately.

When the path model was introduced, it was noted that the boundaries of 

a particular path step can only be recognised once that boundary is passed. 

So, a path can on I y be recognised as c I osed when a new path is opened. 

Similarly in the case of context paths, shifts between different path sets 

are recognised when a next choice cannot be explained or understood as coming 

from the primed path set; it must therefore signal a switch into another path 

set. Of course, not all situations provide the potential for such radical 

shifts to occur: in a news broadcast, for instance, it is part of the general 

expectations that radical shifts in field wi I I occur. A radical shift in a 

different situation, say an academic lecture, would need a different 

explanation.

The frames of a producer and a receiver of the same text do not have to 

be identical. Individuals, because of their different experience and
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assessment of language, may posit different ranges of expectations given the 

same situational variables ('prior' to the text, that is); further, once a 

text is underway, they may differ in the weighting of frames and text 

choices. Thus, a text choice reflecting an interpersonal meaning may be 

interpreted by one person as being rude, but by another as being acceptable. 

The person who interpreted it as being rude wilI have different expectations 

for the ongoing tenor of the text from the person who found it 

unobjectionable.

As a I ready noted, the frame and the text can be viewed as configui— 

ationaI wholes or in terms of their semiotic c^omponents: thus frame may refer 

to the cluster of field, mode and tenor variables comprising one register, or 

to these components individually.

Given that the relations between text and context can be formulated in 

terms of the path and stack models, this relationship can be seen to occur at 

two different levels or degrees of focus. The initial expectations regarding 

context are posited as a cluster or stack, and activate a related cluster or 

stack of possible choices in text. The path of an unfolding text may be 

developed in two ways. First, the option which is actually taken up from the 

text stack wi I I have further text options (and associated context modificat

ions) dependent upon it; that is, there wiI I be related expectations and each 

next choice wi I I continue to modify the ongoing expectations from that point.

The second type of text-context development depends on the original 

expectations still being part of the potential of the text, even if one of 

these options has already been selected and developed in some way. For 

examp Ie, in a news broadcast, we expect different current affairs to be 

reported (news about a war, about local politics, about the economy and so 
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on): these would form the initial context and stack options; each current 

affair itern, however, will be deve I oped in some way, so that once the 

headline indicates which option is at issue, we expect to hear more details 

about that particular event. The path development of a particular news item 

is closed by moving into another: the next news item, however, is an option 

from the original stack; for example, moving on from an item about a 

forthcoming election to an item about interest rates. Thus again, these two 

potential types of development demonstrate an interplay between the 

configurational and componential views of context and text.

In terms of providing an active view of choice, as the paths unfold in 

text, each current choice sets up a relation with the next choice: the 

general Iinguistic potential provides the basis for expectations at the next 

point, but the current frame, activated by the current text choice, is 

referred to for anything it can contribute to the nature of those 

expectations or their relative weighting. Therefore in an unfolding nominal 

group such as the four ..., general linguistic potential would tell us that 

the group could be sustained with a Head, but the current frame will indicate 

which field is primed, and so only certain ' manifestations of Head will be 

actively avai Iable at that point. The next actual choice becomes the new 

current choice, but simultaneously modifies the current frame, and so both 

general Iinguistic potential and the conditioning factor of context are 

referred to again to provide expectations at the next point.

Let us i I lustrate these proposals with reference to a particular 

situation, a news broadcast on television. A viewer switching on the 

television to catch the evening news wiI I have strong expectations as to the 

nature of the text about to take place. The fie Id wi I I be an aspect, or 

rather aspects, of current affairs: someone who is up to date with recent 
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evenh wi 11 have more specific ideas as to which events are Iikely to be 

discussed, although there is of course always the potential for a 'new' or 

'fresh' event to be included. Thus the field component contains within it a 

broad range of expectations, some very general, some possibly quite specific. 

Similarly, while the news broadcast may be on television, there is still a 

potential for variety in mode, as the news broadcast could consist of 

prepared introductions to news items, live interviews, pre-recorded reports, 

and so on. And again, variety may arise in relation to tenor, as there may 

be different participant relations expressed during one broadcast, for 

instance between the broadcaster and TV audience, broadcaster and 

interviewee, reporter and audience, and so on. Yet while no situational 

component is fixed and entirely predictable, there are certainly some things 

which would be quite unexpected in a news broadcast. For instance, if the 

broadcaster began to address the audience about his/her personal feelings, 

this would transgress expectations for field (as it is not normally included 

in 'current affairs') and for tenor (as there should be a more formal, 

impersonal distance between broadcaster and audience).

For the case of field expectations, let us say that, rather than having 

an unordered c I uster, we have an idea of whieh news itern is like I y to be 

given a prominent position, and so can weight the expectations accordingly. 

Each option in the field stack activates a particular grouping of participant 

and process types in the lexicograf^r, specifically a selection from the 

When, for 

instance, .the Gulf war. was part of the potential Field in British news 

broadcasts, this set up a related set of Transitivity expectations, 

including, for instance, participants like Saddam, America, hostages, bombs, 

■tanks or processes like attack,retreat,defend and so on. Prior to the
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actualisation of the text, however, it was not necessarily possible to say 

which aspect of this general ldeational potential would be taken up by the 

text. This initial context-text relation is presented below in Figure 5.19 

with one layer from the stack of field expectations activating a cluster of 

related options in terms of ideational meanings (the other field options 

would of course also activate related stacks, and the same context-text 

relationship would be demonstrated by the other situational components).

GuIf war

context: 'current affairs'--- > 
(field) 'fresh' item, Budget I

Poll tax, Royal family |

'¥
text: 'Gu If War

<Transitivity)

FI 9· 5·19 Initial context-text relations

* This figure represents the pre-text relationship between context and 

text. Now let us say that the first news item is introduced by the fol lowing 
head I ine: A bomb expI oded at no. 10 Downing Street today Thi This is the 

actual text choice, and indicates that the 'fresh' item has been selected 

from the context stack: that is, the text choice frames the field in 

question. During times of peace, it would be expected that the potential for 
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a 'fresh' news item would always be at the top of the initial contextual 

expectations; however during a time of war, news about the war is dominant. 

Therefore if a non-war item appears first in the broadcast, this causes the 

context stack to be reweighted, and marks the item in question as something 

important enough to take precedence over the war news.

The news headline just mentioned establishes that a bomb has exploded: 

the headline gives the nature of the^event (a bomb exploding), its location 

Cno.10 Downing Street) and the time (today). These text choices both reflect 

the field component which activated this selection, and specify some of its 

details (terrorist attack). This gives us further expectations for the 

associated transitivity cluster in the text: the participants might be the 

IRA, police, the Prime Minister, passers by; the processes might be plant (a 

bomb), take cover, be injured and so on. The next actual choice in the text 

wi I I indicate which of these expectations come to the fore; for instance, the 

news reader might say The Prime Minister was with the Cabinet at the time. 

This narrows the field range of expectations further; next, we can expect 

either further details as to whether they were injured or not (and if so, 

details of the severity of the injuries, where they were treated and so on), 

or a shift into other details of the general event (for example, who 

perpetrated it, whether any passers by were hurt).

Once this particular news item is dealt with, we expect the text to move 

onto another news item. The expectations for the next news item wi II be 

formulated from the remaining options from the initial stack: that is, we 

would now expect, for example, the 'ongoing war· to be deaIt with. Thus as 

noted above, context and text interrelate at two different degrees of focus: 

first, a broad focus on the relevant layer from the initial stack (for 

example, will the news item be 1 fresh 1 or the 'ongoing war') and second, a 
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narrow focus on the internal development of any one layer (for example, if 

the field is 'fresh: bomb', wi II the next selections be about the victims of 

the bomb, the perpetrators, police reaction, and so on.) Of course, some 

texts may have only one primed field, tenor and mode, but many wi I I have this 

duality of focus within one or more of their situational components.

The pre-text relations are different to all the other text-context 

relations, as in the pre-text situation, both context and text expectations 

are extremely general, and possibly unordered. The first actual text choice 

indicates which aspect of meaning potential is in focus, and ongoing choices 

further narrow the range of relevant expectations. The difference between 

first and later choices in the text confirms Lemke's (1989) description of 

this relationship, and echoes Bolinger's (1952) formulation of linear 

modification: the initially broad range of potential becomes more precisely 

defined as the text unfolds.

It is important to differentiate the case of re-weighting expectations 

in I ight of more precise choices, from the case of a new path of field, tenor 

or mode being taken up. In the news broadcast example, there are likely to 

be several news items discussed in the one prograrrrne, so there will be quite 

radical shifts in field, while the tenor and mode will remain reasonably 

constant. The separate news items can each be seen as a new and different 

field path in the text (albeit still all examples of the same general type, 

'current affairs'), and any changes in tenor and mode as gradations on a 

cl ine. Both types of change in a text are undoubtedly different extremes on 

one cline of register variation, but for practical purposes, it is useful to 

conceive of the two types of movement as separate processes: one, a movement 

between different paths, and the other, movement within an existing path. 

Consider the tenor path in a televised interview between an interviewer and a 
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politician. The interview may begin with both participants being polite and 

co-operative. However, the interviewer may cause offence by posing a 

question to which the interviewee does not wish to respond, and the latter 

may show that offence has been taken. If the interviewer continues to pursue 

this hostile avenue, the tenor may continue to develop along more and more 

hostile lines, until by the end, the participants are quite impolite and 

uncooperative. Thus, between the beginning and the end of the text, the 

tenor wi I I have shifted radically, although the change itself may have been 

achieved gradually.

It is reasonable to assume that if there is a radical shift in 

contextual paths between a current and next choice, then this wiI I be clearly 

signalled: in the news, for example, such shifts are signalled by the 

headline, pause between items, change in tone of voice, and change in visual 

backdrops. It is not difficult to find examples where paths are purposefully 

separated. For instance, on an actual radio news broadcast, the main news 

item concerned a bus crash involving British passengers on a French motorway. 

This item was discussed, then the newsreader said: In a separate motorway 

accident in France, a British woman and her daughter were killed ... Given 

the close parallels between these two items in terms of the nature of the 

event (a motorway crash) and the location (France), it would easily have 

been possible for I isteners to assume that the second news item was in fact 

part of the first. The producer of the text pre-empted this possibility by 

lexically specifying that it was a separate, accident. In this way, the 

previous field path was bound out, and a new path bound in.

This view of context developing as different, interacting path sets 

closely para Ilels the development of Phasal Analysis (Gregory passim, StiIlar 

1991, Young 1986). Phasal analysis seeks to explain how multiple contextual 
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factors interact dynamically in a text, and it is able to demonstrate complex 

contextual development in a text. However, the analysis is not undertaken 

from a dynamic perspective, as defined here, and does not seek to explain how 

a feature of current context can set up or close down possibi I ities for later 

features of context. Rather, it takes a global view of a finished text and 

explores its contextual development from that perspective. Thus while 
complementary to the work presented here, phasal analysis does not seek to 

achieve the same perspective.

The model of context-text interaction developed here does not deal with 
all the complexities of this inter-relationship, nor does it formulate that 

relationship as specifically as, say, O'Donnel I or Reichman. It does, 

however, provide the basis for an active view of choice in text, and 

explains the fundamental way in which context activates text, and text 

modifies context. The very general formulation of the dialectic between 

context and text is necessary if we are to begin making sense of this 

intricate relationship, but there is nothing in its general formulation to 

preclude its being adapted to a more specific expression of the relationship; 

for instance, the activation/modification arrows in Figure 5.16 could be 

expressed by O'Donnell's modified realization rules, if this were so desired.

The frame model of context enables a description of register potential 

to be carried forward with an unfolding text. The frame potential is 

established by the components of situation, which activate related meaning 

potentials in language. An actual text choice pinpoints a place within this 
genera I range, and the components of the frame have the potentia I to be 

sustained (continued, changed) or closed (completed, abandoned). These steps 

are achieved by text choices which either fit or modify the current frame 

potentia I.
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It should be noted that just as the reweighting of stacks in text is 

interpreted in a special way, as 'surprise' for example, so too are shifts in 

context stacks. For instance, in the news broadcast, matters of war tend to 

override al I other news items, so if a fresh, non-war item comes first, it 

must be interpreted as being highly significant. Or, to take another example, 

if an item which occurred late in the previous day's news is first to be 

discussed on today's news, then it must be assumed that some new development 

has made this item important.

5.3.3 Elaborating the active view of choice

Considerations of context are not the only factor to contribute to an 

active view of choice: as discussed in Chapter Three, both the previous 

history of the text and experience of the system' are important conditioning 

factors.

The previous history of the text here means something more than just the 

steps taken to get to the current point of the text, which necessarily 

condition the ongoing options from that point. It also refers to particular 

selections in text which do not necessarily constrain the irrmediate 

development of the text, but which may influence the available options at 
some later stage in the text. This may be exemplified by choices relating to 

the expression of attitude, to tense, to particular granniatical patterns, and 

so on. If, at a later stage in the text, expectations arise for a similar 

choice (for instance, one which expresses an attitude, relates to tense, or 

follows an earlier granrnatical pattern) the previous history is referred to 

in order to weight the expectations relating to that choice.
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The effect of the previous history of the text can be captured if the 

concept of the frame is broadened to encompass the modifying effect of such 

potentially influential choices. This means that those types of choices 

which might be taken up again later should be added to the overall frame of 

the text. and carried forward with it. Later in the text. the positing of 

expectations in relation to a particular choice wi 11 prime the relevant 

frame. The primed frame is then referred to in order to determine if any 

choice has been made in an earlier instance of that frame which wi11 

contribute to the weighting of expectations at this point.

While the previous history of the text is part of the ongoing frame of 

the text. the relationship between history and text is somewhat different 

from the relationship between context and text. Choices in text must first 

be actualised before the history can be said to be underway. whereas general 

expectations for context exist. to a certain extent. prior to the text. 

Further, the relationship between history and text is more intermittent than 

the constantly dialectic relationship between context and text; thus when the 

frame is represented below, in Figure 5.20, the arrows between history and 

text are less frequent than is the case for context.

The final conditioning factor, prior experience of the system, affects 

available options by indicating which potential ongoing paths in the current 

text are frequently travelled in the system as a whole. This will contribute 

to the weighting of options at the next point in the text. For instance, if 

at a particular point in a service encounter, we know that option Y Is hardly 

. ever taken up (even though it is a possible option at that point), then it 

will be low on our stack of expectations. On the other hand, if optionX is 

nearly always taken up, then this will be high on the stack. We can 

illustrate experience of the system through the case of collocations. For 
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example, if the current option is a black ..., the options at the next point 

wi11 consist of (a) the general potential at that point (that is, what path 

steps are possible), (b) the primed context (so, if a Head is to follow, what 

things are already active in the field component of the context), and (c) 

experience of the system.

Experience of the system therefore influences expectations in a way that 

is similar to the frame of both context and history. However, it is somewhat 

different in kind. Part of the expectations brought to every text will be 

experience of al I previous texts, but this is more Iike bringing experience 

of previous texts and frames to bear on the current text. It is therefore 

usefu I to represent experience of the system as a separate component in 

relation to the text, although it is still important to represent the 

reIationship between text and experience of the system dialectically. The 

options at any next point in the text are activated (partially) by experience 

of the system, but every choice in text in turn modifies this c^omponent, 

adding further detai Is to it. In this way, it is possible to capture the 

relationship which HalIiday (1989) discusses, whereby every text is an 

instance of the system, but in turn modifies that system. It is extremely 

important to allow for this mediation between text and experience of the 

system. Otherwise, there would be an eventual loss of meaning potential in 

the system as a whole, because the constant influence of experience of the 

system on text would add more and more weight to the expectation for 

particular options, unti I the expectations attained the status of an absolute 

prediction.

will be a strong expectation for it, and the expected co-occurrence of the 

lexical items may eventually become so strong that the two together acquire 

the status of a single unit. On the other hand, if novel collocations are 
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allowed to occur and to feed back into our understanding of the system, the 

system is, so to speak, revivified.

The elaborated definition of an active view of choice is presented in 

Figure 5.20 below, where it is now seen to consist of paths of context, 

previous history of the text, and experience of the system.

frame: I
I context of situation:----------------------------- >

I 
I

previous history of the text:

I I I
activates |

I I modifies
_1__ I______.,t,_

1 
I 
I 
I

1' 
I 
I
±

1' 
I 
I 
I

_L

t t 
I 
I

I 
I
I

>

>text: I
I T 

I

*I
I I 

1
exp. of I 
system I

t 
I 
±

I 
I 
i

Fig. 5.20 An active view of text

This figure represents the conditioning factors relevant to a text at 

any current point; combined with the possibilities allowed by general 

potential, the frame - encompassing both the context of situation and the 

previous history of the text - and experience of the system combine to 

determine the choices which are actively available and likely at the next 

point in the text.
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5.4 Comparison with standard systemic modelling

The model as proposed here, with its components of paths, stacks, and 

frames, needs to be compared with the basic systemic model from which it 

derives. The proposals regarding stacks and frames are novel for the 

systemic approach, but should be complementary to existing theories of 

probabi I istic choice and contextualised text. However the proposals 

regarding the paths present quite a different view of choice from that which 

is represented in a typical systemic model.<4>

Firstly, previous work exploring the dynamic perspective has invariably 

observed a particular representational difference between the synoptic and 

dynamic perspectives. The difference is that synoptic representations tend 

to foreground mu Itivariate representations, or constituency structures, and 

dynamic representations foreground univariate, or dependency structures (cf 

the discussion of Bateman's work in Chapter Four, and the first endnote 

be I ow). But a most interesting implication of the path model proposed here 

is that it seems to give a univariate (dependency) value to otherwise 

multivariate (constituent) units. This is because the current and next path 

points are a type of univariate unit, and the path steps between them are a 

way of model Iing their relative unfolding. Yet each path point is manifested 

by a choice which has a multivariate value in the synoptic system. The 

dynamic perspective therefore seems to exploit both types of structures in a 

way not foreseen in other systemic work. This relationship between the 

multivariate and univariate representations is expressed tentatively here, as 

further research is needed to assess its viabi Iity.

Secondly. in comparing the path model as proposed here with standard 

systemic modelling. we have claimed that the two models should be 
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complementary, but have not yet argued for this position. It is tantalising 

to consider whether the path model could in fact be represented as a system 

simultaneous with other parts of a standard system network. O'DonnelI (1990) 

points out the advantages of having a consistent method of representation 

when trying to model the two perspectives, and it is worthwhile considering 

this possibi I ity here.

If the path model is to be applied as a system simultaneous with other 

systems, then this would mean that every time a unit, say a nominal group, is 

selected as an entry condition in a network, then a path system is selected 

too. So an entry condition would have not one but two systems dependent upon 

it, represented as fol lows:

( i )
nominal group system...

nominal group >

- path .

Or alternatively:

( i i )
1-a...
I 

nominal group ---- >1-b ...
I 
1-c...

path
ustain ...

close ...

I g • •
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An inmediate objection to this possibi Iity is the observation in section 

5.1 (and in endnote 2 below) that path steps are not parallel to an increase 

in delicacy in a system network, but simply finer degrees of classification. 

The path steps do not in themselves constitute a network. Even so, it would 

stiI I be possible to consider applying the path options simultaneously with a 

system. The two cou Id operate together if a feature from a system was 

selected simultaneously with an option from the path possibilities; the 

realization of the feature selection wouId have to combine with the path 

selection and be output through a gate (a realization device in a standard 

network which allows options from different systems to be combined), 

resulting in a particular structural output.

This scenario may appear to be feasible at first sight, but there are in 

fact insurmountable problems. The two methods of representation are 

fundamentally incompatible. For instance, in order to assess the possible 

path steps from a given current point, it is essential to know what that 

current point is. If, say, the path step continue is to apply, and the 

current choice is a Head in a nominal group, then continue wiI I be manifested 

by concatenation of another -Head; if, however, the current choice is a post

Modifier, a continue step wiI I be manifested by another post-Modifier, and so 

on. But in a standard network, al I the features relevant to one unit are 

supposedly selected and collected together in one realization expression 

before a structure is realized; that is, al I the choices are made and the 

structure is generated explosively, and so it is not possible to consider 

potential from a position which is only part-way through an unfolding unit.

Numerous other infe I icities can be cited. For example, entry to the 

nominal group system entails a realization expression + Head: this means that 

every time the nominal group system is entered, a Head is added to the 
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selection expression for that group. This is equivalent to saying that every 

nominal group must have a Head. Howevl!r given a dynamic perspective, a 

nominal group can be recognised before the Head is reached (thus a very ... 

is clearly part, if not all, of a nominal group), and it can also be 

abandoned before the Head is reached. This would mean that if abandon is 

selected from the path options, then some feature selected from the nominal 

group network wou Id have to be annu 11 ed in some way. Not only would such 

deletion of a feature be difficult to accomplish (as the network does not 

allow for such transformation-I ike rules), it would be difficult to know 

which feature to annul, if all the features relevant to one unit are supposed 

to be selected simultaneously.

Despite the incompatibility of the two representations, it is still a 

fundamental characteristic of the dynamic perspective on language that it 

both draws on and feeds back into a synoptic perspective on language. It is 

therefore essentia I to eIaborate how the dynamic perspective draws on the 

synoptic potential, that is, how the paths can make use of the potential 

captured in a system network. This can be achieved if, when appIying a 

dynamic perspective, the synoptic network is 'frozen' so to speak, so that 

the dynamically oriented analysis can draw on the network without being 

obliged to traverse a whole system. In a dynamically oriented analysis we 

need to consider what path steps might be possible from a particular current 

point, and the current point has to be identified in terms of its probable 

paradigmatic potential (the current point may, for example, have the 

potential to bi! functioning as a pre-Modifier). This locates it in terms of 

the system network. Thus from the network, it can be determined what would 

constitute the different path steps from that point; for instance, a continue 

step would repeat the network feature selected by the current point; a change
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would be accompli!hed by selecting from a simultaneous system; a complete 

would be achieved by moving into a different, unrelated system, and an 

abandon would be inexplicable in terms of the activated system. The 

dynamically oriented model therefore draws on the information contained 

within avai I able networks, but formulates the information in a different way. 

We exemplify below the different path potentials for a nominal group 

according to the nature of the current choice. The first nomina I group 

begins with pretty; the second begins with dogs.

I-Continue: eg +Epithet, pretty little ...

Path:

-rSus\ain ———1
I-Change: eg +Classifier, pretty Italian...

pretty^
'-Com I-Complete: eg +Process, pretty is (what I'd

I call her)
Close:-------1

I-Abandon

I-Continue: eg +Head, dogs and cats
Sustain ---1

I-Change: eg +Post-Modifier, dogs with 
collars

Path: dogs

<

I-Complete: eg +Process, dogs chased ... 
Close: -------1

I-Abandon

Fig. 5.22 Different nominal group paths

As can be seen from the above figure, the types of options available 

vary markedly according to the status of the current choice. Paradigms of 

choice are activated as the text unfolds, and so vary according to the 

current status of the text. The synoptic representation is needed to inform 

a dynamic perspective, but the actual nature of the paradigms within a 

dynamic perspective are syntagmatically defined.
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One advantage of freezing the network for use in the proposed way is 

that the dynamic representation can then exploit the information in the 

network as necessary. For example, if the current choice from a dynamic 

perspective is a particular lexical item, this will be found in the synoptic 

representation at the most delicate end of the network. But in order to 

determine the path steps from that lexical item, the lexical item can be 

followed back through the synoptic network to discover its paradigmatic role 

(whether, say, it is a noun), and such information wi 11 inform the dynamic 

representation as to what options are open from that lexical item.

It is also necessary to demonstrate the way in which selections in 

actual texts affect the understanding of the (synoptic) system. The 

proposa Is of Nesbitt and PIum (1988) suggest a way forward here, as they 

demonstrate the way in which quantitative changes in the system (repeatedly 

co-selecting certain features, for instance) may eventually have qualitative 

effects on the system (leading to a different set of options being 

represented).

We have tried to indicate here some of the implications of integrating 

the path and network representations. Evident I y, it wou Id be necessary to 

formulate rules of interpretation and heuristic principles to achieve this. 

Such a task would not by any means be simple, and will not be attempted in 

this thesis, but it should be a feasible goal for future research.

5.4. 1 Comparison with Martin's definitions

Given that Marlin's (1985) definition of synoptic/dynamic stimulated 

much of the current systemic interest in a dynamic perspective on language,
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it is usefu I to compare his definit ions with those deve I oped here. As 

discussed in Chapter Two, Martin cross-classified 'potential' and 'actual' 

with 'static' and 'active' to produce the following matrix:

1 potential | . actual____
1 

static |
1

1 
synoptic 5ystem |

1

1 
text 1

_____________ 1
1 

active |
1

dynamic system |
. .... .. . ....  1

process 1

Fig. 2.2/5.23 Martin's cross-classification of dynamic 
and synoptic (Martin 1985:259)

Criticisms of Martin's position were raised in. Chapter Two, in 

particular with regard to the improbable nature of a 'dynamic' system, and 

the difficulty of differentiating 'text' from 'process'. In this thesis, the 

variables of potential and actual are not disputed, but they are cross

classified with synoptic and dynamic as perspectives, or ways of looking at, 

both potential and actual. Thus Martin's dichotomy of static and active is 

seen as characterising the synoptic and dynamic perspectives respective I y 

(although these perspectives are defined by other characteristics as well). 

Actual, depending on the perspective, results in a view of 'text as product' 

or of 'text as process'. Further, potential, if viewed synoptically, needs 

to be captured by a global representation (such as a system network);and, if 

viewed dynamically, needs to be represented by an unfolding model (such as 

the path model proposed here). Martin's matrix is therefore modified in the 

following way:
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J______ potential I actual
synoptic

I 
(static) I global formulation

I
I text as product 
1___________

dynamic
| I

(active) I unfolding formulation! text as process
J_____________________ 1________________

Fig. 5.24 Modification of Martin's matrix

This matrix may not at first sight appear to be significantly different 

from Martin's original proposal (especially if a generous - that is, non

technical - interpretation is taken of his 'dynamic system'), but there are 

several critical differences. Firstly, the modified matrix clarifies the 

point that text is simultaneously product and process, and that the 

perspective applied to text will highlight one of these aspects rather than 

the other. Secondly, it emphasises that 'dynamic' and 'synoptic' are indeed 

matters of perspective, and not features intrinsic to a text: it is not the 

case that two different types of data are in question. Thirdly, and most 

importantly, it emphasises the fact that perspective must be seen to apply to 

potential as well; in particular, a dynamic view of potential cannot be 

represented in a global fashion, but must be formulated momentarily, in an 

unfolding way. It is the same system of potential in question, but just as 

for the view of text, different aspects of that potential are highlighted. 

Indeed, we have demonstrated that the dynamic perspective brings to the fore 

an aspect of potential which is obscured from the synoptic point of view, 

namely, potential arising from the synta^gmatic axis. In Martin's matrix, a 

dynamic system may well be sensitive to choices made in preceding contexts 

(as the dynamically oriented models examined in Chapter Four aimed to be), 

and so appear to account for some aspects of the syntagmatic axis. But such 

models sti 11 need to be laid out in advance, so to speak, and cannot be
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represented as unfolding. This means that they miss the fu 11 impact of a 

dynamic perspective on potential. In the modified matrix, a dynamic 

perspective on potential means that the unfolding text is seen to have a 

different functional potential from that of a synoptic perspective. As text 

needs to be considered as both process and product, this ensures that the one 

system of language is in operation, but seen from two complementary points of 

view.

This chapter has presented the components of the paths, stacks and the 

frame to mode I I anguage from a dynamic perspective. The proposa Is enab I e 

both text and the system of potential behind the text to be viewed 

dynamically. We now turn to a more specific exploration of grarrmar in order 

to iI lustrate these proposals.

Endnote·

1 (Section 5.1.1): A univariate •Iruclure I· one of lhe Iwo baalc lyp·· of language alruclur· 

argued for by Hal I Iday (1965), and ll ia a alruclure “1nvolvln9 only on· variable·. For 

example, a clauae complex i· a •Iruclure conalalin9 of Iwo or «re clau···· lhe clau·· baln9 lha 

alruclural variable In lha complex. The olher ba^lc alruclure-lyp· le lha •ult/var/afa 

alruclure, which la a •lruclure “1nvolvln9 Mr· lhan one variable". A clau··· for Inalance, ••Y 

be aeen lo axial ea · alrin9 of word·, bul ll· atruclura depend· on relation· auch a· 'SubJacl', 

'Predicator', 'Complement'. The·· are dlatlnct variable· in lhe alruclura of lh· clauae1 "Each 

mulllvarlale alruclur· I· a configuration of relation· Involving a delemlnale a·l of dlallncl 

element.·." While Bateman'· propoaal alna specifically to monitor lhe unfoldln9 of unlvarlala 

atruclurea, we uae hi· propoaal lo il« monitor lha unfolding of mulllvarlala atruclur·a· See 

lhe related dlacuaalon In a·cllon 5,4.
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2 (Sect.ion 5,1.3): The finer claulflcalion of path ahpa ahould ba dlfhranllahd fro111 an 

Iner···· In delicacy In · ayat«m network, Conceptually the two are very atmllar, bul for111ally, 

an incr···· In delicacy adda further feature· to a given unit; here, the finer dlatlnctlona ara 

different waya of talking about the a·» thing, that la, the aam· type of path atep, wllhout 

adding further 'feature·' to It.

3 <Section S.1.3): It la lntereatln11 to compare our definition of complete with Sinclair'· 

(1985:16) auggeatlon for ldentlfyln9 the boundarl·· of a unit In dlacour··· He notea that 

dlacour·· muat be purpoaeful, "ll mual be headln9 aomewhere", and ao a directional deacrlpllon 

of diacourae ahould be continued •until a point la reached where the verbal acllvlly perform· In 

Ila totality aome action that Ilea oulalde lan9uage." Our definition la •ora llngulallcally 

bound Ihan thla, although ihe two poaltlona are not inco111patible If 'expectation·' In our 

definition la replaced by 'purpo··· in Sinclair'··

4 (Section S.4): It la a I ao Iraportant to acknowIed9a that dIfferent aapacta of Ihe propoaaI a 

put forward hare ar· dealt with In varloua Mdela, ao,.e of which were Introduced In Chapter 

Four. Aa no aln9la allarnallve •odel Incorporate· the ran9· of feature· ar9ued for here, and aa 

none la baaed on the type of dynamdc perapaclive we have ar9ued for, we do not explore Ihaae 

allernatlv·· In depth, but 111entlon lhe,. for future reference, Further, Iheae Mdala lend lo al· 

at automatic "'°dell Ing of lan9ua9e, whereaa our propoaal· have been formulated 1M>ra 9anerally.

In parllcular, the ATN Mdel ha· aeveral device· which are ralavant to the faaluraa argued 

for here. For Inalanca, In an ATN It la poaalbla to uka tentative declalona regarding Iha 

atruclura of the unit being paraed, and then "to change one'· 111ind later in the ••nlence without 

backtracking" (Woode 1970:602), Thie relate· to our require111ent for ai111utlaneoua anah···· 

Further, ATNa can account for probablllatlc aapecla of choice, ·· the arc· of an ATN can ba 

we 19hted "to Ind I cat· e Ilher how 11 ke I y the arc la to b· taken fro111 that alale or how 111uch 

lnfor111atlon la likely to be 9alned fro111 taking that arc" (Bal·· 1978:221).
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Anolher model which he· several uuful formulisms I· Rumelharl et a/'· (1986) ,aodel of 

pevellpe dlviribuitd developed^, which w·· developed to account for certain aspect· of 

cognition. In arllcular, lhey offer ■OIH lnalghl lnlo lhe modelI Ing of I earning, which la 

re Ievant to our account of the dlai eelIc belwe^n experIenc· of Ihe ■y^lem and choice· In an 

unfoldlng hxt. Uaeful in^lghl lnlo experience of the syslem, although not from a dynamlc 

perspective, i· found In the work of Slnclalr (paolm), whose large ■cale, corpua-ba»d work 

provides lntere^ling lingulsllc evidence of · kind different lo lhat acquired through 

lntro^pectlon or ■mall-^cale data ■tudle·, Slmllarly, lhe work of Gro·· Cp···^) on a lexicon- 

gra11V11ar of French rovides an lnleresllng way of obtaining evidence about experience of the 

■ysicm.

The requlrement In our model for many different components acting together Cfme, text, 

exerience of sysle111), •· welI •· for a flexible definition of lhe unit, can be related to 

research on Incr^m^nt·I ••nlence production and parsing. De Smedt and Kempen (1987>, for 

ln^lance, develop · model which shows different iaodul·· (conceptual, lexico-synlaclic, 

arllculalory and ao on) Interacting to roduce • sentence, 

Finally, the Penman syale111, a compulatlonal aodel of a aystemic gra^ar (cf Mann 1983) 
/ 

contains a mechanl·.. which I· relevant to the interaction argued for between choice· In an 

unfolding text and the corresponding contextual fr···· · This 111echanl·· I· the choour or choice

expert. At each choice point In · sy^le·, a question I· asked of the gra^ar'· envlrowent lo 

lnform lhe choice about lo be —d·, which enables lnleracllon between lhe choice· and lheir 

environment lo be captured. (See, for example, Mallhl···^ 1987.)

Addlllonali A nole on Narkovlan proc·····

ll I· lnleresllng lo consider whether the -d^l propossd In lhl· chapter represent· a 

Markovlan or ■locha^llc proc···· where the current environment provide· all the nece^ary 

Information for moving on lo the next envlronment. Without qua^llon, what happen· earlier in 

the text affect· what may happen laler In the text, but there I· considerable room for debate as 

lo whether th I· consl Ilute· a stochasl Ic or Markovian proce·· or not, The way In which the 
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movement between current. and next. Choice· ha· been deacrlbed would aeera t.o fll In wel I wlt.h 

Markovian proceaaea, Yet. t.he lnt.roduct.ion of a component. of previoua hlat.ory would see· lo 

negah t.h i ·.

Thi· apparent. conlradiclion ariaea becauae lhe previoua hialory la carried forward with 

lhe unfolding lexl (In lhe way lhal Emmoll'· frame· are carried forward); hence, while ll Is nol 

neceasary lo 'go back' In Ihe lexl for any reaaon, lhe prevloua lexl I· aomehow present. al Ihe 

currenl polnl. Thie la Ihe poailion impllcll In Sinclair'· (1991) model of enc^p^vl^tlon, where 

lhe current. aenlence embodies all lhal Is relevant. lo lnlerprel lhe lexl, bolh encapaulallnt lhe 

previous lexl/aenlence and proapecllng Ihe nexl lexl/senlence, In Sinclair'· model, Ihe 

prevIoua lexl appear a lo I ose Ila Imporlance, becauae Il I· encapauIaled by Ihe current. lexl. 

Bul ll remains lrue lhal lhe currenl lexl was arrived al by followln9 a parllcular unfoldlng 

palh; a different. palh would have led lo a different. point. from which lo proceed.

. To deacribe Ihe dynamic unfolding of a lexl as Markovian would see· lo place loo much 

emphaala on lhe movement. from current. lo nexl, l9norlng lhe facl lhal any 'currenl' choice ls 

bul one I Ink In an ongoing chain, In which different. choice· would have led lo different. 

'current.' point.a. Yel ll al i 11 needa lo be emphaa i aed lhal lhe mode I propoaed here I a 

ai9niflcanlly different. front lhoae which preserve, rat.her than carry forward, lhe previous 

hlalory of lhe lexl. In lhe model preaenled here, lhe prevloua hlalory la nol avallable lo be 

relurned lo, bul mual be carried forward aa parl of lhe relevant. delall lnforaln9 \he current. 

choice.
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CHAPTER SIX

GR>J+1AR FRc»-1 A DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE:

<I> THE Cc»-tPONENTS OF GRN+1AR

6.1 Introduction

Up to this point, the focus of the thesis has been a broad one on 

general issues of modelling language from a dynamic perspective. The 

components of the proposed model were formulated to be applicable to various 

levels of linguistic description, and illustrative examples included generic 

structure, the exchange in discourse, grarrmar and lexis. In this and the 

fol lowing chapter, the focus shifts to granmar in particular, and the general 

suggestions from the first part of the thesis for a dynamic perspective on 

language are applied to the grarrmatical analysis of a text.

This chapter begins by defining grarrmar in theoretical terms, describing 

its place and role in systemic theory. This is a synoptic view of grarrmar, 

and is necessary in order to enable a comparison with and an understanding of 

the dynamic view. Following this, we justify the application of a dynamic 

perspective to granmar, arguing why this is a valid area of study. The 

chapter then moves on to an analysis of grarrmar from a dynamic perspective, 

focussing on the ana I ysis of grarrmat i ea I units. Metafunctiona I aspects of 

gra^nmar are considered in Chapter Seven.
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6.2 Elaborating the notion of grarrmar

Before beginning a dynamic analysis of grammar, we need to explain the 

theory of grarrrnar with which we are working: how the systemic functional 

school begins a grarrrnatical description, what the key component!! are, how 

structures and forms are ana I ysed. The fol lowing discussion is ba!led on 

Hal I iday 1985a:19ff, Hal I iday 1961 and Hal I iday 1976a; other references are 

noted where relevant. ’

Initially, a granmatical description needs to be able to identify the 

components, the basic buiI ding blocks, of the language in question. Consider 

a sentence such as the following:

the troops attacked the protesters

Merely marking this example as a sentence is already a partial 

description: a person who did not speak English would not be able to isolate 

this as a meaningful unit in an ongoing flow of speech. However, speakers of 

English would be able to produce and understand a sentence such as this: they 

recognise it as being potentially part of their overall linguistic system. 

Speakers also recognise that the sentence itself is made up of parts: 

orthographically, this can be made evident by an initial capital letter and 

final ful I-stop, and by spaces between words. But describing a sentence as a 

list of words is not particularly revealing; the question is then, how to 

define the basic structure of the sentence?

There are at least two ways in which this problem can be approached. 

Structures can be divided according to a principle of either maximal or 

minimal bracketing. Maximal bracketing is exactly what its name implies: it 

means "imposing the maximum amount of structure" (Halliday 1985a:22), and is 
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known in linguistics as lrrmediate Constituent Analysis. Minimal bracketing, 

on the other hand, only makes divisions where they are seen to be needed, the 

need deriving from some other principle, namely a functional one. If these 

two types of bracketing are represented as 'trees' with branches and nodes, 

the maximal approach results in a tree with many nodes, and few branches for 

each node (carried to its extreme, a maximum of two branches). The minimal 

approach results in a tree with few nodes, and relatively many branches to 

each node. This means that in each case, the nodes and branches of the trees 

are making different statements about structure. In the maximal approach, 

the branches indicate constituent structure, and the notion of constituency 

carries much of the analytical load. In the minimal approach, less 

information is given about the constituent structure, and so the nodes and 

branches need to be interpreted in order to gain structural information. The 

following figure represents a minimal bracketing of the sample sentence:

clause 
I  

1 ।_____________ 1
group group group

I I __J____
I I I I I 

word word word word word
Illi I 

the troops attacked the protesters

Fig. 6.1 Minimal bracketing

This figure tells us that there is one clause (or sentence), consisting 

of three groups, two of which consist of two words, and the other of one 

word. A systemic granmar adopts a minimal approach to bracketing, but this 

type of bracketing does not give much information about the structure of the 

clause: many clauses might consist of the same components (three groups, one 
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clause...), without necessarily being seen to have the same structure. For 

this reason, the nodes and branches in the minimal bracketing approach need 

to be interpreted.

Before going on to explore the nature of this interpretation, let us 

first of al I consider the components themselves a I ittle more. From the above 

figure, it can be seen that the components of the grarrrnatical structure are 

units which are organized on a scale. A unit is defined by Hal I iday (1961) 

as the grarrmatical category which carries stretches of patterns, these 

'stretches' being defined according to the language in question. In English, 

the relevant units are morpheme, word, group, phrase, clause and clause 

complex (clause and clause complex are para Ilel to simple and complex 

sentences in more traditional terminology). These units are arranged in 

relation to each other on a scale of 'smal I to big' or 'low to high', this 

scale being called the rank 5cale. Its imp I ication is that units lower down 

the scale 'make up' the units higher up the scale, or put the other way, that 

units higher on the scale have lower ranked units as their components. The 

above example, for instance, is one clause, but consists of three groups (the 

troops, attacked and the protesters), each of which in turn consists of 

individual words. Had the example been the troops attacked small groups of 

protesters, the clause structure would be the same as the first example 

(consisting of three groups), but the examples would differ in structural 

terms at the rank of group (the protesters/smalI groups of protesters).

In undertaking a systemic analysis of grarrmar, an important point to 

note about the rank scale is the principle whereby a unit may have another 

unit of the same or higher rank as one of its components. This is called the 

principle of downward rank 5hift, and accounts for how two apparently 

separate units are treated as one. For example, in a nominal group such as 
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the streets in the city, there are two nominal groups (the streets, the city), 

but the second is part of a prepositional phrase (in the city) which is post

Modifying the first nominal group. The prepositional phrase and the nominal 

group internal to it are said to be rank-shifted, because they are 

functioning as part of the first nominal group. Similarly, in a nominal group 

such as the man who ran away, there is an element from the rank of clause, 

who ran away, functioning to post-Modify the nominal group, the man. It is 

useful to compare this example with the man ran away; this latter example is 

a complete clause; it contains a process, ran, which is called a ranking 

process, as it is part of the structure of the clause. On the other hand, in 

the former example, the process is not ranking, as it is part of the 

structure of the group. The man who ran away would be part of the structure 

of a clause, as in the man who ran away was my friend. Because the man who 

ran away plays a role in the structure of a clause, it is identified as a 

group, even though it contains within it elements of a rank-shifted clause.

It was noted above in the discussion of maximal and minimal bracketing 

that, in a minimal bracketing approach, the nodes and labels of the 

structural tree have to be interpreted. A clue to the way in which the units 

on the rank scale are interpreted is provided by the phenomenon of rankshift, 

and the need to differentiate between, say, a ranking and a non-ranking 

process. The interpretation is a functional one: what we interpret is the 

role being played by a unit in the next highest unit. Interpretation consists 

in label I ing the nodes and branches of the tree, in order to indicate the 

structural role of the elements in the larger whole.

As we saw for the case of rankshift, the function of any unit is with 

respect to the unit next above; so, for instance, we need to determine 

whether a group is playing a role as a group (and so functioning with respect 
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to the clause), or as part of a group (and so functioning with respect to the 

group). But the notion of function is more extensive than this; every unit 

is able to function in a variety of ways. For example, a clause functions to 

te l I us which part of the message is its departure point, to tell us whether 

information is being presented or requested, to tel I us whether the action of 

the clause is extended to a second participant, and so on. At group rank, a 

nominal group may function to tell us what sort of thing is in question, and 

to give us more information about that thing, modifying or describing it in 

different ways. A verbal group tells us what sort of event is involved, as 

wel I as indicating such features as the time of the event, and so on. At 

every rank, different options open up in relation to the units of that rank; 

these options form a paradigm of potential: a range of alternatives 

representing all the different types of clauses, groups and so on, which are 

possible in a language.

Breaking down the units on the rank scale according to the role(s) they 

are able to play gives rise to classes of units. A class is "that grouping 

of members of a given unit which is defined by operation in the structure of 

the unit next above" (Halliday 1961/1976:64). Further, this grouping 

represents "a set of items that are alike in some respect" <Halliday 

1985a:30). For example, only a verbal group can function as a process at a 

clause rank. Al I elements identified as a certain class wi 11 be alike in 

some respect, although this 'likeness' may differ in degree. A description 

of class can be made more delicate to account for differences within a class, 

or sub-classes. For instance, at the rank of word, there may be different 

types of noun (conmon, proper, mass .•• ), which are differentiated at a level 

which is more delicate than just 'noun'. Similarly, there may be different 

types of nominal group, having, say, pre-Modification (the old soldiers), or
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post-Modification (protesters with flags), or both (the young people in the 

square). At a level of lesser delicacy, these groups are all described as 

nominal groups, but at a level of greater delicacy, they wi11 be seen to 

differ.

However, the different classes of units and the different roles they can 

play are not necessarily co-extensive. The class label is a way of describing 

the unit in question as a type of dictionary entry (the troops, for instance, 

is always a nominal group in class terms). On the other hand, the functional 

label is a way of interpreting the item in question in terms of a given 

instance (the troops, for example, takes on different roles in the following 

cIauses; the troops attacked the protesters; the protesters attacked the 

troops). It is certainly true that there is a close association between 

function and class, but "the same class may have more than one function, 

(and) so also the same function may be performed by more than one class." 

(Halliday 1985a:29)

There are, therefore, two ways of describing the options which open up 

in relation to the units on the rank scale, both according to their class and 

their function. It should be noted that it is a convention in systemic 

theory that class names are written entirely in lower case (determiner, noun, 

nominal group), and functional names are written with an initial capital 

(Deictic, Head, Subject •.• ).

At this point, it is necessary to say a little more about function. If 

we compare our original example, the troops attacked the; protesters, with the 

protesters attacked the troops, it can be seen that the classes of unit in 

these two examples are exactly the same, but that their meaning, and their 

granmatical structure, is quite different. The difference lies in the role 
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being played by the elements of each structure. For instance, in the first 

example, the troops is taking on the role of Actor (the participant 

undertaking the action), whereas in the latter example, the troops, takes on 

the role of Goal (the participant to which the process is extended). Again, 

both examples have the same bracketing in structural terms, but the branches 

of the structural tree are interpreted differently.

The funct i ona I ro I es are defined by the structure of the unit in 

question: a structure "is a set of relations, and the elements of structure 

are the values defined by these relations" (Halliday 1981a:29). For example, 

one of the options relevant to the clause is whether or not it is indicative; 

if indicative, this is expressed by the inclusion of an element Subject in 

the structure of the clause. The Subject element is expressed by a nominal 

group, and its functional role is recognised in relation to the other 

elements of the clause (such as Finite, Predicator). Structure is therefore 

a configuration of functional elements, such as Subject-Finite-Predicator; 

'Subject' is not a structure on its own, but is an element of structure. 

Structure "refers to abstract grarrrnatical relations on the syntagmatic axis", 

that is, to the relations among the parts of a linguistic unit (the groups 

making up a clause, and so on), (Halliday 1981a:29). The I ink between 

structure and class is that class is the set of items which takes on, or 

realizes, the values defined by the structural relations. We saw above in 

the troops/protesters examples that a change in the linear sequence of the 

classes reflected a structural change, but linear sequence and structural 

ordering do not have to be in a one-to-one relation. For example, a clause 

may have the feature indicative, which is realized by the presence of the 

e I ements Subject and Finite. Their re I ati ve sequent i a I or Iinear order is 

irrrnaterial; it is their presence which realizes the feature in question
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(however, their relative order is relevant to a more delicate set of 

features, namely whether an indicative clause is declarative or 

interrogative; in the former case, 'the Subject precedes the Finite; in the 

latter, the Subject fol lows the Finite). When the I inear sequence of 

structural variables needs to be specified, the elements are separated by the 

sign A. For example, SubjectAFinite means that the Finite element follows 

the Subject. On the other hand, if it is on I y the structura I order that 

needs to be specified, without reference to linear sequence, the elements are 

separated by the sign *. For example, SubjecfFinite means that the elements 

may appear in either I inear order. (Other I i near sequences are possib I e, 

where one element may be enclosed by another, but we do not refer further to 

these; cf Halliday 1981a:30).

A further point to note when describing grarrmatical units is that most 

are multi-functional in nature: a clause such as the troops attacked the 

protesters exhibits not just one structure, but many. For instance, it has 

the structure ActorAProcessAGoal, and also the structure Theme A Rheme (Theme: 

the troops; Rheme: attacked the protesters; see Chapter Seven for further 

explanation of these options). The multi-functional nature of constituents 

means that multiple features have been selected in relation to the one unit. 

For example, in the protesters were attacked by the troops, the 

Actor AProcessAGoal structure is the same as in our earlier example (its 

I inear sequence may be different, but the same elements are taking on the 

same functional roles). However, the thematic structure is different, with 

the protesters now taking on the role of Theme, and with the clause now 

having a passive rather than an active form, which relates to its structure 

in terms of Mood (again see further discussion in Chapter Seven). A 

comparison of these examples illustrates that different features are selected 
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in relation to the one unit, the clause in this case, and that each feature 

has a structural consequence for the clause.

In the systemic model, it is the category of system whi eh brings

together the aspects of the grarrmatical description so far discussed. A 

system derives from the breaking down of classes in terms of delicacy, and 

formalizes the options which open up at places on the rank scale. It accounts 

for the selection of one option rather than another - In other words, it 

describes the paradigmatic potential available at that point. We have 

observed that options open up for each unit on the rank scale (clause, group, 

... ): selecting one option rather than another means that a certain class of 

that unit has been selected (for example, nominal group or verbal group). 

The options avai I ab I e to be se I ected are features of the unit in question, 

such as whether a clause wil I be indicative, or whether a nominal group will 

be modified. These features are arranged as a system of alternatives, and 

systems are related to each other in a system network, by the principle of 

delicacy. The rank scale provides a way in to the network; the environment 

of the system, or its entry condition, is a unit on the rank scale. If the 

entry condition is satisfied, then the options x or y or z, for example, may 

be available, or the options x or y and b or c, and so on. (The different 

possible organizations of a system are outlined in Halliday 1976a:15) 

Examples of systems were given in Chapter Two (section 2.3) and Chapter Four 

(section 4.2). We present below a fragment of a system network for the 

purpose of ii lustrating the above points.
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clause

I^tii’tt>

-T-hetwiL------->

indicative
>

I- declarative
I- po I ar ...

1-
I- wh-...

-

Fig. 6.2 Fragment of a system network

In this network, options open up in relation to the clause; selections 

are to be made simultaneously from three systems, Transitivity, Mood and 

Theme. The feature indicative may be chosen from the system of Mood; if this 

feature is selected, further, more delicate, options are available, the 

features declarative and interrogative. If interrogative is chosen, an even 

more delicate option is avai I able as to the type of interrogative: polar 

(yes/no: are you going away?) or wh- interrogative (why are you going away?). 

Features are selected while moving through the network from left to right, 

from least to greatest delicacy, so the availability of the feature 

declarative is dependent on the prior selection of the feature indicative.

In a system network, each feature has a structural consequence; as noted 

earlier, selection of the feature indicative results in the presence of the 

elements Subject and Finite in the output structure. The structural 

consequence is captured as a .realization rule, accounting for the presence, 

linear sequence, conflation and so on of structural elements. In other words, 

realization accounts for the linguistic manifestation of a feature. As each 

feature is selected on a move or a pass through the network, the associated 

realization rule is noted and gathered together in a selection expre5sion, 

which brings together all the features which have been selected in relation 
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to a particular unit. When all the features and their associated 

realizations have been selected, an output may be generated, representing a 

multi-functional, structural output for the unit in question.

However, because the units of grarrrnar are related by the scale of rank, 

features selected in a unit higher up the rank scale open up selections lower 

down the rank scale. For example, the feature indicative in relation to the 

clause is realized by the structural elements Subject and Finite; but these 

elements are in turn realized by a nominal group and a verbal group 

respectively. This means that the systemic options relevant to these groups 

are therefore available (for the nominal group, for instance, whether it wi I I 

be modified or not), in turn resulting in a structure for the group in 

question. And selections for the group will in turn have repercussions for 

selections at the rank of word. In this way, a system-structure cycle can be 

seen to be established between systemic options and structural realizations 

between the units of grarrmar.

The grarrrnatical categories of unit, structure, class and system, 

together with the scales of rank, delicacy and realization (or exponence in 

early outlines of the theory) form the basis of a grarrrnatical description 

from a systemic functional point of view. For this and the following chapter, 

it is not essential to be fami Iiar with the detai Is of writing system 

networks, or the details of all the currently available systemic descriptions 

of English. What is most important is to understand the way in which units 

are related hierarchically on the rank scale, and to understand that the 

choices relevant to a systemic description are functional in nature. It 

would be useful at this stage to sunmarise the units which are referred to 

most frequently in the remainder of this chapter, and to briefly describe 

their major structural potential. The following discussion is based on
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Halliday (1985a), which should be referred to for further details. In the 

remainder of the thesis, we focus on the ranks of group and clause. Firstly, 

in terms of the unit clause, we need to be able to identify the functional 

elements of:

Participant: typically realized by a nominal group, for example l; 
a city.that isn't at work; the..distance.
Process: reaIized by a verba I group, for examp Ie ^; spoke; have 
seen. ,
Circumstance: typically realized by a prepositional phrase, for 
example: in the distance; with gunfire.

The realizations of these elements (nominal group realizing Participant, 

and so on), in turn need to be identified in terms of their own functional 

structure. In principal, we focus on:

(a) nominal group: with basic structure of optional pre-Modifiers, 
obligatory Head, and optional post-Modifiers. Each of these 
elements can be described in more delicate structural terms. For 
instance, pre-Modifiers include Deictics (typically realized by 
determiners, demonstratives and pronouns, for example the, that, 
my); Numeratives (realized by numerals, for example one. third, 
few); Epithets (realized by adjectives, for example pretty, 
horrible); Classifiers (typically realized by adjectives or nouns, 
for example pub Iic ItransportJ, c^omnercial [vehicles)). The Head 
of a nominal group is more delicately described as a Thing, and is 
reaIized by pronouns, names, or nouns (for examp Ie, l; cranes; 
air). The post-Modifier is more delicately described as a 
Qualifier, and is realized by embedded (that is, rankshifted) 
groups or clauses, for example .{the main road) leading to Tiananmen 
Square; [the people] they said they..had seen.

(b) verbal group: with basic structure of Finite (realized by 
modals or auxiliaries, for example, may, did), plus Event (realized 
by a lexical verb, for example smoking, fired), with optional 
auxiIiaries (reaIized by auxiIiary verbs, for examp Ie have, be; 
though forms of the verbs be and have may be lexical verbs in their 
own right, as in Today is Sunday).

(c) adverbial group: typically realized by an adverb, for example 
defiantly.

(d) prepositional phrase: with the structure of a minor clause, 
that is, with a minor Predicator (realized by a preposition) and 
Complement (realized by a nominal group); for example jn the 
distance; along the main road; at„most.of the intersections.
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These are examp I es of the types of units whi eh are identified from a 

dynamic point of view in the remainder of the chapter. Functional matters are 

considered only in terms of the roles of elements in higher-ranked units, 

that i s, what the role of a word might be in relation to a group, or the role 

of a group in relation to a clause. Metafunctional considerations are 

exp I ored in the fo 11 owing chapter, and the terms re I evant to the 

metafunctional aspect of gra^ar are introduced there.

6.2.1 The relationship of lexis to grarrrnar

In the preceding discussion of the basic grarrmatical model, only grarrrnar 

itself was discussed, but there is another aspect to this linguistic stratum, 

and that is lexis. Lexis contributes to the organization and conveyance of 

meaning, so the stratum in question is more correctly referred to as 

lexicogra^nmar. But the existence of two different names for patterns within 

the same stratum suggests that two different types of phen^omena are in 

question, and indeed, there is considerable dispute as to whether patterns of 

lexis and grarrmar are of the same or of a different order.

The Hallidayan model proposes that lexis and grarrmar are patterns of the 

same order, with lexis being the 'most delicate' choice in granmar. That is, 

at an entry point to a network, choices will relate to broad functional 

roles; as the network increases in delicacy (moving right in the network), 

the choices become more and more precisely defined in their functional role, 

unti I the choice is that of a unique lexical item. Salat (1985) provides a 

convincing demonstration of this pattern, showing that a closely related set 

of lexical items (concerned with synonyms of help. aid, assistance ···) could
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be differentiated with a system network, that Is, with each Item having a 

unique role to play in the system.

On the other hand, there is considerable evidence that lexical and 

graITmatical patterns are of a different kind. The clearest example of this 

is the case of collocations, colloquially known as 'the company words keep'. 

Col location occurs when one particular lexical item sets up a strong 

expectation for another to occur in close proximity: for instance, that a cup 

of tea will be strong, as opposed to, say, powerful. Collocation accounts 

for the fact that some items co-occur for no obviously good reason, other 

than that just happens to be an established pattern in the language. Many 

linguists (for example, Hoey 1991) use evidence such as this to argue the 

case that lexis is different in kind to grarrmar.

It Is very difficult to resolve this dispute. Most of the arguments for 

either case can be resolved from the other point of view. For instance, the 

unique patterning used by HalIiday and· Salat to justify fine 

(IexicograrrmatieaI) network distinetions is aIso used by Iinguists such as 

Gross (passim) to justify a theory in which lexis is the organizing factor, 

each IexieaI item being seen to enter into a unique set of granmatieaI 

reIations. AlternativeIy, the argument that coIIocations provide evidence 

for the separate nature of lexis and granmar is rebuffed by Firth's theory of 

co/ligation, where granmatical patterns are also seen to co-occur for no 

obviously good reason, confirming the argument that the two are patterns of 

the same kind. The subject is one which merits (and indeed, which is 

receiving) a great deal of attention in its own right; here only the barest 

bones of the debate have been hinted at. But the point of contention is 

relevant to the further development of this thesis. As will be seen in this 

and the fo11owl ng chapter, a dynamic perspective first draws on actuaI 
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lexical choices to begin formulating expectations as to what might come as 

the text continues to unfold. Lexical choices are thus a key to what might 

be happening functionally in the text, but significantly, it is not just the 

lexical item which provides the key, but the grarrmatical class and probable 

function of that element.

Either the hypothesis that lexis is most delicate grarrmar or the 

hypothesis that the two are separate could hold from this point of view. For 

the first hypothesis, the implication would be that lexical choices are the 

end point of a real izational chain, and thus, are a key to what might be 

happening at a less delicate point and so to what options might be related to 

the less delicate choices. For the second hypothesis, the implication would 

be that lexical patterning (including, for instance, collocations) drives 

other kinds of patterning, forcing stacks to be reweighted, for instance. The 

thesis does not in any way resolve this debate, but it does bring the debate 

into focus, and so the issues have been acknowledged here.

6.3 Why gramnar?

The application of a dynamic perspective to granmar, particularly 

grarrmar within the clause, is not by any means an obvious thing to do. 

Indeed, the validity of such an approach has been explicitly rejected, for 

example by Martin (1985) and O'Donnel I (1986, 1990). They have argued that a 

dynamic perspective on grarrmar is both psychologically implausible and 

theoretically untenable, on the basis that it seems to be highly uni ikely 

that speakers generate grarrmatical units as they unfold, and so theoretically 

unsatisfactory to explain their meaning potential in this way.
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Counter-arguments to these objections have already been presented. Not 

only have we argued that an explosive account of generation is unable to 

account for certain aspects of the production and reception of gran-mar, we 

have also argued that a dynamic perspective should be independent of the 

nature of the description to which it is applied. We certainly concur with 

the position that the inherent nature of granmar is not particularly dynamic: 

it lends itself to constructional, multivariate, constituent relations, 

whereas the dynamic perspective lends itself to the modelling of non- 

constructiona I, univariate, dependency relations. But nevertheless, 

perspective is independent, and the ability to apply a particular perspective 

to an intractable domain should further our understanding of the perspective. 

Moreover, as argued in Chapter Five, a different perspective foregrounds 

aspects of the description which may have been hitherto obscured, and so a 

dynamic perspective on grarrmar should bring some new insights to this 

area. < 1>

An analogy may help make it clear why the proposed approach to grarrmar 

will be useful, despite its apparent unsuitability. When, as analysts, we 

examine a speaker's choices, the choices can be overviewed all at once or 

can be followed as if the choices are leading on to each other in a dynamic 

fashion. This is a choice of perspective, and either perspective is valid. 

When looking back over a speaker's choices, it is easy to assume that they 

were al I made globally and purposefully, but a dynamic perspective cannot 

make such an assumption. If, for instance, we were describing a car journey 

and not a granmatical unit, the description could be made after the journey 

is comp I eted, or as the journey is being undertaken. Given the former 

approach, the endpoint of the journey is known, and the overviewer can try to 

make sense of how the driver got there: why some routes were chosen rather
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than others, and so on. Given the latter approach, the overviewer can try to 

work out where the driver is going: whether there is any motivation behind 

the choices made at different road junctures, and what the implications of 

the choices might be for the ongoing journey. From this point of view, the 

overviewer would assume that the driver is making use both of a map of the 

road (some knowledge of the direction and grade of the roads and so on), and 

of a view of the road (the ability to see a traffic accident up ahead, for 

instance, which could result in the driver changing route).

The way in which the driver plans (or does not plan) the journey is 

irrelevant to the way it is overviewed. Whether viewed after it is finished, 

or as it is undertaken, the driver might carefully plan every stage of the 

journey in advance, might set off with a destination in mind and a general 

idea of the probable route, or might just get in a car and take off, with no 

plan in mind. The decisions made at each road juncture will be guided partly 

by the degree of pre-planning, and partly by the current state of the road. 

Significantly, the global overview of the journey assumes that the 

destination was arrived at by design; it probably does not attempt to account 

for why one choice led on to another, and would find it difficult to account 

for any deviations from the known, mapped routes. On the other hand, the 

progressive overview takes greater account of the conditions en route: the 

factors affecting the decisions taken en route are accounted for, and it is 

possible to still follow the journey even if it leaves the known map of the 

road.
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6.4 A dynamically oriented analysis of granmatical units

In this section, we focus on an analysis of grarrmatical units which 

applies the notion of paths as developed in Chapter Five. The other aspects 

of the Chapter Five model, the stacks and activated view of context, will not 

be worked through, although these factors should be considered to be working 

'in the background'. Section 6.4.2 below briefly illustrates how the various 

components of the Chapter Five model would operate in relation to gra^ratical 

units; but on the whole, it is felt more important to focus on the way in 

which the path analysis works, as this is at the heart of a dynamically 

oriented perspective.

6.4.1 The text to be analysed

The granmatiea I ana I ysis deve I oped in this chapter is app Ii ed to one 

text only. The data set is therefore highly restricted, but the intention is 

to use the text for illustrative purposes, and it is analysed repeatedly with 

regard to different aspects of the description.

The text is presented in the appendix; it isatranscriptofan extract 

from an evening news broadcast on BBC Radio 4, 5-6-89. The text is produced 

by a reporter, Kate Adie, who is reporting on.events in China relating to the 

Tiananmen Square Massacre. Her text is introduced by a news reader/anchor, 

who says that Adie is 'on the I ine' from her hotel in Beijing. The anchor 

then says 'Kate Adie, what can you see from where you stand?' Adie then 

responds, and the text consists of Adie's report, which is closed by the news 

anchor, who says 'Kate Adie, thank you'. There is no evidence in the text of 

editing, and while Adie is speaking 'live' on the phone to the news anchor, 
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there does not appear to be any great pressure of time (as might have been 

the case if she had been in Ti ananmen Square reporting the massacre as it 

took place). She may or may not have prepared notes to remind her of what 

she wants to say, but the text does not have any features of extensive pre

planning.

6.4.2 Situating the analysis

Before proceeding to the unit analysis, we give a brief exposition of 

how the model as a whole from Chapter Five would apply to considerations of 

granmar, in order to i I lustrate how the components of the model interact.

Firstly, in terms of path analysis, each current choice opens a path 

which can be sustained or closed in a variety of ways. Thus from our 

knowledge of the general, synoptic potential of the linguistic system, at any 

current point we should be able to posit a variety of options for the next 

point. For example:

current: a

next: s, t, u, V

However, not al I these options wi 11 be equally viable in a given 

context, as from a dynamic perspective, the choices are active. The factors 

conditioning the overall potential, in order to produce an active potential, 

are features of the context of situation (such as field, mode and tenor), 

previous choices in the text (once the text is underway) and experience of 

the granmatical system. These provide the frame of the text, which is 
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carried forward with the text and modified as the text develops. For 

example, the opening I ine of the text begins with I have a view ..·_, and 

while this is potentially complete as a clause structure, our experience of 

the grammatical system leads us to expect that this structure wi 11 be 

extended, to tell us the object of the view, or where the view is from. The 

context of the text suggests how these components would be realized: Adie is 

in a hotel, and she wil I be looking out over some part of Beijing, perhaps as 

a particular event is taking place, or where some event occurred earlier.

Expectations therefore depend both on the general, granmatical potential 

from that point, and on the conditioning factors relevant at that point. The 

avai labi I ity of conditioning factors enables the expectations at the next 

point to be stacked according to likelihood. Thus in the above examp I e, 

while it is granmatically possible to have a view of virtually anything, in 

context some of these options are considerably less likely than others.

From a current point, a weighted expectation is posited for the next 

choice, and an actual selection is made. This may accord with the status quo 

of the posited stack, or may upset it. A next actual option which was not 

particularly likely given the current frame wil I create an effect of surprise 

or markedness. Note that while this formulation may seem to account only for 

the receiver's point of view, it is equally relevant to the producer. A 

producer may set up expectations in an unfolding path and then deliberately 

or accidentally subvert them.

Given a next actual choice, a new current environment is produced, from 

which expectations can again be posited for the next choice, as just 

described. However, the expectations will now be different to those posited 

for the preceding current choice, as the actual text choice wi 11 have 
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modified the current frame of the text. For examp I e, whi I e the initia I 

context provides only a general outline of the field (in this case, that the 

field wi 11 be related to the Tiananmen Square Massacre), the reporter's 

initial field selections (namely l as participant, seeing a particular view, 

of the city) modify the field frame, so that participants and processes 

associated with these initial selections are expected to be most likely to 

occur at the next point.

Let us give a few brief examp I es of how the ongoing frame inf I uences 

avail able choices in the text. In line 18 of the text, I spoke to a man at 

the hospital a new ideational element is introduced (a man at the hospital). 

In the frame, then, this would activate a new set of related potential. Line 

20 begins the senior medical ..., and in gr^arrmatical terms, the nominal group 

can be expected to be sustained. However, as senior is usua 11 y used to 

describe people, we would expect a term relating to a person, and further, as 

the field of medicine is activated (by both hospital in the earlier line and 

medical here), we can expect an item such as officer, doctor, registrar, 

surgeon. Thus because the context is active, the range of expectations is 

considerab Iy more precise than wou Id be the case for a decontextua Iised 

example.

An interesting example of slightly subverted expectations is found in 

the speaker's reference to Armoured PersonneI VehicIes (line 25). At the 

time of this event, the more c^^^n term was Armoured Personnel Carriers, 

frequently abbreviated in written media reports to APCs. The speaker has made 

a selection which is not the most expected in the given’context, but which is 

sti II an appropriate member of the stack of options at that point. It would 
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not cause an effect of great markedness for the receiver, because of the 

lexical similarity between carrier and vehicle.

The ongoing frame can also influence the way in which text choices are 

interpreted. For example, the pronoun they is used several times throughout 

the text, but has different referents on different occasions. In line 13, 

for instance, it refers to food stalls and markets, while in line 16, it 

refers to protesters. Interestingly, between these two lines, the notion of 

the ongoing frame has been changed, from being concerned with aspects of the 

city, to being concerned with a particular location CTiananmen Square) and an 

event there (protesters gathering). Thus in each case, they is interpreted 

by drawing on a different set of activated participants. Clt is this type of 

reference which Errmott 1 s (1989) frame theory was originally developed to 

account for.)

These are just some of the ways in which the model as a whole can be 

seen to be contributing to production and understanding of the unfolding 

text. It would indeed be worthwhile to pursue this in more detai I, but at 

this stage it is felt more important to proceed with a more general analysis. 

We therefore move on to a consideration of granmar within the clause.

6.4.3 The basic unit analysis

The analysis which is presented here focusses on an application of the 

path metaphor developed in Chapter Five. This metaphor applies to the ongoing 

flow of choices between the current' and next environments, and to apply a 

dynamic perspective to grarrmar, it is necessary to determine the nature of 

these environments. Consider the following examples:
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CURRENT

I ...
I have ..#

I have a ,. ,

I have a view .,.e

At each of these points, that is, following l, I have, I have a. and l 

have a view, different paths of potential open up. Therefore, for the 

purposes of a dynamic grarrmar, it is necessary to decide just which points 

are relevant for a grarrrnatical analysis. In principal, any part of the text 

can form the relevant environment for the analysis. If written, this could 

be every letter, part of a word, a word, a group, a paragraph, the whole 

text. If spoken, it cou Id be any part of the phonic substance. Yet in 

practice, and because the focus is on grarrmar, it is most useful to focus on 

the grarrmatical categories which were introduced earlier in the chapter. The 

first grarrmatical category which could be being selected is that of the unit: 

any unit may be the focus of the current or next choice from a dynamic 

perspective. Thus, we may take a current word and consider the next possible 

word. Or we may take a current group, and consider the next group, and so 

on. It is not necessary for the current and next choices to be of the same 

rank: if the current word is the, for instance, we may have expectations 

about the group to follow, namely the rest of the nominal group. Any unit on 

the rank scale, from a morpheme to a clause complex, can inform expectations 

about what is to follow. Yet for grammar, the most fruitful path to follow is 

the development of the group. This is because the group has a central role 

in the rank sea I e: it is made up of words, and is i tse If the component of 

clauses. Occasionally, in the analysis which follows, use wi 11 be made of 

morphemes and clause complexes, but on the whole, the st'rategy here is to
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focus on group and clause development, using the word as a window ( In the 

computational sense) by which to move forward.

The notion of current and next choice can a I so be app Iied to the 

grarrmatical category of structure. For instance, if the current environment 

is this, we can identify its status as a unit on the rank scale as a word, 

possibly fulfilling a one-word group, or being part of a larger group (as in 

this army). However, we on I y know that it can be part of a I arger group, 

because we know it has the potentia I to fu Ifi I the structura I ro I e of 

modifying the Head of a nominal group.

To maximise a consideration of structure, however, it is necessary to 

draw on another granmatical category, that of class, to help outline the 

potential at the next choice. For instance, if we again take the current word 

as this, the potential of the nominal group is in question, and we might 

expect the role of Epithet to be taken up next in the group, in which case we 

would expect members of the class of adjective to fulfil this role; or, we 

might expect the role of Head to be taken up next, in which case we would 

expect a member of the class of noun to fulfil this role.

The final granrnatical category which can take on the role of current and 

next choice is that of system. As systems operate at each rank, we know 

that, given a word such as this, the potential of the nominal group opens up 

simultaneously with the potential of the clause. Thus we can expect either 

further options in the nominal group, or further options in the clause. The 

current environment can therefore provide two sources of information for 

moving ahead. Firstly, information about the structural potential of the 
unit in question may be used: in other words, if the current choice is part 

of a group, what other parts of that group might follow? And secondly, 
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information about the functional role of the unit in other units may be used. 

For instance, if the current choice is part of a group, what other units 

might that group be a part of?

This section now deconstructs an analysis of path steps between units of 

granmar so that the reader is able to work through the analysis and observe 

how it was arrived at. A complete path analysis of the text is included in 

the appendix; here, only illustrations and examples are presented.

A quick glance at the appendix will reveal an analysis which appears to 

be entirely retrospective, static and synoptic. This, however, is a feature 

born of the necessity of presentation. The analysis itself is formulated from 

a dynamic perspective: the text is analysed as if it were unfolding. But the 

nature of the written mode is such that the results of the analysis must be 

presented statieaIIy, in a way which can be viewed globally and 

retrospectively. Thus it should always be remembered that, while presented 

synoptically, the analysis is arrived at dynamically, and so needs to be 

worked through as if it were unfolding.

Further, it wi 11 be evident in several cases that multiple analyses 

could be argued for, depending on the criteria used to define the path steps. 

The important thing is not that the analysis is deemed to be 'correct' in all 

cases, but that the reasons for ana I ys i ng a step in one way rather than 

another can be retrieved.

The analysis is presented down the page with each word of the text on a 

separate I ine; to the left is the relevant line number from the text, to the 

right are columns for path analysis at group and clause ranks (word rank is 

dealt with at the end of this section).
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The first word in the text opens a path at group and clause ranks, but 

is not analysed as a path step, because it is not a step as such. Al I 

subsequent choices are path steps. The first word in the text is the current 

choice and from here, a variety of paths could be followed. However, the 

next actual choice - the next word in the text - will pick up only one of 

these possible paths. This choice in turn becomes the new current 

environment, providing expectations for further path development from that 

point.

It is important to note that in this presentation, only the results of 

the analysis are included; that is, only the classification of the actual 

step is presented; the expectations set up from the current position are not 

presented. So from a given current point, a full analysis would posit the 

ful I range of gra^atical expectations for the next point, and draw on 

conditioning factors to stack these in terms of relative likelihood; the 

expected choices would then be compared with the next actual choice, and so 

on. But in this presentation, the current choice is seen and then, the next 

actual choice is i1Tinediately considered, and the step between the two is 

interpreted in path terms. This means that the analysis is biased lo the 

receiver's point of view, as it does not present the stage of positing and 

weighting expectations. As always, however, while a receiver's bias will be 

apparent, the analysis should be just as relevant to the producer's point of 

view.

The classification of the path step between a current and a next choice 

1s presented level with the next actual choice. This is in order to 

emphasise the fact that the nature of a path step cannot be determined until 
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the next actual choice is reached. The following extract illustrates these 
points.

group clause

1 . .

have complete change

In the first I ine of the text, the first word is l, which opens paths at 

group and clause ranks, but which is not analysed as a path step. The next 

actua I choice is have; this signa Is that the group path opened by l is 

complete (as there has been a shift from a nominal to a verbal group, and 

thus the nominal group cannot be further developed) and that the clause path 

has changed (because have adds to the clause opened by l>.

It must be emphasised as strongly as possible that the classification of 

the path step relates to the role of the current choice in relation to the 

path up to that point. So in the example above, complete is a label which 

describes the role of have in relation to the unfolding gra^nmatical path. As 

it is a complete, this simultaneously tel Is us that another path is open 

(viz, a verbal group path), but does not on its own tel I us whether have 'is' 

the verbal group: the rest of this path needs to be seen before that can be 

determined, as have, might be functioning as an auxiliary or a main verb. In 

this respect, the dynamically oriented analysis is quite different from 

standard granmatical analyses, where boundaries are defined from a global 

viewpoint. Of course the dynamic analysis stil I relies on standard synoptic 

classifications of groups, and the way to retrieve this information from the 

analysis is mentioned below. At this stage, the point to note is that the
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label at a next point describes what is happening in path terms up to that

point.

The path steps wil I be represented by abbreviations, as follows:

continue: CO
continue:concatenate C:C

continue:add C:A

change CH
complete CP
abandon AB

In addition, a new classification wi11 be introduced; this wi 11 be 

discussed below, but its label is:

reset RS

Let us work through some basic examp I es from the text to see how the 

path analysis applies.

group clause

1 I

have CP CH

a CP CH1I
view CH co

At group rank in this example, have completes the nominal group path 

opened by !, and itself opens a verbal group path; the next step, a. 

completes the verbal group path, opening another nominal group path. This 

nominal group is sustained by the next choice, vi ew, which adds further 

functional information to this group, thus changing it. At clause rank, have 
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changes the c I ause path opened by !, as it represents a different c I ause 

element contributing to the one overall structure; the next choice, a. 

signals another change, opening as it does another participant path in the 

clause as a whole. View contributes to this participant path; it thus 

continues this part of the clause. While analysed as a continue step (CO), 

it is not differentiated for the concatenating (C:C) or adding (C:A) roles, 

because it is not actually adding anything to our knowledge of the elements 

of this clause, but signal I ing that this element, a participant, is just 

being further deve I oped. Of course the step between a and view is sti 11 

functional, but this is brought out at group rank.

Let us now consider another example.

group clause

11 there CP CP I I
are CP CH I
no CP

I
CH

comnercial CH II
co

vehicles CH co

In this example, there is a step in relation to a choice from the 

preceding clause; it is analysed as a complete at both ranks, as it opens 

both a new group and a new clause. The step into a!!.,! is a complete at group 
rank and a change at clause rank, marking a shift from a nominal to a verbal 

group and from a participant to a process respectively. The next step, no, 

is another complete at group rank and change at clause rank, opening another 

nominal and participant path. Both commercial and vehicles change the nominal 

group path, and continue the clause path. It should be pointed out· that, 

while the above example might appear to be 'ended', this is again an artefact 
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of the presentation: the clause could go on from here, perhaps with the 

addition of a circumstantial element (as in there are no c^^ercial vehicles 

today). Once again, the next choice has to be seen before the boundary of a 

unit at either rank can be determined.

A feature of this analysis is that certain steps at one rank have 

particular relations with steps at other ranks. A continue or change step at 

group rank, for example, constitutes a continue step at clause rank, while a 

complete at group rank may be either a change or complete at clause rank. It 

should also be evident from the presentation of the analysis that information 

regarding structure, class and system has to be retrieved or inferred from 

the analysis. The fact that the first word of the text, ! opens a nominal 

group path is not actually presented as part of the analysis; it is assumed 

that the reader will be able to retrieve this. If the analysis were to be 

made automatic, such information would have to be included through, for 

example, automatic tagging of the input for word-class.

While using the unit of word as the basis for moving forward in the path 

analysis, we do not actually apply a path analysis to this rank. A dynamic 

perspective is, however, relevant to this unit. It can account for the way 

in whieh morpheme boundaries may be exp I oited by a producer to I p I ay for 

time' or create novel effects, or used by the receiver to begin positing 

expectations as to what is about to come (as in it's in - aah - improbable or 

abso-bloody-lutely; cf Yule 1985:56). Further, a dynamic perspective at this 

rank can be used to account for the production and reception of lexical items 

consisting of more than one word, as in human being. Following human, it is 

possible to posit expectations relating not to the further development of the 

opened group or clause, but to the potential further development of human as 

a word. We would analyse being as a continue step at word rank, following 
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human; these two items together wouId become the springboard for the next 

choice.

A multi-item word such as human being is an example of a choice which 

appears as a type of 'slab' at word rank; other such slab choices include 

proper names, titles and headings. When an item is encountered which might 

be part of such a slab choice, the analysis should be suspended to pose the 

question 'Could another component follow automatically?· If the next actual 

component fulfils this expectation, the question is repeated; if not, the 

analysis reverts to the possibility of path development.

A similar strategy would operate for idioms and collocations, although 

considerable further work would be needed to account for these, as there are 

comp Ii eating factors. For instance, one may, as an analyst, be part-way 

through a structure before realising its idiomatic status. And collocations 

are not necessarily id7ntified linearly: the node of the collocation may be 

to the right of the collocates. Nor are idioms or collocations necessarily 

fixed: they may be subject to some variation in their lexical or granmatical 

structure. It is important for a dynamically oriented analysis to account 

for these phenomena: they are a conmon feature of English, and the fact that 

such choices can occur as 's Iabs' wou Id obvious I y upset the word-by-word 

progression of the analysis we have put forward, the implication being that 

otherwise operative choice points between different current and next choices 

are 'frozen'. We have not, however, explored these issues, although we have 

some initial suggestions as to how they could be incorporated.

Firstly, idioms and collocations need to be recognised: one has to be 

familiar with such features of a language in order to understand them, and 

this shou Id be i nc I uded as part of the experience of the system. In an 
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automated system, this would be achieved with recourse to a store of idioms 

or col locations. Secondly, variation in these structures needs to be.allowed 

for. In the following example, China ·.. was therefore a major thorn in the. 

Russian side (taken from a newspaper article), the basic idi^omatic structure 

of x was a thorn in y's side has been exploited to acco^mnodate participants 

relevant to the text in hand (China, Russia), and to allow an extra 

descriptive element (major). If idioms are to be described as fossiIised 

paths, representing a single choice, the phenomenon of variation within a so- 

called fixed phrase needs to be explained.

Variation in idioms can be described with recourse to the concept of 

latent potential. As the idiom unfolds, and it becomes more and more clear 

that a path is bound to follow a certain direction, it must be remembered 

that there is a latent potential for all the apparently frozen choice points 

to be reactivated. Therefore the idiom needs to be analysed at two levels, a 

type of 'master' I eve I for the basic structure of the idiom, and a 'sub' 

level permitting variation at particular points. The nature of the expected 

variations can be of different types. For instance, there are elements like 

China, and Russia in the above example which are text-specific. Also, there 

are elements which arise from the latent granmatical potential of the basic 

idiom. In the above example, a thorn is a basic part of the idiom. But this 

is a nominal group, which has the potential to be described, and so, a major 

thorn is acceptable. While it may not be possible to predict the degree to 

which the idiom is fossilised, or frozen, it is possible to explain how the 

idiom may vary.
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The analysis put forward in this chapter would be considerably enriched 

if idioms and collocations were incorporated in the course of future 

research. Here we have only acknowledged the area in question.<2>

6.4.4 Problems of transcription and orthography: fused items

One particular problem for the dynamic analysis presented here, and one 

which is not resolved in the context of this thesis, is that of fused items. 

This refers to items such as isn't, it's, they're, where two gra^ratically 

separate units have been fused together as one. They are difficult to analyse 

according to the current principles. If expressed separately, the same items 

would be analysed as individual steps; for instance the step from l! toil 

would be a complete at group rank, and a change at clause rank. Their 

phonological fusion, however, suggests that the producer sees them more as 

one unit, and they are certainly received as one unit. While the problem is 

not solved, it is acknowledged in notational terms, by analysing these units 

as separate steps, but with the step between them presented on the same line, 

instead of on the I ine below, and I inked by a right-facing arrow. ' For 

example:

group clause

2 it's CP ^ CP CP * c

CH

The clause here opens with it's, which is analysed as two separate steps

on the same line at both group and clause ranks. The analysis continues to

be read down the page following on from the second step.
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Any transcription of a spoken text which aimed for a phonologically 

accurate rendition of the text would uncover numerous similar problems, as 

when syllables are elided, when h^omonyms occur (for example, there - they're. 

- their) and so on. This might appear to make the steps between grammatical 

units indefens ib I e, as many such steps cou Id be 'swa 11 owed up I in the speed 

of spoken delivery. But what we have been arguing for are the principles by 

which a dynamically oriented analysis can be seen to get off the ground; we 

do not suggest that this analysis is definitive. To solve these problems, it 

would be necessary to broaden the dynamic analysis to encompass an interplay 

of analyses between different levels. In the case of homonyms for instance, 

simultaneous paths would have to be left open at the phonological level, 

until the grarrmar resolved the issue. Such broadening of the analysis would 

enab I e many other factors to be accounted for, such as the inf I uence of 

orthography on the development of an unfolding path in a written text.

6.4.5 Elaborations of the analysis: simultaneous paths

Strictly speaking, it would be desirable in the example from line 11, 

there are no conmercial vehicles, for the analysis to recognise that no might 

be beginning a path such as no, let me start again, that is, abandoning the 

initial path. At the point of.!!£ itself, it could be playing either role, 

and while the presentation of the analysis allows the rest of this clause to 

be seen (and thus decreases the Iikelihood of 'seeing' an alternative 

analysis), it should be remembered that when working through an example in a 

dynamic way, one does not actually have access to such information. Thus on 

some occasions, it is necessary to allow for multiple possibi I ities, or
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simultaneous analyses. A simultaneous analysis is captured with a slash(/)

between the alternatives, as represented in the following example.

20

group clause

the CP CP
senior CH co

medical C:A II co

officer CH co/"-. /°"'at CH/ CPI I CO I CH I I
the 1 I

CH / CHI 1I I
I i
CO I COI I

hospital CH/ CH I ICO I CO\/ \/
said CP CH

I

This example again follows on from another part of the text, and the 

first the signals a c^ompletion of both the preceding group and clause. The 

nomina I group opened by the is sustained by senior, mediea I and officer. 

However, the role of the preposition at is difficult to determine, as it 

could be either. sustaining the nominal group (functioning as post-Modifier) 

or closing it (thus functioning as a separate group with its own role to play 

in the clause, viz Adjunct or Circumstance). Thus, a simultaneous analysis 

must be posed, for both ranks, as symbolised by the alternatives above.

As with the more basic analysis, each simultaneous path is read down the 

page, so at group rank, the left-hand path begins with change, indicating 

that at is seen to open a preposition group which is part of the nominal 

group; the step into the next choice, the is therefore also a change, because 

while being part of a nominal, it is in this case sustaining the preposition 

group just opened. The following choice, hospital, is again a change, this 
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time a change within the nominal group. For the right hand side of the group 

path, the preposition is analysed as a complete, signal I ing that the nominal 

group path has been closed and a new, preposition group path opened. The 

next choice, the is a change, as it is again seen to be part of the 

preposition group path. At clause rank, the left side of the analysis 

relates to the left side of the group analysis; that is, as at was treated as 

part of the nominal group, it does not affect the structure of the clause, 

and so is analysed as a continue. The right hand side, however, reflects the 

separate group status accorded to at at group level, and so marks a change at 

clause rank. Note that with this particular example of simultaneous paths, 

the simultaneity is resolved by the step to said, as it marks an unambiguous 

shift in the group and clause paths, whatever the status of at the hospital.

The ana I ysis of the preposition in this particu I ar examp I e is as it 

happens unsatisfactory, and alternative analyses will be discussed at length 

in 6.4.6.4 below. But this does not affect the point being made here. The 

purpose of the illustration is to exemplify the way in which such 

simultaneity is captured. It should be clearly evident to the reader that on 

the basis of the granmar alone, many simultaneous analyses might open up in 

one text, as many options in the context of a particular unfolding path are 

capable of being interpreted in multiple ways. This happens as a result of 

the stack principle raised in Chapter Five: a current choice sets up a 

variety of expectations for the next point, relating both to the type of step 

involved and the way in which the step is effected. It may not always be 

possible to determine exactly the role of a next option, thus necessitating a 

simultaneous analysis. However, in the analysis of this text, as presented 

in the appendix, not every potentially simultaneous analysis is represented;
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multiple paths are only posited when there is a ciear and strong case for 

doing so.

There are two reasons for excluding the presentation of some 

simultaneous analyses. First, an individual analyst may simply not 'see' the 

same potentiality for path development as another analyst, and thus may miss 

the possibi Iity of a simultaneous path. For ex^ample, Iine 33 begins: they're 

moving in ..., and moving in might well be being used in the sense of they're, 

moving in to their flat today, or in the sense of moving about in a 

particular place, as in they're moving in the streets, or in the sense of 

bringing something to a particular place, as in they're moving in buses. Not 

every analyst might pick up all these potentialities, and thus some 

simultaneous analyses can be missed by accident. The second reason for 

excluding simultaneous analyses is not one of accident but one of design; as 

Chapter Five explained, the latent potential of any particular step can often 

be drawn upon to explain unusual choices, but this does not mean that the 

latent potential of every option has to be exp I icated on al I occasions. It 

would be counter-intuitive to suggest that every case of simultaneity is 

conscious I y created by the producer and appropriate I y interpreted by the 

receiver. Thus simultaneous analyses are posited conservatively - only when 

they seem to be obvious to this analyst; which means of course that some 

which are obvious to other analysts will be missed.

A further point to note is that when paths are unfolding simultaneously, 

there will usually be a point at which a next choice can be seen to pick up 

only one of the simultaneous paths, thus leaving the other behind. When one 

of the paths is dropped, this is symbolised byx taking the place of a path 

step classification at the next choice. It is most interesting to observe 

that the simultaneity can usually be resolved, and in future research it 
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would be worthwhile to study the conditions under which a simultaneous path 

can be definitive I y dropped, as we 11 as the conditions under whieh the 

simultaneity cannot be resolved.

6.4.5.1 Discontinuous analyses

Another elaboration of the basic anal ysis is the case of discontinuous 

or deferred analyses, where the path expectations set up at a current point 

may not be picked up at the irrmediately next path point, but at some point 

later in the text. For instance, in line 24, and the injuries and the deaths 

are sti II continuing, a synoptic vantage point enables us to clearly see the 

relationship between are and continuing. However, given the ana Iysis as 

presented so far, the step from are to the adverbial group still would be a 

complete, as would the step from sti I I into continuing, represented as 

fol lows:

group clause

24 ... '1 · |
the CP CH

I
deaths CH co

are CP CH
I

st i11 CP CH

continuing CP CH

The imp I ication of this analysis is that there are two verbal groups 

separated by an adverb ia I group, each with separate ro I es to p I ay In the 

clause - an analysis which is clearly unsatisfactory. A dynamically oriented 

analysis is, however, able to overcome this granmatical problem by
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recognising the latent potential of .i.! to be both an auxiliary or a main 

verb. This latent potential is of course a feature of the model as a whole as 

described in Chapter Five, but the. nature of the presentation as so far 

deve I oped in this chapter does not focus on expectations, and so does not 

depict such latent potential. If the latent potential is depicted, then two 

path sets can be seen to arise at points I ike are, and both sets of 

expectations are in fact carried over to the next choice. The next choice 

wi I I pick up one of these paths, but instead of just showing the 'result' of 

the choice, as has been the case up to now, the other path set can be kept 

'in reserve', and carried forward with the unfolding path, in case the latent 

path needs to be activated at a later point. In the following presentation 

of the example, the reserve or latent path is in fact activated when 

continuing is reached. This is captured as follows:

group

24 • · ·

the CP

deaths C H

are . C
I
\

st i 11 CP ?CH

continuing CP ✓ CH

clause

r
CH

co
I

CH,
I ,',.

CH ?CO
!

CH ✓CO

In this representation, the dotted line represents a latent path; the 

question mark symbolises that the (new) current choice is considered for its 

relevance to this latent path; if it is deemed not to be relevant, the latent 

path is carried over to the next choice, and so on. The latent path is 

activated with continuing, and the activation is signalled with a tick. The 

advantage of this is that it shows that continuing has a relationship both 

with the imnediately preceding item, and with an earlier item. It also shows
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that both the 1 apparent 1 main path and the latent path have to be recognised 

in order to understand the path development for that line as a whole<3>. It 

should be noted that the question mark is not necessarily the most 

appropriate symbol here; it in fact couples two operations, an interrogation 

(' is this step re I evant to the current path? 1) and a negative response. A 

cross, representing the negative response, might therefore be a more 

appropriate symbol. The cross, however, is used elsewhere to signal that a 

path is not taken up, and so the question mark is retained here. Another 

point to note is that the above analysis posits still as being part of the 

verbal group; this analysis is discussed further in section 6.4.6.6.

Unfortunately, the way in which this phenomenon is represented is not 

ideal, as the latent path will only be drawn in when we 'know', again from 

the synoptic vantage point, that it wi 11 in fact be picked up. As with the 

potentiality for simultaneous paths, it would be visually chaotic to 

represent each potential instance of a deferred path. Problems of present

ation do not, however, invalidate the principle: the latent potential of one 

choice is being deferred or carried over several subsequent choices, until it 

is either activated, or definitively dropped.

Interestingly, if the representation were to capture all potentially 

latent paths, then it would be necessary to specify the point at which we can 

be certain that the potential for that latent path has been closed down. For 

the analysis of groups and clauses, the upper I imit for keeping a latent path 

open would have to be the clause boundary, and certainly the likelihood for 

the latent path to be activated will tend to diminish as the clause 

progresses.
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It is also interesting to note at this point that the strategy for 

discontinuous analyses enables a curious feature of one line of the text to 

be explained. Line 31 is and there've.been huge columns of black smoke. In 

context, there is a feeling that something is 'missing' from this I ine; that 

is, there is a strong expectation for the clause to be sustained, and for a 

main verb to be included. This expectation arises because of the latent 

potential of been to be either an auxiliary or a main verb. The potential for 

it to be an auxi I iary sets up a discontinuous path in which each next step is 

queried for whether it might be the main verb. When a main verb does not 

materialise in the remainder of the clause, there is a sense of unsatisfied 

expectations. As a result of the latent granmatical path, the clause has a 

latent sense of having been abandoned, although strictly speaking, with the 

shift into the next clause, it is in fact complete.

6.4.5.2 Secondary analyses

Another way in which the basic linear sequence of the presentation is 

modified is by secondary ana I yses. These provide a dynamic account of the 

phenomenon known from a synoptic point of view as ranksh if ted or embedded 

units. For instance in I ine 13, there is a nomina I group the main road 

leading to Tiananmen Square, in which the post-Modifier - leading_ to 

Tiananmen Square. - is a rankshifted verbal group {as seen synoptically, of 

course). Following the criteria as so far presented, the step from road to 

leading should be analysed as a complete at group rank, as it is a step from 

a nominal to a verbal group. But that ignores the fact that it is part of 

the potential of a nominal group to be sustained in this manner, and further, 

previous completing steps at group rank have been simultaneously analysed as 
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change^steps at clause rank, which in this case would be most unsatisfactory. 

These prob I ems are overcome if such steps are a11owed to open a secondary 

analysis, that is, the one step has two effects on the unfolding path. First 

of al I, the step is analysed in terms of the influence of the path up to that 

point. So, as road is part of a nominal group path, the next step is 

interpreted as part of the potential of the nominal group to be sustained in 

this way, resulting in a change in the group and a continue in the clause. 

But secondly, the same step is analysed as if the more global environment 

were not present. So as road is a nominal and leading a verbal element, the 

step is also analysed as a complete at group rank and a. change at clause 

rank.

This is not the same as a simultaneous path, where what are seen to be 

unfolding at the same time are alternatives; nor is it the same as a deferred 

or discontinuous path, where a step may be picked up later in the path; it is 

a different case again, showing that one step has multiple, rather than 

alternative, effects (as just described above). The secondary path is 

captured by a double, left-facing bracket, as follows:

group clause14.....................................1 I-
the CP CH
main CH COI I
road CH CO
leading CH «CP CO «CHI I I i
to CH CH co co

ii il
Tiananmen CH CH CO COJ. I. ' 1
Square C:A C:A CO C
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At the step from road to leading, the bracket symbol should be read as 

indicating that that step has two effects: the primary one on the left, which 

continues to be read down the column, and the secondary one on the right, 

which is also read down the column, in conjunction with the primary path. In 

this example, the secondary analysis shows that at group rank, there is stiII 

only one nominal group (as represented by the left side), but that its 

structure is not as straightforward as other nominal groups, as evidenced by 

the path opening up to the right of the primary analysis. At clause rank, it 

shows that there is one element of clause structure, but that part of that 

element has the latent potential to be an element of clause structure in its 

own right, except that in this case it is overshadowed by the primary path.

While the secondary analysis occurs al both group and clause ranks, we 

do not, in the appendix, illustrate the secondary path at clause rank. This 

enables us to high I ight the simplicity of these structures at clause rank, 

although it should be remembered as a general rule that a secondary path at 

group rank does have a corresponding reflex at clause rank. Further, the 

primary path is typically not further analysed, but represented by the symbol 

PP, to indicate that the primary path is continuing to unfold. This is 

because the primary path is less revealing in structural terms than the 

secondary path, and the abbreviated analysis of the primary path helps focus 

attention on the secondary path. This should not, however, be taken to 

indicate that the primary path is any less important to the overall structure 

of the unfolding path.

It should be noted that in the above example, an additional secondary 

analysis opens up at the step from leading to to. Therefore in the appendix, 

the above example is represented in the following way:
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group clause

14 . _

the

main 

road 

leading 

to

Tiananmen

Square

I
CP

CH 
I

CH

Ch

pp

CH 

co 

co 

((CP co
I I

CH co
I

CH C<CP CO 
I I 

pp C:A CO

The opening of secondary analyses enables a difficult grarrmatical 

phenomenon to be captured e I egant I y and s imp I y. This is the option which 

producers have to extend a primary structure further and further by opening 

up more and more secondary analyses, as in this is the cat that bit the rat 

that .... Such structures are not unc^^^n (for an example, see line 30 in 

the appendix), seem to be produced with ease, and do not seem to cause great 

problems of understanding for receivers. Yet when analysed synoptically, it 

is necessary to analyse such structures as being one main structure with an 

extremely complex internal nominal group structure. The dynamic analysis 

proposed above may seem to be parallel to this: there is one primary 

structure which may be developed in more complex ways by secondary 

structures. But in fact, as this analysis unfolds, the 'primary' structure 

is only primary for the convenience of the analyst. For both the producer 

and the receiver, the structure from which processing is taking place is the 

most recent layer; thus what the analyst treats as secondary in fact 

functions 11 ke a primary path for the producer and receiver. The initia I 

primary path is, so to speak, forgotten as the text continues to unfold. As
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a result of this, the degree of processing required for these structures is 

not as complex as it might appear from the synoptic point of view.

6.4.6 Issues for the analysis: resetting

One feature arising from the nature of the spoken text which poses an 

interesting problem for the dynamic analysis is the phenomenon of resetting. 

This occurs when a path is apparently abandoned, but actually reopened from 

its starting point, in order to allow for some alteration in its unfolding. 

For example in line 17, the speaker says those the troops fired at them. 

This line begins with a nominal group, those, but the next step is one which 

opens another nominal group. The step between those and the cou Id be

interpreted in three ways: those may be the Head of a nominal group with what 

fol lows as a rankshifted Qualifier, as in those the troops fired at were ...; 

those may be a fronted participant, as in those the troops fired at (but 

these the troops left alone), or it may be a resetting of the nominal group 

path; that is, the speaker has started one nominal group, in which those 

would be a pre-Modifier, but has reset this nominal group and used another 

pre-Modifier, the to start the nominal group again. It cannot really be 

argued that the nominal group has been abandoned, because those has the - at 
least latent - potential to be a nominal group in its own right (that is, 

Head), and so the shadow cast by this latent potential would ensure that any 

next step other than one interpreted as sustaining the nominal group will be 

interpreted as completing the group.

Thus a step which resets rather than abandons is one which leaves the 

opened path, while opening a path which fulfils the same expectations set up 

by the first step. An abandon leaves a path without fulfilling the desired
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expectations. However, the reset path must be kept in reserve as a deferred 

path option (as with discontinuous analyses), because it will not be until 

some way through the unfolding clause that one analysis rather than the other 

can be determined.

Resetting may also occur in the process of producing a written text, but 

would be lost to the receivers of such a text through the process of editing. 

However, it can be seen to occur in written texts-if the analysis is extended 

up to the discoursal level. For instance, novels which present alternative 

endings to the one story can be seen to be an example of resetting, as in The 

French Lieutenant's Woman by John Fowles.

Resetting has not, however, been added to the range of path steps 

presented in Chapter Five <Figure 5.3). It could be included as a further 

subcategory of the close options, as it fulfils the role of the other close 

options of simultaneously opening another path. The differentiating factor 

is that it re-opens a path which has already been corrmenced. However, there 

seem to be subcategories of resetting itself, including cases of repetition, 

apposition and coordination, and these require further study before being 

added to the range of path steps argued for in Chapter Five. It is presented 

in the appendix by the symbol RS, with the classification of the step being 

reset (that is, the preceding step) placed to its right: in brackets. For 

example, RS (+CH) shows that a change step has been reset.

This presentation of the dynamically oriented analysis should enable the 

reader to fol low the unit analysis as presented in the appendix. Certain 

stretches of granmar pose difficulties of analysis which need to be argued 

for, and these are discussed in the next section.
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6.4.6.1 Clause boundaries

Given the importance of the clause to the analysis, we need to be able 

to determine the steps which indicate a boundary between clauses; that is, 

which complete a preceding clause and open a new one. Jn the presentation of 

the analysis in the appendix, the issue is somewhat pre-empted by the fact 

that, in transcribing the text, the clauses have been delimited with the 

benefit of a synoptic vantage point, and also with the added influence of 

intonation informing the transcription. But the grammatical analysis still 

needs to treat the clauses as if they were unfolding; so as with other 

aspects of the grammar, the boundaries of a unit cannot be known until the 

boundary is passed. For the clause, this means that simultaneous analyses 

will often have to be posed, as a step might be sustaining a current clause, 

or completing it and opening a new one.

The key to determining whether a step is sustaining or completing a 

clause is found at group rank. When there is a completing step at group rank, 

this usually results in a change step at clause rank, as when, for instance, 

there is a step between a nominal and a verbal group, indicating a change in 

the clause structure. However, when an unfolding path has met the minimal 

criteria for a clause, that is, when it could as it stands be understood as a 

clause, a step into a next group might be sustaining that clause, or might be 

closing it and opening a new one. In other words, some complete steps at 
group rank may be analysed as a change or a complete step at clause rank, the 

latter case indicating that a clause boundary has been passed.

For example, consider lines 2 and 3: It's a city that isn't at worku 

none of the factory chimneys are smoking. The path up to and including work 

fulfils the conditions for a complete clause; from here, the clause could be 
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sustained (with, for instance, further modification of work or with a step 

into another group functioning as Adjunct or Circumstance in the clause), or 

could be closed by moving into another clause. The step into none, signals a 

complete at group rank, and as it is difficult to see how it could be 

sustaining the clause path, it is interpreted as completing the clause path 

up to that point and opening a new clause path.

Sometimes a simultaneous analysis needs to be allowed, as the step into 

the next group may be interpreted as either sustaining or comp I eting the 

current clause. In Iines I O and 11 , there's no pub Iic transport, there are 

no corrrnercial vehicles, the step into the second there might well be 

interpreted as an Adjunct to the preceding clause (there's no pub I ic 

transport there) or as a c^ompleting step opening a new clause. Thus both a 

change and complete are posited at clause rank. However, the next actual 

step, into are, signals that the path is that of a new clause, so the 

alternative analysis gets dropped. This is represented as follows:

group clause

10 ... ...
I

there's CP * CP

no CP
I

pubI ic CH

transport C:A

I 1 there CP
I 

are CP

ICP * CH
I
CH

co
cIo ""'
CP 

I 
CH

I CH

I X

In this example, the first step is a fused one, firstly indicating a 

complete of both the preceding group and clause, and secondly Indicating a 

complete at group rank and a change at clause rank. When there, is reached, 
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this is analysed as a complete at group rank, but either a complete or a 

change at clause rank. However, the following step, into are, can only be 

seen to be picking up one of these paths, and so the other is dropped (as 

indicated byx). As noted previously, simultaneous analyses will be posited 

conservatively, so it is not the case that every potential clause boundary 

wi I I be seen to be ambiguous. (In fact in this example, it would be possible 

to argue that the right-hand side of the simultaneous clause analysis can be 

carried forward, with are beginning a new clause with an interrogative 

structure. But such a possibility would be extremely low on a stack of 

expectations for several reasons. First, the preceding few clauses have all 

repeated a pattern of clause structure beginning with there are···; second, 

there have been no interrogatives up to this point in the text, and there 

would be Iittle expectation for any to occur at al I (given that this is a 

news reporter reporting an event to television viewers); thirdly, in an 

actually unfolding text, intonational information would also be drawn upon, 

and this would support the analysis provided above. For these reasons, the 

very slim possibility of are beginning an interrogative clause is not 

represented.)

Strictly speaking, a simultaneous analysis at clause rank should be 

provided every time a prepositional or nominal group arises at a point where 

the c Iause cou Id be seen to be comp Iete as it stands, as such an e I ement 

could just as easily be an Adjunct or Circumstance beginning a new clause, as 

adding something to a current clause. The following lines are all examples 

where such a simultaneous analysis should be provided:
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5. there's one in front of me in the distance

19. they have received fifty casualties this morning

33. they're moving in buses.as new barricades at most of the, 

intersections

However, in the appendix, the s imu I taneous ana Iyses are not actua 11 y 

represented. This is because, while the analysis does not claim to draw on 

intonational information, the transcription has been undeniably influenced by 

such factors, and so has somewhat pre-determined the division of clause 

boundaries. It would therefore be artificial to represent numerous 

simultaneous analyses when, in an actually unfolding text, they would be very 

low on a stack of expectations. It is certainly necessary to recognise the 

latent potential of such structures to begin, rather than end, clauses, but 

as this potential could be formulated as a type of general rule, it would be 

mi s I ead i ng and unnecessar i I y comp Ii cated to represent ana I yses wh i eh wou Id 

not seriously be considered in actuality.

6.4.6.2 The analysis of and

The coordinator and poses an interesting prob Iem for the dynamiea11y 

oriented analysis, as it may coordinate a variety of grarrmatical units. When 

it is encountered in a dynamically unfolding text, it is difficult to 

determine exactly what stretch of the grarrrnar will be coordinated. However, 

what can be said without doubt is that and a Iways signa Is that a path is 

about to be sustained, without necessarily indicating how the sustaining step 

will be achieved. So if the path up to the current point is as in line 12,
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_mo_st of the shops are shut except for scomne essential food stalls and .... a 

variety of units could be coordinated from this point, for example:

- and most of the offices are closed, (coordination of whole clause)

- and except for some medical facilities (coordination of an element of 

the clause)

- and some essential food markets (coordination of whole nominal group)

- and meat markets (coordination of part of nominal group)

- and markets (coordination of Head of nominal group).

The last possibility is in fact the one which was taken up in the text; 

the full example is most of the shops are shut, except for some essential 

food stalls and markets.

The special status of and is captured in the presentation of the 

analysis by always' analysing it as a continue step, but one which is 

undifferentiated in terms of concatenate or add. Further, it is placed in 

brackets, in order to show that and signals that the current path is to be 

sustained, without necessarily giving details as to how this wil I be 

achieved. It is the step following and which indicates the unit of gra^rrmar 

to be coordinated: in this example, at group rank, markets, is a 

continue:concatenate step following on from stalls, indicating that the 

nomina l group has been sustained with the addition of another Head.

What the analysis cannot determine is whether all of the path leading up 

to the first Head is also applicable to the second Head, that is, whether 

markets should be understood as essential food markets or whether it might be 

a different type of market in question. It is not possible for a granmatical 

analysis to ever resolve this question. It may be the case that the text 

itself resolves any such ambiguity (the path could be sustained following
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markets, by, for instance, that sell medical supplies, indicating that the 

pre-Modifier to stalls, does not apply to markets). If the ambiguity is not 

resolved, this merely suggests that it is unimportant, at least to the 

producer. (In an interactive I y produced text, such under-specification can 

of course be queried by the receiver, with a question I ike did you mean food 

markets or meat markets?.)

In sugary then, from a dynamic point of view, and signals that a 

current path is about to be sustained, but it is the step following and which 

indicates how this is to be done. The step fol lowing and is therefore 

analysed in relation to the step preceding and. For example, line 14 is down 

below , to the right of me is one, is the main road leading to Tiananmen 

Square, and . .. . Following this, - the next step is there, functioning as a 

complete at group rank, and also a complete at clause rank, indicating a 

clause boundary.

6.4.6.3 Analysing of

It should be clear by now that each step in an unfolding path influences 

the analysis of the next step, or put the other way, that every current step 

is analysed in terms of the step/s leading up to it. In the case of some 

grarrmatical units, particularly prepositions, this leads to a certain 

difficulty in assigning an appropriate analysis, because they could be 

interpreted in more than one way in relation to the preceding step. Further, 

the way in which a step into a preposition is analysed will also affect the 

interpretation of the step following the preposition. Among the prepositions, 

of is the most difficult to analyse, so before discussing the other 

prepositions, we wil I compare alternative analyses of of. At the end of this
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comparison, it will be seen that we do not, in fact, treat of as a true 

preposition.

Consider an examp I e from line 31, and there' ve been huge co I umns of 

black smoke. Following the logic of the analysis as so far presented, the 

most like I y way to ana lyse of wou Id be as a change at group rank and a

continue at clause rank, as follows:

group clause

• · · T *I
a · ·

31 huge CP CH
columns CH co
of CH co

black CHI co

smoke CH c1o

The justification for this analysis ls that it is clearly part of the 

potential of a nominal group to be post-Modified by a prepositional phrase, 

and so the step into of sustains the group, and changes it by adding 

different functiona I information. At clause rank, it does not add a 

different element, but continues the developing element. This analysis seems 

reasonably satisfactory, but there is one crucial element at fault in this 

argumentation. While it is not disputed that it is our synoptic experience of 

language which tel Is us the potential range of nominal group structures, the 

formulation that 'a nominal group may be post-Modified' defines the structure 

of the group in a synoptically oriented way, that is, it relies on a global 

view of the who I e group, in order to ascribe one part of it to a post

Modifying function. Such a formulation is clearly not in accord with the 

spirit of this study.
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Let us consider the alternatives to this analysis. Firstly, it is 

possible to argue that of could be a c^omplete step at group rank, as it marks 

a shift from a nomina I group to a preposit i ona I phrase, and steps between 

different groups have usually been analysed as complete. But this analysis 

is unsatisfactory for several reasons. In the first place, it suggests that 

there is a parallel change step at clause rank (because most.complete steps 

at group rank relate to change steps at clause rank), and it is difficult to 

argue in this case that of black smoke is an independent element in the 

structure of the clause. In the second place, the same principle would have 

to be applied to the next step, into black, analysing it as a c^omplete at 

both group and clause ranks. Again this does not seem to be appropriate. 

Hence while this alternative may be initially attractive, its imp I ications 

are unsatisfactory.

A second alternative analysis of of is to analyse it as a change step at 

group rank, but one which opens up a secondary ana I ysis, with of being 

secondarily a completing step. (And the parallel step at clause rank would 

be a primary continue, and secondary change.) The advantage of this analysis 

wou Id be that it para 11 e Is the secondary ana I ysis opened up by 'embedded' 

verbal groups (as discussed in section 6.4.5.2 regarding secondary analyses), 

and it effectively merges the suggestions in the two proposals above. This 

analysis is therefore valid and appropriate: however, there is an even more 

attractive solution.

A third alternative is to analyse of in a way which parallels the 

analysis of and, that is, as an element which signals a sustaining step, but 

without necessarily indicating the nature of the modification. Specifically, 

it can be ana I ysed as a continue step (CO), again p I aced in brackets to 

indicate its special status. This analysis implies that it is part of the 
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potential of a nominal group to be followed by another nominal group, but 

connected by a preposition to show their interdependency. This formulation 

is more dynamically oriented than that used in the original analysis above, 

and so is more appropriate for the concerns of the thesii as a whole.

Fol lowing this analysis of of, the next step ( into the next nominal 

group) would be analysed as a complete at group rank and a change at clause 

rank. This accords with- the analysis of and, because the item following the 

continuing step is analysed in relation to the item preceding that step (and 

a step from one nominal group into another nominal group is a complete step, 

closing the development of the preceding one and opening another). However, 

to reflect the interdependence of the two groups, we can draw on the device 

suggested for the second alternative analysis above, and argue.that the step 

following of opens a secondary path analysis. This enables the analysis to 

reflect the fact that the group following of does not have an independent 

status, but is intimately tied to the preceding path.

The advantage of this analysis is that it captures the shift between the 

different groups, while also showing that they are related. At clause rank, 

the step into of is also analysed as a continue in brackets, and the next 

step is analysed in relation to the step preceding of. As for other 

secondary analyses, the secondary path at clause rank is not shown. Let us 

return to the example cited above from line 31:
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31 clausegroup

• · * II • ♦ «

huge CP CH

columns CH co

of
1 c1co> <CO>

black CH «CP 
I I

co 
I

smoke
1 I 

CH CH
1 

co

Now, following the new analysis, of is seen to sustain the nominal 

group, but without indicating how that will be achieved. The next step is 

analysed in relation to the step preceding of, that is, as a primary change 

at group rank (because the nominal group is being sustained) but a secondary 

complete (because another nominal group has been added). At clause rank, the 

whole group is seen to be continued.

Clearly, this is quite a radical anal ysis to put forward, but it does 

seem to capture what of achieves from a dynamic point of view. Up to this 

point, the criteria for evaluating analyses have been implicit, but it is 

worth making them explicit here. There are reaIIy on I y two eriteria for 

evaluating competing analyses. The first criterion is to consider how the 

current step relates to the path up to this point: how does it move the path 

forward, if at all? The second criterion is to consider how the expectations 

set up by the current path affect the interpretation of the next step. Thus, 

for the analysis df of, it is seen to sustain the current path in a peculiar 

way (that is, without actually indicating the details of how the path is to 

be sustained), and the following step is interpreted as being, so to speak, 

subservient to the path up to that point. While this analysis may appear to 

be . radical, it provides interesting support for Sinclair's (1989, 1991> 
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position regarding of, where he argues that of is not a preposition at all, 

but a member of a unique word class.

Note that for both and and of, the steps following the bracketed 

continue analysis must be interpreted as being of a different status to steps 

following non-bracketed steps. The difference between the analysis of and 

and of is that the steps following and do not open a secondary path.

It may seem to be a weakness of the dynamic analysis that many • 
alternatives can be argued for, and that no answer is ifl'Tilediately obvious. 

But this is in fact one of its strengths, namely that it highlights 'grey' 

areas of the grarrrnar and insists that their resolution be explored from 

different angles; it is not quite so easy to fudge the issue of boundaries or 

the relation of one element to another as is it when the whole of a unit can 

be seen.

6.4.6.4 Other prepositions

The other prepositions in the sample text tend to have semantic roles 

which are much more clearly defined than is the case for of. This suggests 

that the favoured analysis for of, as a bracketed continue step, would be 

inappropriate for other prepositions, and indeed it seems that they can be 

satisfactorily analysed as a complete at group rank and a change at clause 

rank. So in Iine 26, they're firing into the air, the following analysis is 

adopted:
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group clause

26 they're CP + CP CP -+ CH 
I

firing CH
I

co

into Ï CH

the CH 
I

co

air
cL

co

It should be noted that some preposition phrases are also analysed with 

a simultaneous change possibi I ity at group rank and continue possibi I ity at 

clause rank. The above analysis clearly marks the prepositional phrase as a 

separate component of the clause, which seems to be appropriate. The only 

infelicity is in the analysis of the next step, the opening of the nominal 

group, which is analysed as a change at group rank and continue at clause 

rank. This analysis captures the fact that it is part of the potential of a 

prepositional phrase to contain a nominal group, but it fails to capture the 

internal structure of the preposition phrase. However, fol lowing the anal ysis 

developed for of and for secondary paths in general, the nominal group can 

here be seen to open a secondary path in relation to the primary path for the 

preposition phrase. That is, the above example should be represented as 

fol lows:

group clause

26 they're CP-+ CP CP ^ CH
I I

firing CH CO

into CP CH
I I

the CH «CP CO
I I I

air CH CH CO
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As with other secondary paths, the parallel analysis at clause rank is 

omitted, and the unfolding primary path at group rank can be abbreviated with 

PP. This analysis reveals interesting similarities and differences between 

of and other prepositions. The nature of the step represented by both of, and 

other prepositions is different, the former being analysed at group rank as a 

bracketed continue and the latter as a complete. This means that in terms of 

an unfolding path, they each tell us something different about the path up to 

that point and the expectations to follow. But in either case, the steps 

which follow open primary and secondary paths, indicating that both of and 

other prepositions have a simi far impact on the structure of the unfolding 

path.

It should also be noted that the step into a prepositional phrase may be 

ambiguous in terms of the role that group is playing at clause level. We saw 

an example of this in section 6.4.5 above, regarding I ine 20, the senior 

medical officer at the hospital said .... In this line, it is difficult to 

determine whether at the hospital, is an independent element of clause 

structure or a continuation of the nominal group. It is the role of the 

group at clause rank which is ambiguous, and, fol lowing the analysis just 

presented for prepositions, the line is analysed as follows:
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group clause

20 the CP CP

senior CH COI I
medical C:A CO

hospital CH/ CH CO I CO
"-I \/

said CP CH

officer

at
H \

CH / CP
I I

co\
CO I CH

I I
the

> I 
CH / PP «CP

I 1

I | 
I / co

In other words, at is seen to either sustain the group being developed 

(thus continuing the element at clause rank), or to be an independent group 

(both opening a secondary analysis at the next step in group rank and 

changing the clause structure). As with the analysis for and, where it was 

not possible to determine the extent of the path relevant to the coordinated 

unit, it is not possible here for the gramnatical analysis to resolve the 

ambiguity arising from these prepositional phrases. Furthermore, it is 

suggested here that it is not important to resolve the ambiguity (cf Sinclair 

1990). First of all, ambiguity ceases to be an issue once said is reached, 

as this changes (at cIause rank) either of the simuItaneous paths. This 

suggests that the difference in interpretation between the two clause paths 

is not in fact very important for the clause as a whole. And secondly, if 

the clause status of the prepositional phrase was important to distinguish, 

the producer could clarify the situation by either fronting the prepositional 

phrase or placing it irrmediately after the verb (at the hospital, the senior 

medical officer said · ·· I the senior medical officer said at the hospital ̂ 

.!..!..!.). Of course for a receiver, the ambiguity might be important, but it
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could only be queried in an interactively produced text. Otherwise, the 

alternatives simply remain unresolved.

6.4.6.5 Connectors

The ana Iysis of of and other prepositions made a genera I distinetion 

between the semantic emptiness of the former and semantic specificity of the 

latter. In the case of elements which serve a linking or coordinating 

function in the clause, a similar situation seems to arise. Some connector's 

seem to function just as signals that a connection is about to take place, 

and the next step must be seen in order to understand what is being 

connected. Others seem to incorporate the nature of the connection within 

themselves. Consider, for instance, the case of that, which can serve at 

least three grarrmatical functions. First, it can act as a determiner in a 

nominal group, as in that man; this is a possibility that would have to be 

allowed every time a nominal group was viable in the current path. Secondly, 

it can act as a linking item between clauses, as in I said that it was OK: 

this type of use wou Id be ana Iysed as a bracketed continue step, and the 

following step would be analysed In relation to the group or clause path 

preceding that. This analysis is comparable to the analysis of and, and very 

similar to the analysis of of. Note that this use can be omitted without 

affecting the clause structure. Finally, that has a use which falls 

somewhere between its nominal function and a prepositional role, as in it's a. 

city that isn't at work, where that sustains the preceding nominal group but 

is an integral part of the clause structure which follows. This use is 

analysed as a change step at group rank, opening a secondary path at the next 
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step, and a continue step at clause rank. ft is therefore comparable to the 

other prepositions.

SimiIarly, wh i eh has muItipIe roIes to p I ay in terms of connecting 

elements. It may act as a connector between clauses, in which case it plays 

a Subject type role in the second clause. In this case it is analysed as a 

complete at group and clause ranks. Which may also connect components within 

a group, and in this case it is analysed as for the latter -use of that, as a 

change step at group rank, opening a secondary path at the next step. It 

should be noted, however, that as a clause unfolds, it is not always possible 
... . ... ,s . .... . . . . , .. . . .. . to determine which use in question; indeed in line 32 of the text, there is 

an unusual use of that, where the local force of the dynamic unfolding of the 

clause overrides the global structure of the clause. This is discussed 

fol lowing the analysis of line 32 in the appendix.

A third case of connectors includes items such as because, which seem to 

function as a clear and definite step between groups, and which are therefore 

analysed as a complete at group rank and, usually, a complete at clause rank. 

However, a simultaneous analysis (analysing the step as a change at clause 

rank) should be allowed to recognise the potential for coordination of groups 

as we I I as c Iauses (as in Iine 36 of the text, where because cou Id be 

introducing a prepositional phrase sustaining the current clause or 

completing it and opening a new clause).

Another type of element worth discussing in detai I is that of certain 

highly mobile clause Adjuncts, such as however. ff such eIements can in 

principle occur in a variety of places within one clause, a dynamically 

oriented analysis needs to both allow this, and explain the impact of such 

steps on an unfolding path. This can be done by simply acknowledging, as
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with the structure of nominal groups, the structural places at which they can 

occur, but with the added corollary that the further the clause progresses, 
the lower the general Iikelihood of such an Adjunct appearing. Their impact 

on the path can be explained by allowing a discontinuous analysis to be 

posited: if a current element sets up the expectation that it will be 

sustained by the next step, but the next step is an Adjunct,· the expectations 

for the sustaining step can be deferred, while the analysis of the Adjunct 

itself is a complete in relation to the unfolding path (cf the analysis of 

Iine 1 in section 6.4.7 below, where there is an example across probably 

. . .). Of course, the mobile nature of such Adjuncts means that they can also 

occur at the end or beginning of clauses, and this would lead to a 

simultaneous analysis wherever a potentially complete clause is followed by 

such an itern.

6.4.6.6 Verbal groups

A dynamically oriented analysis raises some interesting questions about 

the path analysis of verbal groups. When the verbal group consists of a main 

verb with one or more auxiliaries, the analysis is straightforward, but the 

addition of an adverbial element complicates the issue. We have already seen 

an unusual analysis of a verbal group in section 6.4.5.1, where discontinuous 

anaI yses were discussed. There it was suggested that when an adverbia I 

element such as still intervenes between an auxiliary and main verb, this can 

be captured with an analysis which defers the expectation for the main verb. 

The implication of this analysis is that such items are analysed differently 

when they occur within the framework of a verbal group, than when they occur 
outside such a framework. Consider line 4, which are normally belching
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poI J u ted air as · As normally here occurs after are, and as we do not yet 

know ifaa is an auxiliary or a main verb, a simultaneous analysis is put 

forward for normally. On the one hand, it could be a change in the verbal 
group, which means that the expectation for a main verb is yet to be 

fulfilled; on the other hand, normally could be completing the verbal group, 

giving are the status of a main verb, and providing us with different 

expectations for the ongoing development of the clause. This simultaneous 

analysis is represented below:

group clause

4

are

norma I ly

belching

polluted

•.·I
'p"'

CH 
I 

CH

CP
I

X

I
7H"'

CO 
I 

co
CH

IX

CP

CH
I

CH 
I co 
I

I

This ana Iysis shows that norma 11y opens a simuItaneous path, but that 

one of these paths is dropped at belching. Two features in particular should 

be noted about this analysis. Firstly, the analysis would be different if 

normally had occurred either before are or after belching. In either of these 

cases, normally would be a completing step and would be seen to be •outside' 

the verbal group, so to speak, whereas in the analysis above, it is seen to 

be 'inside', and an integral part of, the verbal group. It may seem strange 
that the 'same' item would be analysed differently according to its relative 
position, but this is in fact entirely consistent with a dynamic perspective: 

the relative position of items influences the unfolding path. If normally did 

occur before are, the sense would not seem to be greatly affected, although
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it might be argued that normally could receive more emphasis than it does in 

its position in the actual example. But interestingly, if normally occurred 

after belching, a quite different sense would result, which would preclude 

being followed by polluted air. (That is, which are belching normally would 

have the sense of either 'this is how they always belch' or 'this is how 

frequently they belch'.)

The second feature to be noled from the above analysis is that the left 

hand side of the simu I taneous paths in fact subsumes the discontinuous 

analysis argued for in 6.4.5.I. If the step into normally is seen to be a 

change fromare, this means that a main verb is expected to come, or in other 

words, that the expectation for the main verb has been deferred. Thus for 

these types of verbal group structures, there is a representational option: 

the discontinuous and simu I taneous ana I yses effective I y represent the same 

phenomenon in different ways. In the appendix, the simultaneous analysis has 

been adopted for the types of examples just discussed, that is, where there 

is an adverb following an auxiliary, which may or may not be functioning as 

the main verb.

Another aspect of verbal group structure which needs to be captured is 

the case of branched paths. This occurs when the same auxiliary can be used 

in relation to more than one main verb, or when one verbal group can be used 

in relation to more than one Complement. Consider for instance line 29, and 

they're raking the street occasionally with gunfire. In this example, the 

addition of with gunfire is crucial to the understanding of raking: without 

that addition, the sense would be much more literal, as in the case of raking 

leaves. So it is important that the path analysis should show the relation 

between these elements.
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One way to capture this is by using the discontinuous analysis to show 

that, fol lowing raking, there is a deferred expectation for a particular 

clausal element to follow. The deferred expectations arise from the theory 

of stacks and probabi I ities raised in Chapter Five: given the part i cu I ar 

context of this text (a media news report of a particular political event), 

the most probable sense of raking in this text is its metaphorical one. Thus 

when a receiver encounters raking, the options at the top of the stack for 

the next choice will be those which facilitate the metaphorical reading. 

Anything which does not meet these expectations at the next point will be 

seen to defer these expectations, until they are either met or cancelled by 

the rest of the clause structure. While the path analysis as presented here 

focusses on classifying actual path steps, examples such as this one 

high I ight the fact that the other components of the theory are always in 

operation.

For this particular example, the discontinuous analysis is presented at 

clause rank, and the expectation is for an element which continues the 

process element opened by the verbal group: this then shows the intimate 

relation between raking and with gunfire, as follows:
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group clause

29 and CCO)

they're CP ^

raking

the

street

occasionally

with

gunfire

CCO)

CP CH * CH

CH 
II coI .

CP ch ?Co 
1 ·

CH
I ; 

co F
CP CH ?CO 

I
CP

I , 
CH ✓ CO 

I !
CH «CP

I 
co -

Thus, following raking, each change in the clause path is queried for 

whether it might also be a continuation of raking (the following parts of 

these elements are not further analysed, hence the dash symbol). Again of 

course, this type of analysis depends on the receiver's or analyst's ability 

to recognise the latent potential; different analysts might posit different 

deferred paths. But this does not affect the general grarrmatical principle, 

that elements such as raking have the latent potential to function on their 

own or in intimate relation with other elements.

6.4.7 Working through an example

Section 6.4 as a whole shows that there are many details to bear in mind 

when applying the path analysis. In order to explain how the different 

aspects of analysis work in conjunction with each other, it is useful at this 

stage to work through one of the more difficult examples from the appendix. 

The first I ine of the text is in fact quite comp I icated, and i I lustrates many 

of the features which have been discussed in this section. The beginning of
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the I ine has already been discussed, and is not in itself particularly 

problematic. It is as follows:

group clause
I

1 •1
have CP CH

a CP CH

view CH co I
out CH 

II

I 
cc

of (C:A)
I 

(C:A)

The first word, £ opens a path ana Iysis (a nominaI group and cIause 

element), but is not a step as such, as it does not follow on from any 

preceding unit. The step into have completes the nominal group, opening a 

verbal group, and thus also constitutes a change at clause rank. The next 

step a completes the just-opened verbal group, and marks another change at 

clause rank. The nominal group thereby opened is sustained by view and by 

out. In principle, a simultaneous analysis should be shown here, to capture 

the possibility that out is completing the preceding nominal group, and hence 

acting as a change in the clause, but for the purposes of this presentation, 

we wil I omit this possibility. Note that the next step, into of, adds a step 

of a similar type, suggesting that out and of can be seen as a complex 

preposition.

However, both prepositions in general and of in particular open 

secondary ana I yses, so the step fo 11 owing of is ana lysed in two ways, as 
follows:
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group clause

of (C:A) ·
I

(C:A) I
the CH «CPII I

I 
coI

window pp CH I 
co

of (CO) (CO)

Following the first of in the above extract, the primary analysis at 

group rank represents a change step (as of opens a prepositional phrase, and 

as the sustains this, but changes it by adding a nominal group), but a 

complete step at the secondary path (as the beginning of a nominal group 

marks a complete in relation to a preceding preposition). At clause rank, 

one element continues to unfold, and so only a primary analysis is shown. 

Note that at group rank, window is analysed as PP. This simply stands for 

primary path, and shows that the primary path continues to unfold, but is not 

further analysed. It is italicised to highlight its different status from 

the path steps. The secondary analysis for window is a change step, as it is 

a change in the potential of the nominal group opened by the. The next step, 

another of, brings the path back to the primary level only. Again, this will 

open a primary and secondary path at the next step, but in addition, a 

simultaneous analysis also opens up, as follows:

group clause

of

a 

a

sky Iine

across

()1""-

CPI fH
Rs<^>pp

CH
I

CP

«CP 
I 

RS<-+a>> 

I
X

(70
7 \

C I CO
I I

RS<-t<:0> / RS<-t<:0>
। , I

co I X

CH
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The step into a is firstly analysed as a complete at group rank and a 

change at clause rank; this allows for the structure of the actual example of 

a sky I ine: that is, the of which opened this path is not seen to be 

coordinating an extension of the nominal group. the window, but a different 

clause element. On the other hand, the step into a is also analysed as a 

change at group rank and a continue at clause rank; this allows for a 

structure which is an extension of the window, as in the window of my room. 

At the same time, this alternative path is shown to open a secondary path. as 

in local terms. another nominal group has been opened, which functions as a 

complete in relation to the preceding one. The speaker in fact repeats a. 

and this is shown as a reset (with the function of the preceding step added 

to the reset label, to show that that is the function of the reset step in 

path terms). The next step. skyline. resolves the simultaneous paths. as it 

could only be picking up the first analysis; the other possibility is left 

behind at both group and clause ranks (as marked by x). This nominal group 

is completed by the next step. across, which opens a prepositional phrase and 

leads us to expect a nominal group to follow. However, this expectation is 

not in fact met by the next step, and so a deferred analysis has to be 

posited, as follows:
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group clause

across CP,1 \ CH ',
probably

I
C

.,.
P 1CH «CP

I I

I , 
CH iCO 

i ;
a C

! I
P ✓CH «CP 

• ।

I 1
CH yCo

I ;
third C

. I 
H pp CH

I : 
co co

I
of < CO)

I 
(CO)I

the CH «CP ' 
1 I

I 
coI

city 1 I 
pp CH

I 
co

The expectations set up by across are deferred by probably, so this step 

is analysed as a complete in relation to across, but the deferred 

expectations (for a primary change and secondary complete step at group rank, 

and a continue at clause rank) are shown to the side. The next step, a is 

also analysed in relation to the inmediately preceding step, that is, as a 

complete in relation to probably; at the same time. a can be seen to pick up 

the deferred expectations, and so that potential analysis is marked with a 

tick. The next step, third, is analysed in three ways at group rank: firstly 

in relation to the path unfolding from probably, and secondly and thirdly in 

relation to the deferred expectations (with a primary and a secondary 

analysis). The first and third paths appear to present the same analysis, 

although they have in fact been arrived at by different routes. At clause 
rank, the continuation of the element is shown. The next step into of 

functions in the same way in relation to al I three paths, and so is shown to 
bring them back to one point. In turn, of opens a primary and secondary 

analysis at the next step, the, and the step into city c^ompletes this 

example.
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However, there is one very interesting feature of this example which has 

not yet been represented. The nominal group a view sets up an expectation 

that the group wi 11 be sustained through post-Modification, telling us that 

it is a view of something, from somewhere, or across somewhere. The step 

following view can be seen to be picking up one of these possibilities (the 

view is from a particular place), but if the others are represented as 

deferred expectations, this captures the role of the other clause elements in 

relation to a view. That is, of a skyline is the object of the view, and 

across a third of the city is its range. A deferred analysis should be shown 

at group and clause ranks, but is only presented at clause rank to prevent 

over-complication of the figure. Each deferred expectation is a deferred 

continue step, and in turn opens up a further deferred expectation. In other 

words, while out is a viable step following a view, there is an expectation 

that another continue step could follow: and when that expectation is met 

(with of), there is again an expectation that yet another continue step could 

follow. The whole example is represented as fol lows:
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group clause

1
1 ‘I

have CP CH

a CP I e
view c CO,, „

out C:p CH ?coI !
of < C:A)

1
1

(C:A) -
| ·

the CH C(CP
| II I • r

window PP CH co r
of (CO) (CO) ✓CO----?CO

1I \ I " Ia cP I CH <CCP
1 r 1

CH / CO 7
1

a RS<..a>PP RS<-tCP>I 1
1 I 1

RS<+co>/RS<+co> 1
1 1 !

sky I ine C 
I

I I
H X X 1 I 

co I x -I'
across CP

I I'
CH ✓CO1 'I , |\ ,

probably CP ?CH C <CP
1 1 1I l I

CH ?CO 
I ·

a CP ✓CH CCCP 
1 1 i

I :
CH ✓CO 

II
third

I
C1

: I
H PP CH co

of (CO) (CO> 
II

the C
1

<CCP co

city PP CH co

The discussion of this example has begun to identify some of the 

I imitations of a unit analysis which operates in isolation from other 

considerations of grarrmar, namely metafunctional ones. An analysis of steps 

between units is in fact highly dependent on an analysis of the functional
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role(s) being played by those units.

following chapter.

These aspects are examined in the

6.4.8 Brief surrmary of the chapter

In this chapter, we have presented a dynamically oriented analysis of 

grarrmatical units. The analysis proceeds step by step, and accounts for the 

impact of units on the unfolding path at different ranks. Interesting 

imp I ications of this analysis include the way in which boundaries must be 

defined from this point of view, and the way in which the interrelations 

between grarrmatical units, and between lexis and grarrmar, are brought into 

question.

Endnole·

1. <Secllon 6,3) ll should be noled lhal Brazil (1987, 1990), who provide· a dl^coursally- 

mollvaled accounl of lnlonallon, doe· ai· lo describe gramar wllhin lhe clau·· from lhe polnl 

of view of lhal clau·· unfolding In lime, and belwean comunlcallng parllclpanl·. Hi· approach 

I· lharefore dynamically orlanled, bul lhe re^ulllng gra^ar l· not fully dyna^lc In lhe way 

oul 11 ned here. Jn parllcular, lhe boundarle· of grannallcal unll· are defined In lh· 

lradlllonal (non-dynamic) way. We have nol, therefore, laken full accounl of hi· work, bul lhe 

lwo approaches ■hould be compared a· parl of fulure research.

2. (Sect.Ion 6.4.3) Blackwell (1987) out.lIn·· an lnlere^t.lng foray lnlo lhe aulo—llc par^lng 

of Idiom·, ·· part. of t.he lagging of lhe LOB corpu·. A program, IDIOHTAG, "»arch·· lh· lexl 

for apeclflc aequenc·· of word·, or word· and lag· (but. nol word· alone), who·· aynlacllc role
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In comblnallon differ· from lhe •ynlacllc role played by lhe ··— word· In olher conlexl·." 

(p110 ll •••lgn· dlfferenl hg· lo the word· In Ihe Idiom than would be •••Igned by lhe 

ordinary lagger. ll recognl^e· lhe Idiom· wllh recourae lo an idion/l^f. By •••lgnlng lag· 

which recognl^e lhe ldlomHllc •lalu· of •ome sequence· of word·, 'idlo^yncrallc con^lrucl·' 

(p115) are elimlnaled from furlher analy^I· by lhe re^l of lhe lagging progra111, Slgnificanlly 

however, lhe progra111 cannol deal wilh varlalion In lhe •lruclure of lhe ldlo111, The lmplicallon 

of lhi · lhe^i· I· lhal lhe IdIo111 lagger need· lo work on a lwo-1 ayered •lruclure, one layer 

repre^enllng lhe ba^ic alruclure of lhe idiom, lhe olher, aecondary, layer drawing on lhe lalenl 

polenllal of lhe non-ldlomallc nalure of lhe lag •equence lo idenlify polnl· of permleelble 

varlalion,

3. (Secllon 6.4.5.1) The original conceplion of compulalional •lack·, a· dl^cua^ed In Chapter 

Four, would be a useful for111all^m lo caplure lhe phenomenon of di^conlinuou· analyse·. Thi· i· 

because lhe pu^h-down 111echanl^m would enable lhe deferred expeclallon lo be kepl on hold, unlil 

ll can be 'popped' off lhe •lack, and back lnlo play.

Addillonal: Reallzallon and In^lanllallon

Halllday (1989116) dlfferenllale· lhe ler111 instantiation fro111 lhal of realization 

<lnlroduced In ■ecllon 6.2):

The flr^l la lhe relallon belween the ^y^le111 and lhe ln^lance; lhe aecond I· lhe 
relallon belween lhe •lrala. If we are lalklng ■peciflcally aboul language, lhen 
lhe flr^l la lhe relallon between language a· •/•lern and language a· lexli lhe 
•econd la lhal relallng aemanlic·, lexlcogrannar and phonology,

For a dynamically orlenled model, ll I· lmporlanl lo clarify whelher ln^lanllallon or 

reallzallon (or bolh) I· In focu·. Accounllng for lhe opllon· in a lexl a· lhey unfold 111u^l be 

a ca^e of lnalanllallon: lhe polenllal of lhe ^Y^le111 I· being aclivaled and an inalance from lhe 

■yale111 I· being crealed. Bul aa Halliday nolea, every lnalance feed· back lnlo our 

under^landlng of lhe ayalem. The reallzallon relallon^hlp lend· lo be a^umed fro111 a dynamic 
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perspective; Ihal I·, It I· assumed that a lexl la meaningful and I· the reallzallon of opllona 

from lhe aemanlic alralum.

It I· Inleresllng lo consider the nature of the move from current lo next In lerm· of Ihe 

reallzallon/ln^lanllallon dichotomy. If Ihe palh polenlia I <lo eualaIn, cIoae and so on) I· 

given the ^lalu· of a ••mantle option - that I·, If from a dynamic perspective It I· meaningful 

lo move forward In one way ralher than another - then Ihe move from current lo next I· one of 

realization. In other word·, Ihe nexl oplion realize· a s·mαnllc faelura ael up by Iha current 

option. On Ihe olher hand, If Ihe palh polenllal la nol given this alelue, Ihen Ihe move fro· 

currenl lo nexl i · one of I nalanl Ialion: lhe naxl oplion I nalanl I alea the polenl I a I of lha 

ayalem lo mean al lhal polnl.

Which, lhen, ia moal relevant lo lhia lheaia? We auggeal lhal a dynamic perapecl i va 

·ncomp···e· bolh, Ihal from a dynamic perspaclive, both ralalionahlpe are alwaya In evidence. 

The move fro· current lo nexl In^lanllale· ·yslemic opllona, and realize· alralal on··· For 

lhla reaaon, we have been able lo argue bolh lhal lhe unfolding of a lexl contain· Ila own 

polenllal lo mean, and lhal Ihe option· in an unfolding laxl are Inalancee of oplions fro· an 

exialing ayelem of meaning polenllal. From a synoptlc p·rspecliva, Iha vector· —y be aeparaled 

and dlffarenlialad, bul from a dynamic perepecliva, lhe two are lnaeparable facela of lhe aame 

proc····
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CHAPTER SEVEN

GRN+IAR FROM A DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE:

< 11 > METAFl..tlCT I 005

7.1 Introduction

The ana I ysis deve I oped in the preceding chapter was an ana I ysis of 

grarrrnatiea I unit$ - essentia 11 y of the c I asses of groups making up c I auses. 

The unit ana I ysis revea Is an interpretation of grarrmar whieh is different 

from that provided by a synoptic perspective, and thus already begins to show 

what the implications of a dynamic perspective can be. Yet the picture of 

grarrmar is far from complete. It is taken as a basic premise of this thesis 

that language is functional, that it exists to serve corrmunicative purposes, 

and that a satisfactory analysis of language must therefore take this into 

account. It is not enough to describe the way in which the units of a text 

might unfold; the function of such units must also be described. The analysis 

has already made some use of functional information - for instance, we saw in 

the preceding chapter that the step from the to main (in line 25 of the 

sample text) is interpreted as being a change in the nominal group, because 

it sustains the group, but adds further functional information to it. But 

such an account of functions has so far been implicit; it is now necessary to 

exp Iicitly explore the step of applying a dynamic perspective to the 

functional aspects of granmar.

In this chapter, the functional aspects of Hal llday's granmatical theory 

are explained in a little more detail. The three major strands of his 

functional hypothesis are then reinterpreted from a dynamic point of view,
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firstly as they apply to grarrrnatical analysis within the clause, and secondly 

as they appI y to ana I ysis between cI auses. It wiII be seen as the chapter 

develops that some aspects of the metafunctional hypothesis need to be 

reconsidered in light of the dynamic perspective. It should be noted that 

the following discussion continues to draw examples from the sample text, but 

that a comprehensive analysis is not presented in the appendix.

7.2 Metafunctions and granmar

While we are most interested in function as it relates to lexico

granmatical choices, the term is interpreted in three ways in Halliday's 

functional hypothesis (cf Halliday, 1985a:xiii and Halliday 1973:pas!fim). 

Firstly, language itself is interpreted functionally; Halliday's theory 

accounts for "how the language is used. ... Language has evolved to satisfy 

human needs; and the way it is organized is functional with respect to these 

needs - it is not arbitrary." (1985a:xiii; original emphasis) Secondly, the 

fundamental components of meaning in language are functional; this aspect 

follows from the first, and a trio of metafunctions is proposed to account 

for the major ways in which language is used to create meaning. These 

metafunctions are discussed below. Finally, the elements of I inguistic 

structures are explained functionally, in terms of their role in the system 

as a whole, as explained in the preceding chapter.

The first interpretation of function is the starting point for a 

systemic approach to language: it means that the questions asked of language 

relate to the social origins and uses of language. The second and third 

interpretations are only relevant given that initial starting point, but it 

is the description of these latter two which gives substance to the first. In 
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other words, to understand the functional nature of language, it is necessary 

to understand the types of meaning which language expresses, and how language 

is organized to convey meaning.

The functional nature of I inguistic meaning is accounted for in terms of 

a metafunctional hypothesis. The 1meta1 component of this term is the key to 

its nature: rather than trying to I ist every meaning which might be expressed 

by language, or every use to which it might be put, meaning potential is 

described as centring on three major functions. This hypothesis is not put 

forward as a mere convenience for the description of meaning, but derives 

from a study of language development in children, where children are seen to 

develop these metafunctions as a means of participating in the adult 

linguistic system (cf Halliday 1975; Halliday's metafunctional hypothesis 

also owes much to the study of meaning and function in the Prague School of 

Linguistics, cf Halliday 1976b). Halliday hypothesises three metafunctions: 

the textual, interpersonal, and ideational (the ideational being subdivided 

into two components, the logical and experiential.) Each metafunction 

relates to a different strand or cluster of meaning potential in the 

linguistic system:

They are the modes of meaning that are present in every use of 
I anguage in every socia I context. A text is a product of a 11 
three; it is a polyphonic composition in which different semantic 
melodies are interwoven, to be realized as integrated lexico- 
grarrrnatical structures. Each functional component contributes a 
band of structure to the whole. (Halliday 1978:112)

Hal I iday ( ib. ld) defines the metafunctions as follows. The ideational

■ function 11 represents the speaker's meaning potentiaI as an observer • • • It 

expresses the phenomena of the environment: the things - creatures, objects, 
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actions, events, qualities, states and relations - of the world and of our 

own consciousness, including the phenomenon of language itself •••" (p112)

The interpersonaI function "represents the speaker·s meaning potentiaI 

as an intruder. It is the participatory function of language .•• through 

which the speaker intrudes himself into the context of situation, both 

expressing his own attitudes and judgements and seeking to i nf I uence the 

attitudes and behaviour of others. It expresses the role relationships 

associated with the situation ...” (p112)

Finally, the textual function "represents the speaker's text-forming 

potential; it is that which makes language relevant. This is the component 

which provides the texture; that which makes the difference between language 

that is suspended in vacuo and language that is operational in a context of 

situation . ..• (It) has an enabling function with respect to the other two; 

it is only in combination with textual meanings that ideational and 

interpersonal meanings are actualized." (ptt2)

These three components represent the major ways in which speakers of a 

language can mean; they operate in conjunction to produce text which is 

functional in a context of a situation and a culture. The mehfunctional 

hypothesis accounts for the second interpretation of function described 

above, namely the fundamental components of meaning in the I inguistic system. 

The relation of the melafunctions to the third interpretation of function, 

the elements of the linguistic system, is as follows.

When the available options in the lexicograrrmar are examined, it becomes 

evident that these options cluster into three main groups, or three major 

sets of systems. These different sets are interrelated as part of one 

overall system, but the relations between them are weak, whereas the 
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relations within any one of these sets or clusters is strong. Each of these 

c I usters ref I ects one of the functiona I components of the semantic system. 

In other words, the options opening up for each unit on the rank sea I e 

reflect the potential of the system to mean in the three ways described 

above. The options available in the clause, for instance, reflect the 

potential for the clause to mean as a representation, as an exchange and as a 

message. Each of these potentials relates, respectively, to the components 

of ideational, interpersonal and textual meaning. The ideational component 

was described as the speaker's potential to mean as an observer, and in the 

lexicograrrrnar, this is reflected by options describing the events or 

processes of the speaker's world, the participants in these events, and any 

attendant circumstances. Collectively, these options are referred to as the 

systems of transitivity and ergativity, which are described further below. 

The interpersonal component was described as the potential for the speaker to 

mean as a participant or intruder, and is reflected in the lexicogranmar by 

options expressing the roles and attitudes adopted by the speaker, and these 

are referred to collectively as the systems of mood and modality. Finally, 

the textual component was described as the speaker's text-forming potential, 

and it is ref I ected by options in the I exicogranmar whi eh organize the 

message being conveyed as a message: these options signal what the speaker 

considers to be the departure point of the message, and what the speaker 

considers to be the focal point of the message; options reflecting this 

function are referred to as theme and inforfTl4tion.

It is the strata! organization of language which accounts for this 

relationship between systems of granmatical options and the components of 

meaning: the grarrrnatical choices realize semantic options. But choices 

relevant to the three components are made simultaneously, so that every
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clause 'means' in these three ways at the same time. In this chapter, the 

dynamically oriented analysis will focus on each metafunction in isolation, 

although their simultaneous interplay is considered at the end of both the 

intra- and inter-clausal sections.

The reader is referred to Hal I iday ( 1985a) for a comprehensive 

exposition of the gralTITlatieaI systems pertaining to each of the 

metafunctions. On the basis of that work, we describe here the fundamental 

options in the systems which are relevant to the further development of the 

chapter. These options are derived from a synoptic understanding of the 

clause, but are used as a starting point for the dynamically oriented 

description, in order to provide some understanding of the granmatical 

realization of metafunctional meaning. It should be noted that the features 

in different gralTITlatical systems, such as the feature declarative in the 

system of Mood, have particular structural consequences, relating to the 

presence, order, sequence or sub-categorisation of structural elements. The 

relative order of structural elements is indicated by a circumflex (A) 

between the elements; for example, Finite A Predicator indicates that the 

Finite is followed by the Predicator. Further, one structural element will 

play multiple roles at the same time, that i:s, it will have a function with 

respect to textual, interpersonal and ideational meaning. In this case, the 

different roles are said to be conflated with each other, this relationship 

being signalled by a slash(/); for example, Theme/Subject indicates that one 

clause element plays the roles of both Theme and Subject. This use of the 

slash should not be confused with the :same symbol as used in the path 

analysis, where it indicates the presence of alternatives. As we have noted 

earlier in the thesis, functional labels are indicated with an initial 

capital letter, and class labels by lower case.
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The first granmatical system of interest to us is that of Theme/Rheme, 

which relates to textual meaning, in terms of the function of the clause as a 

message. In the granrnar of a clause, elements function to indicate what the 

message is about, as realized through this system. The Theme is the 

departure point of the message; the Rheme is the rest of the message, telling 

us something about that point of departure.

In a synoptic analysis, Theme in English is most simply realized as the 

first element of the clause, typically a nominal group, but possibly also an 

adverbial group or prepositional phrase. Some examples of Theme are presented 

below, with Theme underlined; the remainder of the clause represents the 

Rheme.

l spoke to a man
they're firing into the air
along the main road we have seen tanks

There may be multiple Themes in any one clause; when there is more than 

one Theme, the different thematic elements serve different functional 

purposes. There is always one Theme which is ideational in nature, as in the 

above examp I es. Other Themes may have a textual function (as in wel I, 

because, so) or an interpersonal function (as in surely. probably, 

personally). When a clause has multiple Themes, the typical order of the 

thematic e I ements is textua I" interpersona I "topiea I. The Theme as a who I e 

continues up to the first ideational element of the clause; all elements 

following this form part of the Rheme. (There are some complicating factors 

in this apparently simp le analysis, which are dealt with in section 7.3.1.1.)

Complementary to the system of theme is that of information; whereas 

theme indicates the departure point of the message, the system of information 

indicates what part of the message is recoverable (or Given), and what part 
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i2 * * s not recoverable (or New). Information is realized through intonation, 

rather than gramnar, and this aspect of textual meaning is not dealt with 

in this chapter.

2. At this very moment, the soldiers are shooting the protesters. 
Adjunct: at this very moment 
Subject: the soldiers
Finite: are
Predicator: shooting
Complement: the protesters
Mood: declarative

The second grerrrnatical system of interest to us is that of Mood, 

pertaining to the interpersonal metafunction. This is the function whereby 

language serves as an exchange between people, presenting or demanding 

information, indicating personal attitudes about the information, and so on. 

According to the Hall idayan analysis (1985a:Chapter 4), the components of the 

Mood element realize the clause feature indicative, and determine whether a 

clause is presented and received as a declarative or an interrogative, and if 

interrogative, whether as a yes/no question or as a wh- question. The 

components of the' Mood are the Subject and Finite, and it is their relative 

order which determines the basic declarative-interrogative distinction. The 

Subject is a nominal element; the Finite is the element carrying primary 

tense or modality in the verbal group. The other elements of the clause form 

the Residue; these are the Predicator, Complement(s), and Adjunct(s). 

Elements of the Residue may occur before the Mood component. A few 

synoptically analysed examples are presented below to illustrate some of the 

basic distinctions:

1. The soldiers are shooting the protesters.
Subject: the soldiers 
Finite: are 
Predicator: shooting 
Complement: the protesters 
Mood: declarative .
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3. Are the soldiers shooting the protesters?
Finite: are
Subject: the soldiers
Predicator: shooting
Complement: the protesters
Mood: interrogative (polar)

4. Why are the soldiers shooting the protesters?
Adjunct/ Wh-: why
Finite: are
Subject: the soldiers
Predicator: shooting
Complement: the protesters
Mood: interrogative (wh-)

5. Shoot the protesters!
Predicator: shoot
Complement: the protesters
Mood: imperative

A clause may also have a tag question at the end, as in the soldiers are 

shooting the protesters, are they?, where the tag picks up the Subject of 

the clause (in this case, they) and the Finite (are).

The Mood component of the clause indicates the way in which the 

information presented in the clause is exchanged between speakers. However, 

there is another aspect to interpersonal meaning in the clause, and this 

concerns the ability of the speaker to indicate his or her attitude about the 

propos i t ion being exchanged. This aspect of meaning is rea I i zed pr i mar i I y 

through the systems of modality and modulation, indicating degrees of 

probabi I ity, usual ity, inclination or obligation with respect to the clause. 

Finite modal operates (such as must), modal Adjuncts (such as probably), 

passive verb Predicators (as in you're requested to wait) or c^^lex 

constructions (as in I'm happy to wait) all express aspects of this type of

* meaning. The speaker's attitude can also be indicated through attitudinal 

lexis, for example, by using taboo words or ideologically-loaded lexical 

items (compare, for instance, protesters and freedom fighters). Modality and 
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attitudinal lexis are referred to in the section on Mood (section 7.4.3) but 

are not dealt with in depth.

The final area of grarrrnar with which we are concerned is that pertaining 

to ideational meaning. Here, the systems of transitivity and ergativity 

realize the potential of the clause to mean as a representation, that is, as 

an interpretation of 'patterns of experience'. Transitivity "specifies the 

different types of process that are recognized in the language, and the 

structures by which they are expressed." (Hal I iday 1985a: 101) 'Process' in 

this sense refers to the clause as a whole, to the type of event, happening, 

feeling or state which is being expressed. 1 Process' is a I so one of the 

basic components constituting the framework by which a process in the larger 

sense is expressed; the process element is realized by a verbal group, and it 

is the lexical or main verb which determines the process type (for example, 

hi t in was being hit). The other components of the framework are the 

participants involved in that process (which are typically realized by 

nominal groups, but which may also be realized by prepositional phrases), and 

any circumstances attendant on the process (realized by prepositional 

phrases). This basic framework is relevant to al I types of clause, but 

Hal I iday enumerates more specific options in relation to the ideational 

meaning carried by the clause.

The more specific options depend on the classification of the process. 

Halliday proposes three central process types, material, mental and 

relational, with three less central types, the behavioural, verbal and 

existential. Material processes are processes of action or doing, as in hit 

or !:.Y!!.; they are not, however, confined to concrete actions; the key element 

is that some entity is understood to be I doing I something. As with every 

process type, there are particular types of participant associated with the
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material process. The 'doer' of the action is obligatorily present in al I 

materia I processes, and is ea 11 ed the Actor; if the process is extended to 

another participant, then another participant element functions as the Goal 

of the process.

Menta I processes refer to processes of thinking, fee I ing, and 

perceiving. They are part I y characterised by having one participant, the 

Senser, which is human-like, in that it is "endowed with consciousness" 

<Hal I iday 1985a:108);this is the participant which 'senses'. The other 

participant, called the Phenomenon, is that which is felt, thought or 

perceived, and may be either a thing or a fact.

Relational processes are processes of 'being': "the central meaning of 

clauses of this type is that something is" (Halliday 1985a:112). English has 

several types of relational processes: intensive (x is a); circumstantial (x 

is at a) and possessive (x has a). Each of these has two modes: attributive 

(a is an attribute of x) and identifying (a is the identity of x) (Halliday 

ib. id>. For the attributive type, the relevant participants are the Carrier 

and Attribute, as in Sarah is wise (with Sarah as Carrier; wise as 
Attribute). For the identifying type, the relevant participants are 

Identified and Identifier, as in Tom is the leader (with Tom as Identified; 

the leader as Identifier). Further, another pair of participant functions 

are relevant to the identifying process, those of Token and Value. The Value 

is glossed by Halliday (1985a:115) as the "meaning, referent, function, 

status, role" and the Token as the 11slgn, name form, holder, occupant". 

These functions map on to those of Identifier and Identified, with either 

Token or Value able to take on the role of either Identifier or Identified.
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We wi 11 not consider the other process types nor other participant 

functions which are possible. Nor wil I we consider the detai Is which explain 

the granmatical differences between these process types (for they are 

distinguished on gran-rnatical, not semantic, grounds). For our purposes, the 

point of most interest is the fact that English consists of different process 

types, and that different participant roles are associated with each process 

type. Further, the roles of Actor, Senser, Carrier and so on have the sense 

of being the participant which is the 'doer', the other participant having 

the sense of that which is 'done to' (although strictly speaking, only 

participants in a material process can be considered to be actually 'doing' 

things). Cross-cutting the system of transitivity is the system of 

ergativity, and here, a complementary notion of 'doing' accounts for the way 

in which the participants relate to each other via the process. While 

transitivity describes different participant roles according to the process 

type, ergativity describes participant roles which are general to al I 

processes. Here, one key participant is the Medium, which is the inherent 

participant in the process, the process's 'reason for being'. In a clause 

such as The troops shot the protesters, it is the protesters whieh is the 

Medium. The other key participant is that of the Agent; this is the 

participant which is able to instigate the process: in the preceding example, 

it is the troops, who cause the protesters to be shot. Clauses may be analysed 

in terms of both their transitive and ergative patterns; each represents a 

different interpretation of the clause as experience.

Apart from the participants and processes, ideational meaning Is carried 

by circumstantial elements. These may indicate such aspects of the process 

as its Location or Extent in time or space (in 1989, in the Square, for three 

days), the Manner of the process (with guns, furiously), its Cause (through.
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carelessness), any Accompaniment (with the police), and so on. In principle, 

circumstances are not associated with one type of process rather than 

another, but are general to all types,(ln practice, there may be a need for a 

finer sub-categorisation than this) Circumstances are usually realized by 

prepositional phrases, although it should be noted that prepositional phrases 

can also realize a participant function in the clause.

The classification of process type, participant functions and 

circumstantial elements all represent experiential aspects of ideational 

meaning. However ideational meaning also entai Is a logical component; it is 

this which accounts for elements occurring together as a complex, for 

instance, a nominal group complex or clause complex. While the unit analysis 

of the preceding chapter considered the path points at which elements of the 

same rank might be concatenated, we do not in this chapter further consider 

aspects of logical meaning.

7.3 Intra-clausal analysis of textual meaning: Theme

In this and the following sections, we explore how a dynamic perspective 

applies to metafunctional aspects of grarrmar. We wil I begin this exploration 

with the metafunction which transfers most readily to a dynamic perspective, 

that of textual meaning. Even here, however, it will be seen that a dynamic 

perspective brings its own insights lo the understanding of the melafunclion.

The nature of the synoptically oriented analysis of textual meaning, as 

captured by Hal I iday's thematic analysis, is such that the key element in 

identifying the Theme of a clause comes first in that clause. This element 

wi 11 also be the first element in an unfolding path, and so the synoptic 
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analysis of textual meaning can be readily interpreted from a dynamic 

perspective. As a clause unfolds, and once the first ideational element of a 

clause is identified, Theme can be taken to be finished, and Rheme to have 

conmenced. Consider line 1 of the sample text, I have a view.... When X is 

identified as a nominal group, it can also be identified as a Thematic 

element, giving rise to the expectation of a step into Rheme. The next word, 

have, confirms this, as it marks a step into another ideational element 

(Process following Participant), and so completes the Theme and opens the 

Rheme.

In terms of the way in which the path analysis would apply to Theme, let 

us exemplify different path developments. (Note that for the moment, the 

discussion relates only to Theme within a clause. Thematic development 

between clauses is a different issue and is discussed in 7.7 below.) The 

first element of a clause will be part of the Theme; for path development, 

the issue at stake is whether that Theme wi 11 be sustained or closed. 

However, unlike other instances of path development, not al I the path options 

apply to al I types of Theme. Any thematic path may be closed, by moving into 

elements of Rheme: the presence of one ideational element means that the next 

ideational element will automatically c^omplete the Theme and open a Rheme 

path.

However, not all Theme paths can be sustained, and those which can be 

sustained are sustained in different ways. If the first element is an 

ideational element (that is, a topical Theme) the path cannot be sustained, 

because as we have just noted, a subsequent ideational element will be deemed 

to be part of the Rheme. Given the fact that the dynamic perspective applies 

to the unfolding elements themselves, it is possible that the ideational 

e I ement i tse If may be sustained (for examp I e, by post-modifying a noml ne I 
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group), but in path terms, this is not functional for the thematic analysis. 

It is possible to sustain a Theme path if the first element is not an 

ideational one: a thematic path opened by a textual Theme (such as .!2, 

because) may be changed by a step into an interpersonal or a topical Theme, 

and a Theme path carried by an interpersonal Theme (such as you see) may be 

changed by a step into a textual or a topical Theme. Or, a Theme path carried 

in either way may be continued by repeating the functional potential of the 

current thematic element; that is, there may be more than one textual or 

interpersonal Theme. In an example such as so, you see, I ..., the thematic 

path is opened by .!£ (representing a textual theme) and changed by a step 

into the interpersonal Theme you see, and changed again by a step into the 

ideational Theme, 1-

For the purposes of presenting a dynamically oriented analysis of Theme, 

the format is the same as for the unit analysis. So for the step from l to 

have in the first clause of the sample text, the analysis is presented as 

follows:

unitie I ement: clause as message:

I

have

O en: = Theme

CP: = Rheme

Thus in this example, have complete5 the Theme path opened by 1- The 

heading of the column is no longer a unit on the rank scale (group, clause 

·.· ), but an indication of the functional role in question. Because the 

heading of the path indicates that textual meaning is in question, we know 

that the opening of a path will constitute a thematic element. As for the 

unit analysis, the presentation sumnarises a certain amount of information, 

which can be retrieved from the analysis. For example, the analysis does not 
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present the fact that l is an ideational element, or topical Theme; it is 

assumed that the reader is able to retrieve this. Also as for the unit 

ana I ysis, it is the resuIts whieh are presented, rather than the process of 

positing expectations and comparing them with the next actual choice. 

Expectations nevertheless apply; for example, once an ideational element has 

been seen, there is an extremely strong expectation for a completing step, 

marking a shift into Rheme.

A different example of thematic development is found in line 36 of the 

text, which begins with because. This opens the Theme path, and the 

expectation is that the path will be sustained, possibly through continuing 

the textual role of because (perhaps by adding an element such as in this 

way), but more probably by changing the role to an interpersonal or 

ideational one. In fact, the next step constitutes a change, as an ideational 

element takes up the Theme path. The example begins to unfold as follows:

unit/element: clause as message:

36 because <Theme)

they CH

Although it was noted above that an ideational element functioning as 

topical Theme cannot be sustained, there is at least one case in which this 

possibility has to be allowed. It is possible for one ideational element to 

be sustained through concatenation or addition, in which case the multiple 

elements function together as a complex topical Theme, as in (the invented) 

example of I. the Frenchman and the American ···· A synoptic perspective can 

of course determine at once that these three elements function as • single 

unit, but a dynamic perspective encounters the elements as they unfold. 

While the step between land the Frenc^wn wiII be analysed as sustaining the
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Theme path, rather than moving into Rheme, it is not possible to determine 

through the granmar alone whether the Frenchman is a concatenating or adding 

step: that is, whether both elements refer to the same or to different 

entities. This means that a simultaneous analysis has to posited, to allow 

for both possibi I ities. The simultaneity wil I only be resolved with recourse 

to factors other than the grammar. The concurrent frame may differentiate 

the alternatives, because it may clarify the relevant participants: if the 

referent of l is a female, then it is highly unlikely that the Frenchman 

would be referring lo the same referent; alternatively, three participants 

may have c I ear I y been estab I ished in the preceding text. Otherwise, any 

s imu I taneity needs to be maintained unti I some I ater aspect of the text 

resolves the ambiguity. Such a simultaneous analysis would be presented as 

follows:

unit/element:

I

the Frenchman

and the American

clause as message:

(Theme)

/".C:C 
I C:A

/ C:A
I

I C:A

Most of the clauses in the sample text are relatively easy to analyse 

for their thematic development, as they follow the simple pattern exemplified 

for I ine 1 above, with the first element being ideational, and typically 

followed by an element constituting the beginning of the Rheme. At this 

point, no further analysis of the Rheme is posited, although for thematic 

development between clauses, this needs to be done, and of course the 

elements constituting the Rheme will have roles to play in other functional 

analyses.
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7.3. 1 Issues in the Theme analysis: variable extent of step

It is not of course the case that a I I c I auses fo I I ow the most basic 

Theme pattern. One variation which needs to be considered occurs when the 

first element of the clause contains two or more components which could 

feas ib I y stand on their own as Theme. Consider for examp I e none of the 

factory chimneys from I ine 3: given an unfolding view of the text, none on 

its own might be temporarily posited as the Theme of the clause. From an 

understanding of the unit analysis at group level, we know that none could be 

sustained (by, for instance, post-Modifying the nominal group) or closed (by 

moving into a different group). For Theme analysis, this means either that 

none may not yet be a full thematic element, in which case it is not yet time 

to consider path development for Theme, or that it may wel I be a ful I element 

and hence, path development of Theme would apply. Thus, as for simultaneous 

analyses, multiple expectations apply here, although this situation is 

somewhat different from the simultaneous analyses encountered in relation to 

the unit analysis. In the unit analysis, the simultaneity applies to one 

rank; it is the nature of the step which can be analysed in more than one 

way, implying that one unit could be playing more than one role in relation 

to the path established by the preceding unit. In contrast, in this 

particular case relating to Theme, it is not a question of whether two 

interpretations can be posited for the path development, but whether the path 

can be considered to be developing at al I. So if none is the ful I nominal 

group, then the role of that group in the development of Theme can be 

considered; if it is not the fut I nominal group, then it is not yet time lo 

consider path development of Theme. There is a simultaneity of analyses, but 

the simultaneity operates in relation to different path sets - one to the
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unit analysis at group rank, and one to the metafunctional role of clause 

e I ements.

Note that while the extension of the nominal group through post

Modification may seem comparable to concatenation of nominal groups through 

juxtaposition, as in I, the Frenchman, the two cases are quite different with 

regard to Theme analysis. With concatenation, there are clearly two nominal 

groups operating, and whether they refer to one referent (that is, I = a 

Frenchman) or to two (that is, I + the Frenchman), a type of multiple 

ideational Theme results (as just discussed). On the other hand, extension 

of the nominal group through post-Modification does not give rise to two 

separate nominal groups, and thus does not affect the Theme analysis in the 

same way.

To return to the thematic analysis of none of the factory chimneys, the 

unit analysis of none recognises that this could be a c^omplete nominal group 

or one which could be extended by post-Modification. Therefore the analyst 

needs to allow both for the possibility that this could be functioning on its 

own as Theme, and for the possibility that this is only part of the current 

Theme. For this latter case, the thematic analysis needs to be momentarily 

suspended to allow for the possibi I ity that the nominal group could be 

extended, and that a larger element could be functioning as Theme. The step 

from none to of does indeed extend the nominal group and thus indicates that 

the thematic element is not yet complete. The step is not, therefore, 

functional in thematic terms: path development as it has been presented here 

cannot be seen to app I y. The step Is functiona I In terms of the unit 

analysis. So to represent what is happening thematically, a dash is placed 

between two angled brackets for each equivalent step in the unit analysis, 

viz: <->. This indicates that while the unit is continuing to develop, the
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step is not functional in thematic terms, and so the anal ysis of Theme is 

temporarily suspended. At the same time, the unit anal ysis as presented in 

the preceding chapter is maintained. The who I e examp I e is represented as 

follows:

example: group: clause: Theme

3 none CP 
I cr

CCO)
1I

Copen> 
I

of (CO) <->

the CH «CP 
I

CO ((CH 
I I

I<->
1

factory
I 

pp CH
I I 

pp co I<->

chimneys CH
I co I 

<->

After any point which could complete the nominal group, as in chimneys 

here, there is an expectation either that the path of Theme analysis will be 

taken up again, that is allowing further development of Theme, or that there 

wi I I be a shift into Rheme.

Of course the unit analysis for this clause has already been presented, 

so in the context of this thesis it is 'known' that the group is not just 

none, but none of the factory chimneys. However, in an actually unfolding 

text, a dynamically oriented analysis of Theme must operate in conjunction 

with a unit analysis, as the different types of paths interact with each 

other, and steps in one type of path help inform decisions and weight 

expectations in other paths. Thus, as we have illustrated, path steps in one 

analysis may lead to the temporary suspension of the analysis of another type 

of path.
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7.3.1.1 Multiple Themes

Other clauses which do not readily fit the basic Theme pattern are those 

in which there is a long sequence of multiple participant or circumstantial 

elements, making it difficult to accept that Theme ends after the first 

ideational element. Our discussion of this area is, however, deferred unti I 

section 7.4.4, as it is relevant to certain aspects of the Mood analysis.

7.3.2 Surrrnary of Theme section

Our intention here has not been to fully explicate Theme from a dynamic 

perspective, but to illustrate how such an analysis could begin to be 

applied. The most important point to note is that a dynamic perspective can, 

at least for most instances of Theme, be applied quite easily. Given the 

fronted nature of the Theme analysis, this is not surprising. We have dealt 

with some complicating factors to the basic Theme analysis, deferring 

discussion of multiple Themes. We have not attempted to account for several 

particular problems of Theme, such as how to analyse abandoned Theme paths or 

account for semantically empty Themes. These must be left aside for future 

research.

7.4 Intra-clausal analysis of interpersonal meaning: Hood

In attempting to apply a dynamic perspective to the analysis of 

interpersonal meaning, we explore whether the interpersonal features captured 

by the systems of mood and modality in a synoptic approach can also be 

captured in. a dynamic one. To begin with, the aim is to reformulate the
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available analyses from a dynamic perspective, and it will be seen that the 

reformulation itself throws into doubt some of the basic assumptions 

regarding the interpersonal aspects of meaning.

As noted in section 7.2, it is the presence of the elements Subject and 

Finite which realize the indicative Mood, and the relative order of these 

elements which determine whether the Mood is declarative or interrogative. 

If the Subject comes before the Finite, the Mood is declarative; if the 

Finite element comes first, the Mood is a yes/no, or polar, interrogative. 

For 'wh-' interrogatives, the Subject comes before the Finite if the wh- 

element is the Subject, otherwise the Subject comes after the Finite 

(Halliday 1985a:74).

A dynamic analysis wil I encounter the elements of Mood as they unfold in 

the clause, hence if a Finite or wh- element is encountered first, the Mood 

wi 11 most probably be interrogative. If a nomina I e I ement is encountered 

first, then it is highly likely that a declarative is being formed, although 

in some cases the classification of the Mood as declarative has to be held 

off until more of the clause has been seen. This occurs when elements of 

the Residue come first, as in These days, can we afford not to be more 

vigilant?; when elements which could potentially be vocatives occur, as in 

John, are you coming?, or when potentially fronted topics, as in soldiers,, 

can they be trusted?, appear first. Of course, intonational factors would 

help inform some of these cases, but the grarrmar in isolation leaves multiple 

possibilities open. Interestingly, in the case of some vocatives, the 

granmar (when operating without the benefit of intonational or orthographic 

information) has to wait for the element after the Finite before the Mood can 
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be determined (as in People, are they ever happy?, where the elements people 

are ..._ could be forming a declarative).

By far the most corrmonly exploited Mood option is that of the 

declarative; interrogatives are in general far less likely to occur, except 

in particular text types (such as a questionnaire or interview). For most 

texts then, the situation sets up the expectation that the initial stack for 

mood options will have the declarative option at the top. It is possible for 

this ordering to change as the text unfolds; so for instance, the first 

instance of an interrogative will cause more disruption to the stack than 

subsequent interrogatives. Further, if an interrogative Is preceded by an 

element which could potentially be Subject in a declarative clause (as in the 

case of a vocative), the example will be doubly marked, as the speaker will 

begin the example as if it were a declarative, and then use the interrogative 

mood. The hearer will initially be led to expect a declarative, which 

conforms with the most typical case of Mood, but will have to radically shift 

these expectations when such an interrogative is encountered.

In short, in most cases one aspect of the mood analysis can be 

determined quite quickly, namely whether the clause is declarative or 

interrogative. However, the identification of the element taking on the role 

of Subject in the clause is not so straightforward. For declaratives, it is 

necessary to identify elements which are potential Subjects, and then to wait 

for a Finite element to confirm this. So if the first element in a clause is 

the soldiers, the speaker's most probable next option and the hearer's most 

probable interpretation wi I I be that a Finite element will follow, and hence, 

that the current option is Subject, as in the soldiers are .For 

interrogatives, as the Finite or wh-element comes first, the most probable 

option for the speaker and expectation for the hearer is that the next
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nominal element wi 11 be functioning as Subject, as in are the soldiers  ... 

(Note that in such cases, the nature of the first element may give some more 

specific expectations for the nature of the Subject to follow. For instance, 

if the finite expresses number, as in does or do, the Subject will agree in 

number, and this more precise expectation can be used to he Ip inform the 

components of the stack.)

In terms of applying the path analysis, every new clause opens a path 

relating to interpersonal meaning. However, the way in which the unfolding 

path steps are classified will depend on whether the path is considered to be 

an interpersonal path, or a mood path. In the first case, steps between 

elements of Mood and of Residue would then be change steps, as al I such steps 

would be contributing to interpersonal meaning. In the latter case, the same 

steps would be analysed as completes, as the Mood and Residue would be seen 

as two separate types of paths. It may seem strange that the same step could 

be analysed differently according to the scope of the path, but it is a 

feature of the analysis that the classification of steps depends on the 

nature of the rank or function being •considered. The advantage of developing 

an interpersonal path would be that other aspects of interpersonal meaning - 

such as the effect of attitudinal lexis - could be brought in to the path. 

On the other hand, the advantage of focussing on separate Mood/Residue paths 

is that the resulting analysis will be closer in kind to that developed for 

Theme, where the step into Rheme was seen to close the Theme path. Here, we 

wi 11 focus on a Mood path, thus analysing the step into Residue as a 

complete.

Let us illustrate the paths for Mood with some simple examples from the 

samp Ie text. In the first line, the first element is l· This opens a Mood 

path, and we can expect the next step to be a change in the path, shifting to 
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a Finite eIement. The next element is have, confirming the expectation. 

Have could be functioning as an auxiIiary or main verb. In either case, the 

imp I ication for Mood is the same (the Finite has been expressed), but there 

are different imp I ications for the Residue. If have is an auxiliary verb, 

the step into Residue has not yet been accomplished, and we would expect 

other verbal group elements to follow. However i f i t is a main verb, the 

Finite and Predicator are fused, and so have simultaneously changes the Mood 

by shifting to the Finite, and completes it by shifting to the Residue; in 

this case, other clause elements can be expected to follow. The next element 

in this clause is in fact a. which picks up the path relating to have as a 

main verb. This is represented below:

I ine: example: Mood:

I

have 

a

(open)

CH / CH
I
x

* CP
I

CH

I

That is, have is analysed simultaneously as a change step only (have in 

this case being an^auxiliary), and as a change step fused with a c^omplete 

step (have in this case being a main verb, with Finite and Predicator fused). 

The next element, a. can only be picking up the latter path, and constitutes 

a change in the Residue path.

For the moment, steps between elements of the Residue (that is, between 

different groups functioning at clause rank) will continue to be analysed as 

change steps, and will not be further analysed. Many of the clauses in the
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text have the same Mood analysis as that presented above. Sometimes, where 

there is a fused element, three steps of the analysis occur simultaneously. 

For instance in I ine 2, it's ..a city that isn't at work, the fusion of it with 

the verbal element l.!. results in the following analysis:

I i ne: ex amp I e: Mood:

2 it's Copen> ^ CH/ Copen> ^ CH ^ CP
I I

a x CH

I

That is, it's both opens the Mood path, and simu I taneously either 

changes it or changes and completes it. The next step picks up the second 

of these paths. Similarly, when the verbal element itself is a fusion of the 

Finite and Predicator, a fused analysis applies, as in the fol lowing example: 

I i ne: examp I e: 

18 I

spoke 

to

Mood:

Copen)

CH * CP

CH
I

Another instance of the basic analysis occurs in cases where the first 

element is a complex nominal, as in line 3 with none of the factory chimneys 

are smoking. The analysis of such complex nominals is the same as that 

presented in the analysis of Theme. That is, as the Mood analysis unfolds 

simultaneously with a unit analysis, there is a point after !!2!l! where the 

speaker can choose to extend the nominal group, thus delaying further Mood
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analysis. In this case, such steps are analysed as steps in abeyance for the 

Mood analysis, signalled by the <-> sign. Alternatively, the speaker could 

complete the nominal group and shift into other elements, thus sustaining the 

Mood path, in which case the steps are functional in Mood terms. For the 

hearer, simultaneous expectations have to be posited to al low for both 

possibi I it ies, a I though the presentation of the ana I ys is inc I udes on I y the 

results of the analysis, and not the expectations. The analysis for an 

example such as this appears as follows.

I i ne: example: Mood:

3 none (open)
I 

of <->
I 

the <->
I 

factory <->

chimneys <->
I "-.

are CH/ CH * CP

smoking CP x

In this example, the Mood path opened byn^ is kept in abeyance until 

are. which opens simultaneous paths.

These basic analyses account for most of the examples in the text. Some 

exceptions remain. First, there are examples which commence with multiple 

ideational elements, where elements of both the Mood and the Residue may 

precede the Finite, either because a Residue element intervenes between the 

Subject and Finite, or because Adjuncts precede the Subject element. In line 

15 for example, and there this morning protesters gathered again after dawn, 

both the elements there, and this morning could potentially be either Subject 

or Adjunct (cf the discussion in section 7.4.4 below). While there would be
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a strong expectation that protesters is in fact the Subject, it is not until 

the process gathered is reached, with its fused Finite and Predicator, that 

this can be confirmed. The analysis of an example such as this is visually 

complicated, as multiple simultaneous possibi I ities have to be all owed. 

Firstly, amd is analysed as a step in abeyance; the next step, into there, 

could be opening either a Mood path (hence there functions as Subject) or a 

Residue path (hence there functions as Adjunct). This part of the example is 

represented as follows:

line: example: Mood:

15 and

there

<->
/ "'open (Md) / open (Res)

For simplicity 1 s sake, the title of the path is stil I Mood, even though 

the analysis shows either a Mood or Residue component opening up. Further, 

while it is not necessary to classify the open step as either Mood (Md) or 

Residue (Res) - because this information could be retrieved if the analysis 

was presented just as two simultaneous open steps - the classification is 

included to help clarify what follows.

The next step is this. Given that there may be functioning as Subject 

(as shown on the left-hand side above), this would have to be analysed as a 

complete in relation to there, that is, closing the Mood element and opening 

a Residue element. But the Mood element is not in fact complete, as no 

Finite has yet been expressed. This means that the expectations for a Finite 

e I ement have been deferred, with the deferred expectation Ca change step) 

marked by a question to the side. This is represented as follows:
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Ii ne: example: Mood:
15 and

there

this

<->

open (Md) / open (Res)
I

CP ?CH

For the right-hand side of the analysis, (with there functioning as 

Adjunct), the step into this could be analysed in two ways. Either it 

represents a completing step, showing that a step into the Mood element has 

been effected (that is, this functions as Subject), or it could represent a 

change step, showing that a step into another element of Residue has been 

effected. These analyses are presented as follows:

Iine: example: Mood:

15 and <->

there

this

open (Md) / open (Res)
I ',,_ /\

CP ?CH CP CH

The following step is morning, which is not functional in terms of the 

path in question, and so is a step in abeyance. However, it should be noted 

that this morning •does affect the stack of expectations for what may follow 

next, leading to a strongly weighted expectation for a Subject element to 

follow · Had the example been, for instance, this army, there would be a 

strong expectation for a step into a Finite element. A further I eve I of 

detail is needed to capture this aspect of the step; see the related 

discussion in section 7.5.5 below.

The next step, into protesters, 

relation to one of the simultaneous 

the left-hand analyses, beginning 

expectations for a Finite element

can only be functionally interpreted in 

paths so far developed. In relation to 

with there, as Subject, the deferred 

need to be dropped once protesters is
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reached. There remains a slim possibility that protesters, could be yet 

another element of Residue, with the Subject yet to come, but this 

possibility is so slight that it is not presented. Thus both the main path 

and the deferred path fol lowing there as Subject are dropped, as follows:

Iine: example: Mood:

15 and

there

this

morning

protesters

/open (Md)
CP ?CH
-> <!.>

X X

<->"---/ open
/\CP CH

(Res)

In relation to the right-hand analysis, beginning with there as an 

element of Residue, the possibility that this morning completed the Residue 

and thereby opened the Mood component must be discounted once protesters is 

reached. Protesters in fact picks up the path which allows for both there 

and this morning to be elements of Residue; it is analysed as completing the 

Residue path, so opening the Mood component. This is confirmed by the next 

step, into gathered, which changes the Mood component (as it represents the 

Finite element) and which also represents a completing step, back into 

elements· of Residue, as the Finite is fused with the Predicator. This part 

of the analysis is presented below to complete the example:
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I i ne: examp I e: Mood:

15 and

there

this

morning

protesters

/<->

open (Md) / open (Res)
I ',... / \CP ?CH CP CH
I : I I

<-I > <,: > <-I > <-I >
x X x CP

gathered CH * CP

The slight disruption to the basic Mood path thus gives rise to an array 

of analytical possibilities, as different elements could be taking on the 

role of Subject, and as posited analyses have to be revised (or rather, left 

behind) as the clause continues to unfold. Interestingly, once the Finite is 

reached (and given that a potential Subject element has been identified, that 

is, that a declarative structure is unfolding), the Mood analysis ceases to 

be of interest, as further steps must pertain to the Residue.

However, it is not on I y the presence of mu Itip Ie ideational e I ements 

which complicates the basic analysis. A second complication occurs in 

examples where it is not necessarily difficult to pinpoint the shift into a 

Finite or fused Finite/Predicator element, but where it is difficult to 

identify exactly what the Subject is, even though potential Subject elements 

have occurred. If the preceding example had been, for instance, there this, 

morning is the result of the carnage, what would the Subject be? Halliday 

argues that the Subject can be identified as "that element which is picked up 

by the pronoun in the tag" (Halliday 1985a:73, as in he did it, didn't he?, 

with he as Subject). But this does not really help elucidate the Subject of 

the ■ example just cited (neither isn't it? nor isn't there? seems 

appropriate). Nor for that matter does it help elucidate the Subject of an 

actual example from the text, in line 14, down below to the right of me is 
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the main road leading to Tiananmen Square. Again the tags isn't there?, or 

isn't it?, are the most likely candidates, but again neither is quite 

appropriate. What is more, if any element in this example can be said (from 

a synoptic vantage point) to be functioning as Subject, it would have to be 

the element following the Finite, that is, the main road leading to Tiananmen 

Square. Certainly if the sequence of the ideational elements is reversed, 

the example becomes unproblematic: the main road leading to Tiananmen Square 

js down below to the right of me. But this is not what the speaker said; the 

actual example, according to the synoptic criteria, must be said to be an 

anomaly. It appears to function as a declarative, but the Subject element 

cannot be identified according to the standard criterion (the tag question 

test), and if present, would appear to , be in an impossible place given the 

declarative nature of the clause.

This does not of course mean that such examp I es pose any prob I em in 

comnunication for either speaker or hearer; on the contrary, such examples 

are conrnon. But the synoptic ana I ys is does not seem ab I e to capture or 

explain how such an example functions in interpersonal terms. (Either a 

synoptic or a dynamic analysis of the textual metafunction explains why the 

example i s as it is: to get the circumstantial element in as Theme, but this 

sti II does •not account for its Mood structure.) It is suggested here, 

however, that a dynamically oriented description can capture how it functions 

interpersonally for speaker and hearer. In the (fabricated) example, there 

this morning is the result of the carnage, all the elements up to is are 

momentarily analysed as functioning as either Subject or Adjunct, and further 

steps in the clause are needed to determine the analysis. But the shift into 

the verbal group can only be picking up a Subject path, and so what precedes 

this step takes on the status of Subject, whether it accords with standard 
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ana I yses or not. The speaker has chosen to take this step; the mu Itip I e 

potential of the earlier options faciIitates this. As discussed in Chapter 

Five, the latent potential of any choice provides a shadow of interpretation 

for what follows. For the hearer, the same principles apply; the issue is 

not whether a 'correct' or 'standard' example has been produced, but whether 

the example provides the clues to al low the steps to be interpreted 

functionally.

This explanation does not in fact account for the actual text example, 

unless the element down below to the right of me is argued to be an example 

of an attributive Complement which has been fronted (cf Halliday l985a:79). 

Yet it seems more obviously to be an Adjunct, and so a part of the Residue. 

Again, however, the step into the Finite can only be interpreted as 

indicating either that a Subject element is present, or that an interrogative 

structure is in question. (If interrogative, the process element is 

discontinuous: the question is: is the main road leading to Tiananmen 

Square?) This is a case where the gr^^^r in isolation would result in an 

incorrect analysis; the intonation of the actual example does not indicate an 

interrogative, nor does the grammatical trend of the , ongoing text with its 

exclusively declarative structure; nor does the structure of the following 

line (and jhere this morning protesters gathered again after dawn), which is 

difficult to interpret as a response to a question. Given the fact that there 

is no supporting evidence in the unfolding text for the interrogative 

possibility, it must be concluded that down below to the right of me, fulfils 

the potential of a Subject element in a declarative clause, even if this is a 

high Iy unusuaI ana Iysis. (It is interesting to compare the example down 

below to the right of me is the main road leading to Tiananmen Square, with 

the (fabricated) examp I e, down be I ow to the right of me are two roads,
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leading.to Tiananmen Square. Halliday's (synoptic) criteria clearly indicate 

that the Subject in the latter example is the two roads ...; not only is this 

the element which would be picked up by a tag question (aren't there?), but 

the verb agrees in number with this element. A comparison with the former 

example suggests that the Subject element is being pulled two ways: in 

relation to the first example, it is being identified as the element which is 

tied to the Finite; in relation to the second example, it is being identified 

as the element which shapes the verb.)

A third comp I ication to the analysis occurs with conjunctive elements 

such as that in I ine 21 or because in I ine 36. In the Hal I idayan analysis, 

conjunctive Adjuncts are excluded from the Mood-Residue analysis: "they have 

no function in the clause as exchange." (Halliday 1985a:82) However, given 

an unfolding view of the clause, the role of such elements has to be 

considered in relation to interpersonal meaning. At the_ very least, it will 

be necessary to suggest an analysis that says such elements hold the Mood 

analysis in abeyance (which would be signalled by the <-> sign). While we 

agree with Halliday that such elements do not seem able to alter the 

interpersonal structure of the clause, they do seem to be playing some role 

in the interpersonal patterns established between clauses. Momentarily then, 

we wi 11 shift the discussion of Mood from intra-clausal to inter-clausal 

considerations. Given one clause and one of these connecting elements, it 

would be very surprising if the Mood of the following clause was different to 

that of the current one. Thus such elements seem to function like and in the 

unit ana I ysis, signa 11 i ng that a path is to be sustained through 

continuation. This expectation is not always fulfilled for all conjunctive 

elements· and itself for instance, seems to allow reversal of a Mood pathI -- t

(as in the protesters came on the scene and what do you think they did?).
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Therefore these elements seem to be serving a stacking function for 

expectations relating to Mood patterns between clauses: given such an 

element, the most I ikely option is that the Mood of the preceding clause will 

be repeated in the next clause; if this does not happen, an effect of 

surprise or markedness is achieved. This observation is not based on a 

detailed study of conjunctive elements in text, but is put forward as an 

hypothesis which would be interesting to explore on a future occasion. In 

the context of this thesis, the hypothesis justifies the analysis of such 

elements as a continue step in brackets - that is, (CO) - to capture that 

Mood is most probably to be continued, although the step is somewhat outside 

of the Mood analysis proper.

A similar element which also poses a problem for the Mood analysis is 

welI no in line 27. This again has some conjunctive purpose, but also has a 

much more apparent interpersonal role than other conjunctive elements. It 

expresses the speaker's doubt about the validity of the proposition she has 

just made (the full example is they're firing into the air, well no, they're 

firing against the buildings ...). The well no definitely signals that some 

denial is about to come, but synoptically, we can see that this does not in 

fact occur in the Mood element itself (as would be the case in well no, are 

they?) but in the proposition contained in the Residue. Thus, like the 

conjunctive elements, well no is stacking our expectations for the Mood of 

the next clause, as well as contributing to expectations about the nature of 

the proposition. In the analysis as it is currently presented, there is no 

device to capture the special influence of such an option, so for the 

meantime, it is also analysed as a bracketed continue step, CCO), although 

again, such devices merit further attention.
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The case of resetting in line J6 (those the troops fired at, them) is a 

further complication to the basic analysis. The analysis would posit those as 

opening the Mood path, being most probably Subject; it would be possible to 

posit a simultaneous analysis, allowing for those to be a Complement in the 

Residue (as in those the people gave to me), but there is no evidence to 

expect anything other than a straightforward declarative, and this analysis 

would not have a particularly strong weighting in the stacks. However, the 

next element, the troops, al5o seems to be a Subject, and fired, does indeed 

pick up this path. It seems, therefore, that those, was opening a Residue 

path. However the example is not yet complete, and other alternatives are 

possible: there is the potential for those the troops fired to be a Subject 

on its own, as a complex nominal group, and there is also the potential for 

resetting. But we suggest that resetting would not have a particularly 

strong expectation attached, and indeed, it is not until the step into them 

that the resetting possibi I ity can be confirmed. At this point, the step 

could only be picking up the path in which the troops is a resetting of 

those. In interpersonal terms, the fused Finite/Predicator fired, picks up 

the most recent Subject; the Subject force of those is left behind, so to 

speak.

A final comp I ication presented by the examples in the sample text is 

found in line 34, which has no Mood expressed: and defiantly setting fire to, 

them. This follows line 33, they're moving in buses as new barricades at most 

of the , intersections, and synoptically, it can be seen that line 34 elides 

the Subject and Finite from line 33.

The way such an example is explained from a dynamic perspective is as 

follows. The and, signals that some part of the path in question is to be 

sustained - it could be concatenating a whole clause or perhaps Just one 
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element of it (as in ...at most .of the. intersections and all the. checkpoints, 

where the nomina I groups within an Adjunct are concatenated). As noted 

previously, if the concatenation is at clause level, the most probable 

expectation is that the Mood of the preceding clause will be repeated. The 

next element is neither a potential Subject nor a potential Finite; it is 

quite c I ear I y an e I ement of the Residue, being an adverb functioning as 

Adjunct. But it cannot be picking up any of the Residue of the preceding 

line, and in combination with the concatenating potential of and, a new 

clause is understood to be in question. The Residue element sets up an 

expectation for a Mood to follow, but the next element is again neither 

Subject nor Finite, but a Predicator. It is just possible that defiantly 

setting fire to them could be functioning as a complex Subject, but a 

following Finite and Predicator would be required to sustain this path, and 

this does not in fact occur. So, a clause must be being concatenated, but 

without a Mood being expressed: the path is concatenated from the 

corresponding point in the preceding clause, that is from just before the 

preceding Predicator (moving). Thus, the part of the path leading up to that 

Predicator can be understood to apply here too - that is, defiantly is 

understood to be branching from they're. A general rule could be established 

that any Mood element can have a second set of Residue elements branching 

from it; when defiantly is reached, this would set up a deferred expectation 

for a Mood element to come, as in and defiantly they have been setting fire. 

to them, but when this expectation is not fulfilled, the latent potential of 

the initial Mood element to have a branched structure must be taken up. This 

does not mean that the sequence of the branched structures is i^rrmaterial: in 

the above example, the sequence is obviously crucial to the cohesion between
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the I ines; rather, it means that the branched structures share the noted 

elements.

7.4.1 Other aspects of Mood analysis: discontinuity

While the preceding discussion has dealt with all the examples from the 

sample text, the text itself does not raise all the problems that could be 

encountered in applying a dynamically oriented Mood analysis. It is necessary 

to consider how interrogatives (both polar and wh- types), imperatives and 

tag questions would be dealt with, and to explain and i I lustrate a dis

continuous Mood element from a dynamic perspective. To deal with this latter 

problem first, the discussion of line 15 has already partially dealt with 

this possibility, although there the discontinuity was part of a simultaneous 
41\().l^sis 
l\and not a particularly I ikely option. The Mood analysis must be able to 

capture what is happening in an example such as the protesters this morning 

are ..., where synoptically it can be seen that the Subject (the protesters) 

and the Finite (are) are separated by a Residue element.

The dynamically oriented analysis would posit the protesters as a 

Subject opening the Mood path. The step into this morning would close the 

Mood path and open the Residue path (and so is analysed as a complete step, 

although this does not mean that the Mood of the clause is 'complete' in the 

sense of having both Subject and Finite present). Meanwhile, the expectations 

for the Finite element of the Mood are deferred. The deferred expectations 

are picked up when the Finite is encountered. (Simultaneous with this 

analysis, another path would have to be posited to allow for the possibility
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that this morning post-Modifies the protesters, the nominal group thus formed 

acting as Subject.) The discontinuous analysis is represented as follows:

example: Mood

the open CMd)

protesters <->
I '-..,

this CP ?CH
I I 

morning <-> <,>
I !

are CP XH

It is also the case that the Residue may be realized discontinuously; in 

the above examp I e, this morning is on I y part of the Residue, and other 

elements are yet to come. A discontinuous Residue can be interpreted from 

the completing steps leading into and out of the Mood element; that is, if an 

e I ement is ana I ysed as part of the Residue before the Mood component is 

reached, a completing step necessarily signals a step into the Mood. A 

further completing step necessarily indicates a step back into the Residue. 

However it wou Id be usefu I to represent the deferred expectations as just 

described for Mood, to highlight the cases where further Residue elements are 

not optional, but required for a clause to be potentially complete in 

interpersonal terms (in the above example, for instance, either a Predicator 

or a Complement is required to enable the clause to be potentially complete).

7.4.1.1 Interrogatives

From a dynamic perspective, the analysis of polar interrogatives is 

relatively straightforward. For a polar interrogative, the order of the 

elements Subject/Finite is reversed, so the step between elements of the Mood
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is still a change s tep, and s teps into or out of the Mood are still 

completing steps. The presence of an interrogative is inferred from the 

relative order of the Mood elements.

However, the analysis of wh-interrogatives is more complicated. 

Firstly, when a clause opens with a wh-element, a simultaneous analysis has 

to be posited, allowing for the clause structure to be that of a wh- 

interrogative or one beginning with a nominalized clause as first element (as 

in what he said was ...._). This simultaneity will be resolved as the clause 

continues to unfold; either there wil I be a step into another clause, 

confirming the wh-interrogative path, or a step into a Finite element, 

confirming the nominalized clause path.

For the wh-interrogative itself, it is necessary to determine whether 

the wh-element is conflated with the Subject element or an element of 

Residue. Initially, a simultaneous path has to be posited to allow for both 

possibi Iities, and further elements of the clause need to be seen before it 

can be determined which of the paths has been taken up. If the i tern 

following the wh-element is a form of do, then the path of the wh-element as 

Residue has most probably been taken up, as this is typically followed by the 

Subject element. But on the whole, it is a complex matter to elaborate the 

different possibilities, and it could be said that within the clause, it is 

not particularly important (for the receiver) to identify the role of the wh- 

element. Unless the wh-element is part of a nominalized clause, the receiver 

knows that a question is being asked. Its importance arises inter-ciausally, 

as it determines the nature of the response required from the receiver. For 

the producer, he or she again presumably 'knows' the role intended for the 

wh-element, and the dynamic perspective can illuminate the expectations and 

path possibilities which arise given one role rather than another. On the
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whole, however, we must leave the details of an analysis of wh-interrogatives 

for future research.

7.4.1.2 Imperatives

Basic forms of the imperative Mood are not difficult to account for from 

a dynamic perspective, as typically there is no Subject element (as in go 

away), and so they are clearly distinguished from the indicative Mood. Other 

forms of the imperative are recognizable by the presence of an initial do as 

Finite (as in do run along), or an initial let's as Subject (as in let's run 

away). However there are yet other forms of the imperative which have both 

Subject and Finite present (as in don't you move), and given that it is the 

presence of both these elements which realizes the indicative option, it is 

impossible for the granvnar in isolation to disambiguate such structures. 

Young (1980:73) demonstrates that if spoken, the structures can be 

differentiated by their different rhythms, or they can be distinguished 

structura 11 y when in the negative form. If such ambiguity arose in the 

course of an unfolding text, a simultaneous analysis would have to be posited 

to allow for both an imperative and an indicative analysis, to be determined 

by intonational or co-textual factors. (In the sample text from the appendix, 

for example, there is no reason to expect an imperative at any stage in the 

reporter's text, so if an imperative was structurally possible at any point, 

it would be evaluated as being a highly improbable option.)
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7.4.1.3 Tag questions

The analysis of tag questions is most interesting from a dynamic 

perspective. First, it has to be recognized that a tag question is, in 

principle, an option available at the end of every declarative clause, in the 

same way that after every potentially complete nominal group (with pre

Modifiers and Head), it is in principle possible to extend the group with 

post-Modification. When considering the possibi I ity of a tag question, the 

tag at first appears to 'switch' the Mood of the clause, as in there's no one, 

working, is there?, where the assertion is queried by the tag. But from a 

dynamic perspective, to say that a tag 'reversed' the Mood of the clause 

would imply that an analysis has to 'go back' in the clause and re-adjust the 

Mood ana I ysis. However, this c I ear I y does not happen: the Mood has been 

established, and the tag must therefore be playing a different role. The 

declarative Mood in the main part of the clause still stands, but the tag 

gives the producer the option of including the interrogative potential of 

Mood within the same clause.

As the tag follows the Residue but has its own Mood structure, the first 

e I ement of the tag must be comp I eting the preceding Residue and 

simultaneously opening a Mood path. <Frequently, this secondary analysis 

would have to be simultaneous with a path allowing for the possibility that 

the tag could be opening a new clause with an interrogative Mood; however if 

no Residue elements take up this potential path, it will be dropped in favour 

of the tag analysis.) But, as the clause will already have a Mood element, 

this 'new' Mood element must be secondary to the main part of the path. Thus 

a secondary analysis is posited to represent a potential tag question.
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7.4.2 The Residue

To maintain a comparison with available synoptic analyses of inter

personal structure, it might seem desirable to further analyse the Residue, 

so that every element can be identified as either Predicator, Adjunct or 

Complement. But for the purposes of informing a dynamic perspective, such an 

analysis of the Residue would serve little purpose. The main use for such a 

thorough analysis would be to identify Complement elements which might be 

pi eked up as Subject in I ater c Iauses. Such information wou Id form part of 

the ongoing frame of the text, and would be drawn on to activate potential 

layers in different stacks as the text continues to unfold. Clearly, for an 

inter-clausal perspective, this would be important, but similar information 

could be obtained by identifying the active participants in the text, and the 

components of the Residue do not seem to be contributing greatly to the 

clause in its function as exchange. It is the Mood element which is critical 

to this function. Within the clause then, the Residue is not further 

analysed, and as suggested below in 7.4.4, the relevance and status of this 

analysis, whether from a synoptic or a dynamic perspective, merits 

considerable critical attention.

7.4.3 Modality and attitudinal lexis

While we have been focussing on a Mood path rather than an interpersonal 

path per se, it has to be acknowledged that interpersonal meaning is not 

realized only through the Mood system. The system of modality also 

contributes, indicating different nuances between the polar options of yes or 

no in the Finite element, and expressing the speaker's opinion of the 

probabi I ity, typicality, or obligation of the proposition. Hal I iday
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(198Sa:85ff) describes the different options from a synoptic perspective. 

Aspects of the speaker's opinion can also be expressed through attitudinal 
/exis.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, modality (and the related 

system of modulation) is expressed through particular operators, either a 

Finite modal operator (will, can.··), a modal Adjunct (probably, usually··.), 

a passive verb Predicator (you are required to be ... ) or complex 

constructions (I am anxious to ... ). However, it is an open question whether 

modality is a grarrmatical issue in the strict sense at al I. Apart from the 

modal operators, or auxiliaries, the other means of realizing modality seem 

to be more s triet I y I exiea I phenomena: the degrees of moda I ity they entai I 

are more easily differentiated lexically rather than gramnatically. Hence 

the approach developed in this thesis is well suited to an account of modal 

operators, but would need to be extended to encompass finer lexical details.

To account for the modal operators from a dynamic perspective, the 

potential for a modal auxi I iary must be considered at any point in an 

unfolding clause where a process element is structurally possible. The 

ongoing frame of the text should indicate the I ikelihood of a modal to occur, 

and the unit analysis in the preceding chapter has already shown how 

auxi I iary elements are accounted for in the structure of the verbal group.

Yet the dynamic perspective as so far developed in this thesis is able 

to account for some other aspects of modality. Firstly, it is able to allow 

for the appearance of modality and attitudinal lexis. This is achieved by 

simply acknowledging the points in a clause at which such options may be 

realized, as in explaining the potential structures of a group.
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Secondly, it is able to explain the relationship of the modality options 

to contextual features. It may seem strange to posit a special link between 

this system and contextual considerations, when al I choices do of course 

affect and are affected by the context associated with the text. But in this 

case, such options are ab I e to make sharp and significant a Iterations to 

interpersonal aspects of the context.

The relationship of these factors with context is accounted for by the 

frame analysis proposed in Chapter Five. Some initial expectations could be 

formulated on the basis of the text type predicted from the features of 

situation. Once the text begins to unfold, actual linguistic choices will 

clarify how the appropriate stacks are weighted; this in turn weights the 

stacks in the frame, which influence further expectations in the next part of 

the text. The rernaining choices in the text wi 11 either conso Iidate or 

modify the relevant component in the frame. Modification will take place on 

at least two dimensions. Firstly, changes may be either gradual or marked - 

for instance, the sudden introduction of a taboo word into an otherwise 

formal text would be highly marked. Secondly, choices which subvert 

expectations may do so either in relation to the expectations pertaining to 

the text type, or in relation to the patterns established in the currently 

unfolding text by its producer.

The key factor to note is that the relevant component in the frame is 

carried along with the unfolding text; for many other choices in text, each 

relevant step unfolds in sequence, and so the necessity for carrying the 

frame forward is not so obvious; but choices in modality and attitudinal 

lexis are instantiated intermittently, and so it is essential that the frame 

unfolds in conjunction with the text.
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These aspects of interpersona I meaning are necessari I y more important 

for inter-clausal considerations, because of the patterns which may or may 

not be followed through in a text. A speaker who uses virtually no modality 

in a text wi 11 cause an effect of surprise if, suddenly, a high degree of 

modality appears. Or the reverse can be true. In this case then, modality 

and attitudinal lexis would set up paths flowing through the text as a whole: 

each instance thereof in the text would modify the related part of the frame, 

and this in turn would influence expectations for interpersonal meanings in 

the next part of the text.

In the sample text, there are a few examples of these aspects of 

interpersonal meaning. In the first line the speaker says: I have a view out 

of the window of a skyline, across probably one third of the city. The 

probably in this example is difficult to predict: there is little in the path 

up to across which might set up an expectation for a modal Adjunct. Further, 

the actual position of probably might be argued to be a little unusual. being 

perhaps more typical if it occurred before across. In terms of the 

expectations which probably sets up, it does not seem to alter in any way the 

expectations which were set up previously by across. The effect of such an 

option then, is not to alter the trajectory of the path, but to affect the 

interpretation of the path in whole or part. Following probably, the Mood 

of the proposition is not altered (the speaker still has this view), but some 

aspect of its validity is thrown into doubt (the view might in fact be across 

a half or a quarter of the city). The effect of the option is dispersed over 

other steps in the path, and such a dispersal effect cannot be captured in 

the analysis as currently developed; further research is required.

A similar effect is achieved in the text by normally in lines 3-4: no™ 

of the factory chimneys are smoking, which are normaljy__ belching polluted air 
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at_ this__time of day. In this case, without the modal Adjunct, we would 

expect the process to take the form belch. But even in this form, the example 

would be a I ittle unusual, because the present continuous form of the verb in 

the first part of the example sets up a strong expectation that a similar 

pattern wi I I be followed later. It would be difficult to argue that normally 

could simply be 'left out', as this would result in a quite unusual example: 

none of the factory chimneys are smoking, which are belching polluted air at, 

this time of day. This example is evidence that, while the presence of this 

element may not be predictable, it can indeed have an impact on the overall 

shape of the clause.

There is one clear example of attitudinal lexis in line 34: ... and 

defiantly setting fire to them (them being buses). Through the use of 

defiantly, the speaker gives her evaluation of the protesters' action. 

Certainly in terms of a unit analysis, the adverb sets up a strong 

expectation for a verb to follow, but in interpersonal terms, the effect 

again is not so much to alter a path but to affect the interpretation of the 

path, the remainder of which is interpreted in light of this evaluative 

adverb.

7.4.4 Mood and the analysis of multiple Themes

We wi 11 leave the discussion of Mood for a moment and return to an 

aspect of the Theme analysis - the analysis of multiple Themes. Asnoted in 

the Theme section, clauses may begin with a sequence of participant or 

circumstantial elements. It seems that the Theme of such clauses cannot be 

adequately captured if Halliday's (1985a) criteria for the identification of 

Theme are strictly fol lowed, although as we wi 11 see in this section, the 
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interaction of the different metafunctional analyses casts some light on this 

problem.

Consider line 15, and there this morning protesters gathered again ...

A Hal I idayan analysis of Theme would have to conclude that the Theme path 

closes after there, with this morning opening up the Rheme path. Yet it seems 

that this morning, and even protesters, are just as much a part of the 

'departure point of the message' as is there. Various linguists have 

observed this problem, for instance Berry (199.0) and Matthiessen (1991). 

Matthiessen suggests that the Theme actually 'trails off', which is why it is 

difficult to draw a dividing line between Theme and Rheme. Such an 

interpretation is satisfactory for a synoptic perspective, as one can simply 

take a global view of the clause and observe that the dividing I ine is 

difficult to draw. But for a dynamic perspective, such an explanation fudges 

the issue. If Theme is 'trailing off', it makes it difficult to explain how 

the steps between thematic elements are operating, and even more difficult to 

explain how a shift to a different (Rheme) path is effected.

Significantly, there seems no doubt among linguists that, in such 

clauses, the process element definitely belongs to Rheme. This clue suggests 

a solution for a dynamically oriented analysis of Theme.

The explanation of thematic development in these cases in fact has two 

complementary aspects. Firstly, note that the area of doubt concerns fronted 

circumstances, like there and this morning in the example above, and topical 

Themes, I ike protesters, when there is one or more than one of each. An 

element which typically functions as circumstance also has the potential to 

be a participant, and so Theme in its own right. For instance in this 

morning was awful, the basic pattern of Theme analysis can apply with this
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morning as Theme and with was marking the beginning of Rheme. Thus such 

elements have a latent potential to occur on their own before the process or 

with other elements before the process. But this latent potential is 

operative not in terms of thematic analysis, but in terms of Mood. That is, 

the element might be a circumstance functioning as an Adjunct to the clause, 

in which case other elements will occur before the process, or it might be a 

participant functioning as the Subject of the clause, in which case the 

Finite or Finite/Pr.edicator element (realized by a verbal group) is to be 

expected next. For every clause-initial element which might be either 

circumstance or participant, these simultaneous expectations will apply. If 

a similar element follows or if an element which is clearly a participant 

follows, then this means that the Adjunct path has been taken up in the Mood 

analysis, and that the Subject path has been deferred. Once a step into a 

verbal group is effected, this shows that the Subject path has finally been 

taken up, and so no further simultaneous expectations are required for Mood 

analysis.

However the simultaneous expectations in Mood analysis affect the Theme 

analysis. Because of the unmarked association between Subject and Theme <cf 

Hal Iiday 1985a), even a latent potential for a Subject gives rise to a 

para I lel expectation that the element has a thematic role to play. Thus, each 

time a simultaneous Adjunct/Subject analysis is posited for a fronted 

element, this gives that element the effect of a shadow Theme. Hence in these 

cases, the Theme is not in fact 'trai I ing off', but is being constantly 

revised as the clause unfolds, until the point at which the clause 

unequivocally moves into Rheme.

Let us display this analysis to clarify the interrelationship of Theme 

and Mood. In the fol lowing i I lustration, clause elements are presented on
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separate lines: the steps between current and next elements are not analysed 

as path steps per 5e, but are analysed in terms of their respective roles in 

developing the Mood and Theme of the clause. The classification of Theme and 

shadow Theme means that the current element might be the full topical Theme 

of the clause, or may be only part of an unfolding Theme; the latter case is 

called the 'shadow' Theme.

element Mood-------- > Theme
and 

there

this morning 

protesters

gathered

<->

A Junct / Subject
/'-...... IAdjt / Sbj x

Sbj !

(open:= textual Theme)

shad
;---shd Th. Th.

heme
Ix

Theme x

Rheme

/

In the Mood analysis, the element and is not functional in Mood terms 

(cf 7.4>: the next element, there, might be an Adjunct or a Subject, but the 

following element, this morning, picks up the Adjunct potential of the path, 

and so identifies which of the simultaneous paths is in question. However 

this morning may itself be either an Adjunct or a Subject, and the next 

eIement, protesters, again shows that the Adjunct path has been pi eked up. 

Thus for both there and this morning, there has been a latent potential for 

these elements to be functioning as Subject. Protesters, can be assigned a 

Subject role, and the next element gathered confirms this. In Theme terms, 

the first element, and, opens a Theme path, and is a textual Theme. This 

gives rise to the expectation that the Theme path will be sustained by the 

addition of interpersonal or ideational Themes. The next element, there, is 

a topical Theme, and at this point, a Hallidayan analysis would analyse the 

Theme path as being completed. However other ideational elements may follow, 

and as the Subject has not yet been definitively analysed, there is still a
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sense in which the departure point of the message has not yet been fully 

elaborated. Thus, a simultaneous thematic analysis is posited for there, 

allowing it to be a part of a larger Theme path (hence shadow Theme) or to be 

the whole of the Theme path (hence Theme). As the element following there is 

this morning, this shows that the shadow potential of there has been taken 

up; again, the same type of expectations are posited from this morning, as 

either shadow Theme or Theme, and the next element, protesters, again takes 

up the shadow Theme potential of the preceding element. However, because of 

the strong expectation that protesters is Subject, this suggests that the 

departure point of the message has been elaborated, and that Theme will be 

completed here by a step into Rheme. The next element, gathered, confirms 

this. Thus the expectations for Mood and Theme are inter-related. Before the 

process element, a potential Adjunct gives rise to a shadow Theme analysis, 

and so leads to the expectation that a Subject/Theme element is yet to come; 

a potentia I Subject activates a fu II Theme ana Iysis, and so gives rise to 

expectations for a step into a Finite/Rheme element.

Yet there is one key element missing from this argument, and it forms 

the second part of the explanation. What is it that enables us to ascribe 

the process element definitively to the Rheme component, and so to delimit 

the departure point of the message? The implication of the above analysis 

is that each of the ideational elements continues to contribute to the 

'departure point' of the message, but that once the process is reached, the 

clause is unequivocally 'under way'. This analysis therefore broadens 

Hal I iday's explanation of the departure point of the message, and needs to be 

justified.

It must be remembered that we are examining textual meaning as it 

unfolds in a clause. (Matthiessen 1991 also explores a dynamic view of 
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textual meaning, but only in terms of inter-clausal relations.) Further, it 
^u&+
"be understood that a path analysis applies to each of the three 

metafunctions, and that the different paths unfold in conjunction with each 

other (just as in the unit analysis, where paths for different ranks unfolded 

in parallel). In a very general sense, it could be said that every path has 

to 'get under way': every path will be opened and will be developed in its 

own terms. When the path analysis for ideational meaning is presented, it 

wi 11 be seen that it is the presence of the process element which marks a 

critical dividing line in the ideational path between 'little' and 

'significant' information: our sense of what the clause is 'about' in 

ideational terms grows as the clause grows, with the process providing the 

essential pivot. At the same time, the path analysis for interpersonal 

meaning gives 'advance warning' of the process, as an element which is likely 

to be functioning as Subject will be in intimate relation with the process; 

that is, a Finite or Predicator will be expected to be next. ldeationally, 

then, there is a sense that the departure point of the clause is not fully 

elaborated unti I the process is reached, and it is the interpersonal 

structure wh i eh gives rise to the expectation that the message is off the 

ground and ready to be elaborated. Textually, everything up to that critical 

dividing line can be seen to be thematic; once there is an element which is 

not only thematic but also likely to be functioning as Subject, the 

ideational information is expected to be increased irrrninently, and the 

departure point of the message is therefore fully elaborated.
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7.4.S Questioning the analysis of Mood

Up to this point, the dynamically oriented analysis of Mood has 

basically taken on board the categories established by Halliday, attempting 

to reinterpret them from a dynamic perspective, but without necessarily 

questioning the fundamentals of the theory. Yet the preceding section 

suggests that the role of the interpersonal metafunction might be 

reinterpreted in light of a dynamic perspective, and the application of a 

dynamic perspective to interpersonal meaning, even at this introductory 

level, does indeed raise some significant questions. These questions wi11 

not be answered here, but are put forward for further thought and study. The 

most serious question to be raised is whether, from a dynamic perspective, 

the interpersonal analysis is motivated; this question has repercussions for 

the synoptic analysis of interpersonal meaning also, and hence for the status 

of this component in the functional theory as a whole.

We suggest that the role of interpersonal meaning in a clause is only 

partially revealed by a synoptic analysis of Mood, but that further 

understanding of this element and its function can be achieved through a 

dynamic perspective. The limitations of the synoptic analysis are revealed 

by the redundant nature of some of the analytical elements of the Mood 

analysis, and it is the dynamic perspective which explains why these elements 

are redundant.

The first question to be raised is whether, given an unfolding view of 

the clause, the components of the Mood element are necessary. Consider: what 

do the Subject and Finite elements tel I us? Their presence and order is 

necessary to realize the declarative/interrogative variable, but if a Finite 

element comes before any potential Subject, that is all the information 
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necessary to know that the clause, if indicative, is also interrogative. If 

a potential Subject comes before the Finite, the Finite is only needed to 

delimit the boundaries of the Subject and confirm that it is indeed the 

Subject element. Evidently, without either of these elements, it would not 

be possible to differentiate declaratives and interrogatives, but from a 

dynamic perspective, this information can be retrieved quickly, and it is not 

always critical to identify both elements in every clause. Furthermore, the 

intonation system can sometimes override the grammatical status of the 

clause, giving the value of an interrogative to an otherwise declarative 

clause.

A second question relates to the division between Finite and Predicator 

which is posited in the synoptic analysis. From a dynamic perspective, the 

relevant factor for the unfolding analysis is not so much the division 

between Finite and Predicater, but the step from a Subject e I ement into a 

process; whether the Finite is realized as a separate element, or whether it 

is fused with the Predicator, is not particularly important. For the dynamic 

analysis, the only occasion when the separation of the Finite is relevant is 

when the Finite comes before the Subject. This does not mean that the 

information carried by the Finite, whether fused or separate, is unimportant, 

but that for the dynamic analysis, the first priority is to identify the 

division between a potential Subject element and its related process; it is a 

secondary question whether the.tense or modality of the process is retrieved 

irrrnediately from an element expressing only these aspects, or inferred from 

an element which carries other information as well.

The third area of· doubt high I ighted by the dynamic perspective concerns 

the elements of the Residue. From a synoptic point of view, the main value 

in analysing the Residue I ies, we suggest, in identifying Complements. As
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Complements are elements which might have been Subject but aren't, they 

i I lustrate the speaker's manipulation of choice in the (synoptic) system. 

From a dynamic perspective, the Residue enab I es us to see that ideationa I 

elements which come first in the clause are not necessarily Subject. But 

apart from this, there appears to be little value in analysing the Residue: 

it does not add to the interpersonal information of the clause. Of course, 

moda I Adjuncts and particu I ar Predicators (passive verbs or adjectives) do 

contribute to modality and modulation, but identification of these elements 

does not have to be dependent on analysing the Residue. Certainly, what is 

proposed in the Residue is of critical importance to the clause as a whole, 

but it is suggested here that such information can be dealt with more 

satisfactorily by the ideational component. For instance, if the clause the 

soldiers killed the protesters is challenged by no they didn't, they removed 

the protesters, the latter half of this challenge is not different in mood, 

but is very different ideationally: the process has become removed, not 

k i11ed. It is the proposition whieh is being challenged, and whiIe the 

proposition is composed of e I ements of the Residue, the information they 

contain can be revealed by an ideational analysis.

Finally, the dynamic perspective suggests that the role of the Subject 

i tse I f needs to be re-eva I uated. As the synoptic analysis describes, the 

Subject is "something by reference to which the proposition can be affirmed 

or denied." (Halliday 1985a:76) This role is critical to the understanding 

of the interpersonal meaning of the clause. But from a dynamic perspective, 

the Subject seems to serve an addit l ona I purpose, which is most clearly 

revealed in cases where Theme and Subject do not conflate, as just discussed 

in the preceding section. We observed there that a sequence of ideational 

elements at the beginning of a clause poses difficulties for Theme analysis, 
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because it is difficult to determine where the Theme ends. There, we 

suggested that the potential for those elements to be Subject created a 

'shadow' Theme, and that the intimate ties of a Subject with the process 

element led to the expectation of a definite shift into Rheme.

Thus it seems that an additional role of the Subject is to indicate a 

close and intimate involvement with the process element of the clause: once a 

potential Subject is encountered, expectations will be held open until the 

process element is also encountered; at this point, however, the value of 

the Mood analysis disappears. Thus, in the example there this morning 

protesters gathered ..., interest in the Mood element is opened by there, re

evaluated with this morning, and again with protesters: by this point, a 

receiver would have a strong expectation that this is indeed the Subject, and 

the next element would confirm this. On the other hand, had the example been 

protesters there this morning are ..., the Subject potential opened by 

protesters has to be carried over untiI are. But in both cases, Mood 

analysis ceases to be relevant once the process is reached.

The Subject therefore indicates a core element of the clause around 

which a great deal of information hinges. Of course this is exactly what the 

synoptic analysis says: that the Mood component consists of two elements, 

Subject and Finite, on which the validity of the proposition rests. But the 

dynamic analysis reveals that Mood is not only important for identifying the 

'resting point' of the proposition, but also for acting as a focussing 

element in relation to the other metafunctions. The Mood component acts as a 

hinge between the s imu I taneous I y unfo Idi ng ana I yses of Theme and 

Transitivity: unti I a potential Subject element is confirmed, the Theme 

analysis is sti I I relevant, as the message is not yet fully 'off the ground'. 

But once the Subject element is confirmed, by a step into a process element, 
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attention shifts to an analysis of Transitivity, as this will reveal what is 

of interest in the proposition.

This is why the dynamic perspective raises the doubts about the synoptic 

analysis as described above. When the focussing function of Mood is taken 

into consideration, it is not always essential to identify both Subject and 

Finite in an unfolding analysis, or to separate the Finite from the 

Predicator. It also suggests why it is not important to further analyse the 

elements of the Residue, as elements following the Mood component are most 

interesting for their ideational content. Further, it suggests why the role 

of the Subject needs to be re-evaluated, as it is the potentiality for a 

Subject which gives advance warning of the process element, and which 

therefore serves to identify the critical hinge in the clause.

A dynamic perspective therefore implies that. it is necessary to 

investigate the possibi I ity of radically altering the conception of the 

interaction of the metafunctions. In the analysis of Mood, the Subject is 

the element that is critically tied to the process, specifically the Finite: 

this relates both to the departure point of the message (Theme) and to what 

the message is 'about' (Transitivity). By identifying the Mood element, the 

er it iea I dividing I ine between the other functions of the clause can be 

determined, and the_ role of the elements ascribed to Residue in a synoptic 

analysis can be ascribed to Transitivity in a dynamic analysis.

These arguments point to the fact that it would be timely to critically 

re-examine our understanding and description of the granmatical realization 

of interpersonal meaning and its relation to the other metafunctions. In this 

brief analysis of interpersonal meaning from a dynamic perspective, we have 

tried to apply the perspective in a way which would be complementary to
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current synoptic analyses, but the dynamic perspective has revealed some 

interesting questions in relation to this analysis, which merit considerable 

further attention. In the course of this discussion, we have added to the 

thematic analysis proposed earlier, by developing the notion of a shadow 

Theme.

7.5 Intra-clausal analysis of ideational meaning

On the whole in the thesis we have aimed to develop a dynamically 

oriented description whieh is comp I ementary to ava i I ab I e synoptic descr i p

tions, but which brings new insights as a result of the change in 

perspective. In the analysis of textual meaning, a new notion of a 'shadow' 

Theme was introduced, and for interpersonal meaning, the dynamic perspective 

raised interesting questions about the role and possible re-evaluation of the 

Mood analysis. Yet it is in the analysis of ideational meaning that the most 

radical changes are found: given a dynamic point of view, it is almost 

impossible to retain the synoptically oriented description of transitivity. 

In this section, we explain why the synoptic analysis of transitivity cannot 

be maintained from a dynamic perspective, and explore what it is that can be 

said about ideational meaning from this point of view. It should be 

remembered that the following discussion pertains to ideational meaning 

within a clause; patterns as they arise between clauses are discussed in 

section 7.7.
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7.5.1 Difficulties in adapting the synoptic analysis

The synoptic analysis of ideational meaning, described largely by the 

system of transitivity (we wi 11 leave aside discussion of the related system 

of ergativity for the moment), requires a global view of the clause in order 

to be undertaken. The who I e c I ause needs to be seen, in order first of a 11 

to be able to identify the process (which is typically not the first element 

in the clause) and secondly to be able to determine the relations between the 

participants. This arises partly because the classification of 'process^ 

applies to the clause as a whole: it is not just the process element which is 

classified as material, mental and so on, but the whole clause configuration, 

including therefore both a certain process type and its associated 

participants.

But such a description is clearly difficult to maintain from a dynamic 

perspective, where the clause elements are seen to unfold sequentially. 

Consider the following examples:

1. I hit him.
2. I am happy.
3. I saw it.

Each of these clauses represents a different process-participant 

configuration, the first being a material process with Actor <l> and Goal 

(him); the second being a relational process with Carrier Cl) and Attribute 

(happy), and the third being a mental process with Senser Cl) and Phen^omenon 

(.11). Synoptically, it can be seen that l is playing a different functional 

role in each clause, but a dynamic perspective cannot distinguish these roles 

from the outsei. Given an unfolding clause, l would be the first element to 

be encountered in each case, and it would be impossible from that information 

alone to predict the nature of the clause type involved, and hence to provide
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a classification of £ which is comparable to the synoptic one. The analysis 

of ideational meaning from a dynamic point of view therefore needs a 

different approach to that adopted for textual and interpersonal meaning, 

where the bu I k of the respective ana I yses - Theme and Mood - was simpI y 

transferred. Because the synoptic analysis of Transitivity cannot be so 

transferred, we wi 11, in the fol lowing grammatical analysis, not refer to a 

grammatical system as such, but continue to refer simply to the analysis of 

ideational meaning.

7.5.2 Beginning the ideational analysis

The approach to the dynamically oriented analysis of ideational meaning 

begins in the same way as the other analyses: that is, the metafunction is 

explained and observed as it unfolds in the clause. Two aspects of ideational 

meaning need to be captured: firstly, it is necessary to account for the 

nature of the event being represented, in terms of both its participants and 

processes - whether the clause is about chimneys and· smoking, for instance, 

or troops and shooting. This aspect of ideational meaning is reflected by 

lexical selections in the clause. Secondly, it is necessary to account for 

the relationship between the participants and the process, both in the sense 

of extension (transitivity: one participant 'extending' the process to 

another) and in the sense of causation (ergativity: one participant being the 

process's ·reason for being'); as in whether the troops, are shooting the 

protesters, or the protesters shooting the troops. This aspect of ideational 

meaning is largely a structural one. As a clause unfolds, our information 

about both these components grows with each clause element that is seen, both 

indicating the 'content' area and confirming or changing our hypotheses about
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how the different components relate to each other. The expectations which 

are posited as a clause unfolds can therefore be subverted in at least two 

ways: either by relating elements which are not typically related in the 

context in question (for example, chimneys and Jaughing) or by relating 

elements in an atypical way (for example, the man bit the dog).

The path ana I ysis as so far presented in the thesis enab I es a very 

general analysis of ideational meaning to be captured, in terms of 

identifying participants, processes, and circumstances. The first element of 

a clause will open an ideational path; this path will remain open until the 

start of a new clause. Steps between clause elements - between participants, 

processes and circumstances - constitute changes in the ideational path. For 

instance, if the clause begins with a participant, a step into a process 

sustains the path set up by the participant, but adds further information 

about the ideational meaning being presented. A continue step occurs when 

one clause role is fulfilled by more than one clause element, say, if there 

are several circumstances in sequence. Steps in abeyance occur when an 

element which is potentially complete could be extended, as in none, which 

could stand on its own as a participant, but which is in the text sustained 

by of the factory chimneys.

There may be occasions where it is not possible to be certain that one 

clause has ended and another begun, as when there are multiple circumstantial 

e I ements wh i eh cou Id be ending one c I ause and beginning another. In such 

cases, simultaneous analyses have to be momentarily posited, as was the case 

' for the other analyses. An ideational path wilI be abandoned if a new clause 

begins without fulfilling the expectations set up by the current clause. For 

example, a •clause beginning with l sets up the potential for l to be 

involved in some process. If however the example continues with I, well Bob 
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wanted to know .^, the expectations set up by l are abandoned, to be 

replaced by expectations set up by Bob.

Yet this application of the path analysis is not illuminating: if steps 

between elements within the one clause are all analysed as change, this is 

not telling us much more than the basic unit analysis. Interestingly, this 

situation para I leis that found in the synoptic analysis, where Hal I iday 

observes that the (synoptic) categories of participant, process and 

circumstance are "too general to explain very much." (Halliday 1985a:102) 

Halliday found it necessary to take the analysis one step further and 

"recognize functions which are more specific than these and which may differ 

according to the type of process being represented." Similarly, when 

applying a dynamic perspective, the basic semantic categories are too general 

to give a sufficient sense of the ideational meaning of a clause: the 

analysis must therefore be explored in a different way. '

The dynamiea11y oriented ana I ysis needs to capture the same types of 

meanings which are captured in the synoptic analysis, but needs to do this as 

the clause unfolds. As just noted, it is necessary to account for both the 

'content' in the sense of the process type, and the structure, in terms of 

the way in which the different elements relate to each other. How does an 

unfolding analysis of these aspects of ideational meaning get underway?

Let us assume for the moment that the clause has a basic 

participantAprocessAparticipant structure; the analysis of circumstances and 

other clause configurations will be discussed later. The initial participant 

element opens the ideational path, and gives general expectations as to the 

nature of the process to come, and to the way in which that participant is 

likely to be involved with the process, and related to other participants.
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Two factors conlribule to the expectations pertaining to the process 

type. Firstly, the lexis of the initial participant, particularly the Head 

of the nominal group, suggests what process type might be in question. This 

does not always apply if the participant is human, as people can typically be 

involved in a broad range of process types. If the lexis indicates the role 

of a person or people (such as the soldier rather than John), then there may 

be more precise expectations as to the type of process that participant wil I 

be involved in. However if the participant is non-human, the lexical 

specificity of the participant should enable us to posit even more particular 

expectations. For example, if the participant is ambulances, we would expect 

this to be involved in a different range of processes to, say, chimneys. 

Further, the lexis of the initial participant may eliminate it from being 

associated with certain processes in particular roles. For example, if an 

ambulance is to be involved in a mental process, it is highly unlikely (in a 

literal context) to be involved in the role of Medium/Senser, that is, we 

would not expect an example such as ambulances thought that .... However, 

ambulances could be related to this process via a different role 

relationship, as in ambulances were thought to be ... , where ambulances is in 

the ro I e of Medi um/Phenomenon. Thus, through the I ex is of the in it i a I 

participant, expectations can be set up as to the process types that 

participant is typically involved in, or to the grammatical changes required 

to relate that participant to an atypical process.

The ongoing frame of the text is the second factor which contributes to 

expectations about the process type. The frame will bring forward 

expectations deriving from previous selections in the text. For example, if 

the participant in question is the protesters, the participant may have been 

referred to earlier as being Involved in a certain process, and subsequent
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references would be expected to be involved in a similar process. 

Involvement in a completely unrelated process would be marked. Further, it 

should be noted that when expectations are posited for the process element, 

deferred expectations are also posited for the participant which wil I follow 

the process.

Lexical selections and the development of the frame are inter-linked in 

the way described in Chapter Five, where it was argued that lexical 

selections both indicate and further define the Field potential in the 

contextua I frame of the text. The situation giving rise to the text wi 11 

give some broad expectations about the Field in question (and so, about the 

relevant participants and processes); once the text begins to unfold, initial 

lexical selections will indicate the activated portion of the Field, and the 

expectations associated with that particular portion of the Field wi I I inform 

further choices in the text.

Similar factors inform expectations regarding the I ikely role of the 

first participant in relation to the process: the lexis of the participant 

may suggest the role it is likely to play, and the ongoing frame may bring 

forward expectations based on the role played by previous instances of the 

participant in question. Returning again to the protesters as participant, 

the preceding text may wel I have established whether these people are 

involved passively in the process as victims, or actively as fighters. Once 

such a pattern is established, the expectation is carried over to further 

instances, and if the pattern is to be reversed, the change in pattern will 

most probably be overtly signalled.

As noted before, the role or involvement of the participant entails two 

aspects, that of extension (relating to transitivity) and that of causation
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(relating to ergativity). As also noted earlier, the role of the initial 

participant in transitive terms cannot be assigned from the outset of the 

clause; from a dynamic perspective, it cannot be said whether the participant 

is, say, Actor or Goal. What can be said - what the expectations pertain to 

- is what sort of process the participant is Iike I y to be involved in (as 

just described), and whether the participant is taking on what we shal I call 

the "-er' role (Actor rather than Goal, Senser rather than Phenomenon, and so 

on), and also, whether this role conflates with that of Medium or Agent in an 

ergative analysis. Yet it should be noted that there is a strong correlation 

between the roles played by the participants from a transitive and ergative 

point of view: in all but a material process, for example, the '-er' role 

conflates with that of Medium. Further, of the other process types, only the 

mental and relational have the potential for the feature of Agency to be 

expressed. From a dynamic point of view, it would therefore seem useful to 

either meld the transitive and ergative analyses, or focus on one rather than 

the other, in order to obtain a simpler sense of the 'involvement' of the 

participant in the process. We have already noted that the participant 

categories of the synoptic transitivity analysis cannot be applied from the 

outset of the clause; initially, then, an ergative analysis would seem to be 

most productive. However, once the process is reached, an ergative analysis 

would seem to lose its informativeness, and here it may be more useful to 

return to transitive-type expectations. We do not propose to explore these 

variables further here or to map out their possible combination, but we do 

suggest that the interrelation of the transitive and ergative roles is an 

• important area for further study.
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An interesting example of the way in which ideational expectations may 

unfo Id in a c I ause is provided by Ha 11 iday. The examp I e i s presented from 

the receiver's point of view, (in this case, a reader), but a producer- 

oriented theory is also needed to explain what sets up these expectations. 

The example is cited below:

..• it happens not infrequently in reading that, coming to an 
intensive identifying clause, one unconsciously predicts, on the 
basis of the Identified element, which way the identification will 
go. An article on winter sports contained a clause beginning but 
the most important piece of equipment is... This led to an 
expectation that what followed would be Token, with the most 
important piece of equipment functioning as Value; eg ..• is a safety 
helmet. Actually the clause was

But the most important piece of equipment is the one you can 
least afford.

- where the structure is not Value A Token but Token A Value. This 
necessitated a rapid reorientation to a different semantic 
perspective. (Halliday 1985a:118; emphasis added)

This example illustrates one way in which the structure of an unfolding 

clause can lead to particular expectations, which may or may not be met by 

the rest of the c I ause. It also illustrates the fact that expectations 

sometimes need to be kept open until the element following the participant, 

in order to understand the ideational path in the clause, even though, on the 

whole, the process element contributes greatly to the unfolding path. For 

instance, if the current clause is the chimneys are smoking ..., there would 

be a very low expectation (in the context of the sample text) for this 

process to be extended to another participant, as that wou Id produce a 

different sense (as in smoking cigarettes). But the latent potential is 

there and a particular second participant could take up that potential. For 

the purpose of studying the nature of ideational expectations further, it is 

important to focus on the most economical way of describing exactly what type 

of expectations unfold from a dynamic point of view. In a synoptic analysis, 

both the analyses of transitivity and ergativity bring separate and important
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understandings to the nature of ideatlonal meaning in a clause. But from 

the dynamic viewpoint, the synoptic analysis of transitivity is relatively 

uninformative before the process element is reached, although general 

expectations can be posited. Once the process is reached, the ideational 

path is clearly underway, and the second participant will clarify the path 

even further.

7.5.3 Formulating ideational expectations

The expectations for . ideational meaning are formulated in terms of 

stacks, as for other aspects of a dynamically oriented analysis. In the 

first instance, there are stacked expectations for the nature of the process 

type. For example, given a particular participant, the most likely process 

for it to be involved in might be a material process, with the least likely 

being a mental process, and others in between. At the same time, there are 

para I lel, stacked expectations for the nature of the involvement of the 

participant in the process. For example, the first participant may be taking 

the '-er'/Agent .role in a material process, or '-er'/Medium role in a mental 

process, and so on. There are mu It i p I e poss i bi I ities for both types of 

expectation.

The parallel stacks are interrelated in a more complex way than is the 

case for paths which are merely simultaneous. For ideational meaning, it is 

not simply a case of alternative path possibilities, but a case of 

interdependency between process type and the nature of the involvement of the 

participant in the process. In other words, expectations are formulated in a 

complex way in the form of 'if this process type, then most probably that 

type of involvement; if that process type, then that type of involvement'.
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There are at least two ways in which these expectations can be described. 

Either the expectations can be formulated as separate but interacting paths 

for process type and involvement, or they can be formulated as separate 

paths, with each path representing a different cluster of process type and 

involvement. The former approach, by separating the two components, would 

allow for more generalisations to be captured regarding the way the 

components interact. The latter approach would require the potential 

interrelationships to be spelt out for every process type (for example, that 

the participant in question is either Actor/Medium in a material process, or 

Goal/Medium in a material process, or..• ). We therefore suggest that the 

former approach wou Id be the more fruitfu I to fo I _I ow.

The way in which a path unfolds for ideational meaning is as follows. 

The first element in a clause opens the path and sets up a broad range of 

expectations for process type and participant involvement. as just described, 

as well as deferred expectations for other elements following the process. 

The next step. into the process element, will either confirm these 

expectations, taking the most likely options from the top of the respective 

stacks, or it will reweight the expectations, either for process type or for 

participant involvement, or for both. (Reweighting of both sets of 

expectations would be the most marked type of path development.) Thus as the 

path continues to unfold, the tendency is for the expectations firstly to be 

narrowed, as the range of expectations diminishes, and secondly, in some 

cases, to be reweighted, with regard to either aspect of ideational meaning. 

In many cases, the process element will be sufficient to determine the type 

of path development which is in question; sometimes, however, multiple 

possibi I ities wi 11 remain, and the step into the next participant element 

will determine which of these possibilities is taken up. Returning again to
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1 ’ne '5* and there this morning protesters gathered again after dawn, there 

may be a strong expectation once protesters is reached for the participant to 

be playing the role of Agent in a material process. Once the process gathered 

is reached, however, ·, t seems equaI I y possible that the path in which 

protesters has the potential to be Medium has been taken up. The two 

potential paths give rise to different expectations for what may follow the 

process. In the case of the first path (where protesters, is Agent), a second 

participant (such as weapons) would be necessary to bring that path to a 

point of potential completion. For the second path (where protesters is 

Medium), no second participant is possible, otherwise the sense of the first 

path wi I I be understood.

As for the synoptic analysis of ideational meaning, the process element 

is a significant hinge in the unfolding of the clause. Yet in the dynamic 

analysis, the process cannot be used to give analytical 'colour' to the pre

process e I ements. Wh i I e Ha 11 iday ( 1985a) does provide evidence that the 

participants in different process types are grarrmatically distinct (for 

example, the Senser in a mental process must be one which is at least endowed 

with human consciousness, and so able to be pronominalised with he/she), 

there is nevertheless a sense in which the differentiation of 

Actor/Senser/Sayer and so on is merely consequential upon the analysis of the 

process type. A dynamic perspective highlights this unsatisfactory aspect of 

the synoptic analysis. From the dynamic point of view, ideational meaning 

'grows' as the clause grows: the narrowing of path expectations is also a 

building up or development of the idealional picture, so that an initially 

limited understanding of the ideational picture expands with each additional 

element of the clause. While we have noted many limes previously in the 

thesis that a producer is uni ikely to begin a clause without any idea of
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where he or she is going, it is also unlikely that a clause is totally pre

planned. But, because of the constraints of the dynamic unfolding of the 

clause, the producer's I iberty to exploit ideational potential diminishes 

with each additional element of the clause. Put another way, the impact the 

producer can have by subverting the expectations es tab I i shed in the c I ause 

increases with each additional element of the clause.

It should be noted that the type of expectations referred to here 

pertain not to the path step itself (because as mentioned earlier, within a 

clause the step wi 11, in structural terms, always be a change step), but to 

the way in which the step is interpreted in relation to ideational meaning. 

This interpretation needs to be retrieved from other information not captured 

in the presentation of the path analysis. (The same is true for other levels 

of analysis; for example in the nominal group, a closing step signals the end 

of the group, but does not in itself indicate the nature of the group to be 

opened; this information has to be retrieved from the analysis). The 

unfolding of ideational meaning in a clause is therefore quite different from 

the unfolding of textual or interpersonal meaning. For the latter 

metafunctions, the steps themselves indicate the nature of the current path 

{for example, once a Theme path has been opened, a complete step signals a 

move into Rheme), but for an ideational analysis, the classification of the 

steps needs to be elaborated to understand the ideational meaning being 

conveyed by the unfolding clause.

A further point to note is that the proposed interrelation of stacks for 

process type and participant invo I vement enta i Is a strong assumption about 

grarrmatical structure. This assumption contributes significantly to the 

unfolding expectations, influencing the way in which the participant is 

expected-to be involved with the process, and what other participants might
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be relevant in that clause. The assumption can be explained as a structural 
hypothesis, based on the fact that most elements can play a variety of roles 

in a variety of clause types, but that some associations of role and clause 

type wi11 be more typical for the particular participant in question. For 

example, as we noted above, we would not expect ambulances, to be involved - 

as Medium/Senser - in a mental process. In other words, there is an 

assumption that there are certain 'basic' clause patterns, and that a 

particular participant will be associated with one of these patterns. Thus, 

when this participant is encountered at the beginning of an unfolding clause, 

the associated basic clause pattern forms the top layer in the stack of 

expectations as to the role that participant is playing in the current 

clause. The participant could be playing other roles, but these wi 11 be 

slightly more marked than for the basic case. It should be noted that any 

'basic' pattern will be strongly influenced by contextual factors: different 

registers wil I have different basic patterns associated with them (for 

example, the expectations for grarrmatical structure would be quite different 

between a scientific report and a travel brochure). It is not necessarily 

the case that different expectations would be posited, but that the weighting 

of expectations would be skewed according to the nature of the register 

variables.

We do not propose to explore this assumption further in the context of 

this thesis, but it is put forward as an interesting proposal to be pursued 

in further study. It is interesting to note that Longacre (1983) posits a 

theory of basic structures which supports the type of case being argued for 

here. Similarly, Halliday's theory of granmatical metaphor (1985a: Chapter 

Ten), while arguing for a different type of 'basic/non-basic' structure (viz: 

congruent and metaphorical), is further evidence that language can be seen to
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consist of some structural patterns which are inherently more basic than 

others.

7.5.4 Other structures and circumstantial elements

While it was noted above that the discussion was being I imited to a 

simple participanf"process"participant structure, this is of course not the 

only structural pattern which can occur. When multiple elements occur before 

the process, the element which most significantly affects ideational 

expectations is not necessarily the first element, but the one which is, or 

which seems to be (as the clause is unfolding) functioning as Subject (and so 

a I so as Theme, in the extended sense argued for in section 7. 3. 1. 1). That 

is, at every point at which a potential Subject (and hence Theme) is allowed 

for, the lexical Head of that element will give rise to expectations for an 

associated process type and participant involvement (in other words, for the 

basic_clause pattern associated with that participant). Other possibilities 

will be stacked below the most likely options. If, as the clause continues 

to unfold, it eventuates that it is not the process but another participant 

which follows, then the expectations will be reformulated on the basis of the 

new, potential Subject. So to return to line 15 of the text, and there this 

morning protesters gathered..., it is possible that there could be the 

topical Theme, and Subject of the clause. The most probable expectation for 

process type and clause structure is that there would be involved as a 

participant in a relational process; at the same time, a latent Adjunct path 

has to be posited, and this path is in fact taken up by the next element, 

another participant, this morning. Again, expectations are posiled for the 

potent i a I invo I vement of this participant in a process, and so on unt i I a
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process actually takes up the expectations established by a preceding 

participant. A type of comp I ementari ty arises between the expectations for 

interpersonal and ideational meaning. Before the process, every potential 

Subject gives rise to mu Itip I e ideational expectations, but these 

expectations are formulated in very general terms. Once the process element 

is reached, no further analysis of the Mood is undertaken, but the analysis 

of ideational meaning becomes much more precise.

Up to this point, the analysis of circumstances has not been explored. 

They do of course contribute to the unfolding ideational meaning of a clause, 

but do not affect the basic structure in the way that was discussed above (cf 

Hal Iiday 1985a:144). It has just been seen in the discussion of line 15 that 

clause initial circumstances may defer the process expectations set up by the 

participant in the role of Subject; the lexical components of the 

circumstance add to the unfolding ideational picture in the same way that the 

I exi ea I components fi 11 out the picture provided by the participants and 

process (the fact that an event is occurring this morning rather than this 

afternoon, for example). It can be the case that the lexical details of 

initial circumstances contribute to the weighting of the slacks in regard to 

the participant-process relationship: in the context of the unfolding text 

from which line 15 is drawn, the there refers to Tiananmen Square, and the 

frame brought forward lo this point would have only a few key participants 

relevant to that location (primarily protesters and troops, possibly also 

ambulances, officials. and so on).

It is certainly the ease that the nature of the participant-process 

configuration can lead to very strong expectations regarding the possibility 

of circumstances following the process. In the first line of the text, the 

speaker begins: J have a view.... If the speaker were to c^omplete the clause 
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at this point and open a new one, this wou Id I eave a strong sense of an 

abandoned clause path. I have a view does not, in fact, 'tell' us anything 

in ideational terms: either view needs to be post-Modified, to define what 

sort of view it is, or circumstances need to be added to define this. (The 

speaker in fact takes up both these options.) But to account for this, it is 

necessary to explain why the I ine does not, up to view, carry significant 

ideational content. It should be remembered that this I ine responds to the 

News Announcer's question, Kate Adie, what can you see? There is therefore a 

strong expectation that Adie will respond by telling us what she can see. 

When her I ine opens with l, our most l ikely expectation is that l wi 11 be 

involved as Senser in a mental process, see. Fol lowing the hypothesis of 

'basic structures' put forward above, we would also expect this to be 

expressed congruently. However, the next step, have does not meet the 

expectation; reweighting is required. Either an incongruent (metaphorical) 

structure wi l I be used to express the anticipated meaning, or another meaning 

is being expressed. As there is nothing so far to indicate a different 

ideational path, it is assumed that a different structure is being used, and 

expectations are posited on that basis. The step into a view confirms this, 

have a view being a gralllTlaatical metaphor (mental process realized as Thing; 

see Ravel li 1988) for the congruent process, able to see. However, the 

participant-process configuration of the congruent expression demands a 

second participant: the Phenomenon. Without the Phenomenon, a different 

sense of see is achieved (cf 'I am no longer b Iind'). By extension, the 

metaphorical expression of the Process demands a metaphorical expression of 

the (congruent) Phenomenon, which can be encoded either through post

Modification or through a circumstantial element. Hence the force of the 

expectations following I have a view ...
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7.5.5 A further level of detai I

Any analysis of ideational meaning must deal with a level of detai I 

further to that which has so far been discussed. Up to this point, only the 

general structural elements of the clause have been discussed, and 

expectations affected by lexis have centred on the lexical Head of nominal 

groups or the lexical verb of the process. Yet the other components of these 

elements are equally important to ideational meaning in the clause. It is, 

for example, critical in this text that the speaker refers to none of the, 

factory chimneys, rather than to, say, factory chimneys, and the speaker 

herself contrasts the examples of firing into the air as opposed to against 

the buildings (lines 26-27).

Note that as with the basic gr^^^tical structure of the clause as a 

whole (as in participantAprocessAparticipant), the basic grarrmatiea I 

structure of these groups is uninformative for our purposes. Again, appeal 

must be made to lexical factors in order to more fully understand the 

ideational meaning being expressed in the clause. Of course this observation 

is equally true for a synoptic perspective, but the dynamic perspective seems 

to highlight the issue: as a path of ideational meaning unfolds, it is 

important to understand how each component confirms, adds to, or shifts the 

ongoing expectations. In lines 7-11, for example, each line has the same 

structural pattern, but is distinguished by the lexical detai I. Each I ine 

fol lows the pattern there is/are ..., and what follows exemplifies a facet of 

the city 'not being at work'. Within each line, there is virtually no 

ideational meaning expressed until the element following the process: both 

there and are do of course play structural roles, but are most informative in 

terms of Theme and Mood analyses; in ideational terms, the 'real' content
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comes with the final element (no ordinary traffic, no c^onmercial vehicles and
so on).

There are several other examples in which the dynamic perspective 

high Iights the significance of this level of detai I. This occurs in the 

particularly long clauses which are sustained by extensive post-Modification 

of the final participant or by numerous circumstantial elements. In 

structura I terms, and part i cu Iar I y as these iterns occur towards- the end of 

the clause, these elements add very little to the ideational analysis. And 

yet, they greatly add to the overal I ideational path which is developed in 

the clause. line 30 is perhaps the most extreme example of this:

I've also seen in the last hour smoke billowing from an area about 
half a mile from us on the ring road where there were a lot of army 
lorries which were i^rrmobilised two nights ago before the firing the 
shooting started.

In the presentation of the unit analysis in the appendix, it can be seen 
that from an area opens a circumstantial element which is in fact continued 

to the end of the clause, but, as the primary path continues to unfold (as 

carried by the circumstantial element), a secondary path opens up, which in 

turn opens up a path which is secondary to it, and so on and so on. A great 

deal of ideational information is in fact contained in this long 

circumstance; it can only be accessed if it is recognized that the elements 

of the secondary paths need to be analysed for their lexical detail.

This discussion of ideationaI meaning from a dynamic perspectIve has 

asserted rather than demonstrated the analysis, and while it was stated at 

the beginning of the discussion that this would be the most radical of the 

metafunctional analyses, the analysis has been suggestive rather than 

comprehensive or replicable. The reason for this is that ideational meaning 
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pushes a dynamically oriented analysis to its limit: the synoptic description 

with which we are familiar is so heavily based on a global perspective, that 

radical changes are necessary to effect the shift in thinking which is 

required to accoornodate a dynamic perspective. This may be thought to be a 

I imitation of the suggested analysis, but it is in fact one of its strengths: 

the dynamic analysis has not tried to make classifications where none exist. 

This reflects directly on Halliday's synoptic analysis of transitivity, the 

implication being that categories such as Actor, Goal, Senser and so on are 

vat id only because of their relationship with the process.

In sunmary, there are two key factors to be drawn from our init i a I 

analysis of ideational meaning from a dynamic perspective. Firstly, it is 

suggested that the fundamental pattern of initial generality and later 

particularity in terms of expectations will always be true when ideational 

meaning is examined from a dynamic perspective. Secondly, the grarrmatical 

analysis on its own must be complemented by an analysis of lexical detail, 

including the lexis of elements in paths which are secondary in terms of a 

unit ana I ysis. A probable objection to a dynamic analysis of ideational 

meaning wil I of course be the argument that it is the clause as a whole which 

carries ideational meaning (that is, it is the clause as a whole which 

represents a process, in which all the elements are an integral part). For 

this reason, it will also be argued that it is entirely appropriate to 

analyse ideational meaning from a global point of view. We certainly concede 

that such a global perspective provides a convincing account of the 

paradigmatic potential of a clause in ideational terms. But as with every 

other exemplification of a dynamic perspective, the global, synoptic analysis 

does not enable the process of reception to be accounted for, nor does it 

provide a convincing account of the way in which novelty or markedness may be
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achieved by a producer. Further, the application of a dynamic perspective to 

ideational meaning encourages a re-evaluation of the relevant categories: in 

particular, it seems necessary to re-examine the interrelationship of the 

transitive and ergative descriptions.

7.6 Simultaneous unfolding of the metafunctions

The preceding exploration of a dynamic perspective on metafunctions 

examined each metafunction in isolation, in order to explain and discuss each 

in its own terms. However, in an actua IIy unfoIding text, a II the 

metafunctions would unfold simultaneously, in the same way that in a synoptic 

analysis, every metafunction is seen to be reflected in some way by every 

part of the clause. The different metafunctional paths should not be seen to 

be competing with each other, but rather to be informing and clarifying each 

other as the text unfolds. A discussion of some examples from the sample 

text should i I lustrate the principles by which this operates.

Line 9 in the text provides a relatively straightforward example: there 

is no ordinary traffic. The first element in this example is there: the unit 

analysis shows that this can be a complete nominal group, and suggests that 

it is highly unlikely that the group would or could be sustained. Thus, in 

thematic terms, there is definitely at least part of the Theme, being in all 

probabi Ii ty the whole (topical) Theme, and possibly the first part of an 

extended Theme as described in 7.3.1.1. It is also quite probably Subject, 

although another element could take that role (and . if that happened, the 

analysis of theme would be extended to cover that element as well). If there 
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is the Subject, then this will be interpreted as being 'what the clause is 

about', and wi I I be the basis for any further ideational expectations.

The next element, is, marks a definite shift to a Finite element (either 

a Finite on its own, or a Finite fused with the Predicate); simultaneous with 

indicating the Mood (declarative), the step signals that the Theme for this 

clause has been completed. Further, it begins to provide more (although not 

very precise) ideationaI expectations. It is possibIe that is couId just be 

an auxi I iary, indicating something of the tense of the process, and hence 

deferring our expectations for the lexical verb. Or, it could be the main 

verb (and hence a relational process), giving rise to expectations about the 

next participant. Given the pattern of the clauses preceding this line, the 

relational process alternative would be strongly favoured, and these 

preceding patterns would also help inform the expectations, in semantic terms 

at least, for the next participant (that is, that it will exemplify the fact 

that the city is not at work). Note that if the analysis was de

contextualised, the c^ombination of there and is would give rise to a very 

broad range of expectations for the next participant.

The next element is no; significantly, this is no longer of interest to 

the thematic analysis, and is of little interest to the mood analysis, other 

than that it confirms that the preceding element was both Finite and 

Predicator. Most important I y, no adds to the ideat iona I analysis: as it 

marks a shift into a nominal group, it confirms the analysis of l.! as a 

relational process. Also, if the patterns of the preceding lines are indeed 

· being fol lowed, the semantic expectation wi 11 be that the remainder of the 

nominal group will be an aspect of the city 'at work', negated by the 

determiner. By this stage, expectations can also be posited about the number 

of the Head of the nominal group: it will be an uncountable, mass noun (for 
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example, electricity), although there is little to suggest anything further 

about the Head or about what might intervene. The step into ordinary, while 

not strong I y prospected by the path up to this point, causes no great 

surprise, and again, adds marginally, but not significantly, to expectations 

regarding the nature of the Head. It would, perhaps, be a little surprising 

for this to be followed by something I ike electricity, a phenomenon which 

typically is either present or absent. The phenomenon modified by ordinary 

is more likely to be one which may exist in different types of states, on a 

cline from typical and ordinary to atypical and unusual, but still 

recognisably an instance of that state. The last step in this line, traffic, 

again fits into the relatively broad expectations so far posited, and 

succeeds in adding to the understanding of ideational meaning in this line. 

The ideational path could continue to develop if other participants or 

circumstances are added to the line, but again, the path up to this point 

does not prospect anything particularly specific in ideational terms.

It is most interesting to compare this example with line 15, which has 

already been referred to on a number of occasions in this chapter. The line 

is and there this morning protesters gathered again after dawn. Leaving aside 

and, which sustains the unit path without necessarily pre-empting the next 

step, the first eIement is again there. The same expectations would be 

posited as above: that it is at I east part of an extended Theme , and 

possibly the whole (topical) Theme, in which case it is conflated with the 

role of Subject. But it should be noted that in an unfolding perspective on 

the text as a whole, it would be observed that the line preceding this ends 

with a specification of place, .··to Tiananmen Square, which would encourage 

a reading of there as being a circumstance of Location rather than as an 

'empty' participant. The next element is this, and the expectations for Mood 
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have to be significant I y rewe i ghted, as the path in whieh there, was a 

potential Subject cannot have been taken up. This is now more likely to be, 

or to be part of, the Subject. Another effect of this step is to extend the 

Theme analysis: the latent potential of the current element, this, to be a 

Subject (whether or not it turns out to be), forces the Theme analysis to be 

brought forward to this point. In ideational terms, very I ittle information 

has been added by this element.

The next unit seen is morning: this sustains the group opened by this, 

and carries over the expectations for Mood and Theme. However, because it is 

most I ikely to be functioning as a circumstance in ideational terms, the 

expectation for the element to be Subject is lowered (as the element is more 

I ikely to be part of the Residue, with Subject yet to come). This wi I I again 

force the Theme ana I ysis to be brought forward. The following element, 

protesters, sustains the Theme and Mood paths, but while the unit analysis 

might allow for this to be sustained (through post-Modification or addition 

of other participants), there would be a strong expectation here that 

protesters will be Subject. Simultaneously, because of the Mood expectations, 

there would be a strong expectation that the Theme is about to be comppleted, 

and Rheme opened. Further, protesters adds significantly to the ideational 

analysis: it is certainly a participant, and expectations as to what sort of 

processes the protesters will be involved in can be derived from the lexical 

specificity of the element, its morphology, and the Field component of the 

ongoing frame. In structural terms, and in conjunction with the Mood 

expectations, it is highly likely that the process will in fact be the next 

element to occur. The next element, gathered, represents a fused Finite and 

Predicator, and so not only defines and completes the Mood (declarative, with
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protesters as Subject), but signals that Theme cannot be further developed, 

and that Rheme has been opened.

Expectations from this point now pertain to ideational meaning only. 

The earlier elements of this line give some circumstantial information, and 

we now have the core of the event represented by the clause: protesters 

gathered. From here, the expectation could be either that this is an 

intransitive process, with protesters as Medium, and hence no expectation for 

further participants (although further circumstantial information would be 

possible), or that it is a transitive process, with protesters as Agent, and 

hence the expectation for another participant. Either is possible in this 

context, although the latter is perhaps a little less likely, given that at 

this stage in the text, the frame has no primed participant which could take 

up the role of Medium in this clause. The following step in fact takes up 

the intransitive potential of the process, adding a circumstantial element, 

again. (The other path is not entirely eliminated by again, but becomes less 

I ike I y.) The step into again represents an important addition to the 

ideational path: the event being reported is not a unique occurrence, but 

part of a series of such events. From here, it would again be possible for 

further circumstantial information to occur, although nothing in particular 

encourages this expectation. Another c i rcumstantia I e I ement is, in fact, 

added (after dawn), but this does not add significant detail to the 

ideational meaning: it is very similar to an earlier circumstance (this 

morning), and while not being synonymous with it, adds only a shade ?f detail 

to the ongoing frame, and so does not greatly influence further expectations.

The discussion of these two examples has indicated some ways In which 

the context and preceding text contribute to expectations formed as the text 

unfolds, but most importantly, it has illustrated how the metafunctions 
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unfold simultaneously within a clause, highlighting the interaction between 
them. From a dynamic perspective, a fascinating complementarity arises 

between the metafunctions. When a clause begins to unfold, the metafunction 

about which most can be said is that of textual meaning: the extent of the 

Theme may not be known, but it is certain that the Theme has been opened. In 

terms of interpersonal meaning, a strong hypothesis can usually be posited 

about the nature of the Mood and the identification of the participant, but 

further elements must be seen before the hypothesis can be confirmed. The 

first element wi II typically give some information about ideational meaning, 

but not sufficient to posit strong expectations for the rest of the clause. 

The next critical developmental point for the metafunctions in the clause is 

the point at which the Mood can be defined. Theme wil I be carried forward to 

this point, and the step into a Finite enables the Mood to be identified. 

For ideational meaning, this signals that the core of the event, the process, 

either is being or is about to be expressed, and thus this step is a pivotal 

point in ideational terms. Fol lowing this step, however, the analyses of 

Theme and Mood become uninteresting, and it is in ideational terms that the 

rest of the clause is evaluated.

The following diagram represents this interaction of the metafunctions; 

it shows that the analysis of textual meaning, in terms of Theme (we have not 

accounted for the complementary textual system of information), is highly 

informative at the beginning of the clause, but that it trails off as the 

clause unfolds. On the other hand, the analysis of ideational meaning is 

uninformative at the beginning of the clause, but expands as the clause 

progresses. Like Theme, Mood has its weight at the beginning of the clause, 

but in the early stages, it is never as informative as Theme, and cuts off 

abruptly once the Finite is reached. It is therefore presented as a box, the 
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right-hand edge of it providing a pivotal, cross-cutting point between the 

other two metafunctions. Further, Mood is embedded in an interpersonal 

strand of meaning, which we have hitherto not discussed in detail because of 

its relevance to the domain of lexis, but which is able to filter through the 

clause at a variety of points.

clause: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->

Theme

Mood

interpersonal

Theme

i nterpersonaI

ideational

nterpersonal

nterpersonaI

ideational

Fig. 7.1 Simultaneous unfolding of metafunctions within a clause

In the figure, there is a mixture of metafunctional labels and names of 

granmatical systems: ideationa/ and interpersonal meaning are retained 

because the granmat i ea I ana I ys is pertaining to the former is a mixture of 

transitivity and ergativity, and because the latter encompasses several 

lexicograrrmatical systems, predominantly modality but also attitudinal lexis. 

Theme is presented instead of textual meaning, as the latter also encompasses 

the system of information (as carried by the Given/New structure), which we
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have not accounted for. Similarly, Mood is presented as a separate component 

within the interpersonal strand.

The figure is not presented as a truism for all clause types: a clause 

beginning with a process, for example, would present a different weighting 

of the metafunctions. However it is presented as a strong, general tendency 

when the metafunctions are considered from a dynamic perspective. It is 

interesting to compare this figure with Bolinger's (1952) conception of the 

sentence as a 'complex semanteme': a pointed structure with hyperbolic 

flaring sides, viz:

This structure represents the fact that in a progressively developed 

sentence, "beginning elements have a wider semantic range than elements 

towards the end." (Bolinger 1952:1117) He goes on to elaborate this position 

(p1118):

Before the speaker begins, the possibilities of what he will 
cormiunicate are practically infinite, or, if his utterance is bound 
within a discourse, they are at least enormously large. When the 
first word appears, the possibilities are vastly reduced, but that 
first word has, in corrmunicative value for the hearer, its fullest 
possible semantic range. The second word fol lows, narrowing the 
range, the third comes to narrow it still further, and finally the 
end is reached at which point the sentence presumably focusses on 
an event •••

While our figure is somewhat different to Bolinger's, the two positions 

are not so far apart: initially, a broad range of expectations and 

possibi I ities exist, but they are narrowed or reweighted by further elements.
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Bol inger's position is perhaps closest to ours with regard to ideational 

meaning: while our diagram represents the ideational path as growing as the 

clause progresses, complementary metaphors are equally appropriate, including 

Bolinger's of the initially broad range being narrowed down to a finer point. 

The main point of difference between our diagram and Bolinger's is the more 

elaborate conception of meaning in the former. This draws on and reinforces 

Hal I iday's description of the metafunctions, showing that each has a separate 

and important role to play in the clause. Also, in our figure, the 

conjunction of the different metafunctional analyses coincides with the 

process element, and this parallels the centrality of the process in the 

synoptic analysis of ideational meaning. However, in our exploration of a 

dynamically oriented analysis of the metafunctions within a clause, we have 

demonstrated where and how the metafunctions differ in terms of their 

contribution to the development of an unfolding clause.

7.7 Towards an inter-clausal analysis of metafunctions

The analysis of metafunctions so far has explored unfolding paths within 

a clause; the analysis of the paths between clauses is something quite 

different again. If a text as a whole is to be analysed, it is critical to 

be able to explain the unfolding path patterns and how they contribute to the 

text. In the preceding discussion, the effects of an inter-clausal analysis 

have occasionally been alluded to, and here they are examined more closely.

It wi I I soon become apparent in this brief exposition that the unfolding 

text as a developing whole must be accounted for to adequately explain the 

inter-clausal patterns. It is not enough to just take two clauses from the 

middle of a text and discuss how one sets up expectations for another.
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Rather, a frame must be brought forward with the text, accounting for 

context, the previous history of the text, and experience of the system. 

Thi!! !lhould also be true of the intra-clausal perspective, although such 

matters were largely ignored there to allow the explanation to get off the 

ground. As for the intra-clausal analysis, we wi I I begin with an exploration 

of the path steps for each metafunction in isolation, and then examine the 

metafunctional paths unfolding simultaneously.

7.7.1 Textual meaning

The analysis of Theme between clauses is far more interesting than that 

within a clause, as patterns can be perceived over a series of clauses, 

showing how the text is organising its messages. Danes (1974), Fries (1981) 

and Francis (1989) all explore this aspect of Theme in depth. There are a 

variety of ways in which a thematic path can be developed in a text. For 

example, the thematic element of one clause can be repeated in the next; an 

element of the Rheme can be picked up as Theme in a following clause; an 

aspect of Theme or Rheme can be picked up as Theme in the next clause through 

a lexical link, and so on.

These developments can be described ' in path terms. When describing 

inter-clausal patterns, the extent of a step is the clause. The first clause 

in a text opens a path of thematic development. The next step will be seen 

to continue the current thematic path if it repeats the Theme of the 

preceding c I ause. If the Theme of the next c I ause can be re I ated to the 

Theme or Rheme of the preceding clause, then this constitutes a change step. 

A Theme which cannot be related to the Theme or Rheme of the preceding path 

completes that path, and opens a new one. A completing step in thematic
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terms must still be part of the general expectations posited by the initial 

frame, otherwise it wiII be interpreted as an abandonment, making it 

difficult to interpret that Theme in relation to the text as a whole.

Some examples from the sample text will serve to illustrate the path 

steps. There are several examples where a preceding Theme is continued, as 

in lines 7-11, al I beginning with there. Most of the thematic development in 

the text is achieved by change steps, as in line 2, where the thematic il 
picks up the city from the Rheme of the preceding line. Similarly the Theme 

of I ine 20, the senior medical officer at the hospital can be related to 

elements of Theme and Rheme from the preceding I ines. An example of a 

completing step is found in line 14, with down below to the right of me. 

This cannot be related to any preceding Theme or Rheme, and so completes the 

preceding path, and opens a new thematic path.

Clearly, these examples provide only a bare outline of the path steps in 

this analysis; numerous complexities are possible, but we wish only to 

indicate how the analysis would apply. But having looked at the sample text 

in such detail with regard to other analyses, it is interesting to present 

some corrments on the way Theme is developed in the text; these conments are 

presented from a synoptic viewpoint, but as always, pertain to a dynamically 

oriented analysis.

Jn terms of what might set up the thematic potential and expectations in 

the first place, both the producer of this text (the reporter)_ and its 

receivers (people listening to the radio news) know the general background to 

this text (particu I ar events in China>. They wi 11 a I so be aware of the 

typical patterns and roles of such reports: to give whatever information is 

avaiIab I e about the event: if none is avai I ab I e, to give any background 
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information which might be relevant; perhaps to give opinions or assessments 

about the event. The news anchor introduces the text by relating it to 

preceding news items about the same event, and noting that a correspondent, 

Kate Adie, is in the city at that moment. She introduces the reporter, Adie, 

and says what can you see from where you stand? Thus for this text, 

potential and expected Themes immediately tend towards the 'background 

information' type: aspects of the current events, perhaps relating to its 

location (for instance, Tiananmen Square), its participants (protesters, 

soldiers, officials), its consequences (for instance, injuries and deaths) or 

the reporter's observations or opinions on these. These options will be 

weighted towards the top of the stack of Theme expectations. It wou Id be 

extremely uni ikely for the text to have any Themes relating to other 

political situations, to events which have nothing to do with current 

affairs, or to some personal aspect of the reporter's I ife, for example. 

While such Themes would not be expected in this context, they could be made 

relevant through use of particular devices (such as drawing a para I lel 

between the event in question and another otherwise unrelated one), but the 

need to make them relevant in such a way serves to highlight their unusual 

nature.

The init i a I thematic se I ection chosen by the speaker is !, and this 

Theme, in combination with the Rheme, modifies our expectations for further 

thematic development. At this point in our analysis, the weighting of 

options in the frame centres on land its associated Rheme: it is most likely 

that further Themes wi ll be related to these. It would also be possible for 

the next Theme to open a new and unrelated Theme path, but - apart from the 

fact that a hearer wou Id make every effort to understand the new Theme in
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I ight of the preceding one - it would be extremely uni ikely that such a 

radical shift would occur just as the text has begun.

As the text continues to unfold, each actual Theme will modify the 

associated stack of expectations in the frame. While a Theme path can always 

be completed by an element opening a new Theme, we suggest that such 

completing steps must always sti II be taken from the overall frame, otherwise 

an overt marker of their unusual status must be used, as noted above. In the 

sample text, it is significant that every completing step, marking a radical 

shift in Theme, is signalled in an overt way. An examination of the Theme 

patterns and major shifts in the text wi II illustrate this.

The Rheme of the first I ine of the text (the reporter's 'view of the 

city'), sets up a general resource of potential for subsequent Themes. 

Following this line, there is a sequence of Themes related to aspects of the 

city: none of the factory chimneys, none of the cranes, most of the shops, as 

wel I as pronominal forms of these, and semantically empty Themes (there), in 

which case aspects of the city can be found in the Rheme (as in there are no 

c^OITTilercial vehicles). Line 14, down below to the right of me.··  marks a 

significant break with the preceding patterns; we will see below how it is 

the nature of the Theme itself which signals this shift. The line is still 

concerned with the city, but now focusses on the city in terms of its 

physical layout. Fol lowing this I ine, a new cluster of Theme patterns is 

found: I ine 15 is I inked to I ine 14 textua 11 y, by and, and through the Rh^eme 

of 14 CTiananmen Square) being picked up in the Theme of 15 (there); -however, 

. new elements are also added: this morning and protesters. Protesters and the 

participant they are associated with, troops,  constitute the Themes of the 

next few clauses.
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Another Theme shift occurs in line 18, which again begins with 1- While 

this does not relate to the preceding Themes, we are not surprised in the 

context of the text as a whole that the reporter has returned to her 

perspective. The Rheme of this line, relating to a hospital, forms the basis 
for the thematic patterns over the next few clauses, up to line 25. Line 25 

begins with along the main road we , ..., which again does not relate to the 

irrrnediately preceding Themes or Rhemes, although as it picks up a location in 

the city, it is appropriate in the text as a whole. The Theme and Rheme of 

this clause can be seen to set up the thematic patterns in the following few 

lines, until line 30, which begins with 1- The patterns triggered by this 

clause are sustained unti I the end of the text.

There are therefore clear ways of indicating that a radical shift in 

Theme patterning is about to occur. In this text, two types of Theme achieve 

such completing steps: the reporter's l, and a Theme with fronted 

circumstance, as in down below to the right of me and along the main road. 

While it is not the case that every instance of these devices would 

necessarily achieve this step (for example, there this morning in I ine 15 

picks up part of the preceding Rheme), it does seem to be the case that in 

this text, these devices set up a strong expectation for a shift in Theme lo 

fol low. It is suggested here that they are probably typically used for this 

purpose in this text type in general (that is, in a reporter's account of 

current affairs), and that most text types would have their own particular 

way of signal ling radical shifts in the Thematic path. ( In a casual 

conversation, for instance, it would obviously not be uncomnon to have! as a 

frequent Theme, and so in that context it would be unlikely lo take the role 

of radically shifting the Thematic path.) Davies (1989) and Enkvist (1989)
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make similar observations regarding the role of fronted Adjuncts in thematic 

development.

While the preceding discussion is not intended to be a comprehensive 

exposition of thematic development in the text, there should be sufficient 

detai I to indicate the way in which path expectations are bui It up and 

altered in relation to the textual meaning of the text.

7.7.2 Interpersonal meaning

It is rather difficult to capture the unfolding of interpersonal meaning 

in a text, simply because the most significant granmatical realization of 

interpersonal meaning, Mood, tends to be constant throughout. In the sample 

text, for example, while it is opened with an interrogative from the news 

anchor (what can you see?), it otherwise consists entirely of declarative 

clauses. This is of course a functional choice - the report's entire text is 

a response to the anchor's question, and an interrogative on the part of the 

reporter would disrupt that. Some text types may give rise to an expectation 

for more variation than is the case in this text, as in a job interview, 

where there would be switches between declaratives and interrogatives. 

However in this text, as it is a reporter reporting a news event, no such 

expectation arises. Were a switch to an interrogative or imperative to 

occur, this would undoubtedly be marked, and would probably indicate special 

contextual circumstances, such as the reporter's need to clarify s^omething 

.with the news anchor.

This situation is not problematic for the path analysis: it can simply 

be recognised that Mood paths, once opened, are typically sustained for the 
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duration of the text. Changes to the Mood path would include switches in 

polarity or the introduction or modification of modality. But this does not 

seem to be saying a great deal about the unfolding of interpersonal meaning 

in a text. Lemke (1991) observes that there do seem to be complex 

interpersonal patterns unfolding in texts (such as subtle changes of tenor 

between participants in a conversation), but that they are difficult to 

capture with the grarrrnatical analysis of Mood. We most certainly concur with 

this. There are, nevertheless, some interesting observations to be made 

about interpersonal meaning in the sample text.

Firstly, the components of the Mood and Residue elements (the nature of 

the Subject and so on) seem to have a significant effect on expectations as 

the text unfolds. As with the analysis of Theme, the components of the Mood 

elements (in terms of their ideational content), tend to occur in clusters; 

that is, for the space of a few I i nes in the text, there w i I I be a genera I 

'pool' of items from which the elements of Mood and Residue will be drawn. 

Once this pool is established (as part of the frame of the text), it is to be 

expected that further elements wi II be drawn from the same pool, unless there 

is a contrary indication. Signficantly, the content of these pools changes 

radically under two circumstances. In the sample text, when elements of the 

Residue precede the Mood c^omponent (as in line 14 down below to the right of 

m-e), or when the Subject is realized by -I, most of the Mood and Residue 

components tend to change dramatiea 11 y. This coincides with the radi ea I 

shifts in thematic patterning observed in the preceding section.

A second observation relating to the interpersonal meaning of this text 

is that in line 27, the reporter's well no gives rise to the expectation for 

a change or completion of Mood, as in welI no, are they? This possibility is 

not in fact taken up; the expected contrast occurs in ideational meaning
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(they're firing against the buildings, instead of jnto the air), but the 

example highlights the potential for Mood expectations to be affected by 

particular elements.

Another interesting feature for text development is the possibility of 

branching part of the Mood structure rather than repeating it. Lines 33-34 

are an example of this, where two different Residues branch off from the same 

Mood c^omponent: they're moving in buses as new barricades at most of the, 

i nhrsections and defiant I y setting fire to them. And signa Is that some 

feature of the preceding clause is to be sustained, but it is by no means 

certain that this will be the Mood component. The Mood is therefore posited 

as a deferred expectation, and as the clause continues to unfold and the 

expectation is never met, it must be understood that the Mood has been 

carried over from the preceding c I ause. This wou Id be one of the options 

available to the speaker for concatenating Moods, and an option which would 

not cause the hearer any surprise.

The analysis of modality and attitudinal lexis is of course also an 

important part of interpersonal meaning. The contribution of these components 

would be not so· much to an unfolding path per se, as to the frame of the 

text. As with all other analyses, the initial context of the text would give 

rise to certain expectations: given that the sample text is presenting the 

reporter's observations on a current situation, we may have expected a higher 

degree of modality and attitudinal lexis than actually occurs. Only the first 

Iine has an instance of moda Iity, and on Iy a sma 11 degree of atti tudina I 

lexis occurs, all towards the end of- the text (raking, billowing, huge··· ) 

Some of the lexical choices are indicative of attitude in an ideological or 

political sense: the fact that the reporter refers to one set of participants 

in this text as protesters indicates a particular attitude which would not be
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found in a report from the Chinese government on the same event (cf Thugs. 

frenziedly..attacked People'!! Liberation Army troop!! ...; a statement from the 

Peking Government Martial Law Headquarters, as quoted in The Independent, 5

6-89, pg.10; it i!I of course not only the attitudinal lexis which differs). 

On the whole, however, the sample text does not provide a rich illustration 

of these factors.

7.7.3 ldeational meaning

Once a path of ideational meaning is opened in a text, it remains open 

unt i I a subsequent c I ause cannot be interpreted as re I ating to preceding 

ideational choices in any way. This of course means that the text must be 

considered progressively, as it unfolds: the last line of the sample text, 

because they're all unarmed does not appear to have much in comnon with the 

ideational choices in the first line, I have a view out. of the window ..·. ., 

although ideational developments can be traced through the text which lead up 

to the last I ine.

However considerable further work is needed to determine what might 

constitute the criteria for continue or change steps between clauses. There 

are a variety of ways of relating clauses ideationally and the effect of 

these alternatives on path development needs to be further explored. For 

example, the basic clause structure may remain the same, but the components 

of one of the elements may change, as in lines 9 and 10, there is no ordinary 

traffic, there's no public transport. Or, the nature of the participants and 

process may remain the same, while the roles of the participants alter, with, 

for example, a switch from active to passive. Towards the end of the text, 

for example, people (meaning the protesters) comes to the fore in line 32 as
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Agent, whereas in the preceding lines, they are only implicitly present. 

Such changes seem to be significant deve I opments in the unfo Iding text, 

although at this stage it is difficult to categorise them in path terms.

Further, the changes wh i eh are effected by Iexiea I Ii nks seem open to 

categorisation and classification. To give just a few examples of the types 

of links found in the text, there is the meronymic relation between city, and 

factory chimney, the referential relation between noun and pronoun (as in the, 

troops - they), or the relation of congruent and metaphorical forms, for 

instance between an initially congruent form and a later gran-matically 

metaphorical form (as in thousands injured related to the later example of 

the injuries). Halliday and Hasan (1976) give a system of classification of 

lexical I inks which would begin to account for these relations, and Hoey 

(1991) extends this system, providing a more textually oriented account. It 

is beyond the scope of this thesis to deal with such classifications at this 

stage, particularly given the lexical (as opposed to a more strictly 

granmatical) nature of this ideational potential.

In terms of what sets up the ideational expectations in the first place, 

the general situation of the text provides the reporter with the potential to 

discuss anything relating to the events in question in China. This sets up 

broad expectations for Field in the frame of the text, and early selections 

will reweight the stacks. Although the announcer leads in with a specific 

question (what can you see?), it is known both by the reporter and by the 

audience that such a question serves only as a springboard for the reporter's 

text, and is not designed to restrict it In any way. Thus the receivers of 

the text would be unable to predict exactly what participants and processes 

will be relevant; however they would be able to recognise when an ideational 

selection fel I outside the general range. From the producer's point of view, 
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it would be known that, unless a clear signal is given to the contrary, the 

next part of the unfolding text will be interpreted in light of the current 

one, so if a new ideational path is to be established, this must be clearly 

signalled to avoid confusion. Receivers would be attuned or would become 

attuned to the signals in the text that a general path is about to shift.

The preceding discussions of Theme and Mood have a I ready identified 

several major 'chunks' of patterns in the sample text, and such patterns are 

also evident in the case of ideational meaning. The first cluster of 

ideational selections extends from line 1 up to line 13. While the lines in 

this section have a variety of participants, processes and circumstances, it 

can be seen that each line is 'about' the same thing, namely the city, and 

more specifically, the fact that it is not at work. This general ideational 

path is completed by line 14: down below to the right of me is the main road 

leading to Tiananmen Square. Or mare precisely, given the radical shift in 

Theme and Mood in this clause, and the tenuous ideational link of this line 

with its predecessors (Tiananmen Square is part of the city, although the 

I ine does not seem to be related to the working aspects of the city), the 

expectation is that the ideational path wi 11 also shift. In fact, this 

clause tells us little in ideational terms: it specifies a location, but says 

I i tt I e e I se. However the next line, 15, confirms the potential to shift 

paths, and with there this morning protesters gathered again after dawn, a 

new ideational path is opened, with a new participant-process configuration.

This general path extends up to line 18, I spoke to a man at the 

• hospital which is nearest to us, which introduces another participant-process 

configuration. Note that while this is a marked change from the preceding 

part of the ideational path, it is not unexpected in terms of the overall 

frame of the text, as the reporter has the potential to express her role in 
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the event, and to talk about various aspects of the event. The ideational 

potential of I ine 18 enables a different ideational path to be developed from 

here: the participant a man . at the hospital is used as a springboard to 

introduce a variety of participants and processes related to hospital (such 

as casualties received, deaths.continuing and so on).

Another shift in the general ideational path is effected by I ine 25, 

along the main road we have seen tanks rolling this morning, and.army.convoys 

of armoured personnel vehicles. The first part of this line, along the main 

road is the signal that the path is likely to change, and the rest of the 

I ine confirms this. The I ines irrrnediately following this take up the 

potential of the 'new' participants, tanks.and army convoys to describe what 

they are doing (pot-shotting, firing into the. air).

This path continues up to line 30, I've also seen in the last hour smoke 

bi Ilowing ... This line can stiI I be related to the preceding path, but here 

the focus is on smoke (I've seen smoke) and on army lorries being 

irrmobi I ised. Interestingly, I ine 32, while having strong lexical I inks with 

its preceding lines, seems to be effecting a subtle but significant change in 

the ideational path. The line begins this concerns what s^ome of my 

colleagues, who've . been out this morning have seen .that ... ‘ and the 

projection set up bysm seems to set up the potential for an ideational 

shift. What is projected is despite all the huge numbers of troops, people. 

are still setting fire to buses. While fire. relates to the huge columns of 

black smoke. mentioned earlier, and while troops, relates to a lot of army 

lorries, people. are now the focus of the path: what they do or are able to 

do, because of their current state of affairs. This path is sustained until 

the end of the text.
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7.7.4 Simultaneous unfolding of metafunctional paths

The discussion of the metafunctions as they unfold between clauses has 

highlighted the difficulty of defining the criteria for path steps between 

c I auses in terms of the individua I metafunctions. Part of the reason for 

this is that the metafunctions of course operate in conjunction with each 

other, and variations in one may impact upon the others. For example, the 

nature of the participants and processes may be the same between two clauses, 

but a shift in Theme may alter their ideational configuration; the difficulty 

is then in deciding whether this constitutes a change in ideational terms or 

not. We wi I I not further explore that difficulty here.

Within the clause, clear examples of the impact of metafunctional 

choices on each other were given in relation to clauses beginning with 

multiple ideational elements. There, it was shown that Mood played a 

significant role in delimiting the extent of the Theme (bringing it forward 

to the point at which a step into Finite occurs), and in providing a dividing 

I ine between an unfocussed and a focussed ideational path. Similarly, 

between clauses, the metafunctional paths interact. The preceding discussion 

of textual, interpersonal and ideational meaning has already high I ighted 

several points in the sample text where all the metafunctional paths shift 

radically at the same time; these points (lines 14, 18, 25, 30, 32) signal 

the major semantic developments in the text.

It is also possible for only one or two of the metafunctional paths to 

change, while another remains constant. This also alters the overall semantic 

development of the text, but in a way which is less marked than the cases 

where they al I change at the same time. It should be noted that phasa/ 

analysis also aims to account for the simultaneous interaction of 
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metafunctions, in terms of the way clusters of different metafunctional 

patterns may ebb and f I ow through a text (cf St i 11 ar 1991; Young 1986; 

Gregory passim). However, while providing insightful observations as to how 

these metafunctions interact, the analysis is not undertaken from an 

unfolding, progressive view as defined here.

7.8 Brief sumnary of the chapter

In this chapter, we have presented an initial analysis of metafunctions 

from a dynamic point of view, as they unfold both within and between clauses. 

Because the relevance of a dynamic perspective is less obvious for an intra- 

clausal than an intei—clausal analysis of the metafunctions, the analysis 

was pursued in greater depth for the former case. The application of a 

dynamic perspective produced interesting results for all of the 

metafunctions; in particular, it forced the notion of Theme to be extended, 

it questioned the analysis of Mood, and also questioned the categories of the 

ideational analysis. The impact of the unfolding of the clause on the 

interrelation of the metafunctions was also explored. The exploiation of the 

metafunctions as they unfold between clauses revealed interesting points of 

development in the sample text. Much work remains to be done in order to 

provide a comprehensive and replicable analysis of these various areas, but 

the basic principles and implications have hopefully been demonstrated.
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It will have been noted that certain examples from the text have been 

repeatedly analysed for different purposes. For the sake of convenience, we 

present below the sections in which such I ines have been discussed.

I ine: Section:

1 7.3; 7.4; 7.4.3; 7.5.4
3 7.3.1; 7.4; 7.4.3; 7.5.2
15 7.3.1.1; 7.4; 7.4.1; 7.4.4; 7.5.3; 7.5.4; 7.6
33-34 7.4; 7.4.3; 7.7.2
36 7.3; 7.4
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CHAPTER 8

^CONCLUSI^

8.1 Overview of the thesis

In contemporary I inguistics, the understanding of language from a 

dynamic perspective has become an important goal. This thesis has attempted 

to contribute to the achievement of this goal, by fleshing out the 

fundamental components of such a perspective, and by applying the resulting 

model to the analysis of grall'lllar.

In Chapter One, we defined the type of dynamic which was to be the focus 

of the thesis: that of an unfolding text. The concern with language as an 

unfolding, active 'process contrasts with the predominant I inguistic - and 

general scientific - bias toward state rather than process, and the thesis 

has aimed to contribute to a redressing of this bias. In particular, we 

centred the thesis theoretically within the systemic functional school of 

I inguistics.

The motivation for the thesis was discussed in Chapter Two, deriving 

from the work of Martin and Ventola and their development of theory and 

technique for the exploration of a dynamic view of language. Martin's work 

was critical in defining the relevant parameters for a study of this 

perspective. Most importantly, he clarified the need to understand language 

as both product and process. Ventola's work provided new techniques for 

analysing language from a dynamic point of view, developing flowcharts as a 

means of representing service encounter interaction. Yet a tendency in both 

these works to focus on a certain type of data (for example, spoken, 
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interactive texts) or a certain level of description (for example, generic 

structure) obscured the opportunity to explore the dynamic perspective in 

relation to potential. To maximise this opportunity, we argued that it was 

necessary to treat the dynamic perspective as something independent of the 

data or level of description to which it is applied. This is one of the key 

points of the thesis: that we are developing a dynamic way of looking at 

language, in contrast to the dominant synoptic ways of looking at language.

In order to explore what it means to take a dynamic perspective on 

language, Chapter Three established the characteristics of a dynamic 

perspective. A dynamic perspective is one which takes a progressive, 

unfolding and active view of text, rather than a totalising, global and 

static view. This means that choices are considered as a text unfolds, and 

so the syntagmatic dimension of choice is highlighted. It is therefore 

necessary to be ab I e to compare expected with actua I choices, to have a 

flexible definition of choice, and a probabilistic account of choice. An 

active view is facilitated by accounting for the context of the text, 

experience of the system, and previous history of the text. A schematic model 

was presented at the end of Chapter Three to illustrate how these different 

components interact.

More formal ways of model I ing a dynamic perspective were examined in 

Chapter Four, including dynamic system networks, flowcharts, systemic 

flowcharts and augmented transition networks. These all provide alternatives 

to the standard systemic network, which is not suited to dynamic modelling 

because of its orientation to explosive generation. However, whlle the 

models examined are able to overcome the limitation of explosive generation, 

by generating moment-by-moment, they are not able to give a functional value
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to the unfolding of a text, which was argued to be a limitation of these 

models.

The functional imp Iications of a dynamic perspective for language and 

choice were explored in Chapter Five, where the metaphor of a path was 

developed to explain choices as they unfold in text. Movement from a current 

to a next choice was accounted for functionally, in terms of the way in which 

a next choice could contribute to the development of an unfolding path. Most 

importantly, the different types of path steps allow for an integration of 

paradigmatic and syntagmatic accounts of potential. The description of paths 

was augmented by the metaphors of stacks, accounting for a probabilistic view 

of choice, and of frame, accounting for text-context interaction as the text 

unfolds. Also, we introduced the notions of shadow and latent potential.

These genera I princ i p I es were then app I ied to an ana I ysis of grarrmar. 

In Chapter Six, grarrmatical units, particularly groups and clauses, were 

analysed from a dynamic perspective. This provided an alternative view of 

grarrmar to available synoptic accounts, in particular raising interesting 

issues regarding the identification of boundaries, the necessity for 

simultaneous analyses, and the roles being played by particular gramnatical 

items. The dynamic perspective provided not only a different way of looking 

at familiar phenomena, but brought its own insights to the understanding of 

language at this level of description. Metafunctional aspects of granmar 

were explored in Chapter Seven, where the synoptically developed analyses of 

Theme, Mood and Transitivity were re-examined from a dynamic point of view.

· The notion of a shadow Theme was introduced, and aspects of the Mood and 

Transitivity analyses were questioned. Again, the dynamic perspective brought 
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its own insights to the understanding of the textual, interpersonal and 

ideational meaning potential within and between clauses.

8.2 Implications of the study: theoretical implications

The thesis has demonstrated that not only is it possible to formulate 

and apply a consistently dynamic perspective to language, but that such a 

perspective is interesting in its own right and insightful for what it 

enables us to say about language. The attempt to clarify and define what a 

dynamic perspective is has enabled a model to be developed which incorporates 

the characteristics reflecting this perspective. The application of this 

model to data which is normally treated from a synoptic point of view, has 

enabled this data to be seen in a new light, showing that the statements and 

assumptions made about language are indeed dependent on the perspective 

adopted. Or put the other way around, it has shown that the nature of the 

perspective and the nature of the data are independent, and that recognising 

this allows the maximum use to be made of the insights offered by 

complementary perspectives.

One of the most important imp I ications of this study is the extended 

notion of choice arising from the dynamic perspective. It is a tenet of the 

systemic functional model that choices in language are functional, and the 

scope of this assumption has been augmented by demonstrating that choices 

from a dynamic perspective are also functional. In other words, we have 

'demonstrated that it is meaningful to move forward from a given point in a 

given text in one way rather than another. The dynamic perspective accounts 

for paradigms as they open up along the syntagmat ic axis, and so adds a 

syntagmatic dimension to the otherwise paradigmatically motivated account of 
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choice within the systemic functional school of linguistics. This represents 

a direct and forceful challenge to current systemic theory, as it queries 

some of its basic theoretical assumptions. Yet, there is no suggestion that 

the basic assumptions need to be abandoned; rather, they need to be 

augmented.

Another theoretical implication to emerge from the thesis pertains to 

the way in whieh the boundaries of units are defined. When a dynamic 

perspective is adopted, the boundary of the unit has to be passed, so to 

speak, before the boundary can actually be recognised. For example, while a 

structure may represent a potentially complete nominal group, it is not unti I 

a step i nto another group is achieved that the first group can be said to be 

completed. Potential points of completion therefore typically set up 

multiple anal yses - that the current unit may end or may be extended by the 

next step. However, rather than being a disadvantage, this forces the 

I inguist to elaborate how it is that boundaries are defined.

Further theoretical implications relate to the way in which the 

components of the theory are seen to interact. At every possible level of 

description - within granmar, in relation to other aspects of language, in 

re I ation to context - the dynamic perspective demands a r ieh and comp I ex 

integration of different factors. At the grarrmatical level, for example, the 

dynamic perspective draws on the same theory of rank that is used in a 

synoptic description, but exploits it in a quite different way. As a text 

unfolds, it is essential to continually move up and down the rank scale, 

^ comparing the value of the current step at different ranks, in order to 

facilitate the description. The fact that the 'same' step has different 

va I ues accord Ing to the rank of the description, provides the basis for a 

useful analytical heuristic. For instance, a completing step at group rank 
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is parallel to a change step at clause rank, whereas a change at group rank 

is para I lel to a continue step at clause rank. Thus, if we were interested 

in monitoring developments in the clause, the most efficient approach would 

be to seek points of completion at group rank. From a synoptic perspective, 

it is easier to describe (although not necessarily to explain) the units of 

one rank in isolation from the other ranks. A further modification to the 

rank theory was the reinterpretation of rankshift as steps between primary 

and secondary paths.

In metafunctional terms, the dynamic perspective also highlighted some 

very interesting interaction between the different metafunctions, both 

confirming the value of Halliday's hypothesis, and shedding some new light on 

their role and nature. Within the clause, the metafunctions operate in 

conjunction, as Halliday's hypothesis suggests, but their respective roles 

seem to vary in importance as the clause unfolds, with each metafunction 

taking on particular importance at a particular place in the clause. Between 

clauses, a marked change in one melafunctional path may signal an expectation 

for changes in the other metafunctional paths.

The analysis of granmar highlighted another type of interaction which is 

necessary from a dynamic perspective. At many points in the granmatical 

analysis, it became obvious that other levels of description - semantics and 

phonology - were necessary to help inform what was happening in gramnar. It 

is difficult to operate a dynamic perspective on one level of analysis in 

isolation from others. The importance of the relationship within 

lexicograrrmar of granmar to lexis was also brought into light by the thesis, 

although not necessarily in a way which would give weight to either side of 

the gramnar/lexis 'debate', as mentioned in Chapter Six.
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The third type of interaction highlighted by the thesis is that between 

language and its context. It is virtually impossible to account for unfolding 

choices in text without accounting for the context which motivates and 

conditions those choices. or without accounting for the way in whieh the 

choices themselves alter the ongoing context. We have tried in the thesis to 

account for the general principles by which this interaction of language and 

context unfolding together can begin to be described, by combining systemic 

notions of register with E1TJT10tt 1 s theory of frames. The practical details of 

this interaction are certainly complex, but the dynamic perspective brings 

such interaction to the fore.

A further imp I ication of the proposals put forward here is that al I 

attempts at a dynamically oriented description, at whatever level. must 

incorporate the functional value accorded to the dynamic perspective in this 

thesis. Thus, while we have not explored the detai Is of descriptions of, 

say, genre or discourse from a dynamic perspective, future explorations of 

these areas must take on board the basic characteristics of the dynamic 

perspective: building the description from current to next. formulating 

expectations, re-evaluating expectations in light of actual choices, and so 

on. The exact nature of such characteristics will be dependent on the level 

of description. For instance, in her study of genre, Ventola explored the 

discourse systems (such as lexical cohesion) which realize generic stages in 

her texts. If a dynamic perspective as formulated in this thesis was applied 

to genre, the analysis would exploit observations about the genre and 

observations about the discourse system to determine whether a stage had been 

completed or not. The abilily of our model to exploit a rank-based 

description and to move between different layers of analysis means that it 
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should be easily extended to other rank-based descriptions, such as Sinclair 

and Coulthard's 1975 model of discourse.

The fact that we have been able to give all choices a functional value 

from a dynamic perspective means that it is not necessary to split potential 

into 'dynamic systems' and 'synoptic systems', as proposed by Martin or 

Ventola. Al I steps have a dynamic force from our perspective, whether or not 

the.step itself is overtly dynamic (such as aborting or suspending moves in 

conversation; cf Ventola 1987:IOSff). For example, a step in a path which 

closes that path by completing it is as dynamic a step as one which closes by 

abandoning the path. Yet, in other approaches, only the latter case would be 

seen to be dynamic: the former wou Id be absorbed as part of the synoptic 

potential of the existing system. Coincidentally, it is the former type of 

step which is already described by existing systems, and the latter which 

poses problems for existing systems. But from a dynamic point of view, both 

options alter the trajectory of the path, and provide the potential for a new 

path to open. Whether or not such steps are already described from a 

synoptic point of view, it is their value from the dynamic point of view 

which we have accounted for. Moreover, because all steps have a functional 

value from a dynamic perspective, even steps which might be interpreted as 

'errors' from another point of view can be interpreted as a functional part 

of the unfolding of a text. Further, the impact of such an 'error' on the 

unfolding path can be explained as for any other path step.

8.2.1 Descriptive implications

The ability to explain and analyse a text from a dynamic point of view 

gives rise to interesting descriptive possibilities. In particular, the 
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abi I ity to account for unfolding paths in a text enables aspects of both 

reception and production to be explained. A receiver, for instance, must be 

able to recognise path developments as the text unfolds. A producer must also 

be aware of the importance of path developments. For instance, one who is 

aware of the importance of paths may exploit this to make a text more 

effective, perhaps overtly signalling a path to ensure that a receiver will 

be able to follow it; or, on the other hand, he or she may produce a less 

effective text by failing to clearly signal the ma_in path of a text, path 

changes, and so on.

It could, for instance, be argued that a mark of 'good' writing would be 

that of clearly defined paths, preventing misunderstandings by too easily 

confused paths. The following extract from a magazine article (The

Independent Magazine, 7 July 1990) presents an interesting example of 

confused paths<t>. The writer is discussing the demise of real reading in 

the modern world:

It is not that we lack room for our books, but rather the 
space to read them in our crowded day. In browsing through 
bookshops •.• we are enticed to buy books which we would like to 
read or, more accurate I y in some instances, wou Id Ii ke to have 
read, to become knowledgeable, fashionable or enlightened.

But our eyes prove bigger than our stomachs. Suddenly it 
becomes apparent that, at our present rate of reading, we have 
amassed a year's or even two years' supply. There are even books 
which we know we wi 11 never read, lying reproachfully on our 
bedside table.

The books I read when I was young - the old Everyman editions 
of the classics - had been read many times before···

It may not be the case that every reader wou Id have the same prob I em 

that this reader did when the extract was encountered. In the last 

paragraph, I assumed that The books I read was an examp I e of the present 

tense (as if the author was to say something like the books I read when I'm 

.in bed, ..._), but J had to adjust this interpretation when I encountered when
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I  was young. The paragraphs preceding this line have established a certain 

path relating to tense and time, and there is nothing to signal that this 

path has been left behind - that the reader has moved from the present to the 

past. The line is therefore almost bound to be read 'wrongly', because there 

is no good reason to do otherwise. If, on the other hand, the line had been 

When I was young, the books I read ·.. , there would be no problem, as the 

first part of the line would act appropriately as a signal of the change in 

path, and so avoid any misunderstanding. .

There are many cases where producers do use devices to separate paths 

which could otherwise be easily confused. For instance in Chapter Five, we 

noted the case of a news announcer introducing a news item with the phrase In 

a separate accident ..., in order to prevent confusion with the preceding 

news itern. In other cases, information can be deliberately included to 

indicate a certain path direction. For instance, in Britain, the inclusion 

of R^oman Catholic in the news headline A 32 year old R^oman Catholic ... is a 

clear indication that events relating to Northern Ireland are about to be 

discussed. Also, as was i I lustrated in Chapter Seven, various structural 

devices can be used to signal changes relating to metafunctional paths.

At a more local level, the idea that a path may move forward in one way 

rather than another enables plays on meaning to be described from a dynamic 

point of view. For instance, many jokes and puns can be exp I ained as the 

exploitation of the shadow potential of items: the joke is set up to create a 

'most likely' expectation for the next point, and something unexpected, but 

nevertheless possible given the scenario up to then, is chosen instead. It 

also explains the ideological attitudes of some I inguistic choices: racism or 

sexism for instance. The gratuitous inclusion of colour terms to describe a 
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person, for example, where they are not otherwise highly motivated, is 

usually interpreted as being racist.

Also, as we saw in Chapter Five, the dynamic perspective provides a 

plausible explanation for why the area of acceptabi I ity judgements is so 

fraught with disagreement and controversy. The combination of such variables 

as grarrrnatical structure and frame considerations means that multiple, 

weighted expectations are posited from a current to a next point; in many 

cases, acceptability (or 'correctness') is a question of degree, and 

naturally, individuals are I ikely to have different cut-off points for what 

they consider to be acceptable. For instance, even if two people recognise 

the same criteria in ordering possible options at a next point, for one 

person it may be the case that only an option at the top of a stack would be 

acceptable; for another, options lower down the stack might also be 

acceptab I e.

8.3 Limitations of the research.

Wh i I e the thesis has been broad in its scope, there are c I ear I y many 

areas which have not been satisfactorily dealt with. Firstly, we have not 

fully accounted for the way in which 'slab' choices - such as idi^oms in the 

lexicograrrmar, formulaic responses in conversation and so on - would affect 

the path proposals. Slab choices represent a type of frozen path; steps 

which would otherwise be operative are virtually pre-determined, and this 

effects the definition of 'current' and 'next' as the path develops. As was 

noted in Chapter Five, there is a latent potential for the 'frozen' path 

points to· be re-instated, as may happen when part of an idiom is made 

instantial ly relevant, but on the whole, the choices are packaged as one 
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large unit. This is an important area to be covered in trying to develop a 

dynamic perspective on language, as language consists of many such partly or 

wholly pre-determined formulaic options.

A most important area of theory which_has not been elaborated is that of 

motivating the selection of one choice rather than another as a text unfolds. 

We have shown that a variety of options may be possible, and that these 

options may be ordered in terms of I ike I ihood, and we have a I so shown the 

effect for a receiver of a producer choosing a more likely option over a less 

I ikely option, and so on. However, we have not described exactly what it is 

that motivates the ordering of the options, nor what would motivate a 

producer to make a particular selection. For instance, the motivation for 

choosing the most I ikely option could be 'maintain the status quo', while the 

motivation for choosing a less likely option might be 'create a novel effect' 

(and that is also how such options would be interpreted by receivers of the 

text). Motivating factors would operate in conjunction with the fr^ame of the 

text and experience of the system, as described in Chapter Five, to fut ly 

elucidate the way in which choices are made as a text unfolds. At one 

extreme, a next actual choice which is beyond the expectations set up by 

previous paths must be deemed to be pathological. At the other extrema, a 

next actual choice which is an absolute prediction (a slab or fossilised 

choice) allows no room for motivation at all.

Another area which has been discussed, but not satisfactorily resolved, 

is that of relating paradigmatic and syntagmatic potential as a text unfolds. 

We have argued that options become available as a text unfolds, and that 

these options derive partly from an understanding of paradigmatic potential. 

However, we have not elucidated exactly how the dynamic perspective draws on 

existing knowledge of paradigmatic potential, nor how the choices made as a 
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text unfolds feed back into our synoptic understanding of potential. The 

means are ava i I ab I e to describe potent i a I from a synoptic point of view: 

there are rules for writing system networks, describing what constitutes a 

choice, what motivates a choice, how choices are interrelated and realized 

and so on. Whi Ie we have begun to dea I with such issues for the dynamic 

perspective, much work remains to be done. In particu I ar, we need to show 

how a dynamic perspective draws on existing system networks, reformulating 

systemic (synoptic) choices each time a choice is made in an unfolding text. 

The proposed paths and stacks are a type of genera I Iingua franca or non- 

techn i ca I means of describing this process, but do not in themselves 

constitute a real strategy or device for turning a synoptic system into an 

instantially operative one, nor for showing how instantial selections feed 

back into our understanding of the synoptic system. The discussion of 

text/context interrelations in Chapter Five begins to provide some clues as 

to this, as there a similar situation arises: a general contextual 

configuration becomes specified as a particular context once a text begins to 

unfold. But the area as a whole remains at present a grey one.

The limited discussion of how choices in an unfolding text contribute to 

our experience of the system reflects a further limitation of the thesis, 

namely the fact that we have not related our findings to other dynamic 

aspects of language. As outlined in Chapter One, the development of language 

in an individual and the development of language over time can also be seen 

to be dynamic. It is not suggested that these three areas of 'dynamics' are 

necessarily of the same order, that is, that the same issues and principles 

wi I I be relevant to each. However, the issue of the text affecting experience 

of the system is relevant to al I three areas. A chi Id gradually learns to 

operate in the adult system through experience of how functional purposes may 
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or may not be achieved through language, thus a knowledge of the system is 

bui It up through experience of that system. Also, the choices made in 

successive, unfolding texts have a cumulative impact on the system as a 

whole, and so affect the phylogenetic development of the language.

While the thesis has highlighted the need for the grammatical analysis 

to interact with analyses at other levels, the nature of such interaction has 

not been · explored. This is a further limitation of the thesis. In 

particular, the interaction of grarrmar with semantics and with intonation 

needs to be explored. With regard to semantic considerations, the dynamically 

oriented grammar begins with the assumption that there is a realizational 

relationship between the semantic and grarrrnatical strata, so that any 

lexicograrrmatical choice can be assumed to be a realization of a semantic 

option. But, because the perspective is unfolding, it is not assumed that 

all the semantic options relating to one unit have been made before the unit 

is realized; the dynamic unfolding of the unit has its own potential to mean.

With regard to intonation, the fact that the grammatical analysis 

proceeded without accounting for intonation meant that unnecessarily 

difficult questions were posed. For instance, intonation would undoubtedly 

help inform the •nalysis at points in an unfolding text where a unit could 

end or cou Id be continued. Wh i Ie different accounts of intonation exist 

(compare, for instance, Halliday 1967 with Brazil passim), a c<^ron factor 

seems to be a basic dist i net ion wh i eh cou Id be glossed as 'stop/go'. For 

Hal I iday, the basic distinction revolves around the fall/rise opposition in 

tones: for Brazil, whose account is more specifically oriented to discourse, 

it is the re I at ive va I ues of successive tone units to each other wh i eh is 

important, and the stop/go distinction hinges on a functional definition of 

the tone unit, in terms of whether or not a tone unit constitutes a telling·
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incremement. A telling increment is a certain stretch of discourse that

continues until the speaker has achieved his or her purpose. An account of 

intonation would encourage us, at particular points in the text, to either 

'go on' (sustain) or 'stop' (close), and would help weight expectations for 

the next step according I y. As with other factors which contribute to the 

weighting of expectations, effects of surprise are possible, particularly 

when there is disjunction between grarrmar and intonation (when a unit of one 

appears to 'stop', while a unit of the other appears to continue). Further 

study of such interaction is essential for a more fully elaborated account of 

language from a dynamic perspective.

Another major area of limitation in the thesis is that of relating the 

impI ications of Chapters Six and Seven to the issue of computationally- 

oriented mode 11 ing raised in Chapter Four. This gap is one of the most 

serious: whiIe our proposaIs shouId be usefuI in their own right,' their 

model I ing in computational terms is an important avenue of research, and one 

which must be explored. This exploration cannot be undertaken here. What is 

possible, however, is to briefly highlight the relevant issues.

Given avaiI able Iinguistic and c^omputational resources, an aut^omated, 

dynamically oriented model should not be too far beyond the reach of the 

contemporary linguist. Most of the necessary components are available; it is 

a question of augmenting and integrating them. A model which is to be 

dynamically oriented must first of al I have access to current synoptic 

knowledge: it needs to begin by accessing available synoptic networks, such 

as those deve loped for the Penman project (see for inslance Mann 1983). 

Secondly, the model needs access to stores of information about contemporary 

usage of language, such as concordances from a large data base like that of 

the Cobui Id project (see for instance Sinclair 1987b, 1991b), as well as 
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stores of idioms, phrasal verbs and so on, which could be derived from such a 

database· Third I y, the model needs to be ab Ie to accept and manipu I ate 

information about the context of situation: such information would have to be 

fed in for each text. Finally, the model must be able to store information 

about previous passes through the synoptic network, to accumulate detai Is 

about typical or fossi I ised choices, and so on.

In terms of elucidating what it is that the model needs' to be able to 

do, it must first of all be able to choose its focus (word, group, function 

and so on), and then be able to oscillate between that parameter and others 

which relate to it. So, it must be able to move between different 'sizes' of 

unit (that. is, different units on the rank scale) and between different 

'types' of unit (that is, structural and functional parameters).

Having decided the initial focus, the model must then be able to know 

whether, for instance, it is in a verbal group or a nominal group, and where 

it is in the group, and what would constitute the relevant path steps of 

continue, change and so on, from that point. The relevant path steps could 

be prograrrmed in as types of rules for different situations; so, continue 

after a noun in a nominal group would be a certain gra^rntical step, change 

another.

Given multiple options for proceeding from a given point, it is 

necessary to incorporate strategies for choosing among those options. So, if 

at one point the options are to continue, change or close, these options need 

to be stacked. Two different operations are needed to achieve this. Firstly, 

the stack has to be informed, that is, the model has to know what can go in 

the stack and what the ordering is to be. The factors contributing to this 

organization of the stack are found in the components of the model as a 
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whole: access to a knowledge base about the synoptic system, information 

about contemporary usage, and so on. Secondly, the stacks have to be 

automated. In the thesis, the stacks were developed as a type of 

metaphorical extension from their original computational origins, but they 

could be exploited in a form close to their computational formulation. 

However, instead of ordering the stack in terms of the original computational 

strategy of 'last in, first out', the stack would have to be ordered in terms 

of likelihood of selection at that point. Further, factors would have to be 

included to motivate the choice of the most likely option or of a less likely 

option; such factors could also be used to interpret the effect of such 

selections.

A computational model would also have to be able to define boundaries in 

a different way. As shown in the ana I ysis, boundaries of units cannot be 

defined until they have actually been passed, and quite often, simultaneous 

ana I yses have to be I eft open, or an ana I ysis has to be undertaken in 

relation to a different parameter, to inform the current one. It is not the 

case that one job can be simply finished and another started, but rather, 

that different tasks have to be undertaken simultaneously. This strongly 

suggests the need for parallel or incremental processing (see, for example, 

de Smedt and Kempen 1987), with strategies or heuristics prograrrmed in for 

passing the reins between jobs. As well, there must be the facility to leave 

path analyses behind, and to return to a deferred path at a later point in 

the text if if necessary.

It is not essent ia I to produce an automated mode I in order to exp I ore 

and understand the implications of a dynamic perspective; however, such 

automation a I I ows the suggestions to be tested, as we I I as opening the 

research to practical application in areas such as Artificial Intel I igence
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(Al). The strategies suggested here should provide a good basis for 

developing an alternative to an explosive, synoptic model - one which permits 

moment by moment decisions to be made, or text to be interpreted moment by 

moment, so that actual, motivated texts are produced and understood.

8.4 Future Research '

This thesis has clearly been one of exploring and laying foundations; it 

is not and was never intended to be definitive. It is therefore particularly 

important to bui Id on this research and conso Iidate the findings of the 

thesis. We suggest that three paths of development should be pursued.

Firstly, the findings of the thesis need to be extended to other 

domains, both exploring the analysis developed for gramnar at other levels of 

description, and exploring the analysis in relation to languages other than 

Eng Ii sh. In either case, the details of the path analysis would have to be 

radically revised, but it is the principles of the approach which need to be 

retained: the movement from current to next, the understanding of the 

potentia I wh i eh opens up as a text unfo Ids, . the inf I uence of conditioning 

factors on expectations, and so on. Different descriptions would result for 

different languages, and for different d^omains of language; it may be 

necessary to deve Iop comp Iementary techniques to the path ana I ysis and to 

embe 11 ish the theory, but the dynamic perspective shou Id be as re Ievant. 

Indeed, as we have successfully brought a dynamic perspective to an area of 

language which is usually seen to be anything but dynamic, its potential 

value for other, more obviously dynamic, areas of language is very exciting.
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The second area of further research concerns the application of our 

proposals to more practical domains. As we suggested in section 8.2 above, 

an understanding of the way in which paths can be developed as a text unfolds 

should provide some interesting insights into the processes of producing and 

receiving both written and spoken texts. For reading and writing, as well as 

I istening and speaking, it should be possible to teach ways of clarifying 

paths, melding paths, changing the direction of a path, and so on. For 

example, our model may explain such cases as when a learner of a language 

confuses what is heard, either muddling up possible path developments or 

failing to perceive the critical choices points and the way they are 

developed. Further, a dynamic perspective should enable some interesting 

text exegesis to be carried out, from the point of view of describing the 

unfolding development of the text.

Because of its strong orientation to the point of view of the receiver, 

the dynamically oriented model presented in this thesis should be 

particularly attractive for use by interpreters. It would, for instance, be 

able to suggest which types of points in the development of a text may help 

an interpreter differentiate multiple path possibilities. Rather_ than 

searching merely for key words, the model suggests that patterns, chains of 

realizations, and the changes within them, are the key to understanding a 

developing text. In particular, simultaneous translators need to predict the 

points at whieh the changes may or may not occur, and the mode I wou Id be 

especially useful for them<2>.

As noted above, the thesis should also be applicable to the domain of 

Artificial Intel Iigence CAI). Given that one of the major cha I lenges for Al 

is to deal with natural language in the computer, a dynamically oriented 

model would seem to be essential for both producing and interpreting natural 
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language. It would seem particularly useful as the basis for an automatic 

parsing device. A dynamically oriented parser would parse the sentence as it 

unfolds, putting forward simultaneous analyses which would be weighted for 

their relative likelihood, and which would be resolved as the text continues 

to unfold (or, allowed to remain unresolved). It would have to wait for a 

next option in order to define a current boundary, and in order to decide 

which among multiple paths is being followed. For example, if the parser 

encountered a verb which could be either an auxiliary or a main verb (be, 

have), it would have to wait for the following choice to determine which 

possibility has been taken up. The proposals for gramnatical analysis put 

forward in this thesis could be used for automatic parsing if the parser had 

access to an automatic class tagger, such as JEM (developed by Jeremy Clear 

at the University of Birmingham). With the text input tagged for grarrmatical 

class (or classes, if it could be a unit representing more than one class), a 

dynamically oriented parser would add path rules and rules of interpretation 

in order to parse the group and clause structure of the input, and also to 

determine the metafunctional roles being carried by the components of the 

input.

The final area of future research concerns development of the general 

proposals of the thesis. Evidently, the areas of limitation described in the 

preceding section all require attention, but also, more successful aspects of 

the thesis could benefit from further research. Both the unit and 

metafunctional analyses need to be explored in more detail, and the 

metafunctiona I ana I yses in particular require considerab I e further work in 

order to test the claims made in relation to their dynamic unfolding.

The path analysis itself could also be explored in more detail, seeking, 

for instance, more delicate path distinctions. Alternatives to the path as • 
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model could also be pursued, as it is not the path as a path which is of 

importance, but the path as embodiment of the characteristics of a dynamic 

perspective. The detai Is and nature of text-context interaction from a 

dynamic perspective is another important area for further research.

The vigorous pursuit of all aspects of the theory and implementation of 

a dynamic perspective is essential if the perspective is to play a useful 

role in I inguistics. The ability -to understand and explain language as an 

active process, as we 11 as a static product, is an area of considerab I e 

contemporary interest, but we have shown in the thesis that a perspective on 

language is essentially independent from the nature of language itself. 

Therefore, the nature of the perspective adopted in relation to language is 

critical: it both allows for and constricts the observations that can be 

made. It is not enough to pay lip-service to a perspective - it has to be 

fully incorporated into a model, a way of seeing, to be operative and 

valuable. And then, it has to be melded with other perspectives, to achieve 

a ba Ianced view. In the study of language, the synoptic perspective has 

hitherto been dominant. While many I inguists are interested in achieving a 

new balance, the thesis has demonstrated that this can only be accomplished 

if the aim is to see language as a whole from a dynamic perspective.

Endnole»

1 (Section 8.2.1>i I an Indebted lo Gerlinde Hardl-Maulner for lhi· example,

2 (Secllon.8.4): My thank· lo Jean Ure and Carol Taylor-Toreello for lhelr coinenla on lhi»,
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APPEN>IX

1. The s^ample text

Ca) Brief description of the text

BBC Radio 4, Evening News, July 5, 1989; Kate Adie reporting. Adie 

is discussing the general state of Beijing after the Tiananmen Square 

Massacre. The text seems to be unprepared, although it may have been produced 

in conjunction with some notes; there is no obvious time pressure on the 

reporter, no sense of urgency; no evidence of editing. The text is introduced 

and concluded by conments from the news anchor.

(b) Transcript

The text is presented clause by clause, without intonation analysis, 

although orthography and clause breaks reflect certain aspects of the 

intonation.

ANNOUNCER: Kate, what can you see from where you stand?

KATE ADIE:

1 - I have a view out of the window of a, a sky Iine, across probably a third

of the city

•2 - it's a city that isn't at work

3 - none of the factory chimneys are smoking

4 - which (are) normally belching polluted air at thia time of day

5 - there's one in front of me in the distance
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6 - none of the cranes on the construction sites are moving

7 - there's no one working

8 - there are cyclists in the street

9 - there is no ordinary traffic

10 - there's no public transport

11 - there are no comnercial vehicles

12 - most of the shops are shut, except for some essential food stal Is and 

markets

13 - they're stil I open

14 - um, down below to the right of me is one, is the main road leading to 

Tiananmen Square

15 - and there this morning protesters gathered again after dawn

16 - um, they , were gathered as usual

16a- facing the troops

17 - those, the troops fired at them

18 - I um spoke to um a man at the ah hospital which is nearest to us

19 - they have received fifty casualties this morning

20 - the senior medical officer at the hospital said

21 - that he'd been in contact with his medical colleagues around the city in 

the past few hours

22 - their estimate of the number dead, er the people they said they had 

seen, the corpses they had had in the hospital, totalled over one 

thousand

23 - and there are thousands more injured

24 - and the injuries and the deaths are still continuing

25 - along the main road, ah, we have seen tanks rolling this morning, and 

army convoys of armoured personnel vehicles

26 - they're firing into the air
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27 - well no, they're firing against the buildings, that are on (at?) the 

sides of the streets

28 - and they're pot-shotting

29 - and they're raking the street occasionally with, with gunfire

30 - I've also seen in the last hour smoke billowing from an area about half 

a mile from us on the ring road where there were a lot of army lorries 

which were illlllObi I ised two nights ago before the firing, the shooting 

started

31 - and there've been huge columns of black smoke

32 - ah this concerns what some of my colleagues who've been out this morning 

have seen that, um, despite all the huge numbers of troops here, people 

are stil I setting fire to buses

33 - they're moving in buses as new barricades at most of the intersections

34 - and defiantly setting fire to them

35 - it's one of the few things that is, er, available for them to do

36 - because they're al I unarmed

Af.1-JOUNCER: Kate Adie, thank you
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2.  Unit analysis

Ca) Key to the unit analysis

The fol lowing symbols are used:

( j) Path steps

(CO) = path sustained, but actual step not determined

co = continue

C:C = continue:concatenate

C:A = continue:add

CH = change

CL = close

CP = complete

AB = abandon

RS = reset

pp = primary path fol lows from this point, but is not further

analysed

(ii) Path mov^ement

^ = fused analysis, i.e., two steps happening at same time

I = simultaneous paths, i.e., the current choice could be picking up 

one of two paths

x = closure of one simultaneous path; i.e., the current choice could

only be picking up one of the simultaneous paths.

((= secondary analysis; i.e., the current step has two path effects, 

one primary, one secondary.

? + any path step: = deferred/discontinuous analysis

✓ + any path step: = activation of deferred option
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(iii) Reading the path

Vertical lines are added between the steps to help the reader follow the 

unfolding path. They are not themselves significant, but gradual shifts from 

left to right as the path unfolds highlight the layers of analysis opening 

up.

Each word of each Ii ne is presented sequentia 11 y down the page. The 

first word in the text is not analysed as a path step, thus the analysis 

appearing to the left of the second word indicates the relation of the second 

word to the first. For example:

group

I \ ...

have\ \CP

a \\\cP

This example should be read in the following way: l opens a path 

analysis al group rank, but it is the step into have, in relation to the path 

established by l, which is analysed in path terms. Thus have, completes the 

nominal group opened by l- In turn, a completes the verbal group opened by 

have, and so on. The direct i onaI I i nes in the above examp Ie are used to 

indicate the way in which the analysis is read, but are not included in the 

appendix as a whole.

Finally, boundaries between clauses or lines have been emphasised with 

spaces or page breaks. This is for the convenience of the reader, and it 
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shou Id be remembered that these boundaries were arrived at synopti ea 11 y. 

Occasionally, sequential lines are presented together, where expectations are 

carried over between clauses and where it would be distracting to show the 

break.
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(b) The analysis: the notes attached to the analysis are to explain any 

points which may not be obvious from the discussion in Chapter 6.

(6.4.7).

group clause

1

I
‘| I

have CP CH
I I

a CP 
I

CH1
view CH

1
co -

I ——-·——
out CH | I

* - '.co ?COI ;
of (C:A) 

I
I ·

(C:A) -f 1
the CH «CP

II I
I ;

co -I I
window pp CH

I 
co r

I

of (CO)
II 

cco) ,1CO.-------?CO(I "
1 \ ·

a CP / CH «CP 
1 1 1

CH I CO -
i 1 ·

a
III ’ I ·

RS<^>PP RS<-ta> RSc^> I RS<+co> -
I lI I I !

sky Iine CH X X co I X r
I r .

across CP, CH, ✓coI ,',' I ','
probably CP ?CH ((CP

I 
I

CH KO
I I -

a
I

CP ✓ CH «CP 
1 ' 1

I

C H ,1CO
II

third
I 1 I

CH pp CH
I

co 
I

of <CO) 
I

(CO) 
I

the CH ((CP 
I

co 
i

city
I I .

PP CH
I co

Note: The analysis of this line was discussed in detail in Chapter Six
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2

group clause

it's CP * CP CP -♦ CH
a CP

I
CHI

city CH
I

co

that CH co

isn' t1 CH ((CP * C:A
II

co * co
I

at pp CP 
f

co

work2
I

CH CCCP co

Note: 1 - While a secondary path is seen to open up from isn't, the primary 

path is not shown, for the sake of simplicity. Primarily the path step would 

be a change at group rank, and continue at clause rank.

2 - It may seem trivial to open a secondary path when it contains only 

one step, however this is felt to be necessary for two reasons. Firstly it 

maintains consistency with the analysis of other (longer) prepositional 

phrases, and secondly, from a dynamic point of view, it cannot be known in 

advance that the path will consist of one step only.
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3

group clause

4

none CP 
I I

CP
I

of (CO>
II

(CO> 
I I

the CH ((CP
i II I

co

factory PP CH co I
chimneys I 1 CH

1
coII

are CP CH
I "" I "'

smoking2 CPI CH CH/ CO

which X / CP
II

X / CP
I

(are)3 CP
I

QL
I" \

normal ly4 CH/ CP
| 1

CO I CH
I II

belching
I I

CH / X co IX
I

po I luted CP
I

CH 
I

air cr
I 

co
I

at CP 
I

1 
CH 

I I
this

1
CH CCCP co

I I I
time pp CH 

I
co

I
of (CO) 

1
<CO)

I
day

1
CH «CP co

Note: 1 - While both factory and chimneys are of the same class, namely 

•noun, and while chimneys might therefore be expected to be a continue:add 

step following factory, the different number between the nouns shows that the 
second is in fact a change from the first. The Head of the group (in a 

synoptic analysis) isnone. and we know that being a selection from a
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group of many things, has to select from a plural Head in the post-Modifying 
element. So the singular factory and plural chimneys are playing different 

ro I es. Had the group been none of the factory ehimney ..._, the step wou Id 

have been C:A, and a plural noun would be expected to follow.

2 - The simultaneous analysis here allows for the possibility that 

smoking is an adjective opening a nominal group (and thus completing the 

verbal group opened by are). The beginning of the next clause, with which, 

causes this path to be dropped, as symbolised by x-

3 - are is bracketed because it is virtually swallowed up on the tape. 

This is one of the inadequacies of the transcription as acknowledged in 

Chapter 6.

4 - The analysis of normally was discussed in Chapter 6 (6.4.6.6)

group clause

5

there's CP ^ CP CP ^ CH
I

one T\ A
in 7H / er CO I CH

I I
front C:A I C:AI I CO I COI II I
of 1

1 I
CC:A)/ (C:A)1 I (CO)/(CO)I I

me
* I
CH/ CH <CCP\/

1 1
CO I CO \/

in CP CH
I

the CH ((CP I II I
co 

I
distance pp CH co

Note: 1 - An interesting feature of this analysis is that it highlights in 

front of as being a complex preposition, given that the opening step of the
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group, l!:l, is continued first by front then by of. In is seen to open a 

simultaneous analysis at group and clause ranks, on the left side being 

ana I ysed as a change in the nomina I group and continuation of the c I ause 

structure; on the right side being ana I ysed as a comp I ete of the nomi na I 

group and change at clause rank.

group clause

6

none CP CP 
I

of (CO) I I
(CO> 

I
the CH «CP 

I I
co I

cranes CH CH co
I "-. I "-.

onl CH I CP I I CO I CH 
I I

the
1 1
CH I CH ((CP 1 I 1I I I

CO I CO
I I

construction CH I PP CH I I CO I COI I
sites

1 . ICH // CH CO I CO\/
are CP CH

moving CH co

Note: 1 - The simultaneous analysis opening up from here follows the primary 

change path (at group rank) from the word above. That is, the complete step 

at group rank for on should not be read as following on from the secondary 

change step for cranes.
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group clause

7

there's CP * CP CP * CH
II

no CP
t

CH 
I

one
I 

C:AI
I co
I .

working
I

CH «CP
I 

CH

group clause

8

there CP CP I CH
I I

are CP 
|

CH/ X I
cycl ish

I 
'p"'

i n CH / CP 
| I

CO I CH
I II

the
I

CH/ CH C<CP 
1 i 1I I I

CO I CO
I I

street CH/ PP CH
I I

CO I CO
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group clause
9

there CPI CPI CH
is

1
CP,

I I
CH/ X

I X 1 X
no1

'CP 1CH
1 I CH ?CO 1 1

ordinary
1CH ?CH.

I I

co ?CO 
I

traffic
IICH ?CH II 

co ?CO

10

there's CP * CP I CP * CH 
I I

no
ICP CH

I
pub I ic CH

I

I 
coI

transport C:A
1

co

11 I I I
there CP CPI CH| I I
are CP CH/ X

1 I
no CP CHr I
coornercial CH

II
co 

I
vehicles CH co

Note: 1 - It could be argued that a discontinuous analysis arises here 

because of the expectation for a main verb to fol low is. However, the 

deferred path is never activated, as the step following traffic begins a new 

clause. Note also that the next clause, line 10, could also be said to have 

this deferred expectation, but the unfulfilled expectations of line 9 would 

decrease expectations for that pattern to occur in line 10.
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group clause

12

most CP 
I CP

of
I 

<CO>
I

<CO> 
I I

the CH C<CP
I 1I I co 1 I

shops pp CH
I

co
are

1
CP

II
I

CH

shut CH
II

co
except CP 

I
I 

CH

forl
I 

C:A
I

I
C:AI

some CH C<CP
1 1I I

I 
co

I
essential pp CH

I
I 

co
I

food
I

CHII
I 

co

stalls CH
II

co
and (CO> 

I I
I 

(CO>
I

markets C:G
I co

Note: 1 - As with line 5, there is a complex preposition here, except for. 

This exp I a ins why some is ana I ysed as a change step opening a secondary 

completing step, as it is part of the potential of a prepositional phrase to 

have a nominal ' group within it.

group clause

they're CP ^ CP.
l\

CP ^ CH
I X

sti 11 CH/ CP
I 1

CO/ CH
j II I

open
I I

CH / x co IX
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14

group clause

down1 CP 
I

CP
I

below C:A
I

I 
coII

to
I 

CP 
I

CHII
the CH «CP

1 1I I
coI

right PP CH
I

I 
co1I

of
I
(CO) (CO) 

I
me V ch <(cp co

I

is CP
I 

cH
I I

one CP
I

cHII
is2

I
RS<^) RS<+oo 

I
the CP cH 

I
main ch

1
co

II
road JH co

1
leading CH ((CP 

II I
1 

co
I

to PP ch-
1 

co

Tiananmen CH ((CP
1 1I I

co
I

Square3 PP C:A co

Notes: I - A simultaneous analysis at clause rank should apply from here, as 

it could easily be seen to be a change step in relation to the preceding 

clause, rather than a c^^lete introducing a new clause.

2 - Note the resetting here. Unlike other cases of resetting (as in 

I ine 17), there would be I ittle need here to posit a simultaneous analysis, 

allowing for the possibility of a branched structure. This is because 2!l! 

has no intnediately obvious referent: in Emnott's terms, there is no primed 

referent in the frame. This thus leads us to expect resetting.
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3 - Ideally, Tiananmen Square should be analysed as one lexical item. 

Interestingly, following Tiananmen, a very narrow range of expectations 
app I ies. Either that the nominal group is not sustained at all, that is, 

that Tiananmen stands alone as a clause element, or that if it is sustained, 

then it wi 11 be sustained only by Square. (In other grarrmatical contexts, 

Tiananmen couId be fo 11 owed by other i terns such as massacre or event, but 

this is not possible in its circumstantial role, indicating a place rather 

than an event.)

group clause

15

and (CO) <CO) 
I

there CP,I ,',.
1

CP, 
1 'x

thist CP 1CP 
I

CH ?CH I
morning

1 
CH KP 

•

I I
co ?CH

I 1
protesters •

CP X
I

I 1
CH x

I
gathered CP

Jp
CH 

I I
again CH

II
after CP 

I
CH

II
dawn I

CH C<CP co

Note: 1 - The discontinuous analysis here allows for a deferred expectation 

of ^or i's following there. The expectation is e I im i nated at protesters·_
Interestingly, this examp Ie highiights the 'bur'ed' information drawn on in 

this analysis, as the analysis of the steps in the deferred path is in fact 

the same as for that in the actual path; it is the class information which is
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different. In other words, the deferred path is waiting for a complete step 

which signals the opening of a particular verbal group.

group clause

16

they CPII CP

were CP CH| 1
gathered CH co

as CP CH

usual CH co

16a

facing1 CP
II

CP

the CP
I 

CH |
troops

I
CH

I 
co

Note: 1 - It would be interesting to consider the possibi I ity of analysing 

facing as a type of preposition (hence opening a secondary group analysis at 

the next step, and being analysed as a change step at clause rank).
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group clause
17

those

thet

CP
l ""'

CP
I""

CP / RS<+a>>1 CH / RS<+a>>
troops CH /

1
CHII

I
CO I COI

fired CP / CPII
I
CH1I

/ I CH 
JH

at CP / CPI CH /
them X /

I
CH «CP

I
X / Jo

Note: 1 - A simu I taneous ana I ysis arises from the, on the I eft hand side 

allowing for an example such as those the troops fired at were ...• However 

it is not untiI relatively late, with them, that this path is dropped. On the 

right hand side, the analysis al lows for the possibility that the is 

resetting the path opened by those. This, however, represents a strong 

orientation to the producer's perspective, as while the resetting possibility 

must be part of latent potential for the receiver, it would not be until them 

that this would be confirmed. Presumably of course the producer is aware of 

the resetting from the point at which it is shown to corrmence.
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18

group clause

spoke
CP

I
CP

to P

di
CH

man 7H"'

at CH

the

hospi hi
CH 

I 
CH

'-..../
H

CP
I

CH 

I 
pp

((CP
I

CH

co 
I 

co \
CO

l
CO 

I 
c

CH

CO
I

1)0

co
I "-.

which

is t cp /Ch
I 1

<<CP CP / CO

nearest2
1 I
X / pp

I
CP

I
X / CO

to CPI I co

us CH ((CP
I 

co

a

/

I

C p

C H

I

I

Notes: 1 - The simultaneous path on the left here allows for the possibility 

that which is co-ordinating a clause, as in ... which is the most useful 

.thing I've done today. The next step, nearest causes this possibility to be 

dropped. The alternative path here is one which has a primary and secondary 

structure at group rank.

2 - It is interesting to note that there is a possible, if improbable, 

potential for nearest to be interpreted as a preposition. This is because of 

the morphology of the word, which means that momentarily it is received as 

!l.!.!!., which casts the grammatical shadow of its preposition status onto the 

word as a whole. If this were the case, then to would be a continue step, 

showing nearest to. to be a complex preposition. While we do not actually 

suggest that this would be the most appropriate analysis for nearest, it
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i I lustrates the way in which a dynamic analysis high I ights alternatives which 

simply cannot be seen from a synoptic point of view.

group clause
19

they CP 
|

CPII
have

1
CP

I
CH1

received
I

CHII
I 

coI
fifty CP1I

I 
CH

casualties CH
1I

Jo
this CPI

I 
CHI

morning
1

CH
I 

co

group clause

20

the CP
1

CP
I

senior CH
II

I co II
medical C:A

I
co I

officer IH \ cp X
at IH / Ip

CH ! CH ((CP
1 1 1I I I

CO I CH 
1 I ■

the CO I CO l I
CO I CO \/hospital CH/ PP CH 

\;said CP CH
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group clause

that (CO)
he'd CP ^ CPI I CP * CH 1
been CH

I
1 

cf
in CHII 
contact CH I 

co 1I wi th1 C:A I 
coII 

his CH <CC I P
I 

medical pp
1

I
H co\ ■ 1I 1

co 11 eagues CH c o
around CP CH
the CH

I co
1

city H co|\ I "'-.
in2 CH I CP CO I CH

II II’ I II
the CH I CH <CCP CO/ CO

Il II, ' । Ipast x / PP CH1 x / CO I
few C:A1

I 
co

I
hours

I
CH CH

Note: 1 - The analysis of with here imp I ies that in contact with is one 

complex preposition. A more conservative analysis would be to analyse with 

as a complete at group rank and change at clause rank, that is, a separate 

preposition group.

2 - The simultaneous analysis opening at in allows, on the left hand 

side, for an example such as .·· in the best hospitals, that is, the group 

would continue to be modifying col leagues. However, by the time past is 

reached, this possibility becomes extremely unlikely.
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22

group clause

their CP CP I
estimate CH

I 
co

of (CO)
1 

(CO)

the CH CCCP co

number
I I

pp CH do

dead CH CCCP
I

cox

.... .... ....I I ....
the I CP CH

'
?CH

1

people C d
I 

co 1
1

they C CCCPI
I 

co
I

CCCH
1
1 
|

said p
I

p CP
1

CO 
I

C 
I
H 1

1

they cP
I 

co
I

C
I
P 1 

1
I

had CP co 
I

c
I
H < 

t

seen CH 1 co co 1 
f 
i

the CP
I 

CH
t

?CH
t

corpses CH
I 

co
I

1
1

they l CCCP
1

co 
I

1 1
1

had PP C 
I
P co 

I
1
1 
1

had C 
I
H co I

1

in 5r
cl

I
1 1
l *

the CH CCCP co 11
1 I I 1

hospital pp co 1 
t
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I
total led CP CH

I I
over CP CH

1
one CH

1
I 

co

thousand
I 

C:A co

I
,.,CH

Note 1: While the step into this (and the next) nominal group is analysed as 

a change at clause rank, there is a deferred expectation for another change 

step, name I y into a verba I group, representing the process e I ement of the 

clause. This deferred expectation is picked up by total led.

group clause

23

and (CO) <CO)
1

there CP
1 .

CP 
I

are CP 
1I

CH 
I

thousands CP1
CH 

1

more
I 

CH
I

I 
co

1

injured «CP
1 

co
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group clause
24

and (CO) CFO)

the
I

CP I CP

injuries CH co II
and (CO) (CO)I "' Ithe CH ((CP

1 1I I co
deaths P CH

-1 co
I

are Tx CIH"'

sti 11 CH/ CP
1 |

cl I

continuing CH /x co IX
Note: Because of the concatenation of the nominal groups here, the two 

together function as one element in relation to the verbal group, and the 

second nominaI group (the deaths) is seen to open a secondary ana Iysis 

fo11 owing and.
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group clause
25

along1 CP1 I CPI CH
I 1I I

the CH ((CPI 1I I CO I COI 1
main pp 1

I ICO I COI 1
road2

I
CH I ICO I COI

we CP I ICH/ X 
I

have CP1 CH1I1
seen CHII

co

tanks CPI CH1
rol I ing CH ((CP o

I "---. c1 "'-
this CPI CH1I

CH/ CO1III morning CH I CH CO I CO1 / 1/
and <CO>

I 1,
army3

I
CP / CH

I I
convoys CH CO I COI I
of CCO>I I

CCO) / CCO)I |I
armoured CH ((CP CO I CO

I I I
personnel PP C:A CO I COI II I
vehicles CH CO I CO

26

they're4 CP * CP II
x / CP ^ CH

I
firing CH I co 

I
into

1
CP

II
CH1I

the CH CCCP
I II I

co 
I coair PP CH
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Notes: 1 - The simultaneous clause analysis opening from here allows for the 

potential that along the main road is an Adjunct to the preceding clause. If 

this were the case, then we could be analysed as opening a new clause. 

However, as acknowledged in Chapter 7, the transcription has in fact taken 

advantage of intonation and pauses to confirm clause boundaries, and so the 

alternative analysis is presented only to highlight the grammatical 

possibi Iity.

2 - Note that for a speaker of Australian English, there would be a 

latent potential, particularly in a more colloquial context, for road to be 

seen as a continuation of mai n, as main frequently has a nominal use, to 

refer to the main or high street in a town. This means that the grammatical 

path posited for an Australian receiver would be different to that of the 

British producer.

3 - Before army, and gives rise to the expectation that a variety of 

units could be co-ordinated, possibly the circumstantial potential of this 

morning (as in ... this morning and through the day).. However army shows that 

a nominal element is being co-ordinated. Further, another simultaneous 

ana I ysis is seen to open up from army, as this cou Id be comp I eting the 

preceding clause and opening a new one. Such a simultaneous path would have 

to be carried to the next line, beginning they're. In fact there is a strong 

expectation that army convoys will be involved in some process, that is, part 

of a new clause, hence as the next I ine unfolds, there is a sense of 

unfulfilled expectations.

4 - The simultaneous analysis at clause rank picks up the simultaneous 

•analysis from the preceding line, but shows that only one of those paths is 

being picked up here.
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group
27

clause

we111

no

they're 

firing

against 

the

buildings 

that

are

on

the

sides

of

the

streets

( 
I
RS)

< 
I
RS)

C P * CP
I

CH
I

CP
I

CH «CP
I I

CH

(RS>

<RS)
I

CP * CHI 
co

I
CH

I
co

er
CH ((CP

I I
pp CP

I
CH ((CP

I I
pp CH

CCO)
I

CH «CP
I I

pp CH

co 
I 

co

co 
I 

co
Ico
I 

co
I 

CCO) 
I 

co 
do

Note: 1 - Well no provides a very interesting example here. Well is analysed 

in a para I lei way to that of and or of, that is, as a bracketed step, to 

indicate that it is serving a generalised function. In this case, well no 

signals that a reset is about to take place, without necessarily indicating 

exactly which aspect of the preceding line is to be reset.
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group

28

clause

element.

and (CO) I (CO)

they're CP p CP ^ CH'" I ""'
pot1 CH/ CP CO I CH 1 1
shotting Co/! I 1 co Ix

Note: I - The simultaneous analysis here allows for 221 to be considered

momentarily as a nominal element, or the beginning of an unusual verbal

group

29

and (CO>
they're Jp ^ CP

raking CH

the CP
1

street CH
1

occasiona11y CP
I

with CIP
with RS<+cP>

Igunfire CH <CCP

clause

(CO>
I

CP ^ CH
I

co
I

CH KO
i ·

co
I

CH 1<r0

CH ✓CO
I ·

RS<^> —
I !co -
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group clause
30

I 1 ve CP -+ CP

also
I"-.

CH/ CP 
1

seen
I I

CH/ X
1I

in CP

the CH C<CP

last
1 

k CH

hour di
smoke CP

I
billowing1CH CCCPJ 1from )p CPIan CCCP

I Iarea

about CH CCCP
I I

half CH

a

mi le 
from

us

on

the

г ing

road

where2 
there

were

a

CH

CH
I 

CH 
)p

CCCPI
CH

•ch
I

PP

CCCP
I

CH

JH
I

C:A
I

et
PP

CCCP
I

CP
I lp 

CP

CP ^ CH
I "

CO I CH
I I

CO I X

I
CH

Ico
Ico
Ico
I

CH
I

COI
COIco

I
CO

I
CO

Ico
Ico
Ico
Ico
Ico
Ico
IcoIcoI co
I co I co
Ico
Ico
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lot

of

army

lorries

which

were

inmobi Iised

two

nights

ago

before

the

firing

the3

shooting

starhd4

(CO)
I

CH ((CP
I I
pp CH

I
CH

I
CH «CP

I I
pp CH

CP
I 
CH

CH

CP 
;

CH,I • .
CP 1RS

I :
CH 1RS

I II
CP

r 

(CO)
I

co
I 
co

co

co
I 

co
I 

co
I 

co
I co
I 

co
I 

co

co,
I , .
CO ?RSI II

co ?RS7ICO ,1RS

Notes: 1 - The secondary ana I ysis opening from here means that a primary 

analysis should also be seen to be carried through. The step at primary level 

would be a change at group rank and continue at clause rank. Every subsequent 

step in this line would be analysed in the same way, as change and continue 

respectively. Similarly, for the secondary analyses opening at about,—from, 

on. primary change/continue steps would be seen to follow through for the

•rest of the line, and following where, there would be a primary

complete/change step. This would obviously make the visual representation 

extremely dense, and so such primary paths have been omitted.
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2 - It would be possible to analyse where as simultaneously being a 

complete step at group and clause ranks, that is, representing a clause 

boundary. This possibility would arise from the latent potential of where to 

begin clauses. However, in the context of this particular unfolding path, 

this possibility is rather low, particularly given the complex structure of 

the path up to this point: the speaker seems to be repeating a pattern of 

extending the path from the most recent secondary step (that is, by 

exploiting what in synoptic terms is called rankshift).

3 - The step into a different nominal group here is also analysed as a 

deferred expectation for a resetting step to occur. However, it is not unti I 

started is reached that we can be sure that a reset has occurred, although 

the virtual synonymy between firing and shooting is a strong indication that 

this is the case.

4 - The implication of this analysis is that smoke is the last true 

primary step in this path, and that everything following it is, so to speak, 

projected from here by building up more and more layers in the path.

group clause

31

and

there've

been

(CO) (CO) 
I
CP ^ CH 

I 
co

I

CP ^ CP 
1
CH 

1
huge CP CH 

I
columns CH 

|
co 

I
of <CO>

1 
(CO)

black CH «CP 
I I

co

smoke
1 I 

pp CH co
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32

group clause

this CP
1

CP
I

concerns
1

CP
1 CH

whatt I 
CP

1
CH I I

some
dH co

of
I

(CO)
I

(CO) 
I

my
1 '

CH <CCP
I I

I
CO

co I leagues
I I

PP CH co
I 1

who CH co
I I

've2 «CP co
I I 1

been pp CH co
out CP coI
this

I
CP co

I I
morning CH co

II
have CP

I
co I I

seen CH 
| I co I I

that3 O> CCO)f
I "

despite· CP CPI CH
I I

all CH
I

c\/co

the CHII
co I

huge CH 
I

co I I
numbers CH 

I
co 

I
of

1
(CO) (CO) 

I

troops
I

CH ((CP
I I

I coI
here PP CH 

I
co

people CP
I

CH
I

are
1 

CP CH
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sti 11 CH
II

co

setting CH 
I co

fires
I

CP
I

CH

to CP 
I

I
CH

buses dH ((CP co

Notes: 1 - The group opening up from what is the last true primary step in 

this path: everything following this is subservient, so to speak, to this 

group.

2 - This step should be represented as a fused step, but is presented 

on separate I ines to avoid comp I ication or confusion with the secondary 

analysis.

3 - From a synoptic perspective, this clause would have to be analysed 

as a grarrmatical error, as the speaker seems to have intermingled two clause 

structures (viz: this concerns what (they) have seen and (they) have seen 

that ·..). The 'mistake' is that by the time seen is reached, a potentially 

complete clause has already been produced, but the speaker extends the clause 

fromseen as if it was the main verb of a clause, and not a rankshifted verb 

as is the actual case. Thus, following that, the speaker produces a clause 

acting as a projected Phenomenon to the menta I process of seen- But most 

interestingly, the path analysis enables this 'mistake' to be explained. 

Firstly, even thoughsm is a secondary path step (in synoptic terms, 

rankshifted), it occurs, relatively speaking, a long way away from the actual 

main verb. This enables the latent potential ofs^ to be functioning as a 

•main verb to come to the fore; in combination with the coordinating function

of .that, this enables the speaker to 'forget' that seen is not in fact a 

ranking process, and to proceed from that point as if it were. It is a I so
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interesting to note that despite the synoptic 'error' here, the example would 

cause few problems of understanding for receivers.

4 - Note that a simultaneous analysis opens up from despite, as it 

cou Id be comp Ieting the c I ause, or changing it by adding another Adjunct. 

The s i mu I taneous ana I ysis shou Id be carried through unti I the beginning of 

the next clause, but, as each subsequent step following despite would receive 

the same analysis for either path alternative, we do not represent it. This 

is perhaps one ramification of the speaker's 'mistake' for the dynamic 

unfolding of the path, as in most cases, it is possible at some point to 

choose between such simultaneous paths.

5 - Ideally, a lexical path unfolding simultaneously with the 

grarrmatical path would show the lexical unity of setting fire; gra^nmatically 

they are stil I analysed as separate units, although the lexical and 

granmatical path would then be in conflict, and this needs to be resolved.
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group clause
33

they're CP ^ CP
I

CP * CH I Imoving CH o
I"-. Iin 1 CPI CPI 1 CH

buses । ICP I CH «CP I
I c°

as ICP CH/ CP
new CH «CP

1CO /1
I

barricades I CH I 
coI"' c1 "-

at CH / CP I I CO / CH 1
most I 

x / CH ((CPI I
I J 

co Ix

of I I
pp CCO) ICCO>

II
the CH «CP co

I I |
intersections pp CH co

Note: 1 - While the simultaneous analysis opening from in is analysed as the 

same step, the left captures the potential for in to be an adverbial, and on 

the right for it to be a preposition.
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group c lause
34

and (CO> 
,

( CO>

defiant I yt .
CP ?CH

I C P

setting 1
CP ✓ CH C H

fire
2H 

I
c

I
o

to CP CP

them CH ((CP C H

Note: 1 - The deferred analysis here al lows for the possibility that

defiantly subsumes the auxiliary from the preceding clause.

group clause

35
it I 5 CP-+ CP CP-+ CH

I

one CPI 1 
CH

I

of CCO)
I

(CO>
I

the
I

CH ((CP
1

co
I I I

few pp CH coI I
things CH cor I
that CH

II
co 

I
is CH ((CP

1 II I
co

II
avai I able pp CP 

I
coII

for CP co
II

them CH II co
II

to CP
I

coI
do

I
CH

1
CCCP co
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36

group clause

because! CP CH/
I

CP

they're CP ^ CP
I
X / CH * C H

al I CP c 4

unarmed CP c 4

Note: 1 - Because is analysed as a complete at group rank, but a simultaneous 

change or complete at clause rank, as it could be adding a prepositional 

phrase or opening a new clause. The step into the following nominal, they... 

confirms the latter option.
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